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Abstract
The thesis investigates the nonlinear soil-pile-structure interaction through three-dimensional
nonlinear finite element models (FEM) employing the OpenSees platform. The FEMs were
validated with the results of large-scale shaking table tests of model pile groups-superstructure
systems in dry and saturated sand and large-scale field tests on single piles installed in cohesive
soil. The numerical models correctly predicted the different pile deformation modes that were
exhibited in the experiments. The results illustrated that the inertial interaction contributed to the
bending moments at the pile top, while the kinematic interaction contributed to the bending
moment at the layers interface. In addition, the excess pore water pressure and associated
liquefaction during the shaking caused a dramatic decrease in the pile shaft friction resistance.
Nonetheless, positive shaft friction was observed through the loose sand layer until the soil was
fully liquefied. The larger pile diameters caused higher excess pore water pressure in the dense
sand, which reduced the bearing pressure.
The lateral displacements of the helical piles (HP) and adjacent soil decreased compared to the
driven piles. Meanwhile, HPs demonstrated excellent performance in maintaining their capacity
during and after liquefaction and controlling the post-liquefaction settlement. The response of the
HP groups in the saturated test was dominated by the rocking behaviour, while the flexural
behaviour dominated the response in the dry tests. Moreover, the FEMs were employed to examine
the effect of model scale on seismic response of prototype HPs. A set of scaling factors was
suggested for extrapolating the soil and HP responses from 1g shake table model tests.
The seismic performance of bridge-helical pile foundation was explored based on the seismic
fragility analysis. The results revealed that the HPs were the most fragile component in the nonliquefiable and liquefiable tests. The liquefiable soil decreased the seismic demand on the column
lateral deformation and increase the demand dispersion. The reinforced concrete pier exhibited a
large drift response in the non-liquefiable soil. Finally, the dynamic response of driven and HPs
was explored in cohesive soil. The HP could replace the driven piles with shorter lengths, and it
reduced the required width of the improved soil.
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Summary for Lay Audience
This thesis examined the piles' behaviour during earthquakes in dry and saturated sand as well as
clay soils. When the soil is loose sand and has water, the water pressure increases and the soil may
loose most or all of its strength and acts like water, which is called soil liquefaction. Computer
simulations were used to capture the behaviour of the piles and soils from experiments. The
simulation was employed to gain deeper insights into the response of piles and soils under different
conditions. The results demonstrated that the pile loses its side resistance concurrent with the water
pressure generation, yet some pile resistance was observed until liquefaction occurred. The
computer models were then used to investigate the response of piles to earthquakes with varying
intensity, piles diameters, and the superstructure mass. It was found that the water pressure
increased as the piles' diameter increased, which reduced the pile toe resistance.
The models were also employed to analyze the response of different pile configurations called
helical piles (HP) in dry and saturated soils. The HP is a straight pipe with helices along its length.
The results demonstrated the superiority of helical piles in enhancing the axial and lateral response
of the piles in different ground conditions. In addition, different configurations of HPs including
single and double helices were analyzed. It was found that the second helix further reduced the
HPs settlement but had a negligible effect on the lateral deformation. Furthermore, the scaling
effects of extrapolating the results of the helical piles and soils from the small scale of the
experiments to prototype size were evaluated. The amount of distortion between the small
experiments and prototype results was quantified and a set of scaling factors was provided to scale
the results from experiment scale to full size. Furthermore, the seismic performance of bridges
supported by HPs was examined through a probabilistic approach. The results showed that the HPs
were the most fragile component in the dry and saturated tests and the concrete pier exhibited a
large lateral response in the dry soil.
Finally, the dynamic responses of piles installed in clay soil were examined. The results
demonstrated that the HPs exhibited excellent lateral and axial responses comparable to that of the
regular piles. The HPs have a lower lateral deformation, experienced better axial response, and
reduced the improved soil width compared to the regular piles.
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Chapter 1

1. Introduction
1.1 Background
Transportation systems are the key elements of any modern city, and bridges are the main
component that guarantees the smooth flow of traffic. During earthquakes, bridges play an
important role in facilitating emergency and rescue missions. Meanwhile, the bridges are the most
fragile component in these systems during earthquakes. Bridges are supported on piled foundation
systems, and the interaction between the bridge, piles, and soil controls the whole response.
Therefore, assessing bridges seismic vulnerability, it is necessary to evaluate the seismic
performance of supporting pile foundation.
Piles are often used to transfer the load from the superstructure system (e.g., building, bridge, and
wind turbine) to the soil. Piles supporting these structures would be exposed to vertical loads (i.e.,
the superstructure weight), lateral loads (i.e., earthquakes, wind, waves, or vibrations), or a
combination of vertical and lateral loads. In addition, the interaction of the system components,
such as superstructures (e.g. bridges), piles, and soils, impose complexity on their response to
gravitational and environmental loads. This interaction becomes more complex when the soil is
weak or experiences a change of its structure such as liquefiable soil or soft clay, which could lead
to a catastrophic failure of the supported structure (Cubrinovski et al. 2017; Cubrinovski et al.
2014; Dash et al. 2009; Finn and Fujita 2002; Palermo et al. 2011; Wotherspoon et al. 2012).
Therefore, many studies examined the seismic lateral and axial response of piles in liquefiable and
soft clay soils.
Researchers studied the lateral response of the soil-pile-superstructure interaction (SPSI) through
experimental, numerical, and analytical methods. For example, shaking tables and centrifuges
were employed to conduct physical model tests to investigate the SPSI (Abdoun and Dobry 2002;
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Abdoun et al. 2003; Ebeido et al. 2019; Finn 1987; Kagawa et al. 2004; Kutter 1992). Other
researchers employed numerical models such as the finite element analysis (FEA) to calibrate and
validate the features of SPSI and adopted these validations to gain further insights into SPSI and
structural response in different ground conditions (Elgamal and Lu 2009; Higgins et al. 2013; Li
and Motamed 2017; Wang et al. 2016). However, advanced numerical models can be complicated,
computationally expensive, and time-consuming. Therefore, many studies developed simplified
analytical methods to examine the SPSI in different ground conditions (O’Rourke et al. 1994;
Ashour and Ardalan 2012; Su et al. 2016). These studies enhanced the understanding of the seismic
SPSI and demonstrated its complexity, which underscored the need for more investigation.
For many years, researchers explored the lateral SPSI as the direct implication of earthquake
loading. However, recent studies have demonstrated that the pile axial response could be as critical
as the lateral response. The pile axial response to static loads and load transfer are well-documented
in the literature; however, the axial dynamic load transfer is not well determined yet. During an
earthquake, the pile could experience higher compression loads, and that could lead to excessive
settlement of the pile. The pile may not necessarily be damaged, but the superstructure could fail
or settle excessively, which would affect its serviceability. A few experimental studies examined
the axial SPSI under dynamic loads. For example, De Alba (1983) and Knappett (2007) studied
the settlement behaviour of pile groups in liquefiable soil. Knappett and Madabhushi (2009) and
Madabhushi et al. (2010) evaluated the pile load transfer and suggested a methodology to evaluate
the safety factor of end bearing capacity for a pile in liquefiable soil.
Helical piles have been considered as a viable alternative for conventional driven steel and precast concrete piles and drilled cast-in-place concrete piles. Recently, they have become very
popular owing to their high axial bearing capacity, ease of installation and relative cost advantage
(Livneh and El Naggar 2008; Perko 2009; Sakr 2009; El Sharnouby and El Naggar 2012;
Elsherbiny and El Naggar 2013; Bagheri and El Naggar 2015; Elkasabgy and El Naggar 2015;
Fahmy and El Naggar 2016; Fahmy and El Naggar 2017; Harnish and El Naggar 2017).
Researchers explored different helical pile types including reinforced and unreinforced grouted
piles (Cerato and Victor 2008; Cerato and Victor 2009; Abdelghany and El Naggar 2010).
Anecdotal observations from recent earthquakes in Christchurch, New Zealand (2011, 2012) and
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Alaska, USA (2016, 2018) demonstrated that structures supported on helical piles withstood
multiple earthquakes with minor damage (Cerato et al. 2017). This created motivated significant
research to explore employing helical piles as a reliable and cost-effective foundation option to
support structures in seismic active areas. Therefore, several studies have investigated the seismic
soil-helical pile-superstructure interaction (SHPSI) within the last decade. For example, Elsawy et
al. (2019), Orang et al. (2019), Aly et al. 2021 and Orang et al. (2021) investigated the SHPSI in
dry and saturated soil through large-scale shaking table tests. However, the research on the seismic
SHPSI in cohesive soils is scarce, and further investigation is essential to enhance the
understanding of the seismic response of helical piles in clay. It is worth noting that the physical
models can not be adopted directly to explore the piles' response under the bridge system, and
scaling the physical model to the prototype scale is required.
Many researchers have investigated the dynamic response of piles through scaled physical models,
which enhanced the understanding of the static and seismic SPSI. Despite the appealing benefits
of physical models, they have several drawbacks related to cost, time, and the extrapolation of the
results to the prototype scale. Many scaling laws have been adopted to rigorously scale the
prototype (Gibson 1997; Meymand 1998; Tabatabaiefar 2012; Wood et al. 2002). Yet, there was
still distortion observed and the search for the best scaling set that produces the least amount of
distortion is necessary. Numerical studies have overcome some of the scaling disadvantages of the
physical model (Cheng and Jeremić 2009). As a result, numerical analysis can be employed to
validate experimental observations and explore different soil-pile interaction aspects. The scaling
factors can be then used to scale the physical model to the prototype scale to explore the coupled
bridge soil foundation systems.
Probabilistic approaches have been used to evaluate the seismic hazard of several structures such
as buildings, tunnels, and bridges. Transportation systems play a vital role in modern societies,
and bridges are the artery of a successful system. Bridges are usually supported on deep
foundations, especially at sites with weak soils in seismic regions. Fragility analyses are commonly
used to assess the seismic hazard of the bridge system components (Nielson and DesRoches 2007a;
Nielson and DesRoches 2007b; Aygün et al. 2011; Wang et al. 2013; Mangalathu and Jeon 2019;
Xie et al. 2019). The bridge seismic fragility analysis describes the likelihood of the bridge, or its
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component, to reach or exceed a damaged state considering a range of ground motion intensities.
Several analytical approaches have been used to calculate the demands for the fragility curves and
the non-linear time history have been the most accurate method. Meanwhile, the fragility curves
of helical piles supporting bridges have not been yet developed, and most of the research simplified
the soil-pile interaction during the calculation of the bridge component demands.

1.2 Research Objectives
The previous research improved the understanding of the seismic SPSI in several conditions and
configurations, and provided a reasonable understanding of piles supporting bridges. Nevertheless,
the complexity of the SPSI, which involves many components underscores the need for more
investigation. For example, there is no adequate research comparing the seismic SPSI in liquefiable
and liquefiable ground conditions under similar soil profile and foundation configurations.
Similarly, the SHPSI has not been characterized in liquefiable or cohesive soil. Also, the research
has not investigated the helical piles supporting bridges through sophisticated models. Thus, this
research is intended to cover the following objectives.
I.
II.
III.

Examine the straight shaft lateral response in liquefiable and non-liquefiable soils.
Explore the dynamic pile load transfer in liquefiable and non-liquefiable soils.
Assess the seismic axial and lateral responses of helical piles in liquefiable and nonliquefiable soils and compare their response with that of the straight shaft piles.

IV.

Study the kinematic and inertial effects on the seismic response characteristics and
SPSI/SHPSI in liquefiable and non-liquefiable soils.

V.

Investigate the scaling effects of large-scale shake table tests on the SPSI in different
ground conditions.

VI.

Assess the fragility curves of a bridge supported by helical piles in liquefiable and nonliquefiable soils.

VII.

Study the dynamic and seismic lateral responses of helical and straight shaft piles in
unimproved and improved soft clay.
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1.3 Methodology
Shake table testing has been used to explore the seismic SPSI in dry and saturated sands and the
results have been widely reported in the literature. Most recently, Xu et al. (2020) conducted
shaking table tests to explore the seismic SPSI in dry and saturated sands, employing similar test
configurations to facilitate direct comparison of the pile-structure response in the non-liquefiable
and liquefiable soil. In addition, Fleming et al. (2016) conducted full-scale dynamic field tests to
explore the dynamic response of piles in unimproved and improved soft clay. In this thesis, the
results of the shaking tables of Xu et al. (2020) and the field tests of Fleming et al. (2016) were
used to calibrate constitutive models’ soil for the test soils and validate finite element models for
the experiments. The OpenSees platform was used to develop these advanced finite element
models.
To fulfill objectives I to IV, the shaking table results from Xu et al. (2020) were used to calibrate
the soil models and validate finite element models of reinforced concrete pile groups installed in
dry and saturated sand layers and supporting model structures. The validated models were then
employed to investigate the axial and lateral SPSI and SHPSI. Comprehensive parametric studies
were conducted to evaluate the kinematic and inertial forces in the SPSI and SHPSI by changing
the ground motion intensity, superstructure mass, shaft diameter, shaft material, and liquefiable
soil layer depth. The results of these studies were used to characterize the main features of the
SPSI and SHPSI in similar soil conditions and consider similar foundation configurations.
To cover objective V, the shaking table tests were scaled up using similitude laws proposed by Iai
(1989) to explore the scaling effect of the SHPSI in liquefiable and non-liquefiable ground
conditions. The results were compared for the liquefiable and non-liquefiable cases to quantify the
differences in extrapolating the results to the prototype scale. To develop the fragility curves of
the helical pile foundation supporting bridge systems (Objective VI), two long spans bridge was
adopted as a superstructure from studies by Shamsabadi et al. (2007) and Barbosa et al. (2014).
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The incremental dynamic analysis method was used to scale a suite of select ground motions to
evaluate the seismic demand from non-linear time-history analyses. The calculated demand values
were compared to the predefined damage limit states to establish the fragility curves. The analysis
accounted for the fragility of the bridge and the associated foundation components in liquefiable
and non-liquefiable soils.
Finally, the SPSI and SHPSI were investigated in unimproved and improved soft clay using the
finite element analysis based on the observations of the large-scale field dynamic tests by Fleming
et al. (2016). The soil was improved using the cement deep soil mixing method (CDSM). The
validated model was then employed to evaluate the dynamic and seismic response of helical and
straight shaft piles in cohesive soils. The effect of the helical pile configuration on its seismic
response is investigated considering the number and spacing of the helices.

1.4 Statement of Novelty
The original contributions of this thesis are as follows:
1. Developing a complex three-dimensional (3D) finite element analysis (FEA) to explore the
SPSI in similar ground and foundation characteristics.
2. Adopting the FEA to explore the axial SPSI for both non-liquefiable and liquefiable soils.
3. Studying the seismic axial and lateral SHPSI characteristics and comparing the axial and
lateral pile responses in non-liquefiable and liquefiable soils.
4. Exploring the kinematic and inertial forces on the SPSI and SHPSI in different ground
conditions considering different pile sections and material, and liquefiable layer thickness.
5. Investigating the scaling effect of the shaking table test of the SHSI in different ground
conditions and proposing correction factors for extrapolation of results to the prototype
scale.
6. Developing fragility curves for the components of a bridge supported on helical pile
foundation using complete 3D nonlinear finite element models to conduct time-domain
response analysis for the piles-bridge system in non-liquefiable and liquefiable soils.
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7. Comparing the seismic response of helical piles and straight shafts in cohesive soil.

1.5 Limitation of the Study
In this thesis, full 3D finite element models were used to capture the response of the SPSI in dry
and saturated soil conditions. The soil models that have been adopted in this research are
sophisticated enough to capture the response of the SPSI, and to simulate the response of the soil
with a level of accuracy. However, there are some limitations regarding the measured parameters
from the experiments and field tests. That would add some variation to the results, but that would
not affect the observations from the results. In addition, the soil layers in the shaking table tests
have been constituted and that also adds discrepancy between the tests and the in situ results.
The loading protocol from the shaking table tests could be slightly different from what was
reported in the experimental work. Xu et al (2020) reported some variance in the motions due to
the difficulty of controlling the actuator. In addition, the study investigated a 4-pile group with pile
spacing of 4-time the pile diameter. The research did not investigate the interaction in the stress
due to the variation of the number of the pile or the different pile spacing. Furthermore, this
analysis did not capture the effect of the pile installation, such as stress relaxation for drilled piles
or soil densification for driving piles, but these are minimal in the current analysis. Finally, the
shaking table tests considered the superstructure configurations as a frame element with a
concentradted mass on top of it, while the bridge was adopted from a different study.

1.6 Thesis Outline
This thesis is written in the “integrated article format”. A brief description of each chapter is given
below.
Chapter 1: Instruction
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It introduces the seismic response of pile-supported structures and the main methods for its
evaluation. In addition, it presents the thesis objective and organization.
Chapter 2: Literature Review
It summarizes the available lateral and axial SPSI and the relevant study methods. The chapter
also summarizes the contribution of the literature towards the scaling of physical modes. Finally,
it provides a general understanding of the probabilistic risk assessment of bridge systems.
Chapter 3 titled “Seismic Behaviour of Piles in Non-Liquefiable and Liquefiable Soil”:
This chapter investigates the nonlinear soil-pile-structure interaction employing three-dimensional
nonlinear finite element models validated with the results of large-scale shaking table tests of
model pile group-superstructure systems. The responses of piles in both liquefiable and nonliquefiable soil sites to ground motion with varying intensities were evaluated considering both
kinematic and inertial interaction. The finite element models were then employed to perform a
parametric study to evaluate the kinematic and inertial effects on the piles' response, considering
different ground motion Intensity and piles characteristics.
Chapter 4 titled “Seismic Axial Behaviour of Pile Groups in Non-Liquefiable and Liquefiable
Soils”:
This chapter investigates the axial load transfer during seismic events for pile groups installed in
loose and dense sand layers. The analysis was conducted employing three-dimensional (3D)
nonlinear finite element models (FEM) that were validated using the results from shaking table
tests of a model superstructure supported by a pile group installed in saturated (liquefiable) and
dry (non-liquefiable) soil profiles. The FEM was employed to explore the axial load transfer at the
liquefiable and non-liquefiable tests. The results were interpreted to evaluate the excess pore water
pressure and associated liquefaction during the shaking and their effects on the shaft friction and
end bearing resistance. The effects of ground motion intensity, pile diameter, and thickness of the
loose sand layer on the load transfer mechanism were also evaluated.
Chapter 5 titled “Seismic Helical Pile Response in Non-Liquefiable and Liquefiable Soil”:
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This chapter investigates the soil-helical pile-superstructure interaction. It evaluated the lateral
displacements of the helical piles and adjacent soil in comparison with the conventional straight
shaft piles. In addition, the maximum bending moments' magnitude, and locations, as well as
stresses of the helical plates, were evaluated for both non-liquefiable and liquefiable soils. Finally,
the seismic response mechanisms of helical pile groups in the dry and saturated soils were
discussed and relevant guidance for the design is provided.
Chapter 6 titled “Effect of Model Scale on Helical Piles Response Established from Shake
Table Tests”:
This chapter investigates the effect of model scale on seismic response of prototype helical pile
(HP) groups employing finite element modelling approach verified by the results of single gravity
shaking table models of piles installed in dry and saturated sands. The prototype shaking test
configuration was established from model shake table tests by adopting a set of similarity and
dimensional laws. The results demonstrated that the scaled models exhibited generally similar
responses. Accordingly. a set of scaling factors was suggested for extrapolating the soil and HP
responses from 1 g shake table model tests for both dry and saturated soils.
Chapter 7 titled “Fragility Analysis of Helical Piles Supporting Bridge in Different Ground
Conditions”:
This chapter examines the seismic performance of bridge-helical pile foundation based on the
seismic fragility analysis, considering the element fragility of a coupled bridge-soil-foundation
system. Non-linear time history analyses were conducted using a finite element modeling scheme
that was validated using the results of large-scale shaking table tests of soil-piles-structure systems
involving both liquefiable and non-liquefiable soils. Incremental dynamic analysis was conducted
to generate the fragility curves for a two-span bridge supported on helical piles in non-liquefiable
and liquefiable sites considering a suite of ground motions. The damage limit states were defined
to describe the bridge components’ capacity. In total, 440 non-linear time-history analyses were
performed to evaluate the seismic demand of the helical piles and the bridge reinforced concrete
pier components, and the results were used to establish their fragility curves.
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Chapter 8 titled “Seismic Pile Response in Improved and Unimproved Soft Clay”:
This chapter investigates the dynamic soil-pile interaction in unimproved and improved soft clay
using finite element analysis. The finite element models were calibrated based on a large-scale
field test on single piles in a soft clay layer and embedded in a gravely sand layer, and the soft clay
was improved using the cement deep soil mixing technique. The models were then employed to
study the effect of the configuration of driven steel and helical piles on their dynamic response. A
parametric study was conducted to explore the effect of the pile cross-section, number and spacing
of helices on the pile response.
Chapter 9 titled “Conclusion and Recommendations”:
It summarizes the major conclusions of the thesis and discusses the future research needs.
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Chapter 2

2. Literature Review
2.1 Introduction
Pile foundations are used to support heavy and tall structures because of their reliability and ability
to withstand high gravitational loads. They are mainly constructed in sites with surficial soil
conditions that can not support shallow foundations such as loose to medium dense sand or soft
clay layers. In these cases, piles are used as a deep foundation to transfer the loads deeper and
more competent soil layers and to limit the foundation settlement. During an earthquake, the soil,
and consequently the piles, are subjected to strong lateral shaking which would induce significant
lateral loads that must be resisted by the foundation. In addition, if a layer of saturated cohesionless
material is subjected to strong ground shaking, excess pore water pressure (EPWP) is generated,
and the soil effective vertical stress decreases. As a result, the soil loses its shear strength, and
liquefaction occurs. Furthermore, sloped soil may move laterally causing permanent lateral
displacement (i.e., lateral spreading), which can induce additional lateral loads on the piles
(Bhattacharya and Madabhushi 2008). The EPWP ratio is expressed as the ratio between the EPWP
and the initial vertical effective stress. When the EPWP ratio reaches unity, the soil becomes fully
liquified. Thus, to ensure sufficient foundation capacity and ensure satisfactory performance
during and after the earthquake, the pile length should be extended to more competent layers that
may not liquefy during the seismic event.
The seismic design and analysis of piles are considered crucial, especially in liquefiable soils, as
the pile could undergo a serious vibration that exposes the pile to significant lateral deformation
besides a dramatic soil settlement. In addition, a substantial reduction in both the piles’ vertical
and lateral capacity, which can lead to failure of the supported structure. Because of the serious
consequences of pile foundation failure during a seismic event, numerous studies have been
conducted to evaluate the seismic soil-pile-structure interaction gained their popularity through
physical tests such as centrifuge and shaking table (Finn and Fujita 2004). Meanwhile, numerical,
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and analytical methods have been developed for this purpose, including nonlinear Winkler beam
and strain wedge models, finite element analyses involving non-linear time-history analyses. These
studies significantly contributed to enhancing the understanding of the soil-pile-superstructure
interaction (SPSI). However, critical structures such as bridges require sophisticated hazard
assessment to ensure their integrity and reliability during earthquake events. Thus, probabilistic
techniques have been adopted to investigate their seismic hazard. A few of these studies compared
the coupled bridge-soil-foundation systems in non-liquefiable and liquefiable layers. Therefore,
the following sections present a comprehensive review of the axial and lateral seismic response of
piles installed in different ground conditions. A summary of the seismic hazard assessment of
bridges in the probabilistic frameworks is also provided.

2.2 Piles Seismic Lateral Response
Piles are mainly used to transfer vertical loads from the superstructure to layers that are strong
enough forbearing. However, they are vulnerable elements that transfer the lateral displacement
imposed by earthquake shaking. The major destruction from the 1964 Niigata earthquake was
unpredictable, and that has instigated investigations of this dilemma to have a better understanding
of SPSI in liquefiable soil, this was specially illuminated after pile foundation failures during the
Kobe earthquake in 1995.
The generation of the EPWP reduces the soil shear strength, hence the soil may displace with the
overlaying non-liquefiable layers which may cause the bending failure of the piles (Bhattacharya
et al. 2004). Therefore, the seismic response of piles in liquefiable soil was studied adopting
different techniques, i.e., physical models, numerical time-domain analyses, and pseudo-static
analyses. Some researchers used physical models such as 1g shaking stable experiments
(Tokimatsu et al. 2005; Cubrinovski et al. 2006; Tang et al. 2016; Ebeido et al. 2019) and
centrifuge testing (Cubrinovski et al. 2001; Abdoun and Dobry 2002; Brandenberg et al. 2005;
Chang et al. 2006). These studies demonstrated complicated piles' seismic behaviour in liquefiable
soil.
Due to the complications of time and cost of the physical models, numerical analyses using the
finite element method (FEM) were conducted to simulate the SPSI in different ground conditions
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(Yang and Jeremić 2003; Chae et al. 2004; Maheshwari et al. 2004; Cubrinovski et al. 2008; Cheng
and Jeremić 2009; Elgamal and Lu 2009; He et al. 2017; Su et al. 2020). However, these FEMs
could be complicated and computationally expensive. Therefore, the beam on nonlinear Winkler
foundation approach was used to develop simplified solutions of the pile response in dry and
saturated soil profiles (O’Rourke et al. 1994; Cubrinovski and Ishihara 2004; Liyanapathirana and
Poulos 2005; Ashour and Ardalan 2012; Su et al. 2016). In addition, the elastic beam theory was
also adopted to simulate the pile response in the liquefiable soil (Valsamis et al. 2012). The
following sections discuss the different methods used for characterizing the seismic lateral
response of piled foundations.
2.2.1 Physical Models
The seismic lateral response of piles has been investigated employing physical models, such as
shaking table tests and centrifuge models. Yasuda et al. (2000) conducted a large-scale shake table
testing program to investigate the behaviour of piles in liquefiable soil, considering the potential
of ground flow. The study comprised two different tests; the first was for dynamic response of pile
in level ground and the other was a static deformation of piles due to flow-induced by liquefaction
in sloping ground. During the shaking test (test 1), it was observed that the liquefaction initiated
after 15 seconds at the three monitored depths due to the EPWP stabilization within the soil section.
The observed location of damage in piles in this study varied between the piles’ top and tip.
Meanwhile, a resonance phenomenon occurred just before reaching liquefaction because of the
shear modulus degradation with the dramatic rise in the EPWP. Static test results on the sloping
ground (test 2) showed that the lateral displacement was observed although there was no shaking
at the time it occurred. The lateral displacement was explained by the lateral force induced by the
ground movement, and the sand around the pile moved gradually around the piles. Cracks were
observed on the pile surface at the position of the maximum moment, which indicated that the
induced bending moment exceeded the cracking moment.
Tokimatsu et al. (2005) investigated the effect of inertia and kinematic forces on pile stresses based
on the results of a large shaking table testing program involving dry and saturated sands. The
kinematic forces arise from ground movement and the inertia forces arise from the superstructure
inertia. The study evaluated the kinematic forces from the lateral earth pressure on the cap
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embedded in the ground and the horizontal subgrade reaction acting on the pile, simulated as a py curve. The shaking table results revealed that the bending moment and lateral displacement have
increased in the saturated case compared to the dry case, which was related to the increase of the
shear force transferred to the pile with liquefaction onset. At the same time, the earth pressure that
resisted the shaking in the dry case, along with the inertia force, increased the shear force.
Cubrinovski et al. (2006) conducted large-scale shake table tests on model piles to examine the
influence of the lateral ground displacement, ultimate pressure from the surface layer, and stiffness
reduction in the liquefied soil on the pile response. Four piles fixed at the base and free at the top
were tested in this study; two flexible piles and moved with the ground displacement, and two piles
were stiff that did not follow the ground movement. The tests were performed in two phases: 1)
the system was excited in the longitudinal direction to induce liquefaction; 2) after 6 seconds from
the start of shaking, the outer side of the box was displaced laterally to simulate the soil lateral
spreading. The piles exhibited elastic behaviour during the first phase. In the second phase, the
flexible piles followed the ground movement and the bending moment near the base reached the
yield moment and a plastic hinge developed near the base at the ground displacement of 9 cm. On
the other hand, the stiff piles didn’t follow the ground movement, and the bending moment reached
a maximum at the ground displacement of 5 cm then it remained constant. The maximum bending
moment was about 60% of the pile yield moment. The results indicated that the lateral load from
the crust layer influenced the pile response.
Ebeido et al. (2019) performed four large-scale shake table experiments on single piles and pile
groups installed in the sloping ground at 3o to investigate their response to liquefaction-induced
lateral spreading. The results revealed that the maximum bending moment occurred after the first
few cycles at the onset of liquefaction. The piles' permanent displacement was lower than its
maximum displacement because of its partial rebound. They reported that the lateral movement of
the pile group was less than that of the single pile, and the soil crust caused large bending moments
in the piles. Finally, they reported that the downslope pile experienced higher bending moments
than the upslope pile.
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Abdoun and Dobry (2002) studied the response of pile foundations in liquefiable soil and evaluated
the bending moment resulting from the soil lateral spreading. They reported that the maximum
bending moment occurred at the interface of second and third soil layers. They also reported that
the bending moment at the pile head decreased at the end of shaking after the failure of the top
crust. Based on these observations, they proposed using a frangible (brittle) layer around the pile
and pile cap in the non-liquefiable soil crust as a means to reduce piles’ bending moment and
deformation.
Brandenberg et al. (2005) performed eight dynamic centrifuge tests on single piles and pile groups
to investigate the performance of the pile foundations in laterally spreading ground. They
concluded that the direction and magnitude of the lateral force acting on the piles depends on the
total relative movement between the soil and piles. Based on the results, they related the force on
the soil crust on the pile to the pile-soil relative displacement. The load was normalized by the
maximum load obtained from each test, and the relative displacement between the soil and pile
cap was normalized by the cap height, i.e.
−1
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Equation 2-1

where Fcrust is the load on pile cap, Fcrust,ult is the ultimate load, y is the relative displacement
between the crust and pile cap, and C is an empirical curve fitting constant. C = 0.04 for no
liquefaction case, and C = 0.4 which is associated with the mobilized passive resistance at 50% of
the pile cap height, for liquefaction case.
They observed that the maximum load was mobilized at a relative displacement of 40 to 100% of
the cap height
The above shaking table tests examined the lateral performance of straight shaft piles (drives steel
and precast concrete piles or drilled and cast-in-place concrete piles). Recently, large-diameter
helical piles (HP) are being used increasingly in major projects because of their fast and vibrationfree installation and better-quality control through monitoring installation torque. Several
researchers studied the axial and lateral capacity of helical piles (Livneh and El Naggar 2008; Sakr
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2009; Sakr 2011; El Sharnouby and El Naggar 2012; Elsherbiny and El Naggar 2013; Bagheri and
El Naggar 2015; Elkasabgy and El Naggar 2015; Fahmy and El Naggar 2015; Fahmy and El
Naggar 2016; Fahmy and El Naggar 2017; Harnish and El Naggar 2017). In addition, some studies
investigated improving the capacity and lateral performance of HPs by grouting the soil adjacent
to the pile (El Naggar and Abdelghany 2007; Cerato and Victor 2008; Cerato and Victor 2009;
Abdelghany and El Naggar 2010).
Most recently, several studies evaluated the seismic response of HPs. Elsawy et al. (2018)
investigated the response of single helical and driven piles through large scale shaking table tests.
They reported that the seismic performance of helical piles in dense dry sand is comparable to the
sand of driven piles with the same shaft characteristics. Aly et al. (2021) conducted full-scale
shaking table tests to investigate the dynamic response of HP groups in dry dense sand. The results
demonstrated that the maximum bending moment magnitude and depth increased as the ground
motion intensity increased. In addition, as the shaking intensity increased, gaps opened between
the pile and surrounded soil, and its extent increased with higher PGA. The results revealed the
superior performance of the double-helix piles in terms of reducing the lateral deflection of the
pile cap. Moreover, the pile group lateral resistance comprised flexural and rocking components.
Orang et al. (2019) performed shaking table tests to investigate the seismic response of HPs in dry
soil. They examined the effect of the number of helices on the dynamic soil-helical pilesuperstructure interaction (SHPSI) considering single, double, and triple helices. They reported an
increase in bending moment as the shaking intensity increased similar to the findings of Aly et al.
(2021), but a marginal change in the pile response as the number of helices increased. They
concluded that the dynamic response of HP subjected to inertial loading at its top would not be
enhanced by increasing the number of helices. Orang et al. (2020) further investigated the seismic
response of HPs in liquefiable soil as a strategy to mitigate the settlement of shallow foundations.
The results of the shaking table tests revealed that the HPs reduced the post-liquefaction settlement
of the supported foundation.
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2.2.2 Analytical Models
O’Rourke et al. (1994) developed an analytical method to evaluate the response of single piles and
pile groups to lateral ground deformation due to liquefaction. They simulated the pile as beam
element and the soil as longitudinal and transversal springs using the computer program BSTRUCT Program (Martin and Chen 2005). To account for liquefaction, the soil strength and
stiffness were reduced by applying a reduction factor. Based on their analysis, two failure modes
were expected for the pile: namely, excessive pile lateral deformation and soil flow around the
pile. Fig. 2-1 schematically depicts the lateral pile deflection and associated failure mechanism.
Fig. 2-1 a and b relate the pile failure to the pile bending capacity and show either pile buckling or
the development of a plastic hinge at the pile lower part. Fig. 2-1 depicts the pile movement as a
rigid body with excessive rotation for large diameter piles. The soil flow failure is more common
in large stiff piles, where additional deflections are not expected to cause any pile failure.

Fig. 2-1 Pile failure modes (after O’Rourke et al. 1994)
O’Rourke et al. (1994) correlated the axial load and displacement, which revealed an abrupt change
in the slope of the axial load curve due to the pile buckling and development of a plastic hinge. If
no pile buckling or soil flow failure occurs, the bending failure is expected for strong shaking. The
characteristic length of the pile (HL) which could cause failure may be given as a ratio of the
liquefiable layer thickness (HL), i.e.,
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4

𝛽𝛼 𝐻𝐿 = 𝐻𝐿 √

𝑛ℎ 𝑑
(𝐸𝐼)𝛼

Equation 2-2

where: HL is the depth of liquefiable soil, nh is the horizontal subgrade reaction, d is the pile
diameter, and (EI) piles secant bending stiffness.

Cubrinovski and Ishihara (2004) suggested a simplified method to evaluate the pile performance
in liquefied soil and subjected it to lateral spreading using the kinematic loads resulting from the
horizontal ground displacement. They assumed linear soil behaviour and derived a closed-form
solution for the classical differential equation of the beam on an elastic foundation. They
demonstrated a good agreement with the results of the non-linear analysis solution. Liu and Dobry
(1995) proposed a linear relationship between the degradation factor (Cu) in the p-y curves and
the EPWP ratio based on the results of centrifuge tests that simulated the development of EPWP
and its effect on the p-y curves.
Boulanger et al. (2004) developed a p-y curve-based method to investigate the soil-pile interaction
in liquefiable soils. They illustrated that the piles’ flexibility and cyclic shear stress imposed on
the soil element dominated the peak soil resistance, which developed just before EPWP reached
the peak. Liyanapathirana and Poulos (2005) developed a pseudo-static approach to predict the
pile bending moment and displacement in liquefiable soil considering the soil shear modulus
degradation with EPWP. The analysis was implemented in two steps: calculating the maximum
ground displacement and minimum effective vertical stress at each depth from a dynamic free field
analysis, and the maximum lateral displacement was then used in a static load analysis. The results
were compared to centrifuge test results carried out by Abdoun et al. (1997), and a reasonable
agreement was observed between the measured and calculated bending moment profiles along the
pile shaft.
Ashour and Ardalan (2012) utilized the p-y curve method assuming no lateral soil resistance in the
liquefiable soil. They developed a post-liquefaction undrained constitutive stress-strain model as
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a function of the basic sand properties. They investigated the relative density of the liquefiable soil
and its effect on the pile lateral resistance and p-y curve. As expected, they predicted lower relative
density of the soil resulted in faster liquefaction and loss in soil shear strength. Similarly, Su et al.
(2016) proposed an analytical solution for the pile response to liquefaction-induced lateral
spreading using beam on a nonlinear Winkler foundation model and compared the results with
those obtained from shake table tests. In their model, two main factors controlled the p-y curve:
𝑙𝑖𝑞
the ultimate capacity of the liquefied sand (𝑝𝑢𝑙𝑡
), and the displacement at 50% of the ultimate
𝑙𝑖𝑞

capacity (𝑦50 ), which can be related to the method proposed by the American Petroleum Institute
for calculating the displacement, i.e.,
𝑦50 = tanh−1(50)

𝑝𝑢𝑙𝑡
𝑘

Equation 2-3

Where k is the initial modulus of the subgrade reaction, and 𝑝𝑢𝑙𝑡 is the load the 50% displacement.
Su et al. (2016) modified pult and k to account for the liquefaction effect as per the following
equations:
𝑙𝑖𝑞
𝑦50
= tanh−1 (50)

𝛼=(

𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑞𝑢𝑙𝑡
𝑘𝑙𝑖𝑞

Equation 2-4

𝑙𝑖𝑞
𝑝𝑢𝑙𝑡
= 𝛼𝑝𝑢𝑙𝑡

Equation 2-5

𝑘𝑙𝑖𝑞 = 𝛽𝑘

Equation 2-6

0.026𝑧
+ 0.055)𝑒 0.016𝐷𝑟
𝑙

Equation 2-7

3.195𝑧
+ 0.495)𝐷𝑟−1.45
𝑙

Equation 2-8

𝛽=(

where z is the pile depth below the ground surface, 𝑙 is the total pile length, and Dr is the relative
density.
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2.2.3 Numerical Modeling
Numerical models incorporating rigorous constitutive models are a handy tool to address complex
problems in geotechnical engineering. Sophisticated three-dimensional (3D) models have been
developed to simulate the non-linear soil-pile-superstructure interaction (SPSI) in dry and
saturated grounds (Kampitsis et al. 2015). In addition, numerical modelling was used to resolve
the physical models' complications due to scaling (Cheng and Jeremić 2009). Furthermore,
numerical models validated employing well-designed and executed experiments can be utilized to
study different aspects of the soil-pile interaction (SSI) that were not considered in the experiment.
Several realistic soil constitutive models have been incorporated in advanced numerical models
and were used to explore different characteristics of the SPSI in different ground conditions
(Elgamal and Lu 2009; Wang et al. 2016; Hussein and El Naggar 2021).
Cubrinovski et al. (2008) examined the fidelity of the 3D effective stress modelling in evaluating
the pile response in liquefiable soil-induced ground flow. They emphasized the role of the
constitutive models and the initial stress conditions in producing accurate predictions of the EPWP
and ground deformation. They illustrated how the ground displacement in front of the stiff pile
was not important in predicting its response. However, the residual deformation and pile rebound
were not predicted accurately owing to the geometric non-linearity effect by the ground flow.
Maheshwari et al. (2004) presented a 3D finite element (FE) model of structure-piles-soil
considering the material non-linearity in an advanced plasticity-based soil model. The results
illustrated the effect of the non-linearity on the pile and structure, and the response severity
increased at the lower excitation frequencies.
Chang et al. developed two-dimensional (2D) FE models to simulate the soil profile and beamcolumn model and calibrated the model using centrifuge test results. The FE models captured the
low-frequency response of the soil layers acceleration but missed the higher frequencies response.
The predicted bending moments and shear forces at the pile head were predicted accurately, but
the cap displacement was overestimated, and the crust movement was underestimated. Elgamal
and Lu (2009) employed the OpenSees Platform to establish 3D FE models of a pile-soil system
subjected to lateral loading. They calibrated the FE model of a single pile based on a 3D analytical
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solution, then expanded the FE model to simulate a 3x3 pile group. Tang et al. (2016) conducted
3D FE models and validated them using shake table test results. The clay layer was modelled using
a nonlinear Von Mises multi-surface kinematic plasticity model, while the liquefied sand layer
was modelled using a multi-yield-surface plasticity constitutive model. The calculated EPWP, soil
deformation, piles’ bending moment, and the superstructure lateral displacement agreed well with
the results of shake table tests. They showed that piles with large flexural stiffness (EI) would
experience large bending moments under strong shaking and suggested that the pile cap effect was
not significant.
He et al. (2017) calibrated a 3D FE model based on a 1-g shaking table test for a single pile
subjected to liquefaction-induced lateral spreading. The FE model results showed high shear
strains because of the soil movement around the pile in the downslope direction. They also
investigated the influence of soil permeability on liquefaction-induced lateral spreading and found
that the ground lateral deformation increased with higher permeability levels. Su et al. (2020)
examined the dynamic SPSI for a quay wall using a 3D non-linear FE model validated employing
shaking table results. The FE model was then used to investigate the uncertainty of parameters
reported remarkable effect on the general SPSI.

2.3 Seismic Axial Capacity
The characteristics of piles static axial response are well-established in the literature. However, the
axial seismic conditions did not concern researchers until a few years ago. The observations from
the strong earthquakes indicate that pile failure or excessive settlement could cause structural
failure and hence significant losses in life and property.
Finn and Fujita (2004) and Stringer and Madabhushi (2013) investigated the axial pile performance
under seismic conditions. The excessive settlement of buildings observed after Tokimatsu and
Asaka earthquakes in 1998 indicated that piles axial response must be considered. Empirical
correlations have been proposed by De Alba (1983), and Knappett (2006) to illustrate the
liquefaction severity on pile group settlement. However, there should be an adequate investigation
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to estimate piles load capacity to achieve a reliable approach to evaluate the damage of piles due
to settlement, including the effect of liquefied soil on both shaft and base bearing resistance,
(Knappett and Madabhushi 2009).
2.3.1 Base Bearing Capacity
The capacity of piles installed in cohesionless soil is derived from its bearing at the toe. As
liquefaction reduces the effective stress due to developed excess pore water pressure, it is essential
to evaluate the effect of liquefaction on the end bearing of piles. Steedman and Sharp 2001) carried
out a centrifuge study on fully saturated medium dense sand to measure the EPWP. The results
showed that the liquefaction effect was reduced by 15% for vertical effective stress larger than 200
KPa, and each increase of 200 KPa reduced the liquefaction potential further by 15%. This is an
important observation for long piles in liquefiable soil.
Knappett and Madabhushi (2009) tested a pile group of four piles in liquefiable soil in a centrifuge
to evaluate the pile load transfer, and shaft and end bearing capacity for both single piles and pile
groups. The soil bed contained two layers: the top layer was sand with Dr = 35%, and the bottom
layer was sand with Dr = 85% where the pile was bearing. Each test involved initial static loading
to establish the pile static bearing capacity followed by exposing the models to shaking for 48
seconds with a frequency of 0.63Hz to investigate the pile performance during liquefaction. The
measured excess pore water pressure indicated full liquefaction over the entire pile depth, which
aligned with the results obtained by Stringer and Madabhushi (2013). The excess pore water
pressure increased rapidly at the beginning of the shaking causing significant stiffness reduction
and excessive pile settlement. The pile tip capacity could decrease because of the continuous buildup of the excess pore water pressure. Correspondingly, Knappett and Madabhushi (2009)proposed
an equation based on the spherical cavity solution proposed by Vesic (1972) to calculate the base
bearing capacity of liquefiable soil, i.e.,
𝑞𝑏𝐸,𝑢𝑙𝑡 𝛼 (𝜎𝑣` )

3 − sin 𝜙
3(1 + sin 𝜙)

Equation 2-9
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3−sin 𝜙
𝑞𝑏𝐸,𝑢𝑙𝑡
EPWP 3(1+sin
𝜙)
(
)]
= [1 −
𝑞𝑏𝑜,𝑢𝑙𝑡
𝜎𝑣`

Equation 2-10

where 𝑞𝑏𝐸,𝑢𝑙𝑡 is the end bearing stress in the liquefiable soil, 𝑞𝑏𝑜,𝑢𝑙𝑡 is the end bearing stress in the
static calculation, EPWP is the excess pore water pressure, 𝜎𝑣` is the initial vertical stress, and 𝜙 is
the angle of internal friction.
Madabhushi et al. (2010) developed design guidelines against end-bearing failure. They adopted
the spherical cavity solution modified by Knappett and Madabhushi (2009) to calculate the factor
of safety against the pile base capacity failure during earthquake shaking for a given excess pore
water pressure at the pile base, i.e.,
1

𝐹𝑂𝑆 >
𝛼𝑢𝑙𝑡 [1 − 𝑟𝑢

3−sin 𝜙
]3(1+sin 𝜙)

Equation 2-11
− 𝛼𝑢𝑙𝑡 + 1

Where ult is the ratio of static base capacity to total static capacity
2.3.2 Shaft Capacity
At the liquefaction onset, the vertical effective stress diminishes, and consequently the shaft
frictional resistance decreases or even vanishes. The deterioration in the friction resistance could
cause pile failure due to loss of shaft friction combined with a reduction in its bearing capacity.
Therefore, several researchers investigated the shaft friction response in the liquefiable soil.
Boulanger et al. (2003) proposed a modified neutral plane solution to estimate the skin friction of
pile within liquified soil and its increase with the EPWP dissipation employing a method similar
to the conventional down-drag analysis. They initially ignore the skin friction from the liquefiable
soil layers, and the friction resistance is only calculated for the non-liquefiable layers. The
liquefiable layers then begin to reconsolidate as EPWP dissipates which would cause negative skin
friction on the pile shaft. However, the results obtained from Knappett and Madabhushi (2009)
centrifuge model tests were in slight contradiction with this method. They reported that the pile
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did not lose its shaft friction resistance within the liquefiable layer, rather they reported a positive
shaft resistance. Stringer and Madabhushi (2013) centrifuge model tests further confirmed the
findings of Knappett and Madabhushi (2009). Stringer and Madabhushi (2013) reported a slow
increase in EPWP, and the pile base resistance decreases even at the low EPWP. In the meantime,
the shaft resistance was relatively high because of the slow development of the EPWP. Stringer
and Madabhushi (2013) studied closely the peak points in some cycles of shaking to understand
the relation between skin friction and the variation of excess pore water pressure. They suggested
that the increase in lateral load and response formed a gap between the pile and soil, which helped
dissipate the excess pore water pressure.
(b
2.3.3 Settlement and pile cap effect

)

De Alba (1983) investigated the pile settlement in liquified soil using a traditional pile loading
system. The results illustrated that the settlement increased dramatically with higher EPWP.
However, the work was limited to the settlement of piles due to reduction in end bearing, and the
frictional resistance was not modelled. Knappett and Madabhushi (2008) conducted shaking tests
on a centrifuge model of a pile group. The results demonstrated that the EPWP generation at the
pile tip had a remarkable effect on the pile settlement. Moreover, they reported that the drag load
on the shaft decreased with EPWP dissipation, and the tip resistance increased due to the preceding
settlement. In addition, they also reported that the pile cap limited the settlement by substituting
the loss in bearing resistance of piles as it transferred some load the soil underneath it. Knappett
and Madabhushi (2008) proposed a factor of safety for limiting the settlement against the EPWP
development, i.e.,
𝑆𝑆𝐹 = 1 + 𝐴(

𝐸𝑃𝑊𝑃 𝐵
)
`
𝜎𝑣𝑜

Equation 2-12

where EPWP is the excess pore water pressure, `vo is the vertical effective stress, A=11, and B=3.

2.4 Scaling of Physical Models
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Physical models enabled geotechnical engineers to simulate complex systems with a degree of
control over the tests. In cases such as static lateral pile load tests, the scaled models provide a
reasonable cost compared to the full-scale models. When the pile seismic response is the case to
be explored, the scaled models become the optimal option, since they can be controlled and
realistic results can be extracted from the tests, which can be extrapolated to the prototype scale.
The results can also be used to calibrate numerical or analytical models for further investigation.
As a result, physical models, including the single gravity shaking table tests and centrifuge tests,
are regularly used to examine the seismic SPSI. This section review is concerned with investigating
the single gravity shaking table fidelity to capture the SPSI behaviour.
Altaee and Fellenius (1994) suggested that shaking table tests are economical and time conserving
compared to full-scale foundation tests. Meanwhile, building a sophisticated physical model can
be challenging and sometimes complicated because the whole test should comply with meticulous
scaling laws. Kline (1986) suggested that complex model scaling can be achieved through three
methods: dimensional analysis, similitude theory, and governing equations method. The
dimensional analysis converts a dimensionally homogenous equation with physical quantities (i.e.,
mass, length, and time) into dimensionless products of these physical quantities. Meanwhile, the
similitude theory defines the system forces, then the dimensional analysis is used to normalize the
model and prototype dimensionless terms. Finally, the method of governing equations transforms
the system differential equation into a non-dimensional form.
A correct scaled model should have a geometric, kinematic, and dynamic similarity to the
prototype (Langhaar, 1962). The geometric similarity combines the model and prototype with
physical dimensions, while the kinematic similarity combines them with homologous particles at
the homologous point and time. The dynamic similarity is achieved by ensuring homologous net
forces in the model and prototype. Moncarz (1981) used nomenclature to differentiate the degree
of model similitude to the prototype such as “true”, “adequate”, and “distorted”. The true model
means that it fulfilled all the similitude law requirements. The adequate models mean that they
achieved the fundamental feature, yet some variance exists due to secondary factors, while the
distorted models deviate from the similitude requirements and cause distortion in the prediction
equation.
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Dimensional analysis is used to reduce the engineering parameters depending on the mass (M),
length (L), and time (T) by generating a scale factor for each quantity. For example, the elasticity
modulus has the units of force divided by area, and the force is a mass multiplied by the
acceleration; thus, the dimensions are ML-1T-2. The scale factors of the mass , length , and time
 can define the scale relation as -1-2. Following the same concept, the strain scale between the
model and the prototype is one. Also, the density factor of one between the model and prototype
simplifies the scaling relationship to a length geometric factor of l/3. The inertial force ratio
between the model (subscript m) and prototype (subscript p) can be used to derive the time scale
factor, i.e.
𝑀𝑚 𝐴𝑚 𝛾𝑚 3 𝐴𝑚
=
𝜆
𝑀𝑝 𝐴𝑝
𝛾𝑝
𝐴𝑝

Equation 2-13

𝛾𝑚 3
𝜆
𝛾𝑝

Equation 2-14

𝐿𝑚
⁄𝑇 2
𝑇𝑝 2
𝐴𝑚
𝑚
=1=
= 𝜆( )
𝐿𝑝
𝐴𝑝
𝑇𝑚
⁄𝑇 2
𝑝

Equation 2-15

2

𝑇

( 𝑚 ) = 𝜆, 𝜏 = √𝜆
𝑇

Equation 2-16

𝑝

As a result, the mass, length, and time factors can be defined from the geometric length factor .
Several researchers adopted this method of scaling (e.g., Seed and Clough 1964). Buckingham π
theorem can be used to conduct a sophisticated dimensional analysis. This method states that any
dimensional homogenous equation that contains physical quantities can be reduced to an
equivalent equation with a complete dimensionless set. The dimensionless product number (m)
equals the physical number (n) minus the associated number fundamental measures number, i.e.
𝐹(𝑋1 , 𝑋2 , 𝜋𝐶3 , … . , 𝑋𝑛 ), 𝐺(𝜋1 , 𝜋2 , 𝜋3 , … . , 𝜋𝑚 )

Equation 2-17

where the  is an independent dimensionless product of the physical quantity X.
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Each π has a group of physical variables in the form of a dimensionless quantity, and the m term
should be independent. To develop a scaling relation, the model and prototype π have to be
equated. Moncarz (1981) used the theory to determine the stress component from the time history.
Kana et al. (1986) discussed its application in scaling the piles' dynamic interaction in clay, and it
was found that the gravity had no effect on the test and the frequency response depended on the
pile properties.
Rocha (1957) scaled the soil constitutive behaviour to consider the stress variation in 1-g shaking
tables. As shown in Fig. 2-2 (a), a linear relationship of the stress and strain is assumed between
the model and prototype, and it was scaled by a factor of  for the stress, and  the strain. This
scaling was restricted to the elastic deformation as the model became complicated during the nonlinear response. Roscoe (1968) extended this work to examine the complication of replicating the
behaviour of soil prototypes with response independent of its self-weight. Roscoe (1968) cast the
assumptions of Rocha (1957) into a critical state form as shown in Fig. 2-2 (b). Thus, if the
elements were subjected to a geometric similar stress path, the strain would be similar.
(b)
(a)

Fig. 2-2 (a) Scaling the soil stress-strain by a factor (Rocha 1957); (b) Geometric similar
stress path for the model and the prototype
Iai (1989) scaled the constitutive behaviour of a model in saturated soil using a tangent modulus
approach as shown in Fig. 2-3 (a). The approach defined the problem in a factored form of the
geometry, density, and strain, and the strain factor was the ratio of shear wave velocity in the model
and prototype soil, i.e.,
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2

𝜆
𝜆𝜀 = [
]
(𝑉𝑠 )𝑝 ⁄(𝑉𝑠 )𝑚

Equation 2-18

where 𝜆 is the geometric scaling factor, and (𝑉𝑠 )𝑝 and (𝑉𝑠 )𝑚 are the shear wave velocity in the
prototype and model, respectively.
Gibson (1997) modified the scaled soil constitutive model to obtain a similar behaviour to the
prototype using the steady-state line as shown in Fig. 2-3 (b). He showed that the dynamic response
and the diffusion time scale were incompatible for the 1-g test; therefore, finer-grained soil or
higher viscous fluid were used.
(a)

(b)

Fig. 2-3 (a) Scaling the soil constitutive model using the tangent modulus formulation (Iai
1989); (b) Steady-line state for defining the model soil properties (after Gibson 1997)
Despite the effort to achieve meticulous scaled physical models, the measurement could vary
between the models and prototype due to this scaling. Altaee and Fellenius (1994) attributed the
variance between the 1-g physical models and the prototypes to several factors such as the
nonlinear stress-strain soil behaviour and confining initial stress. Furthermore, Sedran et al. (2001)
examined the effect of the similarity concept and dimensional analysis on the axially loaded piles
in sand. They evaluated potential distortions associated with the scaling and concluded that it was
challenging to achieve full similarity conditions between the physical model and the prototype,
and distortions were introduced to the model results. One of the reasons for this distortion was
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related to gravitational acceleration which could not be scaled when using single gravity devices
(e.g., shaking table), and consequently, the stressed are distorted. Thus, the skin friction on the
piles would experience distortion. Another factor that could cause distortion is scaling the sand
particles' size relative to the pile diameter. Thus, the best scaling factors set can be defined as the
set that produces the least amount of distortion. Correspondingly, several researchers conducted
physical tests, full-scale tests, and analytical methods to define the most rigorous scaling factors’
set for physical models (Gibson 1997; Meymand 1998; Wood et al. 2002; Tabatabaiefar 2012).

2.5 Probabilistic Risk Assessment of Bridge Systems
Recently, several major earthquakes have caused massive damage in buildings and infrastructure,
which have motivated studies to quantify the possible losses in economy and human loss.,
transportation systems play a vital role after an earthquake to facilitate timely emergency and
rescue work. Bridges are a major component in a successful transportation system as they
guarantee traffic flow before and after disasters. At the same time, bridges are vulnerable during
an earthquake. Therefore, seismic risk assessment is essential to predict the potential damages in
a region because of a seismic event. Jacob (1992) defined the seismic risk as to the temporary and
spatially integrated outcome of the seismic hazard, value, and fragility of assets. Meanwhile, Basoz
(1996) described the seismic event timeline of the responses that occur before and after an
earthquake as shown in Fig. 2-4. The first step on this line is the risk assessment, which can be
completed by employing a tool such as REDARS (Werner et al. 2006).

Fig. 2-4 Timeline of a seismic event (after Basoz 1996)
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Several researchers have proposed methodologies for the seismic risk assessment of transportation
systems (King et al. 1997; Veneziano et al. 2002). The fundamental process starts with studying
the seismic hazard, then evaluating the physical damage of the system component by these hazards.
The probabilistic estimation of structure damages was initially conducted for nuclear facilities then
was expanded to be used for different engineering areas (Nielson 2005). Recently, probabilistic
methods have been employed to evaluate bridges subjected to seismic hazards. The bridge seismic
fragility analysis is a probabilistic framework, which describes the bridge's, or its component,
possibility to reach or exceed predefined damage states for a range of ground motion intensities.
Fragility curves are a principal input to bridge physical damages which directly reflect on the
repairing cost and time. The conditional probability function is described as

𝐹𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 = 𝑃[𝐿𝑆|𝐼𝑀 = 𝑦]

Equation 2-19

Where LS is the damage level of a bridge component, IM is the ground motion intensity
measurement which can be expressed in terms of the peak ground acceleration (PGA) or
acceleration response spectra (Sa), and y is the ground motion realization, and Fig. 2-5 shows an
example of a fragility curve that can be presented for any bridge component.
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Fig. 2-5 Example of a fragility curve (after Nielson 2005)
Different fragility methodologies have been employed to determine the structural fragilities after
the 1989 Loma Prieta and 1994 Northridge earthquakes. Several researchers adopted empirical
fragility curves that were established based on observations from actual earthquakes (e.g.,
Shinozuka et al., 2003; Elnashai et al., 2004). This empirical method requires an assessment of the
post-earthquake damages in the bridges of the considered area. A shaking map is then used to
assign the bridge damage and the ground intensity measurement. This method has the advantage
of being a direct approach; however, it is a challenge to find a reasonable number of bridges in a
similar bridge class in a similar damage area. Another difficulty is attributed to the discrepancy in
generating the ground motion intensity and reporting the damage level.
Most of the time, the data for the bridge damage and ground motion intensity measurement are not
available. Therefore, analytical fragility curves can be adopted to assess the highway bridge's
performance. Several researchers adopted this method to generate analytical fragility curves for
bridge components (Nielson and DesRoches 2007a; Nielson and DesRoches 2007b; Aygün et al.
2011; Wang et al. 2013; Mangalathu and Jeon 2019; Xie et al. 2019). Depending on the demand
(D) of the structural element and its capacity (C), the probability of failure can be defined as per
Equation 2-20, which gives the probability of demand exceedance against the capacity.
𝐹𝑟𝑔𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 = 𝑃 [

𝐷
≥ 1]
𝐶

Equation 2-20

A lognormal probability distribution is used to develop the fragility curves as it is an adequate fit
during manipulating the probability theory (Wen et al. 2003). When the structure component
demand and capacity are lognormally distributed, the fragility curves can be presented using a
lognormal cumulative distribution function, i.e.,
Equation 2-21

ln 𝑆𝐷 ⁄𝑆𝐶

𝐹𝑟𝑔𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 = Φ
[

2
+ 𝛽𝐶2
√𝛽𝐷|𝐼𝑀

]
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where Φ[∙] is the standard normal distribution function, 𝑆𝐷 is the median structure demand for a
2
selected ground motion intensity parameter, 𝛽𝐷|𝐼𝑀
is the standard deviation of the demand, 𝑆𝐶 is

the median of the structural capacity predefined from the damage limit state, and 𝛽𝐶2 is the
dispersion of the structural capacity.
The structure demand can be calculated using different methodologies. One of the simplest
methods is the elastic spectral response of the bridge. In this method, the bridge piers are simulated
as a single degree of freedom structure, and the elastic response spectrum is used to evaluate the
bridge response and calculate the demand. Yu et al. (1991) adopted this approach to evaluate the
bridge seismic vulnerability in Kentucky. The second method is the non-linear static analysis
which is commonly called the capacity-spectrum method. This approach employs converted nonlinear static pushover curves to calculate the capacity, and a reduced response spectrum to calculate
the demand. Shinozuka et al. (2000) used this approach to study a three-span concrete girder bridge
in Memphis. The third method is the non-linear time history analysis. This method is
computationally expensive and time-consuming, but it is more accurate. In this method, a suite of
ground motions is selected depending on several factors such as the bridge location, and its
fundamental period. Then, non-linear time-history analyses are conducted to calculate the structure
elements' demand. With the development of computational powers, the non-linear time history
approach is adopted widely.
The structures' probabilistic seismic demand (PSD) can be generated employing one of three
methods: the cloud approach, stripe, and incremental dynamic analysis (IDA) method. Each of
these methods can be used in the non-linear time history analysis to obtain the demand median and
dispersion. The cloud approach creates the probabilistic demand model using the linear regression
of engineering demand parameters (EDP) and unscaled ground motion intensity measure (IM).
The stripe analysis prepares a PSD by scaling all the ground motions to the same intensity, and
multiple stripe analyses make a full PSD model. The IDA method scales the ground motions until
the structure system reaches collapse. Mackie and Stojadinović (2005) compared the different
methods and concluded that the cloud and IDA methods efficiently estimate the demand median
and dispersion, while the stripe analysis uses a single intensity level which was not suggested.
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The above methods were used to develop the fragility curves for bridges, intending to reasonably
capture the response of the coupled bridge-soil-foundation systems. Some studies concentrated on
the details of the foundation system such as Forcellini (2021) who explored the fragility curves of
the pile foundations using non-linear 3D FE analysis. Other researchers concentrated on the bridge
superstructure details and simplified the foundation system using springs such as Nielson (2005)
who examined the fragility curves of nine bridges in Central and Southeastern United States. A
few researchers compromised between the details of the bridge foundation and superstructure. For
example, Aygün et al. (2011) conducted non-linear 3D FE analyses employing a 2D soil element
and 1D p-y springs with contact to the foundation elements.
The vast variety of bridges components underscores the challenges of the element interaction such
as the deck-abutment-backfill interaction (Kotsoglou and Pantazopoulou 2007), and the pierfoundation-soil interaction (Elgamal et al. 2008).

2.6 Seismic Performance of Helical Piles in Cohesive Soil

A fewer number of studies investigated the seismic response of piles in soft clay (Meymand 1998; Mayoral
et al. 2005). Boulanger et al. (1999) analyzed the seismic response of piles penetrated a soft clay layer and
embedded in a dense sand layer using the BNWF method. They demonstrated the capability of the p-y
method in the analysis of SPSI problems. Meymand (1998) explored the seismic SPSI in soft clay through
shaking table tests. On the other hand, a few studies addressed the seismic performance of piles in improved
soft clay (Ohsutka et al. 2004; Yamashita et al. 2012). Boulanger et al. (1999) presented centrifuge tests
results of piles in unimproved and improved soft clay using the CDSM technique. The results demonstrated
that the lateral deflection decreased, and the maximum bending moments were reduced and occurred at a
shallower depth due to soil improvement. However, the seismic response of helical piles in cohesive soils
has not been evaluated.
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Rollins et al. (2009) and Rollins and Brown (2011) investigated ground improvement techniques
including jet grouting, soil mixing and soil replacement for enhancing lateral resistance of piles.
They examined the pile cyclic response in soft soil improved using jet grouting. They reported that
soil improvement increased the lateral resistance by 220%. Yamashita et al. (2012) monitored the
response of piled raft foundation supporting a 12-story building in Tokyo, which was located on
top of liquefiable sand underlain by soft clay. The soil was improved using grid-form deep cement
mixing walls. They demonstrated the effectiveness of the cement mixing technique in stabilizing
the building during and after the earthquake. Similarly, El Sharnouby and El Naggar (2018)
investigated improving the monotonic and cyclic lateral response of helical piles using grouting of
soil adjacent to the pile. They conducted a full-scale field study and a numerical simulation using
the program LPile (Reese et al. 2000).
The previous studies have investigated the seismic SPSI in either improved or unimproved soft
clay, which gave useful insights into the seismic performance of SPSI. However, no comparative studies
were conducted to evaluate the seismic response of the same pile-structures system in improved and
unimproved soft clay. In addition, the research on the dynamic response of the helical piles in the
unimproved or improved is scarce. Fleming et al. (2016) conducted large-scale field tests to examine the
seismic response of straight shaft piles in unimproved and improved soft clay. The soil adjacent to the pile
was treated employing the CMSD improvement technique. In addition, Fleming et al. (2016) conducted a
simplified numerical simulation of the loading tests using the software Lpile to investigate the pile
behaviour considering different treatment configurations. Meanwhile, the effect of soil improvement on the
seismic response of helical piles has never been evaluated.

2.7 Closure
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Numerous studies attempted to characterize the soil-pile-superstructure interaction (SPSI) in either
liquefiable or non-liquefiable ground conditions. Different techniques and methodologies were
used, which enhanced the understanding of the seismic SPSI. Nevertheless, it is not fully
understood yet, and more research in-depth studies are required to expand this knowledge. The
studies examined herein investigated the seismic response of piles in dry or saturated soil
separately, while comparative studies are largely lacking. In addition, most of these studies were
constrained to limit SPSI parameters in the physical models and the associated limited
measurements obtained from them.
Despite the rigorous developments in numerical modelling and the improvement in the
computational tools, most reported studies avoid complete 3D dynamic finite element analysis due
to its computational demands. Meanwhile, FE analysis could facilitate examining the kinematic
and the inertial effects including liquefaction conditions, which are not been systematically
investigated until now. In addition, the literature is rich with studies characterizing the static axial
response of piles in dry and saturated soil, yet there is a shortage of studies investigating the
dynamic axial response. In particular, there is a need to examine and define the dynamic load
transfer mechanism in liquefiable and non-liquefiable soils with a straightforward comparison.
Furthermore, most of the research available in the literature focused on the dynamic response of
the conventional driven steel or pre-cast concrete piles or drilled shafts, but studies investigating
the dynamic response of helical piles are scarce. In particular, comparative studies of the seismic
response of conventional piles and helical piles in non-liquifiable and liquefiable ground
conditions are needed to clarify the main features of their performance in different scenarios. It is
crucial to study the seismic axial and lateral response of helical piles in comparison with straight
shaft piles. This can be achieved by employing validated FEMs to explore the different failure
mechanisms of straight shafts and helical piles.
The physical models, such as shaking tables, have several advantages in assessing the SPSI;
however, the response could be different from the prototype. As a result, numerical studies
addressed the scaling of experimental simulations (Cheng and Jeremić 2009). Thus, validated
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FEMs can be employed to scale the model scale results to the prototype scale and gain profound
insights into different soil-pile interaction aspects.
The seismic performance of the highway bridge can be assessed through fragility curves, based on
reliable probabilistic methods. Different methodologies have been developed to establish the
fragility curves ranging from simple to advanced methods. Several rigorous studies were
conducted to enhance the understanding of the fragility analyses of the bridges. Nevertheless, most
of them adopted simplified numerical analysis to reduce the computational effort, which may
compromise the accuracy. For example, simulating the soil using springs with prosperities
obtained from empirical data can lead to gross errors. In addition, a few studies compared the
fragility curves of piles in non-liquefiable and liquefiable conditions. Moreover, the literature
concentrated on the fragility analysis of straight shaft piles supporting bridges and while helical
piles are increasingly used to support bridges.
This thesis attempts to address these gaps through advanced 3D nonlinear FE analysis. The shaking
table test program by Xu et al. (2020) was considered for calibrating and validating the FEMs. The
validated models were then employed to study the lateral and axial response of the straight shaft
piles and a parametric study was conducted to examine the kinematic and inertial effects on the
seismic SPSI. The FE models were then extended to analyze the seismic response of helical piles
in dry and saturated soil conditions, and the kinematic and inertial interaction effects were
assessed. The shaking table models were scaled-up to investigate the scaling effect on the soilhelical pile superstructure interaction. Furthermore, a fragility analysis was conducted for a
highway bridge to evaluate the effects of the seismic hazard on the coupled bridge soil foundation
system and establish the corresponding fragility curves.
Finally, the field experiments conducted by Fleming et al. (2016) are summarized and the
necessary information of the soil-pile system is provided. FEMs are then developed based on the
experimental setup configuration and incorporating the properties of the test piles and soil. The
experimental load tests were simulated employing the FEMs and the calculated responses are
compared with the experimental observation to validate the reliability of the numerical models.
The validated models are then used to conduct a comprehensive parametric study to gain further
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insights on the seismic response of driven steel and helical piles in unimproved and improved
cohesive soils.
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Chapter 3
3. Seismic Behaviour of Piles in Non-Liquefiable and Liquefiable
Soil
A version of this chapter is published in Bulletin of Earthquake Engineering with the following
citation: Hussein, A. F. and M. H. El Naggar (2021). "Seismic Behaviour of Piles in NonLiquefiable and Liquefiable Soil." Bulletin of Earthquake Engineering.

3.1 Introduction
Analysis of soil-pile-structure interaction (SPSI) is essential in designing significant structures,
such as high-rise buildings, bridges, and infrastructure supported by deep foundations installed in
loose sand. In regions characterized by significant seismic hazard, the pile foundation could
experience severe damage during large earthquakes, which could lead to catastrophic failure of the
supporting structure (Finn and Fujita 2002; Dash et al. 2009; Palermo et al. 2011; Wotherspoon et
al. 2012; Cubrinovski et al. 2014; Cubrinovski et al. 2017). Sites with saturated loose sand layers
are susceptible to liquefaction due to the build-up of pore water pressure (PWP). The potential of
liquefaction and consequent damage have attracted significant research efforts to examine the
complex behaviour of SPSI in liquefiable soil (Holzer et al. 1989; Kramer 1996). Moreover, if the
soil layers are sloped, the ground could move laterally, causing lateral spreading, which adds
supplementary lateral forces on piles (Ishihara and Cubrinovski 1998; Abdoun and Dobry 2002;
Cubrinovski and Ishihara 2006; Su et al. 2016; Ebeido et al. 2019). Failures of pile foundations
and the supporting structures during recent earthquakes (e.g., 1989 Loma Prieta earthquake, 1995
Kobe earthquake, and 1999 Chi-Chi earthquake) underscored the importance of understanding and
evaluating seismic SPSI effects (Boulanger et al. 1995; Sugimura et al. 2004; Chu et al. 2006; Su
et al. 2020).
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The difficulty of analyzing the SPSI in liquefiable soil is related to the involvement of PWP, the
inertial force from the interaction between the superstructure mass with the piles-soil system, and
the kinematic interaction between the pile and soil. The superstructure will generate an inertial
force when it oscillates, which is transmitted eventually as lateral force and bending moment on
the pile cap. The inertial force subjects the piles to additional lateral and axial loads, increasing the
bending moment on the pile shaft. Excess pore water pressure (EPWP) is generated during the
shaking, which reduces the axial pile capacity, and can lead to an excessive post-earthquake
settlement. The loss of soil resistance along a section of the pile shaft due to liquefaction can cause
buckling and axial instability of the pile and deterioration in its bending stiffness, which may
initiate plastic yielding (Veletsos and Meek 1974; Boulanger et al. 1999; Bhattacharya and Bolton
2004). Pile buckling is a common failure mechanism in liquefiable soil owing to the loss of support
from the surrounding soil, eventually causing a plastic hinge in a pile. The bucking failure
mechanism can result from installation errors or weak support of soft soil (Bhattacharya and
Bolton 2004; Bhattacharya and Bolton 2004; Bhattacharya et al. 2005; Bhattacharya and
Madabhushi 2008; Bhattacharya et al. 2009).
Several researchers scrutinized the response of the SPSI using physical and numerical modelling
techniques. Model tests for evaluating the SPSI, such as centrifuge and 1g shaking table tests,
provide valuable insights into different aspects of seismic SPSI and generate a propitious database
that can be utilized for verifying advanced numerical models to investigate the complex
phenomena further. In scaled modelling experiments, typical measurements include the responses
of soil, piles, and superstructures (Abdoun et al. 2003; Kagawa et al. 2004). Yasuda et al. (2000)
conducted large-scale shake table tests to investigate the behaviour of piles in liquefiable soil,
considering the potential of ground flow. Tokimatsu et al. (2005) studied the effect of inertial and
kinematic forces on pile stresses based on the results of an extensive shaking table testing program
for piles installed in both dry and saturated sand. Cubrinovski et al. (2006) performed large-scale
shake table tests on two flexible piles and two stiff piles subjected to ground displacement. The
study showed that the key parameters that controlled the pile response were the lateral ground
displacement, ultimate pressure from the surface layer, and stiffness reduction in the liquefied soil.
The behaviour of a low-cap pile group in liquefied dense sand was examined using shake table
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tests (Tang et al. 2016). Ebeido et al. (2019) performed large-scale shake table experiments to
study the response of singles pile and pile groups to liquefaction-induced lateral spreading.
This experimental database provides valuable information for calibrating advanced numerical
models for high-performance computational simulation tools. Several approaches model the SPSI,
such as beam on the nonlinear Winkler foundation (BNWF), elastic beam theory, and numerical
modelling. The BNWF model is the simplest and is most commonly used, which estimates the pile
response to lateral ground deformation due to liquefaction by simulating the piles as beam
elements and the soil as longitudinal and transversal springs. These simplified models can capture
the pile bending moments and reduce the lateral soil resistance due to liquefaction. They
incorporated empirical p-y curves to describe the relationship between load and deformation
(O’Rourke et al. 1994; Cubrinovski and Ishihara 2004; Liyanapathirana and Poulos 2005; Ashour
and Ardalan 2012; Su et al. 2016), where the spring stiffness can allow non-proportional relations
between the load and the displacement. Also, Valsamis et al. (2012) conducted a study to explore
the SPSI using the elastic beam theory, where the liquefied soil stiffness was ignored to account
for liquefaction. The simplicity of this method allowed examining the SPSI using the elastic
equations of the deflection and the bending moment, and it produced a general overview of the
mechanism. However, these methods approximated the reality of the SPSI response, and a
sophisticated simulation was essential.
Recent research efforts adopted complex 3D finite element models to investigate the nonlinear soil
behaviour by simulating the whole SPSI system to properly account for the interaction between
the different soil layers with different stiffnesses, piles and superstructure. However, this analysis
requires complex mathematical and computational modelling efforts, which require extensive
specialized computational tools (Kampitsis et al. 2015). Meanwhile, recent developments in
numerical simulation, including sophisticated and realistic constitutive models for soil behaviour,
provide powerful tools for analyzing the seismic SPSI. Consequently, several researchers
investigated the pile behaviour in liquefied soil employing numerical models (Yang and Jeremić
2003; Chae et al. 2004; Maheshwari et al. 2004; Elgamal and Lu 2009). Also, numerical studies
overcome the disadvantages of experimental simulation such as scaling and hence can be used to
validate experimental observations and study different aspects of SPSI further considering a wide
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range of soil and pile parameters (Cheng and Jeremić 2009). Cubrinovski et al. (2008) studied the
effect of non-liquefied crust layer on the bending moment of piles by performing three-dimension
effective stress analysis. Assimaki and Shafieezadeh (2013) performed nonlinear finite element
models to investigate the SPSI in liquefied soil-induced lateral spreading and validated the
numerical model with physical tests. He et al. (2017) calibrated a numerical model employing
results of large-scale shaking table experiments to investigate the effect of soil permeability on
triggering liquefaction and the liquefaction-induced lateral force. Su et al. (2020) simulated the
response of the SPSI system behind a quay wall in liquefiable soil-induced lateral spreading and
calibrated the model using the results obtained from large shake table tests.
The studies reviewed above explored the response of piles in either dry soil or saturated and
liquefiable soil individually. None of these studies investigated the SPSI response considering the
exact configuration of piles in similar site conditions but with liquefiable versus non-liquefiable
soil to allow for direct comparison of the obtained responses and delineating the performance
aspects and failure mechanisms for each case. It is imperative to separate the kinematic and inertial
effects considering liquefaction conditions.
Xu et al. (2020) performed shaking table tests to investigate the seismic response of the SPSI in
dry and saturated sands, employing a similar test configuration (soil profile and pile group) to
enable direct comparison of the nonlinear response for non-liquefiable and liquefiable soil cases.
They applied different shakings including, 0.05g sine wave beat motion to induce linear soil-pile
responses and the Wenchuan earthquake scaled motion of 0.3g to induce nonlinear soil-pile
responses. Due to the ever-existing limitations of experimental programs, these experiments were
limited to one soil profile and a limited range of earthquake shaking.
To further extend the observations from this comparative study, the present paper develops
rigorous 3D nonlinear finite element models to investigate the dynamic response of the SPSI
considered in the shaking table testing program to evaluate the effects of different soil and pile
parameters (Xu et al. 2020). First. the paper used the experimental results to calibrate and validate
the numerical models and explore the different failure mechanisms. Then, the validated models
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were employed to implement a parametric study to explore the kinematic and inertial effects on
the SPSI.

3.2 Description of shake table experiments
Xu et al. (2020) performed a series of shaking table tests to compare the seismic performance and
failure mechanisms of SPSI in non-liquefiable and liquefiable loose sand sites. The tests were
implemented using the large-scale table facility of the State Key Laboratory of Building Safety
and Environment at China Academy of Building Research. The shaking table dimensions were
6mx6m with operation frequencies ranging from 0.1Hz to 50Hz, see Fig. 3-1. The soil was
enclosed in a laminar shear box with dimensions of 3.2m x 2.4m x 2.2m, see Fig. 3-2. The soil
model was 2.0m deep and consisted of three layers: 0.30m of a non-liquefiable clay crust and a
plasticity index of 13.3%, 1.2m loose sand with 60% relative density, and 0.50m of dense sand
with 90% relative density at the bottom. The top clay crust and the dense bottom sand would
accelerate the build-up of the PWP in the loose, potentially liquefiable layer. The intermediate
loose sand was classified as poorly graded silica sand with relative density, Dr = 60%, the effective
diameter of 0.35mm, the mass density of 1570 kg/m3, friction angle, φ = 37.5o and elastic modulus,
Es = 3.82MPa. The water table was located at the surface of the clay crust to ensure that the
liquefiable sand layer would be fully saturated during the test. Xu et al. (2020) indicated a potential
disturbance of the soil profile during installation, and all the soil parameters were therefore
assumed as average values. The reported soil disturbance in the experiments was a conspicuous
illustration of the low values of the measured soil parameters, especially in the test with water. It
is worth noting that a sensitivity analysis was conducted to examine the geotechnical soil
parameters variability while calibrating the material model to capture a reasonable SPSI response.
A 2x2 pile group was installed in the soil bed, and the pile heads were connected by a 0.25m thick
square cap (0.8mx0.8m), and the piles were spaced at five times the pile diameter. The concrete
compressive strength of the pile cap was 27.6MPa, and the concrete compressive strength of the
piles was 17.1MPa. The pile cap was reinforced with bars 5 mm in diameter spaced at 80mm
across the cap. The piles had diameter, d = 0.1m and length, L = 1.65m, with the pile toe located
10cm above the base. Each pile was reinforced with six longitudinal steel bars with a diameter of
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4 mm. The top 1.40m of the pile was reinforced by 1.2mm diameter spiral stirrups with a 10mm
pitch, while the rest of the pile had stirrups with a 20mm pitch. A model superstructure was bolted
on top of the pile cap, which comprised two rigid steel blocks weighing 410Kg each, connected
by a flexible steel column. Both the liquefiable and non-liquefiable soil experiments had the same
configuration for soil layers, pile group, and superstructure, but the soil was saturated in the
liquefiable case.

6.0
6.0

m

Fig. 3-1 m
Laminar shear box (after Xu et al. 2020)

Fig. 3-2 Pile foundation-simplified superstructure-soil bed
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3.3 Finite element model
The 3D soil-pile-structure interaction numerical model was established using the OpenSees
Framework (Mazzoni et al. 2006), an open-source computational platform that aids in developing
applications to simulate geotechnical structures for static and seismic analysis (Yang and Elgamal
2002). The post-processing of these analyses was produced using GID (Shinozuka et al. 2000).

3.3.1 Geometry and Meshing
Fig. 3-3 shows the soil model discretization, in which the thickness of soil elements along the
depth was 0.30m. The maximum element size in the longitudinal direction (Ld=3.60m) was 0.30m,
and the maximum element size was 0.4m in the transverse direction (Wd = 2.4m). The dominant
frequency of the Wolong ground motion in the Wenchuan Earthquake was 4.69Hz (Xu et al. 2020),
while the maximum frequency of a wave propagating efficiently through a soil element with shear
wave velocity, Vs = 100m/sec, is Fmax=Vs/(4H) = 62.25Hz (considering H = 0.4m) (Hashash et al.
2020). Thus, the element size was adequate as the maximum frequency was well above the
dominant frequency of the Wolong motion, and the soil discretization would guarantee proper
propagation of the ground motion through the soil elements. A finer mesh could cause redundant
elements within the wavelength and possibly numerical problems (Zerwer et al. 2002). The annular
zone around the pile was divided into six elements (each 0.05m) to simulate the pile diameter and
the surrounding 10 cm soil interface element, as shown in Fig. 3-3. Fig. 3-4. shows a 3D view for
the soil section discretization. The model had 3933 nodes and 3168 elements.
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Fig. 3-3 Longitudinal section for the geometry of soil-pile-superstructure interaction used
in numerical modelling

Fig. 3-4 3D view for the soil mesh discretization using GID (Shinozuka et al. 2000)
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3.3.2 Defining Elements and Materials
The soil elements were modelled utilizing Brick u-p Element with 8-node hexahedral linear
isoperimetric elements (Yang et al. 2008). The element has four degrees of freedom: three for the
solid displacement in the three perpendicular directions (u), while the fourth is for the fluid
pressure (p). This element simulates the dynamic response of the solid fluid fully coupled material,
and its ability to capture the dynamic response of solids was verified for soil with permeability less
than 10-3 in the complete frequency range (Zienkiewicz et al. 1980; Zienkiewicz et al. 1999). The
constitutive material model PressureDependMultiYield02 (PDMY02) was used to simulate the
nonlinear response of the sand layers. The material response is elastic-plastic, and it is sensitive to
pressure

change.

The

behaviour

of

the

clay

layer

is

simulated

employing

the

PressureIndependMultiYield elastic-plastic material model, in which the plasticity appears only in
the deviatoric stress-strain response; however, the volumetric stress-strain response in the linearelastic response is independent of the deviatoric stress, and it is insensitive to the confining
pressure variation (Elgamal et al. 2002; Yang and Elgamal 2002; Yang et al. 2008).
The interpretation of the soil model geotechnical parameters (e.g., low stain shear modulus, low
strain bulk modulus, soil density, and friction angle) was based on the documented measured
parameters from the shaking table test program and correlations from the literature. The sand
minimum and maximum voids ratios were estimated using the correlations with its particles' mean
diameter and uniformity coefficient (Sarkar et al. 2019). The voids ratio was then used to calculate
the low strain shear modulus at each depth through Equation 3-1 (Das and Ramana 2011). A
sensitivity analysis was implemented to optimize the geotechnical soil parameter selection (i.e.,
friction angle and the small strain shear modulus), which captures the appropriate SPSI behaviour;
Li and Motamed (2015) conducted a similar sensitivity calculation.
𝐺𝑟 = 𝐴

(𝐵 − 𝑒)2 𝑐
𝑝𝑟
1+𝑒

Equation 3-1

Where e is the voids ratio, pr is the effective confining pressure in kPa, A= 3230, B=2.97, and
C=0.5.
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The soil parameters for the constitutive models, controlling the liquefaction-induced cyclic shear
strain, were selected based on the recommended values of the model (Yang et al. 2008) and
correlations with the parameters measured from the shaking table test. The sand with different
relative densities (i.e., Dr=60%, and 90%) was calibrated to approximate the potential cyclic
resistance under simple shear loading constraints. The material model constant parameters were
modified and adjected to capture the liquefaction triggering response for the sand, and the
calibration was based on the field results of standard penetration test (SPT), and cone penetration
test (CPT) summarised by Idriss and Youd (1997) and Robertson (1985), respectively. The
corrected SPT blow number was correlated with the sand relative density using Equation 3-2
(Skempton 1986), and the normalized cone resistance was calculated using Equation 3-3 Idriss
and Boulanger 2007).
𝑁1,60 = 35𝐷𝑟 2

Equation 3-2

0.264
𝐷𝑟 = 0.478𝑞𝑐1𝑛
− 1.063

Equation 3-3

Where 𝑁1,60 is the corrected SPT blows, 𝐷𝑟 is the relative density, qc1n is the CPT normalized
cone resistance.
Fig. 3-5 illustrates the results of the FEA calibration, where the liquefaction was initiated after 15
uniform cycles. The sand with Dr=60% was calibrated to reach a 4% amplitude shear strain after
liquefaction initiation (EPWPR=1.0), and the cyclic stress ratio (CSR) was 0.215. Finally, the
dense sand (Dr=90%) was calibrated to reach 1% shear strain after 15 uniform cycles, and the CSR
was 0.47. The calibrated soil parameters were summarized in Table 3-1 and
Table 3-2.
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Fig. 3-5 Calibration of PDMY02 against field observation (Idriss and Youd 1997) and
(Robertson 1985)-(`vo=100KPa): (a) Relation between shear stress and number of cycles
(Dr=60%); (b) Relation between shear strain and number of cycles (Dr=60%); (c) Relation
between deviatoric stress confinement pressure (Dr=60%); (d) Relation between shear
stress and shear strain (Dr=60%); (e) Relation between CSR and SPT blow count N1,60;
(f) Relation between CSR and CPT Normalized cone resistance
Table 3-1 provides the parameters of the constitutive models for the different soil layers, while
Table 3-2 presents the parameters used to account for liquefaction in the constitutive model. A
thin-layer element was introduced to simulate the soil-pile-structure interaction, with a thickness
that ranges from 0.01m to 0.1m depending on the relative stiffness between the two adjacent
elements (Desai et al. 1984). For efficient seismic analysis, the element is modified by
incorporating the Rayleigh damping to simulate energy dissipation (Miao et al. 2016). A thin
element 0.1m thick (to account for the high pile-soil relative stiffness) with Rayleigh damping was
used surrounding the pile (as shown in Fig. 3-3) to simulate the pile-soil interface. The shear and
normal stiffnesses and shear parameters of the interface element were reduced by a factor of 0.70
as recommended by Ghalibafian (2006). The soil elements within the annular zone around the pile
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were discretized to 0.05m, corresponding to the size of the pile elements and the interface thickness
(Lu et al. 2011).

Table 3-1 Constitutive model parameters for different soil layers
Parameters

Crust Clay

Loose Sand

Dense Sand

Thickness, m

0.30

1.20

0.50

Relative Density Dr, %

-

60

90

Soil Density , kg/cm3

1.60

1.60

1.60

Reference Pressure pr, KPa

101

101

101

Reference Shear Modulus Gr, MPa

12.5

16.55

19.12

Reference Bulk Modulus Br, Mpa

40.0

43.03

49.71

Friction Angle at peak shear strength f, o

0

35.0

37.0

Cohesion c, KPa

25.0

0.1

0.1

Peak Shear Strain gmax

0.1

0.1

0.1

Pressure Dependent Coefficient dp

0.0

0.5

0.5

Phase transformation angle pt, o

-

26

26

Contraction coefficient c1

-

0.04

0.02

Contraction coefficient c2

-

5.0

5.0

Contraction coefficient c3

-

0.0

0.15
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Dilation coefficient d1

-

0.0

0.06

Dilation coefficient d2

-

3.0

3.0

Dilation coefficient d3

-

0.0

0.15

Void’s ratio e

-

0.90

0.75

Horizontal permeability coefficient, m/s

1E-9

6.6E-5

6.6E-5

Vertical permeability coefficient, m/s

1E-9

6.6E-5

6.6E-5

Table 3-2 Soil liquefaction parameters
Parameter

Value

Liquefaction constant liq1

Description
Damage

1

parameter

to

define

accumulated

permanent shear strain as a function of dilation
history

Liquefaction constant liq2

Damage parameter to define biased accumulation of
0

permanent shear strain as a function of load reversal
History

Cs1

0.9

Cs2

0.02

Cs3

0.7

Parameters defining a straight critical-state line ec in
e-p` space
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The pile and the superstructure were simulated using 3D nonlinear displacement-based beamcolumn elements, while the cap and rigid links elements were modelled as elastic beam-column
elements (Mazzoni et al. 2006). A fibre section was implemented to capture the elastoplastic
behaviour of the pile cross-section, including cover, concrete core, longitudinal reinforcement, and
spiral stirrups, as shown in Fig. 3-6 (a) and (b). The uniaxialMaterial Concrete02 constitutive
material model was used to describe the concrete part (the core-confined and outer-coverunconfined) (Kent and Park 1971; Scott et al. 1982), while the Giuffrè-Menegotto-Pinto material
model (uniaxialMaterial Steel02) was used to simulate the behaviour of the steel part (Filippou et
al. 1983; Giuffrè 1970).
Table 3-3 and
Table 3-4 illustrates the parameters used to describe the concrete and steel models, respectively.
The superstructure cross-section is shown in Fig. 3-6 (c) was also described by a fibre section, and
its material behaviour was simulated utilizing the constitutive model axialMaterial Hardening.
Rigid beam-column link elements were used to fill the space of the pile within the soil, with elastic
stiffness ten thousand times the elastic stiffness of the pile (EIrigid=104 EIpile) (Su et al. 2017); the
rigid links were normal to the pile cross-section (Elgamal et al. 2008). The pile cap was modelled
with high flexure stiffness, and the total mass of the cap was assigned to the cap centre (i.e., depth
of 0.125m). The rigid link and the pile cap were simulated as elastic material. The pile head had
the same degrees of freedom as the pile cap, i.e., the same displacement (Li and Motamed 2017).

Table 3-5 illustrates the properties of the parameters used to describe the pile cap and rigid link
elements. The two superstructure masses (410 kg each) were assigned at 2.0m and 3.0m for the
bottom and top masses, respectively, above the ground level and top of the pile cap (Xu et al.
2020).
Table 3-6 illustrates the properties of the parameters used to describe the constitutive
superstructure model.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 3-6 Reinforced concrete pile and superstructure cross-sections (unit: mm): (a) pile
cross-section; (b) fibre discretization of pile cross-section; (c) superstructure hot-rolled
steel H-section
Table 3-3 Constitutive model for concrete used in the fibre section
Parameter

Confined core concrete

Unconfined cover
concrete

Compressive strength f`c, Mpa

-18.81

-17.1

Strain at compressive strength c

-0.005

-0.003

Crushing strength fcu, Mpa

-4.32

-3.05

Strain at crushing strength cu

-0.025

-0.01

15.1

15.1

Concrete modulus of elasticity Ec,
GPA

Table 3-4 Constitutive model for Steel used in the fibre section
Parameter

Value

Yield Strength fy, Mpa

240

67

Elastic Modulus E, GPa

21

Strain-Harding ratio b

0.01

Parameters to control the transition from elastic to
plastic branches

R0

18

cR1

0.925

cR2

0.15

Table 3-5 Constitutive model for the Elastic Element
Parameter

Pile

Cap/Rigid Link

Area Cross-section As, m

0.00785

78.5

Elastic Modulus Ep, GPa

15.0

15.0 E4

Shear Modulus Gp, GPa

11.5

11.5

Moment of Inertia I, m4

4.9E-06

4.9E-6

Table 3-6 Superstructure constitutive model parameter (uniaxialMaterial Hardening)
Parameter

Cap/Rigid Link

Elastic Modulus ES, GPa

300

Yield stress Fy, MPa

360.0

isotropic hardening Modulus H_iso

0.0
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kinematic hardening Modulus H_kin

1.0E3

3.3.3 Input Motion
The shake table experiments comprised harmonic sine waves with an amplitude of 0.05g and
scaled Wolong ground motion record (Li et al. 2008), as shown in Fig. 3-7 and Fig. 3-8. The
Wolong peak acceleration was scaled to 0.3g, and the 220-sec earthquake motion was scaled to
70sec. The peak acceleration of actual motion was reduced because the ground motion dominant
frequency was close to the natural frequency of the liquefied soil test, which posed a risk to the
safety and integrity of the experiment setup should higher intensity were to be used. The dominant
frequency of the motion was 4.69Hz, which matched the motion used in the tests. A harmonic
wave with a peak amplitude of 0.05g was also applied to study the linear response. It is worth
noting that during the test, the shake table actuator could not produce the same small amplitude
for both liquefied and non-liquefied tests, but in the numerical study, the same motion was used
for the two different sites.
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Fig. 3-7 Sine wave beat a) Acceleration time history; (b) Fourier spectra
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Fig. 3-8 Wolong ground motion: (a) Acceleration time history; (b) Fourier spectra
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3.3.4 Boundary Conditions and Analysis Stages
To simulate the physical model experiment, staged analysis was adopted to capture the initial
conditions before the seismic loading was applied (Wang et al. 2016). Different boundary
conditions were applied to the model at different stages, as explained below.
1- In the first stage, only the soil block was implemented using the u-p brick elements. The
soil base nodes were fixed against the movement in the gravity direction only, and the outer
base points were fixed against the translation along x and y-directions. This stage
represented an elastic stage, and the soil behaviour was assumed to be linear elastic.
2- In the second stage, the state of soil was updated to account for plasticity, and the initial
free-field stresses were obtained from a plastic gravity analysis. The base boundary
condition was fixed in all directions for all nodes. The 4th degree of freedom of the soil
elements defines the conditions of the pore pressure. Therefore, boundary conditions were
specified to constrain the nodes above the water lever (dry nodes) to account for the builtup of the PWP.
3- The third stage comprised installing the structural elements (piles, rigid links, pile cap, and
superstructure). The three degrees of freedom of the pile and rigid link nodes and the soil
interface elements were tied together. Structure element masses were defined along with
the mass of the superstructure; then plastic gravity analysis was performed to calculate the
consolidation and settlement due to the pile group installation. This analysis would not
capture the effect of the pile installation, such as stress relaxation for drilled piles or soil
densification for driving piles, but these are minimal in the current analysis (Wang et al.
2016). The response during gravity steps was evaluated using the Newmark integration
method with the time integration parameters of g=1.50 and =1.0.
4- In the seismic analysis stage, a shear beam boundary was applied to the node at both sides
of the model at each depth to ensure that the movements of the nodes in the horizontal
direction were equal at the same height (Su et al. 2020). The permeability coefficients of
the different soil layers were updated to account for the undrained behaviour during the
seismic motion. The base motion was implemented to the fixed base of the model using
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the UniformExcitation command (Mazzoni et al. 2006) with a time step of 0.01 seconds,
and the seismic analysis was performed.
For the dynamic steps, the solution was obtained using the modified Newton-Raphson
approach (KrylovNewton) (Carlson and Miller 1998; Mazzoni et al. 2006). The initial tangent
stiffness of the system was used for all steps to achieve an energy increment test of less than
104. Finally, the Rayleigh damping was defined by a damping ratio of 2% for the dry site and
3% for the saturated site, with an estimated first mode frequency of 1.99, adopted to simulate
the energy dissipation and enhance the stability of the numerical analysis. A low stiffnessproportional coefficient of 0.0006 and 0.0008 was used for the dry and saturated sites,
respectively.

3.4 Results and Discussion
3.4.1 Excess pore water pressure build-up
The excess pore water pressure ratio (EPWPR) is expressed as the ratio between the measured
`
variation in pore water pressure, (EPWP), to the initial vertical effective stress 𝜎𝑣𝑜
(𝐸𝑃𝑊𝑃𝑅 =
𝐸𝑃𝑊𝑃
`
𝜎𝑣𝑜

) at a specific depth. When EPWPR reaches one, the soil loses its shear strength and behaves

like a liquid. During the shaking table tests, sensors were placed at different depths through the
potentially liquefiable soil to monitor the generation and dissipation of the water pressure. Fig. 3-9
(a, c) compares the calculated and measured EPWPR for both the 0.05 g sine beat wave motion
and the 0.3g Wolong ground motion. Fig. 3-9 (b, d) shows a rise in the EPWPR at the free field
points and the points near the piles, which can be used to evaluate the soil-pile interaction effect
on pore water pressure propagation.
Fig. 3-9 (a) shows that the calculated maximum EPWPR was less than 0.4 at all depths, which was
slightly higher than the measured EPWPR during the weak 0.05g sine wave motion. The variation
herein could be related to the inability of the actuators to produce the sine wave at exactly 0.05g.
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The calculated and measured EPWPR values indicate that the weak shaking did not trigger
liquefaction in the loose sand.
Fig. 3-9 (c) shows that calculated and measured EPWPR for the Wolong motion reached 1.0 (i.e.,
liquefaction occurred) at all points up to a depth of 0.9m. At depth 1.5m, the calculated EPWPR
was 0.67, and the measured value during the experiment was 0.5. The maximum EPWPR of 0.6
at the base of the dense sand layer is attributed to the densification of the sand and the higher
overburden pressure. Both experimental and numerical results depicted the triggering of
liquefaction in the period of 8second to 13second of Wolong motion. However, the experimental
results for EPWPR were slightly less than the calculated values at the lower depths after 23 seconds
of the input motion. These observations indicate that the numerical model correctly captured the
build-up of PWP and liquefaction.
Fig. 3-10 shows a 3D visualization of the EPWP distribution for the Wolong motion at 15.21
seconds. Fig. 3-10 also shows the soil deformation (scaled up 70 times) after reaching the
liquefaction state. The calculated EPWP at the free-field point and near the pile are compared in
Fig. 3-9. For the points near the pile in Fig. 3-9 (b, d), the behaviour was oscillatory during the
PWP build-up, which corresponded to the first 5 seconds with 0.05g acceleration and the peak
accelerations throughout the Wolong motion between seconds 6 and 25. The oscillatory response
is attributed to the vibration of piles, which developed then dissipated the PWP at the pile-soil
interface as a gap opened and closed, causing significant increases and decreases in EPWPR ,
especially during Wolong motion, and it was also observed in the experiments, especially for the
top points. However, it was not observed at larger depths because the gap was limited to the
surficial layer. Similar behaviour was also reported by Dash and Bhattacharya (2015) and Wang
et al. (2016).
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Fig. 3-9 Calculated excess pore pressure ratio at saturated test: (a) free field points for
0.05g sine beat motion; (b) near pile points for 0.05g sine beat motion; (c) free field points
for 0.3g Wolong ground motion; (d) near pile points for 0.3g Wolong ground motion
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Fig. 3-10 Excess
pore water
pressure buildup for 0.3g
Wolong ground
motion at 15.21
seconds (scaled
up 70 times).

3.4.2 Free-field soil acceleration amplification and deformation
Shape acceleration arrays (SAA) were used to measure the deformations and accelerations of the
piles and soil at specified points (Xu et al. 2020). The measured accelerations revealed
amplification of the input motion as the seismic waves propagated towards the surface. Fig. 3-11
compares the measured and calculated profiles of the acceleration amplification in terms of the
acceleration amplification factor (AAF) for the dry and saturated soil tests during the 0.05g sine
beat wave and the 0.3g Wolong events. For the 0.05g sine beat wave event, the measured AAF at
the surface was 2.2 and 7 for the saturated and dry sites, respectively. Meanwhile, the calculated
AAF was 2.3 and 6.4 at the exact locations, as shown in Fig. 3-11 (a). The lower AAF value in the
saturated site is due to soil softening because of EPWPR and increased damping, which dissipated
more energy than the dry site.
The experimental and numerical results for the Wolong ground motion presented in Fig. 3-11 (b)
show AAF values of 1.0 for the points in the dense sand; however, the topsoil layers exhibited
different responses. The motion amplified through the top two layers for the dry site, and the
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measured and calculated AAF values were 1.32 and 1.41. On the other hand, the saturated site
exhibited de-amplification of the acceleration with AAF of 0.64 and 0.73 for the experimental and
numerical results. The de-amplification of the acceleration is attributed to the strength degradation
of the liquefied soil. Although the AAF was less than one throughout the liquefied sand and the
top crust clay, the AAF increased through the crust clay.
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Fig. 3-11 Soil peak acceleration amplification factor at section A-A: (a) 0.05g sine beat
wave; (b) 0.3g Wolong ground motion
The calculated lateral soil displacements are compared with the measured values in Fig. 3-12. The
measured and calculated lateral displacements increased from bottom to top. For the 0.05g sine
beat wave, the measured lateral displacements increased from 2mm to 8mm for the saturated site
and up to 6mm for the dry site, while the maximum calculated displacement was 5.0mm for both
sites. For the Wolong ground motion, the calculated maximum lateral displacement was 10mm
and 12.3mm for the saturated and the dry sites, which is less than what was measured in the
experiments. The calculated and measured lateral displacements were higher in the dry sand site
than the saturated sand site, attributed to the increased energy dissipation of the liquified soil. It is
worth noting that the increase of the small strain shear modulus or the friction angle of the
liquefiable layer caused a remarkable reduction in the lateral displacement, and this observation
was concurrent with the finding of Li and Motamed (2015); while a marginal change was observed
with the variation in the dense sand layer. Overall, the large deformations and acceleration
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amplification in the dry sand tests and the liquefaction in the saturated sand tests were predicted
fairly accurately by the developed finite element model.
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Fig. 3-12 Soil displacement at section A-A: (a) 0.05 g sine beat wave; (b) 0.3 g Wolong
ground motion
Fig. 3-13 shows the lateral displacement time histories of the dry and saturated sites during Wolong
ground motion. The lateral displacement of the saturated site had a longer duration, as shown in
Fig. 3-13 (b), indicating a more extended vibration period of the soil profile. Fig. 3-14 exhibits
the 3D visualization of the lateral deformation (scaled up 70 times) for both the dry and saturated
sites at the second 11.71 of the Wolong events. For the dry site, the soil block lateral deformation
was distributed along with the soil profile almost uniformly, while the lateral deformation
increased at a higher rate (almost concentrated) within the liquified soil layer compared to the
dense sand at the bottom and the clay crust at the top.
Several factors could explain the difference between the experiment results and the numerical
results (e.g., test setup and execution, test measurements, soil parameter interpretation, numerical
model assumptions, mesh size, damping ratio, scaled ground motion, time step, and mass and
proportional stiffness coefficient). The reports of a high soil disturbance during installing pile
groups and the actuators' inability to produce the sine wave at exactly 0.05g impose uncertainties
in the measured parameters (Xu et al. 2020). These variabilities could provide some explanation
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for the differences between the experimental and numerical results. However, the experimental
and numerical AAF and the lateral displacement results followed the same trends, and the
numerical model could capture the amplification and de-amplification in different sites for
different motions.
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Fig. 3-13 Soil lateral displacement time history calculated from FEA for Wenchuan
earthquake: (a) dry test; (b) saturated test
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Fig. 3-14 Soil deformed shape and lateral displacement from Wolong motion (Second
11.72): (a) dry test; (b) saturated test
3.4.3 Pile Acceleration Amplification
The SAA was used to measure the pile's accelerations and deformations during the experiments.
Correspondingly, the pile accelerations and deformations were calculated at the exact locations.
Fig. 3-15 compares the numerical and experimental pile AAF values during the 0.05g sine wave
and Wolong earthquake ground motions for the dry and the saturated sites. The trends and the
AAF values obtained from the numerical model agree well with the experimental results. For the
0.05g sine wave, the calculated AAF increased from 1.0 at the base to 4.3 and 2.1 at the pile top
for the dry and saturated sites, while the maximum experimental values were 3.3 and 2.52 for the
dry and saturated sites. Like the soil, the difference between the calculated and measured values
could be mainly attributed to the inability of the actuators to produce the sine wave at exactly 0.05g
(the actual peak acceleration was less than 0.05g). For the Wolong motion, the calculated and
experimental AAF in the dry site increased from bottom to top with a maximum value of 1.99 and
1.83 at the pile top. Meanwhile, the AAF was one in the dense soil and decreased through the
liquified soil to a minimum calculated and measured values of 0.64 and 0.7 at 1.0m below surface.
Comparing the soil and pile AAF values during the 0.05 g sine wave (Fig. 3-11 (a) and Fig. 3-15
(a)), it is observed that the pile AAF was less than that for the soil. On the other hand, the Wolong
motion caused more prominent oscillation in a pile compared to the soil in the dry site, while for
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the saturated site, the soil acceleration was de-amplified more than the pile's acceleration as noted
from Fig. 3-11 (b) and Fig. 3-15 (b).
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Fig. 3-15 Peak acceleration amplification factor for pile 2: (a) experiment with 0.05 g sine
beat wave; (b) experiment with 0.3g Wolong ground motion

3.5 Pile Lateral Displacement and Vertical Settlement
The lateral pile deflection was significantly affected by the ground motion intensity and the site
condition. For the weak motion, the pile's maximum lateral displacement was less than 1.5mm for
both dry and saturated sites. The pile lateral displacement increased during the large Wolong
motion as shown in Fig. 3-16, i.e., 7.37mm and 5.47mm for the dry and saturated sites,
respectively. The pile group in the saturated site, however, exhibited a more significant rotational
response. Also, the pile base lateral displacement was 0.0mm during the dry tests and was -0.65mm
during the saturated test, and that indicates the pile group rotated in an almost rigid body mode, as
opposed to flexural deflection at the top during the dry test.
Fig. 3-17 displays the calculated vertical settlement time history of piles one and two in the dry
and the saturated sites for both ground motions. The piles' static settlement was 0.35mm and
0.5mm at the dry and saturated sites. During the shaking events, the pile group settled more: a
gradual increase in settlement of piles was observed during the 0.05g sine wave ground motion to
a maximum of 1.8mm and 1.6mm for the dry and saturated sites, respectively. For the Wolong
ground motion, the settlement increased to 3.3mm for the dry site and 6.1mm for the saturated site.
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It is noted that a significant difference in the settlement was observed after the 11.7 seconds when
liquefaction occurred. Again, a longer duration of response cycles of the pile-soil system is
observed after the soil is liquefied. It is also noted from Fig. 3-17 (d) that the piles experienced
uneven settlement, which corresponded to the rigid body rotational response of the group in the
saturated site. This rigid body rotation of the pile-cap structure system was also observed in the
experiments.
These results clearly indicate that pile groups exhibit different performance characteristics and
failure mechanisms in non-liquefiable and liquefiable sites subjected to the same excitation. It is
also noted that the settlement of the pile group during strong shaking events is attributed to the
densification of loose sand and the settlement associated with liquefaction.
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Fig. 3-16 Pile lateral displacement time history calculated from FEA for Wenchuan
earthquake: (a) dry test; (b) saturated test
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Fig. 3-17 Pile vertical settlement time history curves calculated from FEA: (a) dry test0.05g motion; (b) saturated test-0.05g motion; (c) dry test-Wolong earthquake; (d)
saturated test-Wolong earthquake

3.6 Pile Bending Moment
Strain gauges were attached to the pile reinforcement to measure the pile's strains, which were then
used to calculate the bending moment (Xu et al. 2020). Correspondingly, the time history of the
pile's bending moments and the results are compared with the measured values. The comparison
demonstrates that the calculated bending moments were slightly larger than the experimental
results. For the 0.05 sine beat wave, the measured maximum bending moments were 40N.m at the
saturated site and 12N.m at the dry site, while the calculated values were 52N.m at the saturated
site and 18N.m at the dry site. The difference may be attributed to the higher acceleration used in
the numerical model than the actuator input motion during the experiments. The interface factor
which controls the reduction of the soil shear strength at the interface elements could also affect
the calculated bending moment. For the Wolong motion, the measured maximum bending
moments were 380N.m at the saturated site and 28N.m at the dry site, while the calculated values
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were 420N.m at the saturated site and 31N.m at the dry site (i.e., the difference is about 5%). The
maximum bending moment along the shaft varied for piles in the dry site, indicating an inflection
point, and residual bending moment existed at the end o shaking, as shown in Fig. 3-18 (a). The
bending moment of the pile in the saturated site was much higher than that in the dry site due to
the degradation of the pile's lateral support, but there was no residual moment after the shaking, as
shown in Fig. 3-18 (b).
Generally, the results indicated that the numerical model captured the pile bending moment
characteristics correctly and depicted the different deformation modes for both the saturated and
dry sites. Nevertheless, the experimental results showed that piles did not have any macroscopic
failure because the bending moments were less than the yield moment; there were no signs of
plastic hinges, which the numerical model also predicted.
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Fig. 3-18 Pile bending moment time history for Wenchuan earthquake: (a) dry test; (b)
saturated test

3.7 Inertial and Kinematic Effects on Piles response
Piles seismic performance is dominated by the coupling between the inertial forces and the
kinematic effects from the ground movement interacting with the pile shaft. This topic was
investigated through physical tests, cross-correlation analysis techniques and pseudo-static
analysis methods (Abdoun and Dobry 2002; Tokimatsu et al. 2005; Wang et al. 2016). However,
complete 3D finite element analysis can clarify the ambiguity of the complex conjugation between
the kinematic and inertial forces, especially when the liquefaction phenomenon is involved. Plastic
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hinges are created through the pile shaft because of the excessive internal bending moment induced
by the kinematic and the inertial force coupling. The location of these hinges depends on the
intensity of ground motion (kinematic effect), masses on the pile top (inertial effect), and pile
configuration. A parametric study was conducted to explore the variation of the kinematic and
inertial effects on the pile response.
In the following sections, piles along the initial movement direction are denoted as Leading Piles,
while piles in the opposite direction are referred to as Trailing Piles. The results of the bending
moments shown in the following graphs are the maximum values through the time histories, and
they are normalized by the yield bending moment for the pile cross-section with d=0.1m. The
calculated bending moment is compared to the results from the shaking table configuration. Table
3-7 summarized the variation of the parameters used in the parametric study for the saturated and
dry cases.
Table 3-7 Summary of the parameters used in the parametric study
Saturated Case

Dry Case

Kinematic Interaction
NoSuperstructure
Pipe Diameter, m
Steel Pipe Pile

Superstructure
Mass
Ground
Intensity

Motion

d=0.1, 0.2, 0.3

-

-

Superstructure

d=0.1
d = 0.1m,
t=8mm

Mass Factor=1

NoSuperstructure
d=0.1

-

-

PGA=0.3g, 0.4g, 0.5g, 0.6g

Superstructure

d=0.1
d = 0.1m,
t=8mm

Mass Factor=1
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Inertial Interaction
Pipe Diameter, m

d=0.1, 0.2, 0.3

Superstructure
Mass

d=0.1

Mass Factor=1,2,3,4,5

3.7.1 Effect of Kinematic Interaction-Excluding Superstructure Mass
The superstructure was removed to explore the kinematic effect of the ground motion on the pile
response, and the response was calculated for the Wolong motion scaled to 0.3g, 0.4g,0.5g and
0.6g. The analyses were performed for both the saturated and dry sites. Fig. 3-19 (a, b) shows the
pile normalized bending moments (PNBM) at the saturated site, excluding the superstructure mass.
The PNBM increased for all piles as the PA of input motion increased; however, the bending
moments remained below the section yield moment capacity (maximum PNBM = 0.89 at the peak
0.6g acceleration ground motion). The significant increase in bending moment occurred at the
intersection of the loose layer with other layers. Abdoun et al. (2003) modelled steel-driven piles
using centrifuge tests and reported similar observation, which was attributed to the shear
discontinuity effect. The results revealed that PNBMs were reduced through the liquified layer to
almost half (i.e., at a depth of 0.6 m).
The pile diameter affects pile stiffness and, correspondingly, the kinematic pile-soil interaction.
Thus, analyses were conducted to study the kinematic effect (without superstructure) of piles with
d= 0.2m and d= 0.3m at the saturated site, as shown in Fig. 3-20. The piles were spaced at 4d, and
the pile longitudinal reinforcement was maintained constant at 0.96% of the concrete section. For
the 0.3g input motion used in the tests, the maximum bending moment of the pile with d=0.1m
was 420N.m, while the maximum bending moment for the pile with d=0.2m was 1273N.m; and
for the pile with d=0.3m was 3719N.m. The maximum bending moment increases from the base
to a maximum value at the top (i.e., no inflection point), which indicates short (rigid) pile
behaviour due to the low slenderness ratio, (L/d) = 8.25 and 5.5 for the piles with d = 0.2m and
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0.3m, respectively. The maximum bending moment occurred at the pile top and increased
exponentially as the pile diameter increased due to the higher section stiffness. For example, the
maximum bending moment during the 0.6g ground motion was 2552N.m for d=0.2m and was
8372N.m for d=0.3m. Despite the increase of the bending moments, no plastic hinges occurred
because of the increase in pile bending capacity (PNBM was 54 % and 50.7% for d=0.2m and
0.3m, respectively).
Fig. 3-21 shows the lateral displacement of piles with d=0.1m, d=0.2m, and d=0.3m. As expected,
the pile lateral displacement increased as the peak acceleration of ground motion increased. For a
pile with d=0.1m, the pile rotated at a point just above its tip, and the lateral displacement increased
to a maximum at the pile head for the ground motions with peak accelerations of 0.3g, 0.4g, and
0.5g. However, the pile displaced laterally in almost rigid body movement for peak acceleration
of 0.6g because the dense sand layer liquefied and lost its shear strength. It was observed that the
pile diameter also influenced the lateral displacement. For piles with d=0.2m and d=0.3m in Fig.
3-21 (b, c), due to the increased pile rigidity, it displaced laterally almost as a rigid body with some
rotation, resulting in maximum displacement at the pile head. The rigid body movement was
particularly pronounced for the strong shaking as the dense soil layer liquified.
Several models were implemented to explore the kinematic effect on the SPSI in the dry site. Like
the saturated site, the superstructure mass was removed, and the ground motion was scaled to 1.33,
1.67, and 2 times the 0.3g Wolong ground motion. Fig. 3-22 (a) demonstrates that the kinematic
effect on the bending moment of piles (without superstructure) in the dry site was relatively small.
However, the bending moment increased almost proportionally through the piles as the ground
motion intensity increased; and the maximum bending moments occurred at the pile top and near
the middle of the loose sand with an inflection point at the intersection between the clay and the
loose sand layer. Fig. 3-22 (b) shows that the pile lateral displacement also increased from zero at
the pile base to the maximum value at the pile top, and as expected, was increased as the ground
motion acceleration increased.
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Fig. 3-19 Kinematic interaction effect on piles bending moment d=0.1m (saturated site nosuperstructure): (a) leading pile; (b) trailing pile
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Fig. 3-21 Lateral displacements of piles at the saturated site without superstructure: (a) pile
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3.7.2 Effect of Kinematic Interaction-Including Superstructure Mass
To explore the kinematic effect of the SPSI during the existence of the internal force at the
saturated site, the FEMs were updated to account for the superstructure mass used during the
shaking table test series. Fig. 3-23 presents the bending moment for piles with d=0.1m, where
several sections of the pile approached the yield state. The bending moment of pile cross-section
at the interface of clay and sand layers exceeded the yield moment (i.e., plastic hinge developed)
for both the leading and trailing piles, while the cross-section at the intersection between the loose
and dense sand layers approached yield state with a maximum PNBM of 0.8 (cracks initiated).
This increase is attributed to the inertial forces and the weak resistance of the clay layer. It is also
noted that the bending moment increased consistently through the pile shafts because of the inertial
effect. These results demonstrate that when the piles lost the lateral support after reaching the
liquefaction state, the bending moment increased significantly, especially along the liquefied part.
Two significant parameters define the pile stiffness: the cross-section dimensions and the material
elastic modulus. Thus, the effect of pile material elastic modulus on kinematic interaction was
investigated in this section by considering the response of steel pipe pile, with the same diameter
as the test pile (i.e., 10cm external diameter) and the wall thickness of 8mm. The pile elastic
modulus was assumed to be 2.1E8 MPa, and the steel unit weight was 78kN/m3. The pipe pile
section modulus is 49cm3, and the bending moment capacity is 18E3 N.m, assuming a yield
strength of 355MPa.
A series of analyses were performed by varying the peak ground acceleration, and the results of
the maximum bending moments through the time history are shown in Fig. 3-24. The maximum
bending moment during the 0.3g Wolong earthquake was 1098N.m at the leading pile and
1497N.m at the trailing pile, while the maximum bending moment recorded during the shaking
table test (as well as the calculated) for the 0.1m reinforced concrete pile was 420N.m, which
represents an increase of 356% due to the pile rigidity. Fig. 3-24 (a) shows that the bending
moment increases with higher ground motion acceleration, and the bending moment for the 0.6g
case is more than twice that for the 0.3g case. Fig. 3-24 (b) shows that the trailing piles bending
moments increased with higher ground motion, but this increase was located throughout the loose
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sand, and it became prominent at the intersection of loose and dense sand layers due to the shear
discontinuity. The minor reduction of the bending moment in the clay soil is attributed to the
deterioration of the soil passive resistance with higher ground motion acceleration.
The kinematic interaction for the steel pile was evaluated at the dry site. Fig. 3-25 illustrates that
the increase of the pile stiffness caused a higher bending moment; the maximum bending moment
during the 0.3g Wolong motion increased by almost 50% over the bending moment for the concrete
pile (from 31N.m to 45.4N.m). It is also found that the bending moment increased by 300% from
the 0.3g motion to the 0.6g motion. Fig. 3-25 shows that the trailing pile experienced a higher
bending moment than the leading pile, which is attributed to the high passive resistance of the soil
against the lateral displacement of the piles. Fig. 3-26 (a, b) presents the steel pile lateral
displacement at the saturated and the dry sites. As expected, the pile lateral displacement decreased
at both the dry and the saturated sites, which was attributed to the increase of the pile stiffness.
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Fig. 3-23 Kinematic interaction effect on piles bending moment (saturated site with the
superstructure, d = 0.1m): (a) leading pile; (b) trailing pile
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Fig. 3-26 Kinematic interaction effect on steel pipe piles lateral displacement (with the
superstructure, d = 0.1m, t=8mm): (a) saturated site; (b) dry site
3.7.3 Inertial Effects
Several failure mechanisms could be attributed to the inertial force, including the development of
plastic hinges due to excessive bending moments, buckling failure and the loss of foundation
capacity. Fig. 3-27 shows the response of piles in the saturated site considering different
superstructure mass defined in terms of mass factor; MF = considered mass/test mass. Fig. 3-27
(a, b) shows that the leading and trailing piles experience larger PNBM as MF increases. The
calculated maximum bending moments for MF ≥ 2 exceeded the yield moment and caused plastic
hinging at the clay-sand interface. The pile used 88% of its bending capacity at the MF=1, while
it used 136% of its bending capacity at MF=5 (i.e., a 53% difference). The excessive increase of
the bending moment at the pile top is due to the significant increase of the acceleration at the pile
top, and the superstructure mass increases the fixation of the pile top.
The inertial effect was investigated for the piles at the dry site subjected to the Wolong motion
with 0.3g peak acceleration and varying superstructure mass. Fig. 3-28 shows that the PNBMs
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were small, and the bending moment increased at the intersection of the layers. The rise of the
superstructure mass increased the PNBM from 0.06 at MF=1 to a maximum value of 0.1 at MF=5.
The minor effect on the bending moment is attributed to the higher soil lateral subgrade reaction
at the dry site, which degrades at the saturated site with higher EPWPR; until the soil liquefies
(i.e., EPWPR=1) and the pile becomes laterally unsupported. The effect of the inertial interaction
on the pile's lateral displacements is presented for the saturated and dry sites in Fig. 3-29. Unlike
the kinematic effect, the difference between the pile lateral displacement at the saturated and dry
sites was small.
To investigate the effect of the pile diameter on the inertial effect at the saturated site, several
models have been conducted using pile with d=0.20m. Fig. 3-30 shows the maximum bending
moments during the time history at the saturated site supporting different superstructure mass
during the 0.3g Wolong motion. Like the kinematic effect, the pile bending moment increased with
a larger pile cross-section and a higher superstructure mass. Nevertheless, there were no signs of
plastic hinges since the maximum bending moment was 3021N.m at MF=5, which is less than the
section bending capacity of 4750N.m. The distribution of the pile bending moment displayed in
Fig. 3-30, increased from zero at the pile base to a maximum value at the pile top, indicates a rigid
pile response. On the other hand, the bending moment displayed in Fig. 3-30 shows somewhat
flexible pile behaviour, with maximum bending moments at the intersections between the layers.
The pile with d=0.2m had a maximum PNBM of 41% and 64% for MF=1 and 5, respectively.
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Fig. 3-28 Inertial effect on the
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Fig. 3-30 Inertial effect on bending moment of the pile with d = 0.2m at the saturated site:
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3.7.4 Piles Vertical Settlement Response to Inertial Forces
During the static analysis, the increase of the superstructure mass caused higher settlement, and
the settlement values at time zero in Fig. 3-31 (a) show that the settlement increased from 0.53mm
at MF=1 to 2.28mm at MF=5 (430% increase). On the other hand, the variation of pile settlement
with an increase in superstructure mass changing during the dynamic motion was not significant
as the static and kinematic effects mainly governed it. The dense sand layer did not liquefy during
the 0.3g ground acceleration (maximum EPWPR was 0.6 from the FEA results), so it preserved
its strong resistance (stiffness) to support the higher masses. The pile group rotation in Fig. 3-31
(b) also indicates that mass variation has a minor effect. The lateral and vertical deformation
response for the pile with d=0.2m was similar to the pile with d=0.1m. Therefore, the serviceability
conditions are significantly controlled by the kinematic force and marginally by the inertial forces.
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3.8 Summary
Based on the validated FEMs, the performance of the SPSI is found to be controlled by the soil
parameters (e.g., the relative density, small strain shear modulus, friction angle, and density), as
well as the representation of the interaction between the pile and the adjacent soil. Brandenberg et
al. (2013) emphasized the importance of adopting a 3D continuum with proper size elements close
to the pile to simulate the interface element, but it could be computationally expensive.
Nevertheless, this paper implemented a full 3D FEA with a thin layer interface element between
the pile and the soil as proposed by Desai et al. (1984). The obtained numerical results are aligned
with findings from several studies. For example, Dash and Bhattacharya (2015) illustrated that the
EPWPR decreases near the pile due to the water dissipation at the soil-pile interface, which was
observed in the current study. Also, the large period of the soil lateral displacement at the
liquefiable site case (shown in Fig. 13) was consistent with the finding of Wang et al. (2019),
which indicated a longer vibration period of the soil profile. Similarly, the calculated pile lateral
displacement indicated a longer vibration response as shown in Fig. 3-16.
The calculated pile responses revealed different failure modes for piles at the dry and saturated
tests. The piles exhibited permanent deformation at the intersection between the clay and the loose
sand at the dry site, while the pile group was exposed to a rigid rotation at the saturated site due to
the loss of the lateral soil support. Also, at the saturated site, the maximum moment occurred
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during the highest acceleration cycles, which triggered liquefaction, then the pile bending moment
reduced to its initial value, similar to observations reported by Ebeido et al. (2019). The pile
maximum bending moments were observed at the intersection between the different layers owing
to the shear discontinuity, which was consistent with Abdoun and Dobry (2002); Abdoun et al.
(2003) centrifuge test results. All these observations confirm Martin and Chen (2005) suggestion
that the relative stiffness between the pile and soil predicts the failure mode.
The capability of the FEA to capture the physical model behaviour was encouraging to explore the
kinematic and inertial effects separately. The obtained results illustrated that piles with larger
flexural stiffness (EI) experienced larger bending moments. Furthermore, short (rigid) pile
behaviour was observed for piles with larger diameters due to the low slenderness ratio, and the
pile group experienced rigid body movement during the strong shaking when the dense soil layer
liquified. However, this paper revealed a marginal effect of the pile diameter on the lateral
displacement, especially on the lateral displacement. Therefore, the findings from this paper
confirm the complexity of the SPSI response and underscore the importance of the further
investigation.

3.9 Conclusion
Several 3D finite element analyses, using the OpenSees platform, were performed to address the
dynamic response of the soil-pile group-superstructure interaction through non-liquefiable and
liquefiable soil states. The numerical modelling was based on four shaking table experiments at
the China Academy of Building Research aiming to distinguish between the behaviour of the soil
and piles in different site conditions during different intensity motions. Overall, a reasonable
dynamic response agreement between the experiment results and the numerical analysis was
achieved for the pile and the soil.
The shaking table test results validated the numerical models. The validated models were then
employed to study the kinematic and inertial effects on the soil-pile interaction. A comprehensive
parametric study was conducted by varying the pile diameter, pile material, intensity of ground
motion, and the superstructure masses. The main findings from the study are summarized below.
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1. As expected, the pile bending moments increase as the peak acceleration of ground motions.
The increase at the saturated site is significant relative to the dry side due to the loss of the
lateral support of the liquified soil. The maximum bending moment occurs at the interface of
the loose and dense sand layers.
2. The inertial interaction due to the superstructure mass contributes the most to the bending
moments at the pile top and the interface of the top clay and loose sand layers. These bending
moments increase as the supported mass increases.
3. Piles with larger diameters experience a significant increase in bending moment due to
kinematic interaction, and the bending moment distribution corresponds to short (rigid) pile
behaviour due to the low slenderness ratio.
4. As expected, the pile lateral displacement increases as the peak acceleration increases for both
the dry and saturated sites. However, the piles displace laterally as a rigid body at the saturated
site during strong ground motions as the pile base loses the lateral support due to the soil
liquefaction, especially for more enormous diameter piles.
5. The increase of the pile material elastic modulus causes a dramatic increase in the bending
moment due to the kinematic interaction, but the lateral displacement decreases due to
increased pile stiffness.
6. The variation of dynamic pile settlement with the superstructure mass is marginal given that
the dense soil layer at the base does not liquefy.
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Chapter 4
4. Seismic Axial Behaviour of Pile Groups in Non-Liquefiable and
Liquefiable Soils
A version of this chapter is published in Soil Dynamics and Earthquake Engineering with the
following citation: Hussein, A. F. and M. H. El Naggar (2021). "Seismic axial behaviour of pile
groups in non-liquefiable and liquefiable soils." Soil Dynamics and Earthquake Engineering 149:
106853.

4.1 Introduction
Pile foundations are widely used because of their reliability and their large vertical and lateral
capacity. However, it is necessary to ensure their satisfactory performance during earthquake
events, especially if the soil is susceptible to liquefaction. Failure of pile foundations during
seismic events is commonly attributed to their lateral response, which attracted extensive research
to investigate the piles' response to seismic lateral kinematic and inertial forces. This research
included physical experiments (Finn 1987; Kutter 1992; Abdoun and Dobry 2002; Abdoun et al.
2003; Kagawa et al. 2004; Ebeido et al. 2019), pseudo-static analytical approaches (O’Rourke et
al. 1994; Ashour and Ardalan 2012; Su et al. 2016), and numerical models (Elgamal and Lu 2009;
Higgins et al. 2013; Wang et al. 2016; Li and Motamed 2017). On the other hand, little attention
was given to the pile axial response, even though pile settlement can cause severe damage to the
supported structure (Zhang and Ng 2005).
The pile load transfer under static loading and its axial capacity has been well established. The
dynamic axial response, however, still needs to be thoroughly investigated. The pile compressive
load may increase during the earthquake, while the soil stiffness and strength may deteriorate due
to the shaking leading to excessive settlement. This response is particularly significant at saturated
tests with loose sand layers that can liquefy. Tokimatsu and Asaka (1998) reviewed the
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performance of pile foundations during past earthquakes and concluded that excessive settlement
of piles at liquefiable tests was a significant factor in the failure of supported structures. In addition,
bearing layers of dense sand may experience high strains because of the densification process
during the build-up of the excess pore pressure (referred to as cyclic mobility) (Casto 1975; Castro
and Poulos 1977). Thus, the pile end bearing capacity may decrease, leading to an excessive
settlement and compromising the structure's serviceability and integrity (Knappett and
Madabhushi 2008).
Several experimental studies investigated the settlement behaviour of pile groups in liquefied soil
(De Alba 1983; Knappett 2007). Additionally, a number of studies explored the pile end bearing
failure and related it to the ensuing settlement. Knappett and Madabhushi (2009) conducted
centrifuge shaking table tests on a 4-pile group in liquefiable soil to study the load transfer and
evaluate the piles' end bearing capacity. They compared the measured axial force obtained from
the centrifuge tests with the predictions of the cavity expansion theory and reported a reasonable
agreement. Madabhushi et al. (2010) proposed a formula to establish an acceptable factor of safety
for pile base capacity during earthquake shaking considering the modified spherical cavity solution
adopted by Knappett and Madabhushi (2009), i.e.

𝐹𝑂𝑆 >

1

Equation 4-1

3−sin 𝜙

𝛼𝑢𝑙𝑡 [1 − 𝐸𝑃𝑊𝑃]3(1+sin 𝜙) − 𝛼𝑢𝑙𝑡 + 1
Where ult is the ratio of static base capacity to total static capacity, 𝜙 is the friction angle,
and 𝐸𝑃𝑊𝑃 is the excess pore water pressure ratio.
Rollins and Strand (2006) conducted a full-scale liquefaction test on a vertically loaded pile
installed in a 10m liquefiable soil. The liquefaction was induced by blasting and was contained
around the pile shaft (i.e., the liquefiable part), while the bottom dense soil layer was not affected
by blasting. They reported that the shaft load was reduced to zero in the liquefiable soil and became
tensile during the reconsolidation process. Meanwhile, Knappett and Madabhushi (2008) indicated
that the piles' shafts resistance did not vanish entirely in the liquefiable soil. Subsequently, Stringer
and Madabhushi (2013) conducted several centrifuge tests to investigate the pile shaft frictional
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resistance in loose sand during seismic events. Their study illustrated that the shaft resistance
decreased but did not vanish during the total period of the earthquake, and positive friction
resistance was observed, but it was controlled by the excess pore water pressure ratio (EPWPR).
Tokimatsu and Suzuki (2004) observed a gap opening at the pile-soil interface due to the relative
lateral displacement between the pile and soil, which caused fluctuation in EPWPR. The centrifuge
test results presented by Stringer and Madabhushi (2013) revealed that the regain of shaft frictional
resistance occurred synchronously with the reduction of the EPWPR before it reached one. The
shaft resistance was higher than the static values to reduce the end bearing resistance at the pile
base, as the increase in the EPWPR at the pile toe caused settlement. When the EPWPR reached
unity, the pile shaft friction approached zero.
Despite the extensive research efforts to characterize the pile-soil load transfer mechanism during
earthquake events, the behaviour is still not fully understood, primarily when soil liquefaction
occurs along the pile shaft and partially at its toe. The soil resistance along the shaft and at the
base would decrease during the seismic loading as excess pore water pressure develops and
increases again after the event as the pore water pressure dissipates. In addition, the seismic
response of piles in a group involves horizontal and vertical movements. The vertical pile
movement causes variation in its vertical loads, and the variation of the axial loads contributes to
resisting the bending moment from the lateral loading applied by the soil (Stringer and Madabhushi
2013). The general practice (e.g., codes) ignored the shaft friction resistance in the liquefiable soil
until Knappett and Madabhushi (2009) demonstrated that the shaft friction could continue to exist
during the earthquake.
The available literature reviewed above revealed a somehow incomplete understanding of the
dynamic pile-soil load transfer, and some of the results are contradicting. In addition, the different
studies explored the piles' response in either dry/non-liquefiable soil or saturated/liquefiable soil
individually. None of these studies investigated the Soil-Pile-Structure interaction (SPSI) response
considering the exact configuration of piles in similar test conditions, but with liquefiable versus
non-liquefiable soil to allow for straightforward comparison. Additionally, these were based on a
limited range of SPSI system parameters considered in the physical experiments and limited
measurements of system responses at specific points. Furthermore, none of the reported studies
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comprised full 3D dynamic finite element (FE) analysis to extend the range of experimental
observations for different soil and pile conditions and reveal further insights into the seismic load
transfer mechanisms for liquefiable and non-liquefiable soils. It is imperative to distinguish the
end bearing and shaft friction responses considering liquefaction conditions.
Xu et al. (2020) conducted a series of shaking table tests to explore the seismic behaviour of the
SPSI in dry and saturated sand tests adopting the identical configuration of the soil profile and pile
group. The experimental setup ensured a direct comparison of the nonlinear response for nonliquefiable and liquefiable soil cases. The applied shaking involved a 0.05g sine wave motion to
study the linear response, while the Wenchuan earthquake scaled motion of 0.3g peak acceleration
was used to induce nonlinear soil-pile responses. Due to the ever-existing limitations of
experimental programs, these experiments were limited to one soil profile, one pile group
configuration and a limited range of earthquake shaking.
To further extend the observations from the comparative study of Xu et al. (2020), full 3D finite
element models were developed to explore the dynamic response of the SPSI adopting the shaking
table test programme of Xu et al. (2020). A summary of the model validation (i.e., description and
results) was first discussed, then the validated 3D nonlinear FEMs are used herein to investigate
the dynamic axial response of the SPSI considered in the shaking table testing program. The focus
of the current study is the axial seismic response of piles considering: (a) pile diameter; (b)
thickness of the loose sand layer along the pile shaft; and (c) the ground motion intensity.

4.2 Description of Shake Table Experiments and The FE Models
4.2.1 Shaking Table Experiment Description
Xu et al. (2020) conducted shaking table tests to differentiate between the failure mechanism of
the SPSI in the liquefiable and non-liquefiable sand. The shaking table dimensions were 6mx6m
with operation frequencies ranging from 0.1Hz to 50Hz, and the soil was enclosed in a laminar
shear box with dimensions of 3.2m x 2.4m x 2.2m with 2m deep soil. Fig. 3-2 shows the test
arrangement and the water elevation for the saturated test. The 30cm clay crust had a plasticity
index of 13.3% and a unit weight of 1.68g/cm3, while the sand parameters in its natural condition
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are shown in Table 4-1. The 1.7m sand section was divided into two layers of 1.2m and 0.5m with
relative densities of 60% and 90%. A 2x2 pile group was installed with pile spacing of 0.5m (i.e.,
five times pile diameter of 0.1m). The piles’ length was 1.65m and was reinforced, as shown in
Fig. 4-2 (a). The pile cap was 0.8mx0.8mx 0.25m and supported a model superstructure bolted on
its top, which comprised two rigid steel blocks weighing 410Kg each, with cross-section as shown
in Fig. 4-2 (b).
In the shaking table test, the lateral boundaries inside the soil box satisfied the criteria of the
influence zone by the elastic theory (15-time pile diameter) (Randolph and Wroth 1978) and
satisfied the influence area suggested by other researchers (Robinsky and Morrison 1964; Cooke
and Price 1973). Dong et al. (2018) reported that the lateral boundaries would significantly affect
the lateral pile transfer and lateral capacity, while the effect of the vertical boundaries was
marginal. The study also confirmed that the lateral box dimensions should be larger than 15-time
the pile diameter (Dong et al. 2018). Hence, with a longitudinal dimension of 3.6m in the direction
of the motion, the soil box satisfied the influence zone’s criteria. Moreover, to avoid the container
base effect, Puech (1975) suggested the pile tip being at 10-time the pile diameter from the
chamber base to prevent the tip from mobilizing the tip resistance. In the current shaking table
setup, the piles penetrated the dense sand four times the pile diameter, and the tip was 10cm above
the base; however, the effect on the vertical pile response would be marginal since the load was
imposed laterally. It would be essential to increase the distance between the pile tip and the base
during vertical loading, either static or dynamic, to avoid interference from the container base on
the tip capacity

Table 4-1 Sand nature condition parameters
Parameter
Classification

Value
Poorly Graded
Silica Sand

Parameter

Value

Water Content

11.35
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Uniformity Coefficient
2.47

Cu
Effective diameter D50,
mm
Particle Size, mm

0.35mm

0.075-1mm

Unit Weight g, g/cm3

Elasticity Modulus Es,
MPa
Friction Angle f, o

1.57

3.82

37.5

Fig. 4-1. Pile foundation-simplified superstructure-soil bed.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 4-2 (a) Reinforced concrete pile model; (b) model superstructure steel H-section (unit:
mm)
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4.2.2 Finite Element Model Description
The 3D SPSI numerical model was conducted using the OpenSees Framework to simulate the
static and seismic behaviour of geotechnical structures (Mazzoni et al. 2006), and post-processing
was performed using GID. This section summarizes the description of the FEM and the associated
material models and elements.
The soil bed was discretized and refined into elements with a maximum thickness of 0.3m along
with the depth, 0.3m in the longitudinal direction (L=3.60m) and 0.4m in the transversal direction
(2.40m). The size of the elements guaranteed a minimal pile lateral and axial response variation.
The maximum frequency of a wave propagated efficiently throughout a soil element with shear
wave velocity, Vs = 100m/sec, Fmax=Vs/(4H) = 62.25Hz (considering H = 0.4m). The scaled 0.3g
Wolong motion dominant frequency was 4.69Hz (Xu et al. 2020), which guaranteed proper ground
motion propagation through the soil elements. Also, a more refined mesh could cause redundant
elements within the wavelength and possibly numerical problems (Zerwer et al. 2002).
Fig. 3-3 shows the element types and the constitutive material models adopted for each soil layer,
pile, pile cap, and superstructure. The soil elements were modelled using the 8-nodes Brick u-p
element with four degrees of freedom: three for the soil displacement (u) in the three perpendicular
directions, and the fourth is for the water pressure (p). The element was used to capture the solid
fluid fully coupled material’s dynamic response (Zienkiewicz et al. 1980; Zienkiewicz et al. 1999).
The nonlinear response of the sand layers was simulated using the constitutive material model
PressureDependMultiYield02 (PDMY02), which is pressure dependant elastic-plastic model. The
clay layer was simulated employing the PressureIndependMultiYield elastic-plastic material
model, which is independent of the confining pressure, whereas the plasticity appears only in the
deviatoric stress, the volumetric stress-strain response is linear elastic (Elgamal et al. 2002; Yang
and Elgamal 2002; Yang et al. 2008).
The parameters of the constitutive models of the soil layers are displayed in Table 3-1. The soil
parameters were based on the measured data from the shaking table test program and correlations
from the literature. The particle means diameter and the uniformity coefficient were used to obtain
the maximum and minimum voids ratio using the solution of Sarkar et al. (2019), then they were
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used to estimate the low strain shear modulus at each depth adopting the solution of Das and
Ramana (2011). The soil material model parameters were selected based on the recommended
values of the model developer and correlations with the parameters measured from the shaking
table test. The PDMY02 parameters were calibrated and adjusted to approximate the potential
cyclic resistance under simple shear loading constraints. While the medium dense sand (relative
density, Dr= 60%) was calibrated to reach a 4% amplitude shear strain at the onset liquefaction
after 15 uniform cycles, the dense sand (Dr=90%) was calibrated to reach 1% shear strain after 15
uniform cycles. The resultant cyclic stress ratios (CSR) of sand with Dr=60% and 90% were 0.215
and 0.47, respectively, which is consistent with Idriss and Boulanger (2007).
Desai et al. (Desai et al. 1984) introduced a thin-layer interface element to account for stiffness
variability in the adjacent elements. The interface thickness ranges between 0.01cm to 0.1m. The
thickness depends mainly on the relative stiffness of both elements; the larger thickness is
associated with more significant relative stiffness between the elements. Fig. 3-3 (section B-B)
illustrates the interface element, which is 0.1m thick owing to the large relative stiffness between
the soil and concrete pile (Desai et al. 1984). The interface element incorporated Rayleigh damping
(Miao et al. 2016) to simulate the pile-soil interface during dynamic loading. The shear and normal
stiffnesses and the shear parameter of the interface elements were reduced by applying a factor of
0.70 as recommended by Ghalibafian (2006).
Table 4-2 Soil Parameter
Parameters

Crust Clay

Loose Sand

Dense Sand

Thickness, m

0.30

1.20

0.50

Relative Density Dr, %

-

60

90

Soil Density , kg/cm3

1.60

1.60

1.60

Reference Pressure pr, KPa

101

101

101

Reference Shear Modulus Gr, MPa

12.5

16.55

19.12
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Reference Bulk Modulus Br, Mpa

40.0

43.03

49.71

Friction Angle at peak shear strength f, o

0

35.0

37.0

Cohesion c, KPa

25.0

0.1

0.1

Peak Shear Strain gmax

0.1

0.1

0.1

Pressure Dependent Coefficient dp

0.0

0.5

0.5

Phase transformation angle pt, o

-

26

26

Contraction coefficient c1

-

0.04

0.02

Contraction coefficient c2

-

5.0

5.0

Contraction coefficient c3

-

0.0

0.15

Dilation coefficient d1

-

0.0

0.06

Dilation coefficient d2

-

3.0

3.0

Dilation coefficient d3

-

0.0

0.15

Void’s ratio e

-

0.90

0.75

Horizontal permeability coefficient, m/s

1E-9

6.6E-5

6.6E-5

Vertical permeability coefficient, m/s

1E-9

6.6E-5

6.6E-5

Liquefaction constant liq1

Damage
1

parameter

to

define

accumulated

permanent shear strain as a function of dilation
history

Liquefaction constant liq2

0

Damage parameter to define biased accumulation of
permanent shear strain as a function of load reversal
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History
Cs1

0.9

Cs2

0.02

Cs3

0.7

Parameters defining a straight critical-state line ec in
e-p` space

Fig. 4-3. Longitudinal section for the soil-pile-superstructure geometry used in numerical
modelling
The pile elements were discretized to the same soil element sizes to ensure proper axial load
transfer. Then, rigid beam-column link elements were placed perpendicular to the pile crosssection to fill the pile space within the soil (Elgamal et al. 2008). The cross-section of the
reinforced concrete piles and the H-section beam of the superstructures were modelled as fibre
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sections. Table 4-3 presents the reinforced concrete parameters of the pile fibre material model for
the concrete and the steel parts, while
Table 4-4 presents the parameters for the superstructure fiber section. The rigid links elastic
stiffness was assigned ten thousand times the elastic stiffness of the pile (EIrigid=104 EIpile) (Su et
al. 2017). Table 3 lists the material properties of the rigid links, model superstructure and pile cap.
Table 4-3 Constitutive parameters for the concrete and the steel used in the fiber section
Concrete Part

Steel Part

Parameter

Parameter

Value

-17.1

Yield Strength fy, Mpa

240

-0.005

-0.003

Elastic Modulus E, GPa 21

Crushing strength, MPa

-4.32

-3.05

Strain-Harding ratio b

Strain (crushing strength)

-0.025

-0.01

Elasticity Modulus, GPA

15.1

15.1

Compressive

strength,

MPa
Strain

(compressive

strength)

Confined

Unconfined

core

cover

-18.81

0.01

Table 4-4 Constitutive model for the pile cap, rigid links, and superstructure
Cap/Rigid Link

Material Model

Superstructure

Elastic

Model

uniaxialMaterial
Hardening
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Area Cross-section As,
m
Elastic Modulus Ep,
GPa
Shear Modulus Gp,
GPa
Moment of Inertia I,
m4

4.2.3

78.5

15.0 E4

11.5

4.9E-6

Elastic Modulus ES,
GPa
Yield stress Fy,
MPa
Isotropic hardening
Modulus
kinematic hardening
Modulus

300

360.0

0.0

1.0E3

Input Motions

The experimental shaking table program involved two different ground motions, as depicted in
Fig. 4-4. The first motion was a harmonic sine wave with an amplitude of 0.05g and five cycles
repeated throughout 40 seconds, as shown in Fig. 4-4 (a), and the dominant frequency is 5.5Hz.
The sine wave was used to induce a linear/weak nonlinear response. The harmonic motion
frequency was obtained considering the first natural frequency of the soil-pile-superstructure
interaction from the white noise shaking during the tests, and the experiments that natural
frequencies were 5Hz in the saturated test and 7.5Hz in the dry test. It should be noted that the
actuator produced slightly different amplitudes for the dry and saturated tests, yet the same
amplitude was assumed during the numerical modelling. The Wolong motion (Li et al. 2008) was
considered in the tests to induce a nonlinear SPSI response; however, the dominant frequency of
the Wolong motion was close to the natural frequency of the liquefiable test; this would expose
the safety and the integrity of the test to a significant risk. Therefore, the Wolong motion record
(Li et al. 2008) was reduced to a peak acceleration of 0.3g, and the 220-sec motion was scaled to
70sec, as shown in Fig. 4 (b). The dominant frequency of the scaled motion was 4.69Hz, which
was similar to the test motion.
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Fig. 4-4. Acceleration time histories: (a) Sine wave beat; (b) Wolong ground motion
Wenchuan Earthquake; (c) Fourier spectra for the sine wave; (d) Fourier spectra for the
Wolong motion
4.2.4 Boundary Conditions and Analysis Stages
The analysis was implemented in four construction stages and different boundary conditions to
simulate the physical model experiment, as explained below.
1. First, an elastic gravity analysis was conducted for the soil block with the base nodes fixed
in the Z direction and the outer base nodes fixed in the X and Y directions. The soil
behaviour was assumed to be linear elastic.
2. Second, the soil state was updated to account for plasticity, and the initial free-field stresses
were obtained from a plastic gravity analysis. The base notes were fixed in all directions,
and the pore pressure conditions were fixed for the nodes above the water level to
generation the pore water pressure (PWP).
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3. Third, the structural elements (pile, rigid links, pile cap, and superstructure) were installed,
and equal degrees of freedom conditions were implemented to connect the structural nodes
and the soil elements. The plastic gravity analysis was conducted to calculate the
consolidation and settlement due to the pile group installation. It is worth noting that the
analysis would not capture the effect of the pile installation (e.g., stress relaxation for
drilled piles or soil densification), but these were marginal in the current analysis (Wang
et al. 2016). The response during the gravity step was evaluated using the Newmark
integration method with the time integration parameters of g=1.50 and =1.0 (β =

(𝛾+0.5)2
4

).

The higher values of the Newmark parameter (i.e., g=1.50) ensured the dissipation of the
initial dynamic transient very quickly, which also avoid any numerical damping, and the
large time-step used during the first three stages was adopted to guarantee a drained
analysis where the excess pore ware pressure has dissipated.
4. Finally, shear boundary conditions were applied to the nodes at the model sides at each
depth to constrain the movements of the nodes in the horizontal direction to be equal at the
same height (Su et al. 2020). The permeability coefficient was updated to account for the
undrained behaviour during the shaking with a 0.01-second time step using the
UniformExcitation command (Mazzoni et al. 2006). The solution was obtained using the
modified Newton-Raphson approach, integrated using Newmark with parameters of g=
and =0.25 which added some numerical damping, and the Rayleigh damping was defined
by a damping ratio of 2% for the dry test and 3% for the saturated test.
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4.2.5 Results Summary
Pore water pressure sensors were placed at different locations through the loose sand layer. In
addition, shape acceleration arrays (SAA) were used at different locations to measure the
deformations of the soil and the pile. Furthermore, strain gauges were attached to the pile to
measure the strains, hence calculating the bending moments (Xu et al. 2020). The calculated
responses from the developed FEMs were compared with the experimental results in Fig. 4-5 and
Fig. 4-6. The excess pore water pressure ratio (EPWPR) is presented as the ratio between excess
`
pore water pressure, (EPWP), to the initial vertical effective stress 𝜎𝑣𝑜
(𝐸𝑃𝑊𝑃𝑅 =

𝐸𝑃𝑊𝑃
`
𝜎𝑣𝑜

), and the

acceleration amplification factor (AAF) is used to describe the amplification of the acceleration
relative to the acceleration of input motion.
In Fig. 4-5 (a, b), the weak 0.05g beat wave motion produced a maximum EPWPR of 0.4 (i.e. no
liquefaction), while, in Fig. 4-5 (c, d), the 0.3g Wolong motion produced a maximum EPWPR of
1 at different elevations until depth 0.9m. the EPWPR decreased, at depth 1.5m, to 0.67 at the FEM
and 0.5 the experiment due to higher overburden pressure. The experimental and finite element
analysis (FEA) results depicted liquefaction onset in the period of 8second to 13second of Wolong
motion, which indicated that the FEA correctly captured the generation of PWP and liquefaction.
It is worth noting that the EPWPR calculated from the FEA was slightly higher than the measured
values at the lower depth after 23 seconds of the motion.
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Fig. 4-5. Calculated excess pore pressure ratio at saturated test: (a) free field points for
0.05g sine beat motion; (b) near pile points for 0.05g sine beat motion; (c) free field points
for 0.3g Wolong ground motion; (d) near pile points for 0.3g Wolong ground motion
Fig. 4-6 compares the experimental and numerical results of the soil responses and the maximum
AAF, pile maximum AAF and maximum soil displacements throughout the 0.05g sin wave and
the Wolong motions for the saturated and dry tests. The FEM successfully captured the main
performance characteristics of the soil and piles at dry and saturated tests during both the weak
motion (i.e., linear behaviour) and the strong motion (i.e., nonlinear behaviour). The acceleration
amplification during the 0.05g sine wave at the dry test was significantly higher than the saturated
test, while the soil acceleration was de-amplified in the saturated test during the 0.3g Wolong
motion. The measured and calculated soil lateral displacements were higher in the dry test relative
to the saturated test. The de-amplification of accelerations and lateral soil displacements in the
saturated test is attributed to the soil softening and the degradation of its strength and increased
energy dissipation (i.e., higher damping) in the saturated test.
Inspecting the results presented in Fig. 4-6, a reasonable agreement between the calculated and
measured soil and piles responses is observed. Overall, the experiments and the FEA results
showed similar trends, and the FEA could capture the experiments’ responses. The calculated pile
acceleration is close to the experimental results, and they have the same trend of amplification and
de-amplification at the dry and saturated tests.
In addition, the calculated pile bending moments from the FEA are slightly higher than the
experimental results, with a maximum difference of 5%. At the dry test, the measured pile
maximum bending moment was 12N.m during the 0.05g sine wave and 28N.m during the Wolong
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motion, while the calculated pile maximum bending moment was 18N.m during the 0.05g sine
wave and 31N.m during the Wolong motion. At the saturated test, the measured pile maximum
bending moment was 40N.m during the 0.05g sine wave and 380N.m during the Wolong motion,
while the calculated pile maximum bending moment was 52N.m during the 0.05g sine wave and
420N.m during the Wolong motion. The difference may be attributed to the higher acceleration
used in the numerical model than the actuator input motion during the experiments. The interface
factor which controls the reduction of the soil shear strength at the interface elements could also
affect the calculated bending moment. Furthermore, the finite element models captured the
bending moment trends such as the inflection point in the dry test and the remarkable higher
bending moment in the saturated test because of deterioration of the soil lateral support.
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Fig. 4-6. The Experimental and FEA results: (a) Soil peak acceleration amplification factor
0.05g sine beat wave; (b) Soil peak acceleration amplification factor 0.3g Wolong ground
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motion; (c) Soil maximum lateral displacement 0.05g sine beat wave; (d) Soil maximum
lateral displacement 0.3g Wolong ground motion; (a) Pile peak acceleration amplification
factor 0.05g sine beat wave; (b) Pile peak acceleration amplification factor 0.3g Wolong
ground motion.
Generally, the differences between the calculated and experimental results could be attributed to
several factors (i.e., test setup and execution, test measurements, soil parameter interpretation,
numerical model assumptions, mesh size, damping ratio, scaled ground motion, time step, and
mass and proportional stiffness coefficient). However, Xu et al. (2020) reported soil disturbance
due to the pile group installation; also, their study revealed the difficulty of producing the 0.05g
sine wave precisely. These factors could impose uncertainty on the soil parameters used in the
analysis. More importantly, the FEMs correctly captured the SPSI characteristics and the piles’
deformation modes at the dry and the saturated tests.
The validated FE can be employed to investigate different parameters or model characteristics that
could not be captured in the physical modelling and avoid experimental simulation disadvantages
such as limited or difficult measurements or scaling effects (Cheng and Jeremić 2009). Therefore,
the dynamic axial pile load transfer, which was not studied in the experimental program, is
investigated in the current study employing the validated numerical models.

4.3 Pile Load Transfer
4.3.1 Static Pile Loading
The load transfer under static loading is characterized by shearing resistance that develops along
the pile shaft as a function of the frictional resistance of soil layers along the shaft and the base
resistance provided by the pile bearing on a strong layer. The variability of the soil, pile
installation, pile material, and load types can cause significant differences in the load transfer. Fig.
4-7 shows the pile axial force profile during the static gravity loading analysis (Stage 3) at both
the saturated and dry tests. The total weight of the superstructure and the pile cap is 12.0 kN, while
the load at the top of each pile is 2.74 kN, as shown in Fig. 4-7. This indicates that the pile cap
transfers a portion of the load (1.0 kN) to the soil beneath it. The pile load transfer is obtained from
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the change in its axial force. As expected, the load transfer to the soil increases gradually because
of the soil frictional resistance along the shaft and the balance of the applied load is carried by the
pile bearing in the dense sand layer.
Since the vertical load on the piles is relatively small compared to their load-carrying capacity, it
caused small settlements of 0.3 and 0.6 mm at the dry and saturated tests, respectively. The static
pile shaft capacity (Qso,

ult)

and base capacity (Qbo,

ult)

are calculated from Equation 4-2 and

Equation 4-3, respectively, and they are used to calculate the static safety factor (SSF) as the
summation of the shaft and base capacities (Qso, ult + Qbo, ult) divided by the maximum forces at the
pile head. The SSF is 3.14 at the saturated test and 5.46 at the dry test.
𝐿

𝑄𝑠,𝑢𝑙𝑡 = ∫ (𝑐𝑎 + 𝐾𝑠 𝜎𝑣` 𝑡𝑎𝑛𝛿)𝐷𝑑𝑧

Equation 4-2

0
`
𝑄𝑏,𝑢𝑙𝑡 = 𝐴(𝑐𝑁𝑐 + 𝑁1 𝜎𝑣𝑏
)

Equation 4-3

Where Lis the pile length, D is the pile diameter, 𝑑𝑧 is the pile segment, 𝑐𝑎 is the pile/soil adhesion,
𝛿 is the soil/pile friction angle, 𝜎𝑣` is the vertical stress at the point, 𝐾𝑠 is the coefficient of lateral
earth pressure, 𝑁𝑐 , 𝑁1 are the bearing capacity factors, c is the soil cohesion beneath the base, and
`
𝜎𝑣𝑏
is the vertical stress at the level of the pile base
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Fig. 4-7. Static pile load transfer
4.3.2 Dynamic Pile Loading at the Saturated Test
Fig. 4-8 (a) shows the calculated time histories of the pile axial force at different elevations along
the pile shaft at the saturated test during the Wolong motion, while Fig. 4-8 (b) presents the shaft
resistance along different sections of the piles and as well as the end bearing resistance for the
front pile (pile 1) and back pile (pile 2). Fig. 4-8 (a) shows a gradual reduction in the axial force
amplitude along the pile shaft, while Fig. 4-8 (b) clearly demonstrates that the shaft resistance
rapidly decreases as the ground motion progresses. Nonetheless, positive shaft friction is observed
through the loose sand layer until the soil becomes fully liquefied (EPWPR=1). The end-bearing
resistance of piles 1 and 2 is different because of the change in the axial load associated with the
vertical movement of the piles due to the rocking behaviour, as shown in Fig. 4-8 (b).
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Fig. 4-8. Pile axial response at the saturated test: (a) pile axial force; (b) pile shaft and
bearing forces
The observations of the EPWPR development in Fig. 4-5 (c, d) explain the variation in the shaft
resistance presented in Fig. 4-8 (b), in that the loose sand maintained some of its frictional
resistance. Since EPWPR = 1 at the top part of the loose sand (between depth 0.3 m to 0.9 m),
after 12 seconds, the shaft force approached zero. Similarly, the soil from depth 0.9m to 1.2m lost
its frictional resistance after 17 seconds. Meanwhile, the shaft friction between 1.2 and 1.5 m
decreased significantly but never reached zero, and the final decrease at the second 23 was
synchronous with the propagation of the EPWP. Significant variability of the axial forces and shaft
friction throughout the loose sand was apparent during the first seconds of the motion. The axial
force decreased remarkably between depth 1.2m to 1.5m due to the increased overburden pressure
and decreased EPWPR. The friction force increased synchronously with the reduction in the axial
force at this period. The variation of axial force was less in the section between depth 0.9m and
1.2m, and it became minimal at the top part. In experimental and numerical results, the pile group
failure mechanism was a rigid rotation due to the loss of lateral soil support after the liquefaction
onset. Fig. 4-9shows that the front (pile 1) and the back (pile 2) piles exhibited different
settlements. The observations of tilt settlement and the friction force reduction to zero manifested
rigid body rotation of the pile group.
The end bearing force initially increased dramatically concurrent with the reduction in the shaft
friction. Eventually, the increase of the EPWPR at the pile tip reduced the soil stiffness beneath
the pile toe, and hence the base force decreased. The reduction of soil stiffness at the pile toe is
manifested in the pile settlement, as shown in Fig. 4-9. The pile experienced significant increases
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in the settlement between second 9 and 13 and between second 19 and 25. These increases in pile
settlement were concurrent with increases in the EPWPR increase at the pile tip (at depth 1.9m),
as shown in Fig. 4-5.
The end bearing force varied as the shaking progressed (as shown Fig. 4-8 (b)), which was
associated with the settlement. Also, the end bearing forces of the front and back piles
demonstrated that one pile experienced higher compressive loading than the other. This difference
is attributed to the rocking of the pile group, as discussed previously, which further demonstrates
the complexity of piles' load mechanism in a group during seismic events.
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Fig. 4-9. Calculated pile settlement at the dry and the saturated tests for the 0.3g Wolong
motion
Fig. 4-10 (a) presents the axial forces of piles 1 and 2 at the time steps of the highest accelerations
(10.94 and 11.17 sec). It is observed from Fig. 4-10 (a) that the compressive force of one pile
increased significantly while the force in the other pile approached zero. Fig. 4-10 (b) shows the
variation of the shaft and bearing forces and the total pile force. When the EPWPR increased
along the pile shaft, the shaft resistance decreased to almost zero (after 27 sec), and the tip
resistance increased to support the applied load. Eventually, the EPWPR at the pile base increased
significantly (soil liquified partially), and the pile base capacity dropped below the applied
pressure resulting in the excessive settlement, which mobilized additional bearing resistance to
support the applied pressure. These results demonstrate that the bearing capacity failure depends
on the degree of the liquefaction, which is related to the EPWPR. Vesic (Vesic 1972) related the
end bearing capacity to the effective vertical stress at the base, i.e.
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𝑞𝑏𝐸,𝑢𝑙𝑡 ∝ 𝜎𝑣`

3 − sin 𝜙
3(1 + sin 𝜙)

Equation 4-4

Where 𝑞𝑏𝐸,𝑢𝑙𝑡 is the liquefied end bearing capacity, 𝜎𝑣` is the effective stress, and 𝜙 is the angle of
friction of soil at the base.
As the pile shaft resistance diminishes during the earthquake, most of the applied load is carried
by the end bearing. Thus, the pile load transfer becomes solely through end-bearing. Knappett and
Madabhushi (Knappett and Madabhushi 2009) proposed a method to evaluate the base bearing
capacity reduction due to liquefaction based on Equation 4-4, i.e.
3−sin 𝜙
𝑞𝑏𝐸,𝑢𝑙𝑡
𝐸𝑃𝑊𝑃 3(1+sin
𝜙)
)]
= [1 − (
𝑞𝑏𝑜,𝑢𝑙𝑡
𝜎𝑣`

Equation 4-5

Where 𝑞𝑏𝐸,𝑢𝑙𝑡 is the liquefied end bearing capacity, 𝑞𝑏𝑜,𝑢𝑙𝑡 is the static end bearing capacity,
𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝐸𝑃𝑊𝑃 is the excess pore water pressure.
Equation 4-5 is used to calculate the liquefied end bearing capacity with the variation of the
EPWPR at the pile tip, and the results are shown in Fig. 4-10 (b) illustrates that the liquefied end
bearing capacity decreased as the motion progressed, and it was synchronous with the build-up of
the EPWPR. When EPWP increased, the liquefied end bearing capacity decreased to below the
bearing force, at which time the pile settled, which eventually led to some mobilized bearing
capacity.
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Fig. 4-10. Pile axial response at the saturated test: (a) profiles of maximum and minimum
axial forces; and (b) time histories of the pile, shaft, bearing and total resistance forces
The factor of safety (FOS) during the seismic event, defined as the ratio between the liquefied end
bearing capacity to the end bearing force, is shown in Fig. 4-11. The time history of FOS
fluctuated; it increased when the pile experienced minimum compression and decreased when it
experienced maximum compression. The pile experienced excessive settlement only when FOS ≤
1, but FOS was 1.72 at the end of the shaking, and the settlement ceased to increase.
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Knappett and Madabhushi (2008) proposed a serviceability-based solution to calculate the
minimum end bearing FOS in liquefiable soil to ensure that the vertical settlement does not exceed
10% of the pile diameter, i.e.

𝐹𝑂𝑆 = 1 + 5.5 (

𝐸𝑃𝑊𝑃 3.5
)
𝜎𝑣`

Equation 4-6

where the 𝜎𝑣` is the effective stress, and Δ𝑢 is the excess pore water pressure.
The calculated serviceability FOS from Equation 4-6 is 1.9. However, the maximum pile
settlement at the end of shaking was 5.3 mm, which is 5.3% of the pile diameter.
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Fig. 4-11. Liquefied end bearing safety factor
The kinematic soil-pile interaction produces horizontal acceleration in the pile cap (acap), which
transfers this kinematic effect to the superstructure. The resulting accelerations cause inertial
forces due to the masses of the superstructure and pile cap, which act at the system center of mass.
Fig. 4-12 shows the dynamic equilibrium generalized forces schematically. While the lateral load
magnitude varies among the piles within the group, the resultant of the piles' forces (Feff) would
act at a depth (Leff) along the group center of mass. Thus, the equation of motion of the pile-cap
system may be given by:
𝐹𝑒𝑓𝑓 = (𝑀𝑐𝑎𝑝 + 𝑀𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠1 + 𝑀𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠2 )𝑎𝑐𝑎𝑝

Equation 4-7
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The pile cap moment of inertia (𝐽𝐶𝑎𝑝 ) is defined as the product of the cap section mass and the
square distance to the pivot (r), and this simulates the response of a simple pendulum. If the pile
group rotates around its toe, the distance to the pivot is presented as the pile length (L).
𝐽𝐶𝑎𝑝 = 𝑀𝑥𝑟 2

Equation 4-8

The pile group is free to rotate around an axis perpendicular to the plane, and the shape of the
group does not change. Also, the mass rotation is constrained to a circle around the normal axis to
the plane. Thus, the pile group tangential acceleration is represented with an angular acceleration
(𝜃𝑐𝑎𝑝 ).
𝑎𝑐𝑎𝑝 = 𝜃𝑐𝑎𝑝 𝑥 r

Equation 4-9

The pile group global moment equilibrium is given by
𝐹𝑒𝑓𝑓 𝐿𝑒𝑓𝑓 −

𝑞1 𝑆 𝑞2 𝑆
+
= 𝑟𝑥(𝑀𝑥 𝜃𝑐𝑎𝑝 𝑥 𝑟) = 𝐽𝐶𝑎𝑝 𝜃𝑐𝑎𝑝
2
2

Equation 4-10

The inertial forces of the pile cap and superstructure are supported by the piles' reaction forces (q1
and q2). The term 𝐽𝐶𝑎𝑝 𝜃𝑐𝑎𝑝 depends on the cap dimensions, the interaction between the piles and
soil, and the intensity of the motion. Therefore, the change in 𝐽𝐶𝑎𝑝 𝜃𝑐𝑎𝑝 requires an increase and/or
a decrease of q1 and q2, simultaneously, to resist the moment produced from the lateral load and
reach equilibrium.
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Fig. 4-12. Dynamic equilibrium generalized forces
Fig. 4-13 (a) presents the time histories of the piles' acceleration during the period of maximum
ground motion acceleration, while Fig. 4-13 (b) displays the piles' axial forces time history. Fig.
4-13 shows a half cycle of axial force for each cycle of pile acceleration and that the axial forces
were minimum at the peak acceleration. Also, Fig. 4-13 (a) shows that the accelerations at the pile
cap and pile tip were opposite directions, which implies the kinematic lateral loading applied by
the top loose sand was opposite in direction to the kinematic loading of the dense base sand. This
rotational response was observed during testing (Xu et al. 2020). The reversed lateral response of
the loads at the pile top and tip resulted in reducing the effect of equivalent force (Feff) and its
distance (Leff) given by equation (5). The reduction in the equivalent force, along with the deamplification of 𝐽𝐶𝑎𝑝 𝜃𝑐𝑎𝑝 , reduces the demand of the axial loading in the pile to overcome the
required global moment in equation (8). Thus, q1 and q2 would have a similar upward direction
in equation (8). However, this response did not cause an uplift force in any of the piles.
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Fig. 4-13. Detailed view of axial load cycles at the saturated test.
Fig. 4-14 displays the time histories of the EPWPR and piles shaft friction and base bearing forces
during maximum shaking, which caused liquefaction. It is evident that the shaft friction decreased
as EPWPR increased and vice versa. During the load cycles, the gap opened at the pile-soil
interface leading to the water escaping through the gap, which reduced the EPWPR and resulted
in a corresponding instant increase in shaft friction. Thus, the factors that affect the lateral pile
deflection (i.e., the loose sand layer thickness, pile rigidity, and pile head fixity condition) would
affect the mobilization of the shaft friction. Similarly, Fig. 4-14 (b) shows that the increase in end
bearing force after the initial reduction associated with EPWPR is related to excessive pile
settlement. The end bearing force of the liquefied soil approached zero instantaneously, leading to
the excessive settlement, which eventually mobilized base capacity again.
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Fig. 4-14. Time history of responses during the period of maximum shaking at the
saturated test: (a) EPWPR at shaft and friction force; (b) EPWPR at the base and pile end
bearing force and FOS.
4.3.3 Dynamic Pile Loading at the Dry Test
The axial response of the pile in dry soil is entirely different from the response in saturated soil.
The piles always maintain the shaft and bearing capacity components during the shaking. Fig. 4-15
(a) shows the time history of axial forces in a pile. The results show that in this case, the force
direction varied between compression (negative direction) and tension (positive direction). Fig.
4-15 (b) presents the calculated shaft and bearing resistances. The shaft force decreased during the
shaking and remained below the static resistance at the end of shaking. The top part of the pile (0.3
m-0.6 m) experienced negative skin friction due to the settlement of the top layer as the loose sand
was densified during the shaking. The negative friction decreased gradually to zero at a depth of
0.9 m (i.e., neutral plane), where shaft friction changed from negative to positive.
Fig. 4-16 (a) shows the axial force in piles 1 and 2 at the period of maximum acceleration. At 11.89
sec, pile (1) experienced maximum compression while pile (2) experienced tension, and the
compression/tension responses were reversed at 12.04 sec. The maximum axial response coincided
with the maximum pile acceleration. Fig. 4-16 (b) shows the time histories of the shaft friction and
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end the bearing forces and the total pile force. The cyclic positive/negative friction force between
9 and 27 sec is attributed to the peak acceleration. However, the final shaft friction was positive.
The total pile resistance force also displayed some tension between 10.88 and 12.04 sec, which is
associated with the large settlement during this period, with about 82% of the total pile settlement
occurring during this period. Fig. 4-16 (b) also indicates no bearing capacity failure occurred as
the forces were less than the static bearing capacity. Actually, the reduction of pile shaft capacity
was overcompensated by the increase in the end-bearing capacity due to soil compaction at the
base with shaking.
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Fig. 4-16. Pile axial response at the dry test: (a) maximum and minimum axial forces; (b)
pile shaft friction, end bearing and total resistance forces.
Fig. 4-17 presents the time histories of the pile acceleration and axial forces during the period of
maximum shaking. The acceleration of the pile top was twice that at the toe, but with opposite
sign, i.e., the pile head lateral displacement was maximum, when the pile tip displacement was
almost zero, causing higher equivalent force (Feff) and distance from the cap (Leff). This response
is attributed to the higher support by the dense sand at the toe. According to Equation 4-7, the
higher acceleration caused an increase in the axial force to counter the increase in 𝐽𝐶𝑎𝑝 𝜃𝑐𝑎𝑝 . Thus,
q1 and q2 had an opposite direction implying compression and tension responses of the pile axial
force and presenting the global moment equation to maintain equilibrium considering the new
direction of forces (q1, q2).
𝐹𝑒𝑓𝑓 𝐿𝑒𝑓𝑓 +

𝑞1 𝑆 𝑞2 𝑆
+
= 𝐽𝐶𝑎𝑝 𝜃𝑐𝑎𝑝
2
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Fig. 4-17. Time histories of maximum lateral acceleration and axial forces during the
period of maximum shaking.

4.4 Effect of Pile Diameter on Its Axial Response at Saturated
Tests
4.4.1 Pile Settlement Response
The pile can be subjected to excessive settlement, which may compromise the integrity of the
supporting structure. The kinematic pile-soil interaction could be affected by the pile diameter,
which could affect the pile settlement. This effect is evaluated considering different levels of
ground motion intensity. It is expected that the pile settlement decreases as the pile diameter
increases. However, as shown in Fig. 4-18, the settlement for pile with d = 0.3m was less than that
for the pile with d = 0.1m but was higher than that for pile with d = 0.2m. This behaviour could be
explained by inspecting the calculated EPWPR at the pile base (Fig. 4-18 d, e, f). Apparently, the
EPWPR increased as the ground motion intensity increased and the pile diameter increased,
especially for d = 0.3m (rigid pile). For pile with d = 0.1m, the dense soil layer liquified only when
ground motion acceleration reached 0.6g, and for pile with d = 0.2m, the dense sand layer liquified
for ground motions with a peak acceleration of 0.5g or higher. This is because the relative pilesoil displacement was large, and a gap formed, allowing the EPWP to dissipate. However, for piles
with d = 0.3m, the dense sand layer liquified for peak acceleration of 0.4g or higher, and
liquefaction occurred earlier (at 12 sec). For d = 0.3m, the liquefaction of the dense sand layer
resulted in the loss of support at the pile base, and the pile followed the soil movement (i.e.,
kinematic response) with little or no relative displacement (i.e., no gap). Hence the PWP increased
further, and the settlement increased compared to the pile with d = 0.2m. Stringer and Madabhushi
(Stringer and Madabhushi 2013) and Tokimatsu and Suzuki (Tokimatsu and Suzuki 2004)
observed an increase of the EPWP associated with limited relative pile-soil lateral displacement.
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Fig. 4-18. Pile settlement at saturated test: (a) d= 0.1m; (b) d = 0.2m; (c) d = 0.3m; and
EPWPR at pile base (d) d = 0.1m; (e) d = 0.2m; and (f) d = 0.3m.
Several techniques could be implemented to mitigate the rise of EPWPR with higher pile diameters
and preserve the pile end bearing capacity. Increasing the pile bearing depth could be a solution,
which would increase the overburden pressure at the pile tip; hence the EPWPR would decrease.
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Also, a retrofitting strategy could involve replacing the soil in a trench around the piles and cap by
using a material that could yield under the lateral soil forces; Abdoun (Abdoun and Dobry 2002)
explored a similar methodology on a single pile cap. Herein, the 10cm crust clay surrounding the
piles and the cap are replaced by the same sand material of the loose sand layer as a retrofitting
strategy. Three analyses have been performed on the shaking table test configuration at the
saturated test using the three piles diameters (i.e., d=0.1m, 0.2m, and 0.3m) during the 0.3g
Wolong motion. Fig. 4-19 illustrates the results of the pile settlement and the EPWPR. Comparing
the pile settlement values in Fig. 4-19 (a) with Fig. 4-18 (a, b, c) at the 0.3g motion, it appears that
the settlements have decreased remarkably. The direct explanation is attributed to the dissipation
of the EPWPR throughout the retrofitting layer, as shown in Fig. 4-19 (b). The EPWPR at the pile
base decreased to 0.5 at the test with a pile d=0.2m and 0.6 at the test with a pile d=0.3m, which
enhanced the mobilization of the end bearing force and end bearing capacity.
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Fig. 4-19. (a) Piles settlement during the 0.3g Wolong motion at the saturated test; (b)
EPWPR during the 0.3g Wolong motion at pile base at the saturated test.
4.4.2 Pile End Bearing Response
The pile end bearing force and capacity under static loading increase as the pile diameter increases.
However, under seismic loading, the end bearing capacity and end bearing force were affected by
the EPWPR. Fig. 4-20 presents the time histories of pile end bearing force for piles with d = 0.1m,
0.2m and 0.3m during the scaled Wolong motion. As shown in Fig. 4-20, the pile end bearing force
decreased as its diameter increased. Fig. 4-20 (a) demonstrates that the end bearing force of the
pile with d=0.1m initially increased as the shaking progressed, then decreased as EPWPR
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developed in the dense sand and liquefaction occurred. Fig. 4-18 (d) shows that the dense sand
was fully liquefied (EPWPR=1) at the 0.5g ground motion after 25 seconds, and hence the end
bearing force decreased significantly. Correspondingly, the pile experienced an excessive
settlement of 3cm (30% of the pile diameter) at the end of shaking, as seen in Fig. 4-18 (a). The
same behaviour was observed during the 0.6g ground motion.
Even though the lateral response of the pile with d=0.2m during the 0.3g shaking was only 5.71
mm, compared with 7.66 mm for d=0.1m, it experienced higher vertical settlement (6.9mm).
However, the end bearing stresses were significantly less for the pile with d=0.1m, and the FOS
was 1.69 for piles with d=0.1 and 6.0 for piles with d=0.2, as shown in Fig. 4-18 (b). This is
attributed to the larger bearing area of the larger diameter pile. Nonetheless, the response of the
pile with d=0.2m deteriorated as the ground motion intensity increased (0.5g and 0.6 ground
motions) because the dense sand was fully liquefied (same behaviour as a pile with d=0.1). For the
pile with d = 0.3m, the end bearing stresses decreased dramatically, as shown in Fig. 4-20 (c),
because of the increase of the bearing area. As the ground motion intensity increased (peak
acceleration ≥ 0.4g), the dense soil liquefied and the pile end bearing capacity diminished, the pile
experienced excessive settlement.
The above observations demonstrate that the axial response of piles in liquefiable soil can be
complicated. Generally, once the bearing soil approaches the liquefaction state, the pile diameter
does not enhance the behaviour and might experience higher settlement. Also, the foundation
failure can be triggered by a combination of several factors, such as increased lateral displacement
and associated bending moment, excessive vertical settlement and loss of end bearing resistance
due to the build-up of pore water pressure.
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Fig. 4-20. Variation of pile end bearing stresses with ground motion intensity at liquefiable
test: (a) d= 0.1m; (b) d = 0.2m and (c) d = 0.3m.

4.5 Effect of Liquefied Layer thickness on Axial Pile Response
The thickness of the liquefiable layer (L) has a strong influence on the axial load transfer. The
thickness of the loose sand layer was reduced to explore its effect, and the thickness of the dense
sand layer was increased. Fig. 4-21 shows the end bearing stress variation with a thickness of loose
sand layer for piles with d = 0.1m, 0.2m, and 0.3m during the 0.3g Wolong motion. Fig. 4-21 (a,
b, c) shows that for all piles, the end bearing stress at the start of shaking (very low acceleration)
decreased as the shaft resistance increased due to the additional resistance from the dense sand
layer. It is also noted that the dense sand below the pile base only liquified for the case of the pile
with d= 0.3m at extreme shaking.
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Fig. 4-21 Pile end bearing stresses variation with the liquefiable soil thickness (L) at
saturated test during the 0.3g Wolong motion: (a) d= 0.1m; (b) d = 0.2m and (c) d = 0.3m.
Fig. 4-22 presents the results of the side friction stress at the depth between 0.6m and 0.9m for
different liquefiable layer thicknesses (0.3m to 1.2m), and it illustrates the dramatic increase in the
friction stress concurrent with the reduction of the bearing stress; the shaft friction response
enhanced with larger diameters. Fig. 4-22 (a) shows that the shaft friction resistance of the pile
with d=0.1m increased during the static stages, but the change in the liquefiable layer thickness
did not highly contribute to the peak acceleration cycles; the friction stress severely dropped to
zero. However, the friction stress of the piles with d=0.2m and 0.3m slowly decreased over the
motion period; the friction stress reduction slope was less steep at the pile with d=0.3m and did
not reach zero.
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Fig. 4-22. Pile side friction stress between depth 0.6m and 0.9m with change in liquefiable
soil thickness (L) at saturated test during the 0.3g Wolong motion: (a) d= 0.1m; (b) d =
0.2m and (c) d = 0.3m.
The calculated pile lateral displacement increased slightly as the liquefied layer thickness
decreased, while the AAF increased. The pore pressure build-up changes marginally at the freefield points, while the near-pile points exhibited a more robust increase/decrease cycle in the
EPRPRs. This was attributed to the increase of the gap between the pile and soil near-surface that
allowed dissipation of the excess pore pressure at the soil-pile interface, enabling regain of the pile
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side friction. For piles with d=0.2m and 0.3m (Fig. 4-21 (b, c) and Fig. 4-22 (b, c)), the side
friction increased to approximately two times the static values, then it gradually decreased between
10 and 30 seconds, when the pile settled before it mobilized the necessary end bearing capacity to
support the applied load. After 30 seconds, the pile end bearing capacity increased again due to
reducing the EPWPRs at the pile base. The increase in the end-bearing capacity was proportional
to the increase in the thickness of dense sand.

4.6 Axial Pile Response to Kinematic Effect at Dry Tests
4.6.1 Pile Diameter Effect on the End Bearing Response
Fig. 4-23 (a, b, c) shows the results of the end bearing stress for different pile diameters (i.e.,
d=0.1m, 0.2m, 0.3m) at the dry tests during the scaled Wolong motion. As expected, the end
bearing stress decreased with larger pile diameters because of the higher base and the friction area.
Also, Fig. 4-23 (a) illustrates a marginal difference in the end-bearing stress for the pile with
d=0.1m during the scaled ground motion, and it is attributed to the minor reduction of the shear
modulus in the dense sand with the higher motions (i.e., 3.0 MPa to 2.62MPa). The small pile
settlements and their variability with the higher ground motion observed in Fig. 4-24 (a) explain
the minor difference of the end bearing stresses for the pile with d=0.1m. The pile settlement
increased from 3.4mm to 6.7mm as the motion acceleration increased from 0.3g to 0.6g; the
settlement was relatively small regardless of the ground motion acceleration level. Fig. 4-23 (b)
and Fig. 4-24 (b) demonstrate a similar response for the pile with d=0.2m as the pile with d=0.1m
discussed above.
The response of the pile with d=0.3m was different as shown in Fig. 4-23 (c), the end bearing
pressure decreased at 10 sec, even below the static end bearing stress, then increased dramatically
after 25 sec then remained constant till the end of the shaking due to the high strain (average strain
level was 0.7%). When the pile settlement ceased to increase, the pile regained its bearing pressure.
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Fig. 4-23. Pile end bearing stresses at dry test: (a) d= 0.1m; (b) d = 0.2m and (c) d = 0.3m.
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Fig. 4-24. Pile end bearing stresses at dry test: (a) d= 0.1m; (b) d = 0.2m and (c) d = 0.3m.

4.7 Conclusion
Finite element models were developed and validated, employing the results of a series of largescale shaking table tests. The calculated responses of pile groups installed in the saturated and dry
tests agreed well with the experimental results. The developed FEMs were employed to study the
axial pile load transfer during the seismic motion and conduct a parametric study to investigate the
axial pile response considering a range of pile and soil parameters. The significant findings from
this study are summarized below.
1) At the saturated test, the shaft resistance decreased as the movement progressed due to the
increase in EPWPR, and it was diminished when the soil was fully liquefied (EPWPR=1). The
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reduction of the EPWPR at the pile-soil interface due to gap opening resulted in positive shaft
friction through the loose sand layer until the soil became fully liquefied.
2) The dense sand liquefied partially, causing pile settlement. It was also observed that the
positive shaft resistance was concurrent with the reduction in the bearing stresses.
3) The Excessive settlement occurred when the end-bearing factor of safety became less than the
unit.
4) The pile at the dry test experienced cycles of compression and tension forces, which is
attributed to the higher acceleration amplifications. Nevertheless, the compression and the
tension forces were less than the static pile capacity.
5) As the pile diameter increased, the size of the gap decreased, and consequently, the EPWPR
increased, causing liquefaction of the dense sand at the pile toe, and the bearing resistance
decreased.
6) The shaft resistance increased as the liquefiable layer thickness decreased, and less load was
transferred to the pile toe.
7) The dense sand experienced limited degradation of the shear modulus at the dry tests, and the
change in end bearing resistance was minimal.
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Chapter 5
5. Seismic Helical Pile Response in Non-Liquefiable and
Liquefiable Soil
A version of the chapter is submitted to ASCE International Journal of Geomechanics with the
following citation: Hussein, A. F. and M. H. El Naggar (2021). " Seismic Helical Pile Response in
Non-Liquefiable and Liquefiable Soil." ASCE International Journal of Geomechanics, In Review.

5.1 Introduction
Various types of deep foundations are used to support structures located in perilous seismic
regions. Observations made after recent earthquakes demonstrated that concrete piles, either precast or cast in place, have experienced varying levels of damage. For example, after the Niigata
earthquake in 1964, exhumated piles located in a three-layer liquefiable soil revealed severe
damage of both reinforced concrete and steel pipe piles at the interface between the liquefiable and
non-liquefiable soil layers (Hamada et al. 1988). These observations underscored the need to
investigate the ability of different types of piles to withstand earthquake shaking and mitigate the
liquefaction implications.
Helical piles (HP) have been increasingly used in major projects due to their reduced installation
duration and labour cost and superior capacity and performance compared to straight shaft pipe
piles. Helical piles comprise one or several steel plates welded to a steel shaft and can be connected
with a concrete cap to serve as a foundation system (Perko 2009). The performance of HP to static
axial and lateral loads has been thoroughly investigated (Livneh and El Naggar 2008; Sakr 2009;
El Sharnouby and El Naggar 2012; Elsherbiny and El Naggar 2013; Bagheri and El Naggar 2015;
Elkasabgy and El Naggar 2015; Fahmy and El Naggar 2016; Fahmy and El Naggar 2017; Harnish
and El Naggar 2017). In addition, some studies investigated different types of HP, including
reinforced and unreinforced grouted helical piles (Cerato and Victor 2008; Cerato and Victor 2009;
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Abdelghany and El Naggar 2010). Furthermore, important progress has been achieved by
developing appropriate guidelines for their design that were implemented in international building
codes (Day 2010).
Over the last four decades, numerous studies explored the response of helical piles to monotonic
and cyclic axial and lateral loading and their axial capacity considering different parameters such
as the number of helices, helix size, shaft shape and dimensions. Puri et al. (1984) conducted
several tests on single-helix, double-helix, and triple-helix piles installed in the sand and subjected
to static lateral loading. Based on the results, they provided a mathematical solution for the lateral
pile deflection; however, this solution did not account for the number of helices. Prasad and Rao
(1996) conducted load tests on two-helix and four-helix piles bearing in soft clay and reported that
the pile lateral resistance increased as the number of helices increased. On the other hand, Zhang
(1999) conducted load tests on four triple-helix piles installed in clay and sand to study the effect
of the shaft (pipe) wall thickness on the pile lateral resistance. The results indicated that the pile
lateral resistance increased as the wall thickness increased, but the contribution of the helices was
marginal due to their large embedment. Al-Baghdadi et al. (2015) investigated the lateral capacity
of two HPs numerically with different helix diameters (i.e., 1.5m, 1.75 and 2.0m). They reported
that the effect of the helix on the lateral capacity was higher for the larger helix diameter, and the
higher shaft cross-section enhanced the lateral capacity. Also, placing the helix closer to the ground
improved the lateral resistance but required a significant deflection (i.e., 10% of the plate diameter)
to mobilize the near-surface mechanism.
Recent case histories proved that HPs exhibited outstanding performance during earthquakes in
New Zealand, Japan, and the United States (Elsawy et al. 2019). In addition, the seismic response
of piles has been studied through a number of techniques (i.e., physical models, numerical timedomain analyses, and pseudo-static analyses). Experimental studies such as 1g shaking stable
experiments (Tokimatsu et al. 2005; Cubrinovski et al. 2006; Tang et al. 2016; Ebeido et al. 2019)
and centrifuge testing (Abdoun and Dobry 2002; Brandenberg et al. 2005; Chang et al. 2006)
demonstrated that the piles' seismic behaviour becomes complicated when soil liquefies during the
ground shaking. Also, numerical analyses were conducted utilizing the finite element analysis
(FEA) to simulate the soil-pile-structure interaction (SPSI) in non-liquefiable and liquefiable
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conditions (Cheng and Jeremić 2009; Elgamal and Lu 2009; Su et al. 2020). In addition, due to the
high computational effort and cost of FEM, the beam on the nonlinear Winkler foundation
approach was used to develop simplified solutions of the pile response in dry and saturated soil
profiles (Cubrinovski and Ishihara 2004; Ashour and Ardalan 2012; Su et al. 2016). The elastic
beam theory was also used to simulate the pile response in the liquefiable soil (Valsamis et al.
2012). Nevertheless, the literature on seismic response of HPs in either dry/non-liquefiable or
saturated/liquefiable soils is scarce.
Recently, Aly et al. (2021) investigated the dynamic response of HP groups in dry, dense sand
deposits through full-scale shaking table tests. The setup of the experiment comprised several HP
configurations and single piles and pile groups supporting inertial masses. The study showed that
the maximum bending moment of single piles and pile groups and the bending moment depth
increased as the ground motion intensity increased. In addition, gaps opened between the pile and
adjacent soil and its extent increased with excitation intensity. They also reported that the doublehelix piles performed better than the single-helix piles in terms of reduced lateral deflection.
Furthermore, they demonstrated that the pile head fixity condition of piles in the group influenced
the group's natural frequency, and the piles within the group performed better than the single piles.
Finally, the pile group's lateral resistance comprised a flexural component and a rocking
component, which was derived from the individual piles' axial resistance.
Orang et al. (2019) investigated the seismic response of HP in dry soil through shaking table tests.
They tested HPs with single, double, and triple helices to investigate the effect of the number of
helices on the dynamic response of the soil-helical pile-superstructure interaction (SHPSI). The
results were aligned with those reported by Aly et al. (2021) regarding the increase in the maximum
bending moment and its depth. The study revealed a marginal change in the dynamic response as
the number of helices in a pile increased, i.e., increasing the number of helices would not enhance
the dynamic response of HPs subjected to a dynamic force at its top. Orang et al. (2021) further
studied the seismic response of HPs in liquefiable soil as a strategy to minimize the settlement of
the shallow foundation employing large shaking table tests. The results of the study indicated that
the HPs could reduce the post-liquefaction settlement of the supported foundation.
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The studies reviewed above investigated the static and seismic response of single HPs with various
configurations and ground conditions. In addition, a few studies investigated the seismic helical
pile group (HPG) response in dry sandy soils. However, the seismic response of single and grouped
HPs either in dry or saturated sites is not well-established. In particular, there are no comparative
studies of the seismic response of HPs in non-liquifiable and liquefiable ground conditions to
elucidate the performance characteristics of HPs in different design scenarios. Therefore, it is
necessary to investigate the seismic lateral and axial responses of HPs subjected to strong ground
motions to evaluate their suitability for foundation applications in seismic regions. Also, it is
important to simulate the response of identical single and grouped HPs in different ground
conditions to allow for a direct comparison of the response and establish the different failure
mechanisms.
Xu et al. (2020) conducted a series of shaking table tests to investigate the SPSI of 4-pile groups
supporting a model structure. The test reinforced concrete piles penetrated through surficial clay
layer underlain by a loose sand layer and bearing in dense sand layer. The experimental setup
ensured a similar configuration of the pile groups and soil stratification to comparatively evaluate
the SPSI response in non-liquefiable and liquefiable tests. Hussein and El Naggar (2021)
developed three-dimensional (3D) finite element models (FEM) to analyze the seismic response
of piles in non-liquefiable and liquefiable soils and calibrated the material models based on the
soil properties. The numerical models were validated using the results from the shake table tests.
The validated models were then employed to evaluate the effects of the kinematic and inertial pilesoil interactions on the lateral and axial response of the SPSI through a comprehensive parametric
study that covered the ground motion intensity, pile diameter and material, thickness of the
liquefiable layer and superstructure mass.
In this paper, the validated numerical models were modified and employed to conduct a series of
numerical tests to investigate the seismic response of grouped HPs installed in non-liquefiable and
liquefiable soils. The seismic behaviour of single- and double-helix pile groups was evaluated, and
their responses in similar non-liquefiable and liquefiable sites are compared. In addition, a
parametric study was conducted to examine the kinematic effect of the SHPSI response under
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varying ground motion intensities. The deformation and failure mechanisms of the soil and HPG
were monitored, and the helices-stresses were evaluated.

5.2 Computational Framework
5.2.1 Summary of the Shaking Table Program
Xu et al. (2020) performed several shaking table tests of identical pile group configuration installed
in a soil profile comprising a surficial clay layer, loose sand layer and dense sand layer, as shown
in Fig. 5-1. The soil profile was dry in one set and saturated with water in the other set of shakings
so that pore water pressure could develop during the shaking, and liquefaction could occur. The
identical soil-pile group configuration in both sets of experiments allowed a direct comparison
between the non-liquefiable and liquefiable tests. The soil bed was enclosed in a laminar box with
dimensions of 3.2m x 2.4m x 2.2m, which was situated on a 6mx6m shaking table. The soil bed
consisted of three layers: 0.3m clay crust, 1.2m loose sand with 60% relative density (Dr), and
0.5m dense sand with 90% relative density. The pile group comprised four reinforced concrete
piles (RCP) with diameter, d = 10cm and length, L = 1.65m, and the pile toe was 10cm above the
box base. The piles were spaced at 5d and were connected with a 0.8m square reinforced concrete
cap, which supported the model superstructure that comprised two steel blocks (410Kg each)
connected through a flexible steel column.

Fig. 5-1. Laminar shear box (after Xu et al. 2020)
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5.2.2 Finite element model description
The laminar box that enclosed the soil bed satisfied the requirements of minimizing the effects of
the lateral boundaries on the pile's lateral response according to the elastic theory (i.e., 15d to the
container lateral boundaries) and meets the requirements of the influence area (Robinsky and
Morrison 1964). Dong et al. (Dong et al. 2018) studied the effect of the model vertical boundaries
on the obtained lateral response and concluded that the effect was negligible. However, the total
soil model (and hence the location of the bottom boundary) was increased by 1.1 m compared to
the physical model test. This was done such that the boundary is placed at a distance five-time the
helix diameter, Dhelix, below the bottom helix to eliminate the boundary effect on the HP axial
response. The soil-helical piles-superstructure interaction (SHPSI) numerical models were
developed using the OpenSees platform (Mazzoni et al. 2006). The test soil bed was discretized
into 5148 elements, which included 6210 nodes. The soil elements were appropriately refined
adjacent to the piles to optimize the SHPSI response in the lateral and axial directions. The
maximum elements’ sizes in the longitudinal direction (As =3.6m) and transversal (Bs = 2.4m)
direction were 0.27m and 0.34m, and the largest element size along the depth (ds=2.5m) was 0.3m.
The mesh was divided into elements so that the maximum frequency of a shear wave propagated
efficiently throughout a soil element with shear wave velocity, Vs = 100m/sec, at maximum
frequency Fmax=Vs/(4H) = 73.5Hz (considering H = 0.34m) (Hashash et al. 2020). The dominant
frequency of the scaled Wolong motion (shown in Fig. 5-4 b) was 4.69Hz. Thus, the element size
ensured proper ground motion propagation throughout the elements. It is worth noting that finer
meshing could cause redundant elements throughout the wavelength and potential numerical issues
(Zerwer et al. 2002).
The region adjacent to the HPs was discretized into six elements (each 0.04m) to allow proper
simulation of the pile diameter, helix plate, and the surrounding soil interface element. Table 1
describes the helical pile group (HPG) configuration adopted in this paper. The HP shaft diameter
was selected such that it has the same cross-section rigidity (EI) as the RCP (i.e., 150 kN/m2.m4).
The 1.95m long HP shaft was divided into elements aligned with the adjacent soil elements. Rigid
link elements were implemented perpendicular to the HP shaft cross-section (Elgamal et al. 2008)
to fill the pile volume (i.e., cylinder of 76mm diameter) within the soil. The helix (Dhelix=0.228m)
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was divided into elements of the same size as the surrounding soil elements (maximum size of
4cm), which facilitated the contact between the HP elements and adjacent soil elements. The top
and bottom helices were placed at a depth of 1.6m and 1.9m, respectively.
Table 5-1. Helical pile group configuration, units in mm
Parameter

Value

Shaft Diameter d
Shaft Wall
Thickness
Helix Diameter

Value

Parameter

Value

76

Helix Spacing

300

Pile Cap Thickness

250

5

Piles Spacing, cm

750

Helix Thickness

10

Pile Cap width

1050

228

Dhelix

Parameter

5.2.3 Materials and sections description
Fig. 5-2 summarizes the layout of the soil elements, HP, cap, and superstructure, as well as
elements types and material models. The soil was discretized using 8-node hexahedral linear
isoperimetric elements (Brick u-p Element) (Yang et al. 2008); each element has four degrees of
freedom, three for the displacement in the perpendicular direction (u), and the fourth is for fluid
pressure

(p).

The

elastic-plastic

PressureDependMultiYield02

(PDMY02)

pressure

dependant

simulated

the

constitutive

nonlinear

sand

model
response.

PressureIndependMultiYield elastic-plastic material model simulated the clay crust, in which the
plasticity is considered in the deviatoric stress-strain response but does not account for the
confining pressure variability (Elgamal et al. 2002; Yang and Elgamal 2002). Fig. 5-2 (section BB) illustrates the interface element, which was 10cm thick due to the large relative stiffness
between the soil and helical piles (Desai et al. 1984). The measured parameters of the soil used in
the shake table tests were employed to correlate the material model geotechnical parameters: the
particles' mean diameter and uniformity coefficient were used to calculate the maximum and the
minimum voids ratios (Sarkar et al. 2019), which were then correlated to the low strain shear
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modulus at each depth (Das and Ramana 2011). The geotechnical parameters were adjusted
through the calibration process to capture the proper soil element response.

Fig. 5-2. Longitudinal section for the geometry of soil-helical pile-superstructure
interaction used in numerical modelling
The sand material model (PDMY02) parameters that describe the liquefaction-induced cyclic shear
strain were correlated with the measurement parameters and calibrated using element test data
(Yang et al. 2008). The material model parameters were adjusted to capture the liquefaction
triggering response for the sand with relative densities of Dr=60% and 90%. Standard penetration
test results by Idriss and Youd (1997) and cone penetration test results by Robertson (1985) were
used in the calibration; sand with Dr=60% was calibrated to approach 4% shear strain after
liquefaction onset with a cyclic stress ratio, CSR = 0.215, while sand with Dr=90% was calibrated
to approach 1% shear strain after liquefaction onset with CSR = 0.47. Table 2 provides a detailed
description of the calibrated parameters used to validate the shaking table program, and the
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interface elements’ shear and normal stiffnesses and the shear parameters were reduced by
applying a factor of 0.70 as recommended by Ghalibafian (2006).
Table 5-2. Constitutive model parameters for different soil layers
Crust

Loose

Dense

Clay

Sand

Sand

0.30

1.20

1. 1

Thickness, m

-

60

90

Relative Density

, kg/cm3

1.60

1.60

1.60

Soil Density

pr, KPa

101

101

101

Reference effective confining pressure

Gr, MPa

12.5

16.55

19.12

gmax

0.1

0.1

0.1

Br, Mpa

40.0

43.03

49.71

dp

0.0

0.5

0.5

Pressure dependency coefficient

f, o

0

35.0

37.0

Friction angle

pt, o

-

26

26

c1

-

0.04

0.02

c2

-

5.0

5.0

c3

-

0.0

0.15

Parameters

T, m
Dr, %

Description

Reference low-strain shear modulus
Maximum octahedral shear strain
Bulk modulus

Phase transformation angle
The parameter that controls the shearinduced volumetric change
The parameter that reflects contraction
tendency
Accounts for the overburden stress effect
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Reflects the dilation tendency above phase

d1

-

0.0

0.06

d2

-

3.0

3.0

Reflects fabric damage (stress history)

d3

-

0.0

0.15

Accounts for overburden stress effect

transformation angle

Damage parameter to define accumulated
liq1

-

1

1

Permanent shear strain as a function of
dilation history

liq2

Damage parameter to define biased

-

1

1

Cs1

-

0.9

0.9

Cs1

-

0.02

0.02

Cs1

-

0.7

0.7

25.0

0.1

0.1

Cohesion

-

0.90

0.75

Void’s ratio

1E-9

6.6E-5

6.6E-5

c, KPa
e
K, m/s

accumulation of permanent shear strain

Parameters defining a straight critical-state
line ec in e-p′ space

Permeability coefficient

The HP shaft and helices, and superstructure were simulated as fibre elements with cross-sections,
as shown in Fig. 5-3. The HP shaft cross-section was divided into six wedges, and the shaft wall
thickness (5mm) was divided into two layers, as shown in Fig. 5-3 (a). The Giuffrè-MenegottoPinto material model (uniaxialMaterial Steel02) was used to simulate the behaviour of the HP shaft
(Filippou et al. 1983). The helices were modelled using shell elements ShellMITC4, which is a
multi-layer element that could represent composite materials with different properties (Dvorkin
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and Bathe 1984). The shell element was divided into four layers, as shown in Fig. 5-3 (b), and the
nDMaterial J2PlateFibre material model was adopted to describe the element response. Table 3
illustrates the parameters of the constitutive model for the HP shaft and helices.
The superstructure cross-section shown in Fig. 5-3 (c) was modelled as a fibre section utilizing the
axialMaterial hardening model. The superstructure masses (410Kg each) were added to the nodes
at 2.0m and 3.0m above the cap level (i.e., 0.0m). The rigid links and the cap elements were
simulated using elastic beam-column elements with elastic behaviour. Both rigid link and cap
elements were modelled with high flexural stiffness (rigid elements), and the cap weight was
assigned to the cap center. Similar degrees of freedom (i.e., same displacement) were implemented
at the pile cap and the HP shaft nodes (Li and Motamed 2017). Table 4 illustrates the material
model parameters for the rigid links, cap, and superstructure
(b)

(a)

(c)

Fig. 5-3. Helical pile group model details (unit: mm): (a) pipe pile cross-section using fiber
section beam-column element, t=5mm; (b) fiber discretization of the multi-layer shell
element; (c) superstructure hot-rolled steel H-section

Table 5-3. Constitutive model parameters for pip used in the fibre section
Pipe pile
Parameter

Material model

Yield stress fy, Mpa

Helix plate
Value

uniaxialMaterial
Steel02
360

Parameter

Material Model

Yield stress fy, Mpa

Value

J2PlateFibre

250

162

Elasticity modulus E,

Elasticity modulus E,

30

GPa
Strain-hardening ratio

Poisson’s ratio 

0.01

b

21

GPa

0.26

R0=18
Control the transition
from elastic to plastic

cR1=0.925

branches

Kinematic hardening

0.26

modulus

cR2=0.15

Table 5-4. Constitutive model for the pile cap, rigid links, and superstructure
Cap/Rigid Link

Material Model

Area Cross-section As,
m
Elastic Modulus Ep,
GPa
Shear Modulus Gp,
GPa
Moment of Inertia I,
m4

Superstructure

Elastic

Model

78.5

Elastic Modulus ES, GPa

15.0 E4

Yield stress Fy, MPa

11.5

4.9E-6

Isotropic hardening
Modulus
kinematic hardening
Modulus

uniaxialMaterial
Hardening

300

360.0

0.0

1.0E3
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5.2.4 Boundary conditions and analysis stages
Several boundary conditions were applied through the construction stages. In the first analysis
stage, an elastic gravity analysis was performed on the soil medium, where the base nodes were
fixed in the vertical direction, and the outer base nodes were fixed in all directions. The analysis
state was then updated to account for plasticity to obtain the free-field stresses. The model base
was fixed in all directions, and the pore pressure constraints were fixed for the nodes above the
water table (i.e., does not generate pore water pressure, PWP). In the following stage, the structure
elements (i.e., HP shaft, rigid links, plates, cap, and superstructure) were installed, and equal
degrees of freedom conditions were processed to connect the structure nodes with the soil nodes
throughout these gravity stages. The response was evaluated using the Newmark integration
method with the time integration parameters of g=1.5 and =1.0 (β =

(𝛾+0.5)2
4

). It is worth noting

that the large Newmark parameters were used to guarantee a quick initial dynamic transient.
Finally, shear boundary conditions were applied to the nodes of the model side at each elevation.
These boundaries impose equal node degrees of freedom to ensure equal movements in the
horizontal direction for the nodes at the same elevation (Su et al. 2020).
The Wolong earthquake motion (Li et al. 2008) was scaled to a peak ground acceleration of 0.3g
to ensure the safety of the test, and the 220-second motion was reduced to 70seconds, as shown in
Fig. 5-4 (a). This scaling resulted in a dominant frequency of 4.69Hz as determined from the
Fourier spectrum shown in Fig. 5-4 (b). The depth of soil bed considered in the analysis was
increased compared to the experimental setup (thickness of dense sand layer increased to 1.6m) to
ensure a minimum distance of 3Dhelix below the bottom helix. Thus, a higher amplification of the
0.3g Wolong motion was expected to occur at the loose sand lower surface. Therefore, to
approximately match the experimental acceleration time history at the intersection of the loose and
dense sand layers, the input motion for this analysis was scaled down to 0.18g. The downscaled
motion was obtained by dividing the acceleration values by a factor of 1.67. Next, the soil
permeability was decreased to simulate the undrained behaviour during the Wolong shaking with
a 0.01-second time step using the UniformExcitation command (Mazzoni et al. 2006). The
Newmark parameters were reduced (i.e., g= and =0.25) to add some numerical damping.
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Finally, the Rayleigh damping constants were established to simulate a material damping ratio of
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Fig. 5-4. Wolong ground motion: (a) Acceleration time history; and (b) Fourier spectra

5.3 Soil Response
5.3.1 Excess pore water pressure
Fig. 5-5 (a, b) shows the horizontal soil acceleration at the sand layers interface (depth=1.5m),
which demonstrated that the soil exhibited the same acceleration pattern and peak ground
acceleration of 0.3g at the loose and dense sand layers interface. This ensured an adequate
comparison between the different aspects of the SPSI and SHPSI. The liquefaction can be assessed
simply by calculating the excess pore water pressure ratio (EPWPR), i.e., the ratio of excess pore
`
water pressure (EPWP) to the initial vertical effective stress 𝜎𝑣𝑜
( 𝐸𝑃𝑊𝑃𝑅 =

𝐸𝑃𝑊𝑃
`
𝜎𝑣𝑜

). The

numerical model was validated employing the results of shake table testing conducted on the RCP
(Hussein and El Naggar 2021). In these experiments (and numerical models), liquefaction was
triggered (EPWPR=1) during the 0.3g Wolong motion between 8seconds to 13seconds. Fig. 5-5
(c, d) compares the EPWPR time histories calculated in the current study for HPG with the
measured ones and calculated values for the RCP. Fig. 5-5 (c) presents the measured and calculated
values for the original RCP case using the 0.3g Wolong motion, while Fig. 5-5 (d) presents the
calculated EPWPR for the HPG employing the validated FEM test using the 0.18g Wolong motion.
Fig. 5-5 demonstrates that the loose sand layer liquified up to the depth of 1.2m. The loose sand
below 1.2m approached liquefaction, but EPWPR dissipated after 25 seconds of the shaking. The
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dense sand did not liquefy owing to its density and relatively high overburden pressure. The higher
EPWPR response in the HP models is attributed to the smaller size of the gap developed at the pile
shaft-soil interface than the RCP case. Stringer and Madabhushi (2013) and Tokimatsu et al.
(2005) reported similar observations when gaps do not form.
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Fig. 5-5. Horizontal acceleration at sand layers interface (depth=1.5m): (a) FEA model with
a pile of d=10cm test using the 0.3g Wolong motion; (model with the helical pile models test
using the 0.18g Wolong motion; Excess pore water pressure ratio (EPWPR) at the
saturated tests: (c) measured and calculated EPWPR at free field points, d=10cm test using
the 0.3g Wolong motion; (d) calculated EPWPR at free field points for the helical pile
models test using the 0.18g Wolong motion
5.3.2 Soil Horizontal acceleration and lateral displacement
Shape acceleration arrays (SAA) were used in the shaking table testing program to measure the
soil RCP deformations and accelerations (Xu et al. 2020), and the results were used to validate the
numerical models. The validated FEMs are used herein to analyze the HPG response at both the
dry and saturated soil models. Fig. 5-6 (a) compares the soil maximum horizontal accelerations of
the HPG during the 0.18g Wolong motion to the RCP group during the 0.3g Wolong motion. The
results are compared for single-helix piles (SHP) and double-helix piles (DHP) models with the
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RCP models. The horizontal acceleration was calculated in terms of the acceleration amplification
factor (AAF), where the amplified acceleration was normalized to the maximum acceleration of
the scaled 0.3g Wolong motion (i.e., 0.3g). The motion scaling to 0.18g in the HP models was
adopted to allow for a direct comparison to RCP models through obtaining a similar acceleration
at the sand layers interface (see Fig. 5-5 a, b). Fig. 5-6 (a) shows that the ground motion
amplification of the HP models was the same as the RCP models at the intersection between the
loose and dense sand in both the dry and saturated models. Also, the soil acceleration
amplification/de-amplification exhibited a similar path within the loose sand in the HP and the
RCP models; yet the values were slightly higher in the HP models. The double-helical pile (DHP)
exhibited higher amplification in the dry models and lower de-amplification in the saturated
models than the single-helical pile (SHP) throughout the top part of the loose sand and the clay
crust (e.g., 5% higher at the soil ground level). It is worth noting that the soil acceleration deamplification in the saturated models was attributed to the soil softening with the EPWP
propagation and the higher damping ratio. Fig. 5-6 (b) compares the maximum measured and
calculated lateral soil displacement for RCP, SHP, and DHP. The lateral soil displacements in the
dry test were higher than the saturated test, which is attributed to the higher acceleration
amplification in dry tests on one hand and higher energy dissipation in the liquefiable test on the
other hand. Furthermore, the lateral soil displacement in the models with HP was lower than the
RCP models due to the higher stiffness of the SHPSI compared to the FEA. Meanwhile, the study
adopted a 1Dhelix distance between the helices in the DHP to ensure locating both helices in the
dense sand. However, this small spacing between the two helices imposed a minor effect on the
soil lateral displacement.
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Fig. 5-6. Maximum soil lateral response at saturated and dry tests during 0.18g Wolong
motion: (a) accelerations; (b) displacements
Fig. 5-7 displays the calculated time histories of the lateral soil displacements at the soil surface
for the HP models. Fig. 5-7 (a) shows that permanent lateral soil displacement occurred at the
saturated models, and this permanent deformation was concurrent with the onset of liquefaction,
similar to observations reported by Su et al. (2017) for driven piles. On the other hand, no
permanent displacement was observed for the dry test, as seen in Fig. 5-7 (b). In addition, the
duration of lateral soil displacement in the saturated test was longer than that in the dry test,
indicating an extended vibration period of the soil profile.
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Fig. 5-7. Soil lateral displacement time histories for SHP and DHP groups during the 0.18g
Wolong motion: (a) saturated test; (b) dry test
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5.4 Helical pile group response
5.4.1 Pile horizontal acceleration and lateral deformation
The horizontal pile acceleration was calculated in terms of AAF. Fig. 5-8 compares the calculated
and measured responses of the RCP with the calculated responses of the SHP and DHP. Fig. 5-8
(a) shows that for the saturated test, the amplification and de-amplifications of the RCP and HPs
followed the soil pattern and had approximately the same values within the loose sand. However,
the HP acceleration de-amplification was higher than the RCP at the sand layers interface, which
is attributed to the HP lower vibration level in the dense sand owing to its stability. Fig. 5-8 (b)
shows that the AAF for both HPs and RCP increased through the dense sand and loose sand layers
for the dry test. However, the AAF was 1.4 for the HPs while it was 2.0 for the RCP at the sand/clay
interface.
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Fig. 5-8. Piles maximum acceleration for SHP, DHP, and RCP during the 0.18g Wolong
motion: (a) Saturated test; (b) Dry test
5.4.2 Pile lateral displacement and vertical settlement
Fig. 5-9 compares the pile calculated lateral displacement of the SHP and DHP with that for the
RCP. The lateral displacements of SHP and DHP were less than that for RCP in both saturated and
dry tests. However, the lateral displacements of the SHP and DHP were almost the same, indicating
that the second helix had a marginal effect. The higher axial stiffness of the HPs and the fixation
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provided by the helices increased the rocking and flexural resistance of the HPG. However, the
contribution of the second helix was small. Orang et al. (2019) made similar observations based
on their shake table tests of helical piles. This is because the top helix offered significant resistance
(and fixation), which reduced the rotation of the second helix. Thus, the contribution of the helices
to lateral resistance is primarily due to passive resistance associated with their rotation (Elkasabgy
and El Naggar 2019; Sakr 2009). Similarly, Al-Baghdadi et al. (2015) investigated the helix
contribution to the lateral resistance and concluded that the contribution is important only for
helical plates placed close to the surface, which explains the marginal difference between the
response of SHP and the DHP. In addition, the flexural deformation was primarily concentrated
within the liquefied layer.
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Fig. 5-9. Piles maximum lateral displacement for SHP, DHP and RCP during the 0.18g
Wolong motion: (a) saturated test; (b) dry test
Fig. 5-10 displays the calculated settlement for the SHP and DHP at the saturated and dry tests. At
the saturated test, the HP's settlements were much less than that of the RCP; the maximum
settlements for the SHP and DHP were 1.64mm and 1.62mm, while the RCP exhibited a settlement
of 6.0mm. As shown in Fig. 5-10, most of the settlement initiated at the liquefaction onset after
eight seconds of shaking and at the period of maximum acceleration after 20 seconds. At the dry
tests, the maximum settlements of SHP and DHP were 1.28mm and 1.26 mm, while the RCP
settlement was 3.37mm, as shown in Fig. 5-10.
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Fig. 5-10. Comparing the HP calculated settlement during the 0.18g Wolong motion with
the RCP models.
5.4.3 Pile bending moment response
In this section, the piles along the initial movement direction are referred to as Leading Piles, while
piles in the opposite direction are denoted as Trailing Piles. Fig. 5-11 (a, b) presents the calculated
maximum bending moments along the pile shaft for the leading and trailing SHP and DHP at the
saturated tests. The maximum bending moments occurred at the interface of the different layers.
Abdoun et al. (2003) reported similar behaviour of piles in liquified soil from centrifuge shake
table tests. At the same time, another peak bending moment occurred at the pile top owing to the
contribution of the internal forces from the superstructure, and that was aligned with the findings
of Tang et al. 2016. The DHP exhibited higher bending moments than the SHP at the interface of
the liquefied layer and dense sand layer, while the bending moments were identical within the
dense sand below the depth of 1.9m due to the fixation offered by the top helix. Fig. 5-11 (c, d)
show the calculated maximum bending moments of the SHP and DHP in the dry test. The
maximum bending moment occurred at the pile top with almost the same values for the SHP and
DHP for both the leading and trailing piles. The maximum bending moments were slightly higher
in the DHP near the second helix because of fixation offered the two helices. Generally, the
bending moment values were higher in the saturated tests than in the dry tests. However, no
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yielding occurred, and no plastic hinges developed. Finally, the HP bending moments were larger
than that for the RCP, while the RCP exhibited larger displacement.
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Fig. 5-11. Pile maximum moments during the 0.18g Wolong motion: Saturated tests: (a)
SHP; (b) DHP; Dry tests: (c) SHP; (d) DHP
5.4.4 Helices behaviour
In order to evaluate the helices' contribution to the pile seismic response, the von Mises stresses
and strains in the helices were calculated at the nodes near the shaft. Fig. 5-12 (a, b) illustrates the
helices von Mises stresses and strains in the saturated test for the SHP and DHP. The stresses and
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strains initially increased until the liquefaction initiated after 13 seconds, at which point they
decreased till the end of shaking. The stresses and strains increased with the EPWPR and pile
settlement, then decreased due to the soil softening after liquefaction. However, the helices bearing
resistance continued due to the low EPWPR at their elevation, and hence enhanced the shaft lateral
resistance. The maximum stress for the SHP helix was only 26MPa, which was well below the
yield strength (250MPa). In addition, the maximum strain was 0.012%. Therefore, the helix stressstrain response was linear-elastic. The DHP helices exhibited the same behaviour, but with lower
stresses and strains; the maximum stresses on the top and bottom helices were 18.0MPa and
11.8MPa. In the dry tests, the helices exhibited higher stresses and strains, as shown in Fig. 5-12
(c, d). The SHP helix stresses and strains increased continuously to a maximum stress of 34MPa
and strain of 0.14%. The higher stresses and strains are attributed to the amplification of the ground
acceleration and associated lateral forces. The DHP helices exhibited a similar response, but with
lower maximum stress and strain values than the SHP, and the response was linear elastic.
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Fig. 5-12. von Mises time history during the 0.18g Wolong motion: Saturated tests: (a)
stresses; (b) strains; Dry tests (c) stresses; (d) strains
5.4.5 Helical pile axial response
The static axial load transfer mechanism of HP is well-established. On the other hand, the dynamic
axial load transfer of HPs during ground shaking has not been examined. During the shaking table
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tests, RCPs experienced significant settlement, particularly in the saturated tests due to
liquefaction. Previous research on the post-liquefaction settlement of conventional straight shaft
piles attributed it to the loss of the end bearing capacity due to the cyclic sand mobility (Castro
1975; Castro and Poulos 1977). In addition, the loss of shaft friction due to the reduction of
effective stresses, and consequently, degradation of the soil shear strength could lead to postliquefaction settlement.
Meanwhile, a recent study (Stringer and Madabhushi 2013) indicated some positive shaft friction
within the liquefiable layers due to the dissipation of EPWPR at the soil-pile interface. This section
investigates the axial response of HPs to reveal its underlying mechanisms of the dynamic load
transfer and post-liquefaction settlement. It is worth noting that the pile discretization and element
numbers are shown in Fig. 5-2.
5.4.5.1 Helical pile at the saturated tests
Fig. 5-13 illustrates the axial force (N) at different elevations along the SHP and DHP in the
saturated test. The axial force in the SHP shaft elements within the loose sand (i.e., elements 1 to
5) decreased slightly, and this was similar to the RCP response discussed by Hussein and El Naggar
(2021). However, the axial force at the helix elevation (element 7) decreased significantly, while
the axial force decreased in the RCP at the pile tip (Hussein and El Naggar 2021). Fig. 5-13 also
shows that the axial force was higher in the DHP shaft (Maximum of 5.24kN) than the SHP
(Maximum 4.36kN) at the top helix location (element 6); therefore, the axial force at the bottom
helix (element 7) decreased even more than the case for SHP. This response refers to the ability of
the DHP to resist higher axial loads compared to the SHP. The shaft axial force below the bottom
helix was marginal. These observations are further elaborated by monitoring the shaft and helix
bearing forces, and the HP axial forces in elements 1 to 8 were used to back-calculate the shaft and
the bearing resistance.
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Fig. 5-13. Helical pile axial force (N) at the saturated tests
Fig. 5-14 illustrates the shaft friction, helix bearing forces, and total resistance forces time histories
in the SHP and DHP tests. Several observations could be made on these results. Fig. 5-14 (a)
demonstrates a rapid reduction in the shaft force within the loose sand as the shaking progressed.
The static shaft force of the SHP was greater than that of the DHP (Fig. 5-14 a), while its bearing
force was less than the DHP (Fig. 5-14 b, c, d). It is also noted that the shaft friction through the
loose sand layer was positive till second 11, after which the soil fully liquefied (EPWPR=1) and
the shaft force became null. However, the HP shaft force exhibited negative forces cycles (negative
skin friction) synchronous with the peak acceleration cycles, but the shaft force was zero at the
end of the motion (no negative skin friction). It is also noted from Fig. 5-14 (b, c, d) that the end
bearing forces for SHP and DHP increased to compensate for the reduction in the shaft forces.
Thus, the bearing forces fluctuated as the shaft friction fluctuated (i.e., cycles of
increase/decrease). These cycles were accompanied by the pile settlement so that higher endbearing force was mobilized to compensate for reducing shaft force. Cycles of tensile forces also
occurred in both the leading and trailing DHP in Fig. 5-14 (c, d). These observations demonstrate
that the behaviour of HPs during the cycles of generation/dissipation of EPWPR cycles is
complicated. The EPWP caused softening in the loose sand and reduced the shaft resistance; this
was followed by pile settlement, and bearing resistance increased. However, some dissipation of
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EPWP occurred, which resulted in transient positive shaft resistance. This mechanism was
repeated until complete liquefaction (EPWPR=1) was reached.
Fig. 5-14 (e, f) shows that the total resistance forces in the DHP were higher than that in the SHP.
It is evident that for both SHP and DHP, the shaft friction diminished as the shaking progressed
and became zero (and even negative friction) at the end of motion due to the liquefaction of loose
sand. On the other hand, the total bearing resistance increased, which compensated for the shaft
friction and maintained the overall capacity of the pile. It is also noted from Fig. 5-14 (e, f) that
there was an appreciable difference in bearing forces of the leading and trailing piles due to the
rocking of the pile group.
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Fig. 5-14. Helical pile resistance forces at saturated site:(a) fiction resistance within loose
sand; (b) bearing resistance at SHP helix; (c) bearing resistance at DHP top helix; (c)
bearing resistance at DHP bottom helix; (e) SHP total force; (f) DHP total force
Fig. 5-15 presents the axial force distribution along the leading and trailing pile at the maximum
acceleration time step for the SHP and DHP. It is evident from Fig. 5-15 (a) that the shaft resistance
of the SHP was very small (about 1 kN) at this time step, while the bearing resistance on the helix
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increased significantly. For the DHP, the shaft friction became zero, and the entire load was
supported through the bearing resistance on the helices, as shown in Fig. 5-15 (b). These
observations confirm the excellent performance of helical piles in maintaining the capacity of the
pile during and after liquefaction and controlling the post-liquefaction settlement.
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Fig. 5-15. Helical pile axial force during the peak acceleration cycles at the saturated site:
(a) SHP; (b) DHP
5.4.5.2 Helical pile at the dry test
Fig. 5-16 illustrates the axial force-time histories at different elevations along the pile shaft. As
can be noted from Fig. 5-16, both SHP and DHP exhibited positive/negative axial force cycles in
the dry tests, and this was similar to the RCP response discussed by Hussein and El Naggar (2021).
The amplitude of axial force decreased towards the pile toe (i.e., from Element 1 to Element 8).
Meanwhile, in each element, the axial force primary varication cycles were concurrent with
shaking peak accelerations between seconds 9 to 16, then remained approximately constant till the
end of the input motion. Moreover, the tension force decreased with depth, where the maximum
tension force in the top element was 2.11kN, and it decreased to 0.41 in element 6. The increase
in the axial force of DHP was more noticeable than that for the SHP. Similar to the saturated test,
the axial force at the HP toe was minimal. The axial forces of elements 1 to 8 were employed to
back-calculate the HPs’ friction and bearing resistance.
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Fig. 5-16. Helical pile axial force (N) at the dry tests
Fig. 5-17 presents the shaft friction forces, the helix bearing resistance force, and the total
resistance force-time histories for the SHP and the DHP in the dry tests. Fig. 5-17 (a) shows that
the shaft friction forces in the HP element within the loose sand changed from positive to negative
during the period of maximum acceleration (10 to 13 seconds) and remained negative afterwards
because of the densification and settlement of the loose sand layer. The negative skin friction was
slightly higher in the SHP than in the DHP and decreased with depth due to the higher overburden
pressure.
Fig. 5-17 (b, c, d) presents the bearing forces (on the helices and the pile base) of the SHP and
DHP. Overall, the DHP exhibited higher bearing forces due to the contribution of the second helix.
It is noted that the bearing resistance forces increased dramatically as the shaking progressed,
which compensated for the reduction in the shaft friction. In addition, both SHP and DHP settled
due to sand densification between 10 and13 seconds (as shown in Fig. 5-10), which also increased
the bearing forces. Finally, Fig. 5-17 (e, f) show that the leading and trailing SHPs had almost the
same bearing forces, while there were noticeable differences between the bearing forces of the
leading and trailing DHPs, which is attributed to the higher rocking resistance of the DHPs. The
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SHP and DHP total resistance were negative during several shaking cycles (between 10.7 and
12.7seconds) due to the strong rocking response, but the total tension resistance for both SHP and
DHP continued to be compressive.
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Fig. 5-17. Helical pile resistance forces at dry test:(a) fiction resistance within loose sand;
(b) bearing resistance at SHP helix; (c) bearing resistance at DHP top helix; (c) bearing
resistance at DHP bottom helix; (e) SHP total force; (f) DHP total resistance force

Fig. 5-19 presents the axial force distribution along the pile shaft at the peak acceleration cycles.
The load distribution confirms that for both SHP and DHP, the pile resistance is primarily due to
plate bearing.
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5.5 Kinematic Response of Helical Piles
The pile response is influenced by both the kinematic interaction (i.e., pile conforming to ground
motion) and the internal interaction (i.e., response to inertial forces from superstructure mass).
Several researchers investigated the coupling effect of the kinematic and inertial interactions
through numerical and physical modelling and pseudo-static approaches (Abdoun and Dobry
2002; Tokimatsu et al. 2005; Wang et al. 2016). Furthermore, the authors conducted 3D finite
element analyses to elucidate the complex aspects of the interaction between RCP and soil
(Hussein and El Naggar 2021). They demonstrated that the relative importance of the kinematic
and inertial interactions depends on the rigidity and diameter of the pile, ground motion
characteristics and weight of the supported structure. Therefore, it is prudent to evaluate the
coupling of the kinematic and inertial interactions for helical piles, which has never been evaluated
before.
This section investigates the kinematic effects and kinematic force for HPs. The kinematic effect
is elaborated by scaling the Wolong motion to different peak ground acceleration, PGA = 0.2g,
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0.3g, 0.4g, and 0.5g in the saturated and dry tests for the SHP and DHP. The kinematic interaction
effects are evaluated in terms of the pile lateral and axial responses.
5.5.1 Helical pile lateral response
5.5.1.1 Bending moment
Fig. 5-19 presents the maximum bending moments along the pile shaft considering ground motions
with different PGA values. Fig. 5-19 shows that the maximum bending moment increased as the
PGA increased for both the saturated and dry tests, but the bending moments for both SHP and
DHP were significantly higher in the dry tests compared to the saturated tests. This is because the
flexural behaviour dominated the response of HPs in the dry tests while the response of HPs in the
saturated test was dominated by the rocking behaviour (which is reflected in increased axial forces,
as will be discussed later). It is also noted that the maximum bending moment in the saturated case
occurred at the interfaces between the layers due to the shear discontinuity between the stratified
layers when the loose sand layer liquified. Also, the maximum bending moment occurred at the
connection between the pile and cap due to the internal effect from the superstructure mass. In the
dry test, the maximum bending moment occurred at the pile head (i.e., at the connection to the pile
cap), and another peak of bending moment occurred at the intersection between the loose and dense
sand layers. However, in both saturated and dry tests, the maximum bending moments were
significantly smaller than the pile cross-section moment capacity (i.e., 6690N.m); hence no plastic
hinges developed. At the saturated tests, the maximum bending moments for the SHP and DHP
were 1611N.m and 1621N.m for the 0.5g motion. The relatively close values of maximum bending
moment at PGA = 0.5g are attributed to liquefaction of the loose sand layer and the upper portion
of the dense sand layer. For the dry tests, the maximum bending moments for the SHP and DHP
were 2362 N.m and 2200 N.m for the 0.5g motion. The large bending moment in the dry tests,
which occurred at the pile head, is attributed to the large inertia interaction, especially at higher
PGA.
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Fig. 5-19. Kinematic interaction effect on the leading helical piles bending moment:
Saturated test: (a) SHP; (b) DHP; Dry test: (c) SHP; (d) DHP
5.5.1.2 Lateral displacement
Fig. 5-20 presents the lateral displacements of the SHP and DHP in the saturated and dry tests for
ground motions with varying PGA. As expected, the lateral displacement increased as PGA
increased. As PGA reached 0.5g, the pile group exhibited rigid body movement because
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liquefaction occurred along the entire loose sand layer and the upper portion of the dense sand. At
PGA = 0.5g, the maximum lateral displacement at the top of SHP and DHP was 10.96mm and
11.52mm. Cubrinovski et al. (2006) reported similar behaviour in their study of flexible and stiff
piles in liquifiable soil; they concluded that the flexible pile exhibited lower lateral displacement
because the liquefied soil moved around the flexible pile displaced the rigid one. Similarly, the
DHP with higher rigidity due to the second helix exhibited higher lateral displacement than the
SHP.
In the dry tests, the lateral SHP and DHP displacement increased as PGA increased, and the
displacement of SHP was always higher than that of the DHP. For example, for PGA = 0.5g, the
lateral displacements of SHP and DHP were 15.0mm and 13.8mm. The higher displacement during
the dry tests is attributed to the amplification of the ground moving through the soil profile. On the
other hand, the liquified soil in the saturated tests attenuated the (de-amplified) ground motion.
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Fig. 5-20. Kinematic interaction effect on maximum helical pile displacement: Saturated
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5.5.2 Helical pile axial response
5.5.2.1 Helical pile settlement
The effects of kinematic interaction on the pore water pressure generation and the piles' postliquefaction settlement at the saturated tests are evaluated. Fig. 5-21 shows the EPWPR at the helix
elevations (i.e., 1.6m and 1.9m below surface). The results demonstrate that the dense sand at depth
1.6m reached complete liquefaction in 23seconds for PGA = 0.3g. At depth 1.9m, the dense sand
approached the liquefaction state after 25 seconds but then decreased. For PGA ≥ 0.4g, the entire
sand layers liquefied.
Fig. 5-22 (a, b) present the settlement of SHP and DHP in the saturated tests, which show that the
settlement increased as PGA increased, and the increase was dramatic when the entire soil profile
liquified (PGA = 0.4g and 0.5g). The settlement increased from 2.1mm at PGA = 0.2g to 4.9mm
at PGA = 0.3g to 16mm and 27mm at PGA = 0.4g and 0.5g. Fig. 5-22 (a, b) also demonstrates that
for the strong shakings (i.e., PGA ≥ 0.4g), the settlement continued to increase after the end of the
ground motion due to the high EPWP in the dense sand layer. The dense sand was fully liquefied,
and the HPs already lost the shaft resistance within the liquefied loose sand. At this time, the HP
continued to settle to mobilize the end bearing resistance. Meanwhile, the settlement of DHP was
slightly smaller than that of SHP (25mm vs 27mm). The effect of the second helix on the settlement
was small due to the liquefaction of the bearing layer (dense sand) where the second helix was
situated.
For the dry tests, Fig. 5-22 (c, d) shows that the piles' settlement increased as PGA increased.
However, the SHP and DHP settlements were much lower than those for the saturated tests because
of the support from the intact dense layer. The marginal difference in the settlement between the
SHP and DHP is explained by the stability of the bearing layer (i.e., dense sand), and the small
distance between the two helices (1D).
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Fig. 5-22. Helical piles settlement: Saturated test: (a) SHP; (b) DHP; Dry test: (c) SHP; (d)
DHP
Fig. 5-23 illustrates the difference between the leading and trailing piles’ settlement (Tilt) for the
SHP and DHP in the saturated and dry tests during the shaking with PGA = 0.3g. Fig. 5-23 (a)
shows that the group with SHPs in the dry tests exhibited some cycles with higher tilt (rotation),
but the permanent rotational response was higher in the saturated tests. On the other hand, Fig.
5-23 (b) demonstrated that the group with DHP experienced consistently higher rotational response
in the saturated tests. It was also observed that the rotational response was higher in the group with
DHP compared to the group with SHP. In general, the pile group behaviour was different in the
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saturated and dry tests. The HPG in the saturated test experienced mostly rotation (rocking
behaviour), as observed from the group settlement response in Fig. 5-23 and axial response in Fig.
5-19. In the dry test, the behaviour was dominated by flexural deformation.
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Fig. 5-23. Helical piles group tilt during the test with PGA of 0.3g: (a) SHP; (b) DHP
5.5.2.2 Plates stresses and forces
Fig. 5-24 shows the von Mises stress at the helix node adjacent to the shaft for the SHP and DHP
in the saturated and dry tests. Fig. 5-24 (a) shows that the SHP stresses in the saturated tests
increased between 9seconds to 13seconds concurrent with the generation of EPWP and associated
settlement. The stress decreased for PGA ≥ 0.4g as the bearing layer (dense sand) liquefied, and
the passive resistance on the helices decreased. The DHP helices displayed similar behaviour as
shown in v (c, d), but the stress level was smaller than that for the SHP. The top helix displayed a
soft response for PGA = 0.3g, while the stress of the bottom plate diminished at PGA ≥ 0.4g, as
shown in Fig. 5-24 (d).
In the dry tests, the stresses of the SHP helix increased as PGA increased; the peak stress increased
from 45MPa at PGA = 0.2g to 80MPa from PGA = 0.5g, as shown in Fig. 5-24 (b). The DHP top
helix exhibited the same behaviour as the SHP helix. Similarly, the DHP bottom helix stresses
increased throughout the shaking, as seen in Fig. 5-24 (e, f). The maximum stress increased from
20MPa for PGA = 0.2g to 65MPa for PGA = 0.5g; however, these stresses are well below the yield
strength of the steel, and no failure is expected to happen.
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5.5.2.3 Helical pile bearing force
Fig. 5-25 presents the calculated bearing resistance forces for the SHP and DHP in the saturated
and dry tests. In the saturated tests, bearing resistance forces increased during the peak cycles (i.e.,
between 9seconds to 13 seconds), as shown in Fig. 5-25 (a, c, d), which corresponded with the
EPWP generation and the ensuing settlement. The bearing forces decreased for PGA ≥ 0.4 g
because the bearing (dense sand) layer liquefied. The bearing resistance forces for the DHP (top
and bottom helices) were higher than the SHP (i.e., 44% higher), even though it had some
instantaneous uplift forces during the peak shaking, as shown in Fig. 23 (c).
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The bearing resistance forces increased in the dry tests as PGA increased, as shown in Fig. 5-25
(b, e, f). It is noted that the maximum DHP bearing forces were significantly higher than that of
the SHP (e.g., 18kN vs 10kN during the 0.5g motion). On the other hand, the uplift force on the
DHP top helix reached 7.2kN, while the uplift force for the SHP helix was 2.2kN. The bearing
force at the end of shaking increased as PGA increased, which indicates the dense sand layer has
densified. However, the rate of increase slowed as PGA increased, e.g., bearing force (Fb)
increased by 30% as PGA increased from 0.2g to 0.3g but increased by 6% as PGA increased from
0.4g to 0.5g.
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5.6 Summary and Conclusion
The helical piles' response was assessed by performing 3D finite element analyses employing the
OpenSees platform. The finite element models (FEM) were validated against the results of shaking
table tests results involving the lateral and axial responses of the reinforced concrete pile (RCP).
The validated FEMs were then used to conduct a comprehensive parametric to investigate the
effects of kinematic and inertial on soil-helical pile-superstructure interaction.
The helical pile shaft had the same flexural rigidity (EI) as the tested reinforced concrete piles to
facilitate comparison between helical piles and reinforced concrete piles. The depth of the soil bed
considered in the numerical model was increased compared to the test setup to provide a suitable
distance below the HP to minimize the effect of the base boundary on the axial response. In
addition, the 0.3g Wolong motion was scaled to a maximum PGA = 0.18g so that the amplified
motion at the dense/loose sand intersection would have the same acceleration as that applied to the
RCP models in the shake table tests. The FEMs were used to scrutinize the response of the soilhelical pile-superstructure system, and the main findings are summarized below.
•

The lateral displacements of helical piles and associated soil were lower than those for the
reinforced concrete piles. However, the second helix had a negligible effect on the response.

•

The lateral displacement of HPs increased as PGA increased in both saturated and dry tests.
However, the helical pile groups exhibited rigid body movement in the saturated test as the
dense sand liquefied. Also, the rigid movement was more prominent for the DHP.

•

The helical pile settlements were much less than that of the RCP at the saturated and dry tests.

•

In the saturated tests, the maximum bending moments occurred at the interface of the different
layers, and the DHP exhibited higher bending moments than the SHP. In the dry test, the
maximum bending moment occurred at the pile top with almost the same values for the SHP
and DHP for both the leading and trailing piles.
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•

The maximum bending moment increased as the PGA increased, and the bending moments for
both SHP and DHP were significantly higher in the dry tests than in the saturated tests.

•

The stresses and strains in the helices varied due to the EPWPR change in the saturated tests,
while they increased continuously with the shaking in the dry tests. The stresses and strains
were higher in the SHP helix than the DHP top helix in the saturated and dry tests. Nonetheless,
their response was linear elastic.

•

Positive shaft friction developed in the pile shaft within the loose sand layer until the
liquefaction onset (EPWPR=1), and the bearing forces in the helices fluctuated as the shaft
friction forces fluctuated.

•

As liquefaction occurred, the HP shaft resistance diminished, and the pile settled. However,
the higher end-bearing force was mobilized, which compensated for the decrease in shaft force.
This observation demonstrated the excellent performance of helical piles in maintaining their
capacity during and after liquefaction and controlling the post-liquefaction settlement.

•

The DHP bearing resistance was higher than the SHP in the saturated and dry tests. The DHP
experienced several cycles of tensile forces, especially in the dry test and with higher ground
motion.

•

The helical pile response in the saturated test was dominated by the rocking behaviour, while
the flexural behaviour dominated the response in the dry tests.
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Chapter 6

6. Effect of Model Scale on Helical Piles Response Established
from Shake Table Tests
A version of this chapter is published in Soil Dynamics and Earthquake Engineering with the
following citation: Hussein, A. F. and M. H. El Naggar (2022). "Effect of Model Scale on Helical
Piles Response Established from Shake Table Tests." Soil Dynamics and Earthquake Engineering
152: 107013.

6.1 Introduction
The reconnaissance after the Niigata earthquake in 1964 revealed severe damages in the reinforced
concrete piles (RCP) and steel pipe piles at the interface between the liquefiable and nonliquefiable soil layers (Hamada et al. 1988). These observations were valuable to assess the postearthquake performance, but they were not sufficient to discover the geotechnical behaviour
details. The concentration of the damage at the interface of different soil layers is related to their
behaviour during seismic events, which is nonlinear and stress history-dependent, and is the
dominant factor that influences the seismic soil-pile interaction. Therefore, physical models are
developed to thoroughly examine the soil-pile-superstructure interaction (SPSI) under seismic
loading (Wood et al. 2002). Several studies investigated SPSI problems through physical models
such as single gravity shaking table tests (Tang et al. 2016; Ebeido et al. 2019) and centrifuge tests
(Abdoun and Dobry 2002; Chang et al. 2006).
Shaking table tests are widely conducted to study the SPSI response as they can simulate different
soils, piles, and superstructure configurations and can induce actual earthquake motions. However,
the experiment design is constrained by the shaking table capabilities such as the payload, peak
acceleration, and velocity as well as frequency range. The SPSI in liquefiable soil has been
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investigated through several shaking table tests (Tokimatsu et al. 2004; Tamura and Tokimatsu
2006; Tokimatsu et al. 2007; Suzuki et al. 2008). For example, Tokimatsu et al. (2004) conducted
large scale shaking table tests to study the kinematic and inertial force on piles during earthquakes
in dry and saturated soil. The results illustrated that the natural period of the superstructure was
higher than the ground. Also, the inertial and kinematic forces affect the stresses in piles when the
natural period of the superstructure is higher than the ground. Meanwhile, other researchers
conducted shaking tables to study the dynamic response of the SPSI. Yasuda et al. (2000)
conducted large-scale shaking table tests on full-scale piles installed in level and sloping grounds.
They demonstrated that the piles' response was controlled by the connection between the pile and
the footing in the level ground and the liquefaction-induced ground flow in the sloped ground.
Tang et al. (2016) performed shaking table tests to investigate the seismic response of a group of
reinforced concrete piles (RCP) installed in a medium-dense sand stratum with a clay crust. The
results revealed that the maximum bending moment (BM) occurred at the liquefaction onset, and
the maximum BM occurred at the pile head. The numerical modelling of the experiment
demonstrated that the pile spacing has a marginal effect on the kinematic forces, while the inertial
force was dominated by the superstructure mass. Ebeido et al. (2019) conducted four large-scale
shake table experiments to study the response of single steel pipe piles and pile groups to
liquefaction-induced lateral spreading in a 3% sloped sand layer with a relative density of 40%–
50%. They reported that the maximum BM occurred at the liquefaction onset, and the permanent
pile displacement was lower than the maximum displacement due to partial pile rebound.
Helical piles are increasingly used as foundation systems in seismically active regions. They are
composed of a steel shaft with one or more helices attached to them as shown in Fig. 6-1. Recently,
Elsawy et al. (2019) investigated soil-helical pile-structure interaction (SHPSI) for full-scale
helical piles installed in dry dense sand using large-scale shake table testing. The results
demonstrated that the lateral response of helical piles was comparable to that of driven piles with
the same shaft configuration. They also reported that the pile response was highly affected by the
closeness of the loading frequency to the natural frequency of the soil-pile system, i.e., resonance
condition, as well as the pile geometry. Aly et al. (2021) explored the response of full-scale helical
pile (HP) groups in dry dense sand deposits through full-scale shaking table tests. The study
showed the maximum BM of single piles and pile groups, and the depth of maximum BM
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increased with higher ground motion intensity. In addition, gaps opened between the pile and
adjacent soil, which extended deeper with excitation intensity causing a significant nonlinear pilesoil response.
Orang et al. (2019) investigated the HPs’ seismic response of single, double, and triple helices in
dry soil adopting a scaled model of a full-scale shake table experiment. They reported that the BM
increased with higher PGA. In addition, their results demonstrated that the number of helices had
a marginal effect on the dynamic response. Orang et al. (2021) studied the HPs’ seismic response
in liquefiable soil using large shaking table tests to explore the feasibility of using them as a
liquefaction mitigation technique. The results showed that the HPs successfully reduced the
supported foundation’s post-liquefaction settlement. Meanwhile, Jahed Orang et al. (2021)
conducted large shaking table tests to evaluate the liquefaction-induced settlement of a rigid
shallow foundation placed on top of the three-layered ground. The test results demonstrated that
the acceleration was higher at similar depths, and the foundation settlement schemes depicted a
local shear failure mechanism with a heave in the surrounding area combined with foundation
punching settlement.
Ground Level

Embedment Depth
Helix

Inter-Helix Spacing
Pitch

Shaft Diameter
Helix Diameter
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Fig. 6-1. Typical cross-section of the helical pile and its components
These studies collectively illustrated that shaking table tests could provide a reasonable
understanding of the seismic response of the SPSI and SHPSI. In addition, shaking table tests are
more cost-effective and less time-consuming compared to full-scale foundation testing (Altaee and
Fellenius 1994). On the other hand, constructing sophisticated physical models can be challenging,
because of the need to satisfy various scaling laws. Kline (1986) discussed three methods for
complex model scaling: dimensional analysis, similitude theory, and governing equations method.
The dimensional analysis converts a dimensionally homogenous equation with physical quantities
(i.e., mass, length, and time) into dimensionless products of these physical quantities. Meanwhile,
the similitude theory defines the system forces, then the dimensional analysis is used to normalize
the model and prototype dimensionless terms. Finally, the method of governing equations
transforms the system differential equation into a non-dimensional form.
Despite the appealing advantages of the shaking table tests, the measured response could be
different from the prototype response due to scaling. Altaee and Fellenius (1994) attributed the
variance between the single gravity physical models and the prototypes to the nonlinear stressstrain soil behaviour and confining initial stress. Furthermore, Sedran et al. (2001) explored the
similarity concept and dimensional analysis of axially loaded piles in sand and evaluated the
associated potential distortions. They concluded that some physical models could not fully satisfy
the similarity condition and introduced distortions. For instance, the gravitational acceleration
could not be scaled when using single gravity devices (e.g., shaking table), which would distort
the stresses, and thereupon the skin friction on the piles. They also discussed other factors such as
scaling the sand particles' size relative to the pile diameter. Therefore, the scaling factors’ set
should be restricted to the set that produces the least amount of distortion. Correspondingly, several
studies were conducted to define the scaling factors’ set for different physical models (Gibson
1997; Meymand 1998; Wood et al. 2002; Tabatabaiefar 2012).
On going advancements in computational resources and numerical modelling tools enabled the
development of sophisticated three-dimensional (3D) models to investigate the nonlinear
behaviour of SPSI and SHPSI systems in different ground conditions (Kampitsis et al. 2015).
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Numerical studies may overcome some of the disadvantages of experimental simulations such as
scaling (Cheng and Jeremić 2009); hence, the numerical analysis could validate experimental
observations and gain deeper insights into different soil-pile interaction aspects. Taking advantage
of recent developments in numerical simulations such as realistic constitutive models for soil
behaviour and reliable time-domain solvers, several researchers investigated the behaviour of piles
in liquefied soil (Elgamal and Lu 2009; Wang et al. 2016, Hussein and El Naggar 2021b).
Furthermore, the scaling effects of shake table testing of SHPSI have not been investigated in
either non-liquefiable or liquefiable soils. Therefore, numerical models are employed in this paper
to explore the scaling effect of single gravity shaking table tests on the HP response, exploiting
the shaking table experiments by Xu et al. (2020) and the associated numerical study by Hussein
and El Naggar (2021b). Xu et al. (2020) conducted a comparative study of pile group behaviour
in the liquefiable and non-liquefiable tests employing single gravity shake table tests. Hussein and
El Naggar (2021b) developed 3D finite element models (FEM) that were validated by the
experimental results of Xu et al. (2020) and utilized the models to further study the kinematicinertial interaction effect on the axial and lateral responses of the soil-pile-structure system.
The scaling laws of the single gravity shaking table models are discussed first. The validated FEMs
developed by Hussein and El Naggar (2021b) were employed to investigate the seismic SHPSI.
The numerical models of the shaking table tests were then scaled up by adopting three scaling
factors (i.e., 2, 4, and 6) and utilized them to investigate the lateral soil deformation and the HP
lateral and axial responses in the saturated and dry soil tests. Finally, a set of factors was suggested
to extrapolate the SHPSI results in different soil conditions.

6.2 Scaling Law of Single Gravity Shaking Table
Full-scale models offer the most reliable representation of foundation behaviour in different
ground conditions, especially sand, but they are costly and time-consuming. Therefore,
geotechnical small scall models are utilized to manage the testing program cost and time
constraints. While these scaled models could precisely collect the desired data from the
experiment, these results must be extrapolated to the prototype scale. Meanwhile, several factors
control the soil-foundation systems, which complicates the extrapolation process of the results.
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Some notable factors include the nonlinear soil behaviour, the multiple-layer interaction, and
inhomogeneous soil composition (Wood et al. 2002). Thus, similitude laws should be followed to
create a correct model.
The main goal of model scaling of shake table tests is to achieve a dynamic similarity, where both
the prototype and the physical model have homologous forces. Several factors control the shaking
table and the SHPSI response such as the soil free-field response, soil-pile lateral kinematic
interaction, soil-pile lateral inertial interaction and soil-pile axial response. Iai (1989) proposed a
set of scaling relations for the SPSI in a single gravity shaking table, which involved scaling the
length, density, strain, mass, time, and acceleration.
Table 6-1 illustrates the scaling relations of the variables that contribute to the SPSI/SHPSI
response. The soil in the model and the prototype are assumed to be similar, so the density factor
is one. Also, the single gravity shaking table tests are conducted in the natural gravity; thus, the
acceleration factor is one. The strain factor was set to one; thus, a geometric scaling factor (n) was
employed to describe the scaling parameter in
Table 6-1. It is worth noting that the main challenge for shaking table tests of geotechnical models
is scaling the gravitational loads appropriately, which would have implications on the soil-pile
system.
Table 6-1. the scaling relations in terms of geometric scaling n (Iai 1989)

Quantity

Scale Factor (ModelPrototype)

Length (L)

L

n

Density ()



1

Strain



1

Mass

 L-3

n3
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Acceleration

1

1

Shear wave Velocity

( L)0.5

n0.5

Time

(L)0.5

n0.5

Frequency

(L)-0.5

n-0.5

Stress

(L )

n

Displacement

( L)

n

(L  − )

n

(L  − L)

n5

Modulus
Stiffness EI

6.2.1 Summary of the Experiments and Finite Element models
6.2.2 Summary of Shaking Table Test Setup
Xu et al. (2020) conducted a shaking table test program to study the SPSI in dry and saturated tests
with similar soil, pile group, and superstructure configurations to directly compare the SPSI in
liquefiable and non-liquefiable conditions, as shown Fig. 6-2. The water table was located at the
ground level in the saturated tests. Four 10cm-diameter RCPs installed in a soil profile comprising
0.3m clay crust, 1.2m loose sand with 60% relative density and 0.5m dense sand with 90% relative
density, which was enclosed in a laminar box placed on the shake table. The piles were 1.65 m
long, and their tips were situated at 10cm above the container base. The laminar box had
dimensions (𝑋𝑥𝑌𝑥𝑍) of 3.2m x 2.4m x 2.2m with 2.0m soil deep. The piles were spaced at 0.5m
center-to-center and their heads were connected by a 0.8m reinforced concrete square cap. The cap
supported a superstructure of a steel column carrying two steel blocks of 410Kg each.
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Fig. 6-2. Laminar shear box (after Xu et al. 2020)

6.2.3 Summary of the Numerical Model Geometry
Hussein and El Naggar (2021b) developed 3D FEMs using the OpenSees platform (Mazzoni et al.
2006) and calibrated the constitutive soil models, and the FEM models were validated by the
results of the shaking table testing program by Xu et al. (2020). This section summarizes the main
features of the FEMs and emphasizes the modifications to simulate the soil-helical pile-structure
system. The laminar box that enclosed the soil section satisfied the minimum lateral boundaries
on the piles’ lateral response according to the elastic theory (i.e., 15d) and fulfilled the influence
area limitation (Robinsky and Morrison 1964). The same soil models and superstructure
configurations of the SPSI models were used, but the RCPs were replaced by HPs with the
characteristics presented in Table 6-2. The HP shaft diameter was selected such that it has the same
cross-section stiffness (EI) as the RCP (i.e., 148 kN/m2.m4). Even though the vertical boundaries
have a negligible effect on the seismic lateral response of piles (Dong et al. 2018), the vertical
boundary was increased by 1.1 m to ensure the distance to the bottom boundary is 5 Dhelix, where
Dhelix is helix diameter (i.e., dense sand layer thickness increased to 1.6m).
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Table 6-2. Helical pile group configuration, units in mm
Parameter

Value

Parameter

Value

Parameter

Value

Shaft Diameter d

76

Helix Spacing

300

Pile Cap Thickness

250

5

Piles Spacing, mm

750

Helix Thickness

10

228

Pile Cap width

1050

Shaft

Wall

Thickness
Helix

Diameter

Dhelix

6.2.4 Elements and Material Models Description
Fig. 6-3 displays the soil, HP, cap, superstructure model and indicates the element types and
corresponding material models. The soil elements were simulated using an 8-node hexahedral
linear isoperimetric element (Brick u-p Element); each element has four degrees of freedom: three
for

displacements

and

one

PressureDependMultiYield02

for
model

the

pore

water

described

the

pressure
sand

(Yang

et

behaviour,

al.
and

2008).
the

PressureIndependMultiYield model simulated the clay behaviour. Both models are elastic-plastic,
but the clay model is not pressure-sensitive, and the plasticity only appears in the shear stressstrain response. Fig. 6-3 (section B-B) illustrates the interface element, which was 10 cm thick due
to the large relative stiffness between the soil and helical piles (Desai et al. 1984). The soil elements
were appropriately refined adjacent to the shafts to optimize the SHPSI response in the lateral and
axial directions. Also, the mesh elements were divided so that the shear wave could propagate
efficiently throughout the soil elements.
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Fig. 6-3. Longitudinal section for the geometry of soil-pile-superstructure interaction used
in numerical modelling-Scale n=1
The measured parameters of the soil used in the shake table tests were employed to correlate the
material model geotechnical parameters. The sand particles' mean diameter (D50=0.35mm) and
uniformity coefficient (Cu=2.47) were used to calculate the maximum and minimum voids ratios
(Sarkar et al. 2019), which were then correlated to the low strain shear modulus at each depth (Das
and Ramana 2011). The geotechnical parameters were adjusted through the calibration process to
capture the proper soil element response. Standard penetration test results by Idriss and Youd
(1997) and cone penetration test results by Robertson (1985) were used in the sand model
calibration. The sand with relative density (Dr) =60% was calibrated to approach 4% shear strain
after liquefaction onset with a cyclic stress ratio, CSR = 0.215, while sand with Dr=90% was
calibrated to approach 1% shear strain after liquefaction onset with CSR = 0.47. Table 2 provides
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the calibrated parameters used to validate the shaking table program. The interface elements’ shear
and normal stiffnesses and the shear parameters presented in Table 6-3 were reduced by a factor
of 0.70 as recommended by Ghalibafian (2006).
Table 6-3. Constitutive model parameters for different soil layers
Parameters

Crust Clay

Loose Sand

Dense Sand

Thickness, m

0.30

1.20

1.1

Relative Density Dr, %

-

60

90

Soil Density , kg/cm3

1.60

1.60

1.60

Reference Pressure pr, KPa

101

101

101

Reference Shear Modulus Gr, MPa

12.5

16.55

19.12

Reference Bulk Modulus Br, Mpa

40.0

43.03

49.71

Friction Angle at peak shear strength f, o

0

35.0

37.0

Cohesion c, KPa

25.0

0.1

0.1

Peak Shear Strain gmax

0.1

0.1

0.1

Pressure Dependent Coefficient dp

0.0

0.5

0.5

Phase transformation angle pt, o

-

26

26

Contraction coefficient c1

-

0.04

0.02

Contraction coefficient c2

-

5.0

5.0

Contraction coefficient c3

-

0.0

0.15

Dilation coefficient d1

-

0.0

0.06
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Dilation coefficient d2

-

3.0

3.0

Dilation coefficient d3

-

0.0

0.15

Void’s ratio e

-

0.90

0.75

Horizontal permeability coefficient, m/s

1E-9

6.6E-5

6.6E-5

Vertical permeability coefficient, m/s

1E-9

6.6E-5

6.6E-5

Fibre elements were adopted for the HP shaft, HP helices and superstructure as shown in Fig.
6-4Fig. 5-3. The HP and the superstructure were modelled using the 3D nonlinear displacementbased beam-column elements, and the helices were modelled using shell elements ShellMITC4
(Dvorkin and Bathe 1984). Rigid links were used to fill the diameter of the shaft within the soil.
The rigid links and the cap elements were simulated using elastic beam-column elements with high
flexural stiffness. The superstructure masses (410Kg each) were added to the nodes at 2.0m and
3.0m above the cap level (i.e., 0.0m), and the cap weight was assigned to the cap center. The
uniaxialMaterial Steel02 model was used to simulate the shaft behaviour (Filippou et al. 1983),
and the nDMaterial J2PlateFibre material model was adopted for the helix. The superstructure
cross-section was modelled utilizing the axialMaterial hardening model. Similar degrees of
freedom (i.e., same displacement) were implemented at the pile cap and the HP shaft nodes (Li
and Motamed 2017). Table 6-4 illustrates the parameters of the constitutive models for the HP
shaft and helices and

Table 6-5 illustrates the material model parameters for the rigid links, cap, and superstructure.
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(b)

(a)

(c)

Fig. 6-4. Helical pile group model details (unit: mm-Scale: n=1): (a) pipe pile cross-section
using fiber section beam-column element, t=5mm; (b) fiber discretization of the multi-layer
shell element; (c) superstructure hot-rolled steel H-section
Table 6-4. Constitutive model parameters for pip used in the fibre section
Pipe pile
Parameter

Material model

Yield stress fy, Mpa
Elasticity modulus E,
GPa
Strain-hardening
ratio b

Helix plate
Value
uniaxialMaterial
Steel02
360

30

0.01

Parameter

Value

Material Model

J2PlateFibre

Yield stress fy, Mpa

250

Elasticity modulus E,
GPa
Poisson’s ratio 

21

0.26

R0=18
Control the transition
from elastic to plastic cR1=0.925
branches
cR2=0.15

Kinematic hardening
modulus

0.26
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Table 6-5. Constitutive model for the pile cap, rigid links, and superstructure
Cap/Rigid Link

Material Model

Area

Cross-section

As, m
Elastic Modulus Ep,
GPa
Shear Modulus Gp,
GPa
Moment of Inertia I,
m4

Superstructure

Elastic

78.5

15.0 E4

11.5

4.9E-6

uniaxialMaterial

Model

Elastic

Hardening
Modulus

ES,

GPa

Yield stress Fy, MPa

Isotropic

hardening

Modulus
kinematic

hardening

Modulus

300

360.0

0.0

1.0E3

6.2.5 Summary of the Boundary Conditions and Analysis Steps
The analysis comprised four construction stages. First, an elastic gravity analysis was conducted
for the soil bed with the base nodes fixed in the Z direction and the outer base nodes fixed in the
X and Y directions. The response during the gravity step was evaluated using the Newmark
integration method with the time integration parameters of g=1.50 and =1.0. Second, the soil state
was updated to account for plasticity, and the base nodes were fixed in all directions; the pore
pressure conditions were fixed for the nodes at the ground level (the water level was located at the
ground surface). Third, the structural elements (pile, rigid links, helical piles, helices, cap, and
superstructure) were installed, and equal degrees of freedom conditions were implemented to
connect the structural nodes and the soil elements. Finally, shear boundary conditions were applied
to the nodes at the model sides, and the permeability coefficients were updated to account for the
undrained behaviour during the shaking with a 0.01 second time step. The solution was obtained
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using the modified Newton-Raphson approach, and the Rayleigh damping was defined by a
damping ratio of 2% for the dry site and 3% for the saturated site. Fig. 6-5 (a) shows the Wolong
earthquake motion scaled to 0.3g as adopted in the experiment and the RCP numerical models. A
higher amplification of the 0.3g Wolong motion was expected to occur at the loose-sand lower
surface after the depth of soil bed considered in the analysis was increased compared to the
experimental setup. Therefore, the input motion for this analysis was downscaled to 0.18g, as
shown in Fig. 5-4 (b), such that the acceleration time history at the loose and dense sand layers
interface is the same as the experimental shaking.
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Fig. 6-5. Wolong ground motion time history: (a) scaled to 0.3g; (b) scaled to 0.18g
6.2.6 Numerical Model Scaling
The numerical model was scaled up employing a geometry factor, n = 2, 4, and 6 to investigate
the SHPSI response in large-scale models compared with the actual scale of the shaking table tests.
The soil dimensions were scaled up with a factor of n in all directions to ensure satisfying the
minimum effects of the lateral and vertical boundaries on the HPs’ lateral and axial responses (i.e.,
to avoid interference with the laminar box). The mesh size was refined accordingly to ensure
proper propagation of the share wave velocity and adequate axial and lateral responses. The soil
density and friction angle were scaled with n = 1. In addition, the shear wave velocity was scaled
to a factor of n0.5, such that the reference shear modulus (Gmax=Vs2) and the reference bulk
modulus (Bmax) were scaled up by n.
The scaling of the foundation and superstructure was challenging to strictly follow the scaling laws
in
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Table 6-1. First, the pile length and spacing, pile cap dimensions, and superstructure height were
scaled by n. Second, the superstructure masses were scaled by n3. Third, the stiffness (EI) of the
HP shaft was increased with a factor equal to n5. The steel modulus of elasticity (E) was constant
regardless of the model size because it is a mechanical property of the steel. Scaling E will result
in unrealistic estimation for the material properties, which will have implications in future
investigations employing these magnified models. As a result, only the shaft diameter and the
thickness (i.e., the section inertia I) were scaled up, but the increase was not consistent with the
length scaling (i.e., n) to satisfy the scaling factor of n5. Similar scaling was employed to the helix
and the superstructure sections. Finally, the 0.18g Wolong motion time was scaled by multiplying
the motion time to square root the geometric scale factors, and the same acceleration values were
interpolated with the new time series (i.e., acceleration factor of n=1). Table 6-6 summarizes the
scaled numerical models' parameters.
Table 6-6. Numerical models scaled parameters
Parameter

Scale=1

Scale=2

Scale=4

Scale=6

Superstructure Mass, Kg

410

3280

26240

88560

Time, Second

40

56.6

80

98

12.5/16.6/19.1 25/33.1/38.2

50/66.2/76.4

75/99.6/114.6

40.0/43.0/49.7 80/86/99.4

160/172/199

240/258/298

Shaft Diameter dshaft, mm

76

200

500

800

Shaft Thickness tshaft, mm

5

8

16

30

148

4745

151870

1153264

Reference Shear Modulus Gr,
MPa*
Reference Bulk Modulus Br,
MPa*

Shaft

Stiffness

kN/m2.m4

EIshaft,
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Helix Diameter Dhelix, mm

230

600

1500

2410

Helix Thickness thelix, mm

10

20

50

90

4

127

4085

31026

45920

1469440

11158560

Helix

Stiffness

EIhelix,

kN/m2.m4

Superstructure Stiffness EI,
1435
kN/m2.m4

*The values were scaled for Clay/Loose Sand/Dense Sand, respectively

6.3 Effect of Model Scale on Soil Response
6.3.1 Liquefaction Inspection
The excess pore water pressure (EPWP) is calculated as the difference between the pore water
pressure (PWP) at any time (t) and the initial PWP (t=0). When the EPWP equals soil initial
`
vertical effective stress (𝜎𝑣𝑜
), the soil loses its shear strength and liquefies. Fig. 6-6 illustrates the

EPWP at the loose/dense sand interface and the middle of the loose sand layer (liquefiable layer).
`
The straight horizontal lines represent the 𝜎𝑣𝑜
at middle of the loose sand, while the dotted
`
horizontal lines express the 𝜎𝑣𝑜
at the loose/dense sand interface. The scrutiny of the four dotted

curves schemes in Fig. 6-6 revealed that the liquefaction state was triggered in all models within
the loose sand layer. Foremost, Fig. 6-6 (a) depicted the EPWP in the model with n=1, and the
liquefaction was initiated between 10 to 12 seconds. For the magnified models in Fig. 6-6 (b, c,
and d), the liquefaction initiation periods were similar to the actual shaking table model (n=1) in
Fig. 6-6 (a), multiplied by the square root of the model scale (i.e., (10-12)x√𝑛 seconds). While the
`
EPWPs were slightly higher than 𝜎𝑣𝑜
in model with n=1 and decreased with higher scale factors
`
and became equal to the 𝜎𝑣𝑜
in the model with n=4 and 6.

At the interface of loose and dense sand layers (the solid curves) in Fig. 6-6 (a), the maximum
`
EPWP was 7.9KPa, which was 10% less than the 𝜎𝑣𝑜
(8.8KPa) and was high enough to initiate
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`
liquefaction. The EPWP increased slightly with higher scaling factors, and it became equal to 𝜎𝑣𝑜

in the model with n=6, as shown in Fig. 6-6 (d). In addition, The EPWPs reached the maximum in
models with n=1and 2, then dissipated, which was not observed in models with n=4 and 6. As a
result of the similar behaviour between the models with n=4 and 6, the models with n=4 or larger
are considered adequate for future numerical large-scale model purposes. Generally, the finite
element analysis (FEA) successfully scaled the shaking table tests and captured the liquefaction
triggering, and scaled the EPWP by n. However, the EPWP results showed a minor variance in the
scaled models due to nonlinear soil behaviour and the multi-layer interaction.
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Fig. 6-6. Excess pore pressure (EPWP) time history at the mid loose (solid line) sand and
sand layers interface (dotted line), and the horizontal lines are the initial effective vertical
stress at the EPWP curve’s location: (a) Scale 1; (a) Scale 2; (c) Scale 4; (d) Scale 6

6.3.2 Soil Acceleration and Displacement
The horizontal soil acceleration (Ac) is an important quantity since it eventually results in the
lateral force (F) applied to the system mass. While scaling the prototype into a physical model, a
fundamental criterion is to obtain a similar horizontal acceleration; consequently, the system
response becomes controlled by its gravitational mass. Therefore, the soil gravitational mass was
scaled by increasing the soil volume (i.e., n3) and imposing a density scaling factor of 1. Also, the
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low strain shear modulus was another factor that controls the free field site response; thus, it was
scale by n. Fig. 6-7 (a and b) presented the maximum soil horizontal acceleration at the location
of section A-A, as shown in Fig. 6-3, in the liquefiable and the non-liquefiable tests. In the
following figures, the Y-axes with the soil depth were downscaled (i.e., Depth/Scale) to
accommodate all models on the same graph, which facilitated the comparison. In addition, the
input motion was scaled to 0.18g (as shown in Fig. 6-5 b) in the HP models to be directly compared
with RCP models (Hussein and El Naggar 2021b) by obtaining a similar acceleration at the sand
layers interface.
Fig. 6-7 shows that the FEMs accurately captured the Ac trends for all scaled models in the
saturated and dry tests, and the Ac values in different models were close. For example, Fig. 6-7 (a)
illustrates that the Ac in the saturated tests amplified from an acceleration of 0.18g to 0.3g at the
loose/dense sand interface. The Ac amplification continued in the loose sand to a depth of 1.2m
only in the models with n=4 and 6. In the loose sand, the Ac de-amplified till the sand/clay
intersection, and the Ac de-amplification was attributed to the soil softening and the soil's higher
damping ratio. In the dry tests, Fig. 6-7 (b) revealed that Ac was amplified from the bottom to the
sand/clay interface with Ac = 0.3g at the loose/dense sand interface, and maximum Ac of 0.42g at
the ground level. The reasonable Ac similitude in the saturated and dry tests allowed for direct
comparison between the scaled models.
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Fig. 6-7. Maximum horizontal soil acceleration: (a) Saturated tests; (a) Dry tests
Fig. 6-8 illustrates the maximum lateral soil displacements in the saturated and dry tests reduced
to the shaking table scale by dividing the maximum values by n. The lateral soil displacements
increased from zero at the soil base towards the ground level, and the increase was higher for
scaled-up models (proportional to the scale factor n). In the saturated tests shown in Fig. 6-8 (a),
most of the deformation occurred within the liquefied zone, and was nonuniform through the loose
sand layer, especially for models with higher scale factors. For example, the maximum soil
displacements occurred within the loose sand layer at a depth of 0.6m and increased from
approximately 4mm in the model with n=1 to 7.9mm (3.95mmx2), 16.4mm (4.1mm x4), and 24.8
(4.13mmx6) in the models with n=2, 4, and 6, respectively.
On the other hand, Fig. 6-8 (b) shows that the distribution of lateral soil displacement was uniform
in the dry tests. The model with scale n=1 resulted in approximately the same lateral soil
displacement in the saturated (i.e., 4mm) and dry (i.e., 3.8mm) tests at the ground level.
Nevertheless, the increase in displacement was less than the saturated test in the scaled-up models
(e.g., 5.7mm in model with n=2, 8.9mm in model with n=4, and 12.0mm in model with n=6).
Overall, the single gravity shaking table tests could effectively capture the soil deformation
profiles in the saturated and dry tests but extrapolating the results to the prototype scale should be
done carefully as the soil nonlinear behaviour and its saturation/dry conditions could complicate
the extrapolation process.
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Fig. 6-8. Maximum lateral soil displacement: (a) Saturated tests; (a) Dry tests

6.4 Effect of Model Scale on Pile Response
6.4.1

Pile Lateral Response

The HP lateral displacements in the saturated and dry tests were calculated and are presented in
Fig. 6-9. In the following discussion, the relative lateral displacement (RLD) term refers to the
difference between the lateral displacement along the pile and that at the pile toe. Fig. 6-9 (a)
shows that for the saturated tests, RLD was zero within the dense sand layer due to its high passive
resistance on the helices. This further extended into increased the loose sand layer with higher
scaled models; however, RLD increased significantly in the loose (liquified) layer as the scale
factor increased. Fig. 6-9 (b) shows that the non-zero RLD started above the helix location within
the dense sand in the dry tests.
In the loose sand layer, the HPs’ lateral displacement increased linearly to the cap level in the
saturated and dry tests. While the HP had similar deformation patterns to the soil deformation in
the dry tests, it did not follow the nonuniform soil deformation within the liquefiable layer in the
saturated tests as the liquified soil moved around the pile shaft. Fig. 6-9 also shows that the HP
displacement increased proportional to the scale factor, e.g., the HP displacements at the cap level
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increased by 7.4mm, 14.7mm and 20.75mm in the saturated tests and 5.57mm, 8.4mm, and
11.86mm in the dry tests for models with n=2, 4, and 6, respectively.
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Fig. 6-9. Maximum lateral pile displacement: (a) Saturated tests; (a) Dry tests
To facilitate direct comparison with the actual shaking table results, the maximum bending
moments (BM) of the scaled-up models were reduced to the shaking table scale (n=1) by dividing
the calculated BM by n4. This scaling factor was derived from the moment definition expressed as
force multiplied by length (i.e., n3 x n). Fig. 6-10 shows the maximum BM during the shaking for
saturated and dry tests. The HPs exhibited similar BM trends in the saturated and dry tests, and the
pile cross-section remained elastic (i.e., no yield) in both cases.
For the HPs in the saturated tests, Fig. 6-10 (a) shows that the maximum BMs occurred at the sand
layers interface aligned and at the connection to the pile cap same observation was made by
Abdoun et al. (2003). However, the scaled BM values decreased with higher scale factors. For
example, the BM decreased by 14% and 17% for models with n=4 and 6, compared to the model
with n =1. Fig. 6-10 (b) shows that the BMs in the dry tests were generally less than those in the
saturated tests and the maximum BMs occurred at the cap and helix levels. Fig. 6-10 (b) also shows
that the BM values decreased significantly as the model scale increased; the difference was up to
50% at the cap level and 20% at the helix level in the model with n=6. Overall, the scaled models
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captured the HPs’ bending moment profile, but they overestimated the HP bending moment values.
Therefore, scaling HPs can be challenging, and results extrapolation may not be utterly consistent
with the physical model scale.
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Fig. 6-10. Maximum bending moment: (a) Saturated tests; (a) Dry tests
6.4.2 Axial Response
Several infrastructures and buildings failures during previous earthquakes were associated with
severe settlements (Tokimatsu and Asaka 1998). Piles installed in saturated sand layers may
exhibit different response mechanisms depending on the EPWP developed within the sand layers
as the effective vertical stress, and consequently, the soil shear strength, decrease. In addition, the
end bearing, and shaft friction resistances will be affected differently. When the EPWP increases
in the bearing layer, the pile may settle excessively, which could lead to mobilization of increased
end bearing capacity. However, the skin friction diminishes with EPWP generation and could
vanish when liquefaction occurs.
On the other hand, piles in dry sites exhibit a different failure mechanism. The piles could
experience significant tension and compression cycles, and their settlements coincide with high
acceleration cycles, where the piles settle to mobilize their end bearing capacity. However, the
piles' settlement is less than that in saturated sites and bearing capacity failure is not expected since
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the soil characteristics could potentially improve due to compaction. The following section
explores the effects of model scale in shaking table on helical piles settlement, axial forces, and
helix stresses for both saturated and dry tests.
6.4.2.1 Pile Vertical Settlement
Fig. 6-11 presents the pile settlement time history in the saturated and dry tests. The settlements
in the saturated tests were higher than those in the dry tests regardless of the model scale. For
example, Fig. 6-11 (a) shows that the maximum pile settlement for the shaking table actual scale
was 1.4mm in the dry test and 1.67mm in the saturated test. In addition, the settlement results were
normalized to the scaling factor (n) to directly compare the different scaled models. The HP
settlement increased as the model scale increased in both saturated and dry tests; however, the
scaled settlement decreased with larger models. For instance, Fig. 6-11 (b, c, and d) show that the
maximum scaled settlement decreased to 1.61mm, 1.5mm, and 1.32mm in the saturated tests, and
1.1mm, 1.0mm, and 0.9mm in the dry tests for the scale n=2, 4, and 6 =, respectively. Meanwhile,
the time history graphs were similar in the four scaled models; except, the settlement time was
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Fig. 6-11. Pile settlement time history: (a) Scale 1; (a) Scale 2; (c) Scale 4; (d) Scale 6
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6.4.2.2 Pile Axial Force
The pile axial forces are transferred through friction resistance along the shaft and bearing
resistance on the helices. The friction resistance along the shaft was calculated by integrating the
shear stresses along the shaft, while the helix end bearing was equal to the axial force at the helix
level. It is worth noting that the axial force below the helix was small relative to the contribution
of the side shaft friction and the helix bearing resistance. The calculated forces were scaled down
by a factor of n3 for direct comparison with the shaking table scale (n=1). Fig. 6-12 illustrated the
static axial forces from the gravity stage (i.e., stage 3) in the saturated and dry tests. The results
demonstrate that the axial forces of all scaled models followed the same trend. The total weight
of the superstructure and pile cap was 14.4kN, while the load at the top of each pile was 3.3kN
(i.e., 13.2kN for the four HP) for all scaled models as shown in Fig. 6-12. That indicated that the
pile cap transferred 1.2n3 kN to the soil underneath it.
Fig. 6-12 (a) shows that the HP in the saturated tests exhibited higher axial forces along the shaft
than those in the dry tests (Fig. 6-12 (b)), which is attributed to the higher effective vertical stress
in the dry tests, hence larger shaft friction. Therefore, the forces transferred to the helices in the
saturated tests were higher than those in the dry tests. Fig. 6-12 also shows that the axial forces
decreased slightly as the model scale increased in both saturated and dry tests. The minor variation
in the axial forces was due to the HP different scaled dimensions (i.e., the shaft diameter and its
thickness) adopted to achieve an adequate scaled stiffness (EI) with a similar modulus of elasticity
(E). The distortion effect was reflected in the side friction forces, which were small since the soil
was mainly sand, and the pile behaviour was primarily governed by bearing at the helix level.
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Fig. 6-12. Maximum static axial forces: (a) Saturated tests; (a) Dry tests
The ultimate bearing capacity was calculated by (Elkasabgy and El Naggar 2015):
𝑄𝑢𝑙𝑡 = 𝐴𝑡 𝛾 ` 𝐻𝑛 𝑁𝑞 + ∑ 𝐴ℎ 𝛾 ` 𝐻𝑖 𝑁𝑞 +
𝑖=1−𝑛

𝜋
𝑑𝐻 2 𝛾 ` 𝐾𝑠 tan ∅`
2 𝑒𝑓𝑓

Equation 6-1

where 𝐴𝑡 is shaft tip area, 𝛾 ` is the effective soil unit weight, 𝐻𝑛 is the depth to the bottom helix,
𝑁𝑞 is the bearing capacity factor, 𝐻𝑖 is, 𝑑 is the pile shaft diameter, 𝐻𝑒𝑓𝑓 is the effective length of
the pile shaft (equal to the embedment depth of the upper helix, H, minus the helix diameter), 𝐾𝑠
is the coefficient of lateral earth pressure, ∅` is the effective angle of internal friction. The ultimate
force was then scaled down by a factor of n3, similar to the calculated axial forces, and the results
are presented in Table 6-7. As expected, the pile ultimate capacity in the dry test is much higher
than that in the saturated test.

Table 7 also shows that the calculated capacity increased

proportional to the model scale.
Table 6-7. the ultimate bearing capacity of the helical pile scaled to the force factor (n3)
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Model scale

n=1

n=2

n=4

n=6

Saturated test (Qu/n3)

32

53

82

106

Dry test (Qu/n3)

84

136

212

274

The axial seismic response of the HP is complicated due to the combination of the kinematic soilpile interaction and inertial soil-pile-superstructure interaction effects. This response can not be
conveniently scaled due to the nonlinear soil response and competing kinematic and inertial
effects. Generally, the inertial force is transferred at the pile cap level as a lateral force and moment.
The lateral force mainly induces the lateral pile response, while the moment will be translated to
the leading (in the motion direction) and trailing (opposite to motion direction) piles as tension and
compression forces. As a result, the axial forces diagrams exhibit maximum and minimum force
cycles, and in some cases, the pile becomes under uplift loading. Furthermore, additional axial
force and moment may be induced in the pile due to the applied load eccentricity when the pile
displaces laterally (i.e., p-delta effect). To elucidate these different aspects, the HP axial forces in
the scaled models are thoroughly investigated.
The HP axial forces were extracted from the dynamic analysis stage, and the values were scaled
down by applying a factor of n3. Fig. 6-13 illustrates HP axial force diagrams at selected instants
of the time history where the HPs axial forces had maximum and minimum values. Fig. 6-13 (a)
shows that for HPs in the saturated tests, the axial force changed slightly with depth due to minimal
shaft resistance from the liquified soil. In addition, all piles experienced compressive loads in all
scaled models (i.e., no tension in model or prototype piles). In addition, the minimum compression
forces in one pile corresponded to the maximum compression force in the opposite pile in the
square group, as the group rotated. The generation of EPWP reduced the skin friction until it
vanished at the liquefaction onset, which reduced the discrepancy between the scaled models’
responses associated with the different scales for pile diameter and its wall thickness. On the other
hand, the HPs in dry tests exhibited strong shaft frictional resistance as shown in Fig. 6-13 (b).
However, this frictional resistance changed significantly during the shaking from the maximum
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compressive axial force to a minimal compressive force or even tensile force at other instants
during the shaking due to pile group rotational response. Fig. 6-13 (b) also shows that the load
translated at the pile head decreased as the model scale increased. For example, the maximum
dynamic load at the pile head decreased from 8.30kN in the model with n = 1 to 6.83kN in the
model with a scale of n = 6 (i.e., 17.7% decrease). The percentage decrease in minimum axial force
at the pile top was higher as the model scale increased (e.g., 400% increase from scale n=1 to n=6),
and the tensile force in the upper part of the HP of the model with n = 1 became compressive in
models with n > 1 (i.e., no tensile forces would occur for the prototype pile).
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Fig. 6-13. Maximum dynamic axial forces: (a) Saturated tests; (a) Dry tests
For the piles in saturated test, the dynamic maximum axial force at the pile top reached 5.4kN (i.e.,
63% increase compared to static load); however, the end bearing force was well below the static
end bearing capacity as shown in Table 6-7. The end bearing capacity decreased as the EPWP ratio
increased at the helix depth. Correspondingly, the end bearing capacity during the earthquake was
calculated employing Equation 6-2 as proposed by Knappett and Madabhushi (2009). The factor
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of safety (FOS) of earthquake end bearing capacity was then calculated as the ratio between the
bearing capacity after developing EPWP and the applied bearing forces and the results are shown
in Fig. 6-14. It is observed from Fig. 12 that the FOS curves follow the trend of the EPWP curves
(Fig. 6-6) and that the FOS was well above 1, with minimum FOS = 6.8, 8.4, 9.19, and 10.95 for
the models with n=1, 2, 4, and 6, respectively. The higher FOS for larger-scale models is attributed
to the larger helix diameter (Dhelix=3dshaft).
3−sin 𝜙
𝑞𝑏𝐸,𝑢𝑙𝑡
EPWP 3(1+sin
𝜙)
= [1 − ( ` )]
𝑞𝑏𝑜,𝑢𝑙𝑡
𝜎𝑣

Equation 6-2

Where 𝑞𝑏𝐸,𝑢𝑙𝑡 is the earthquake end bearing capacity, 𝑞𝑏𝑜,𝑢𝑙𝑡 is the static end bearing capacity,
EPWP is the excess pore water pressure, and 𝜙 is the friction angle at the pile tip.
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Fig. 6-14. Liquefiable bearing capacity factor of safety (FOS) time history: (a) n = 1; (a) n =
2; (c) n = 4; (d) n = 6
Fig. 6-15 presents the helix maximum von mises stress 𝜎𝑣𝑚 near the shaft elements in the saturated
and dry tests. Fig. 6-15 (a) shows that for piles installed in the saturated site, the stresses in the
models with n = 1 were less than that in the dry test (Fig. 6-15 b). Also, the stress time history
exhibited a more prolonged vibration period in the saturated models as shown in Fig. 6-15 (b, c,
and d), which indicated an extended vibration period. This response was not observed in the dry
tests as shown in Fig. 6-15 (f, g, and h). In addition, the results indicate that the stresses increased
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as the model scale increased, especially in the saturated tests. It is also noted that the maximum
von mises stress in Fig. 6-15 (a to h) was 99.4Mpa, which was well below the yield stress
(250Mpa).
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Fig. 6-15. von Mises Stress time history in the helix (helix-edge nodes): Saturated tests: (a)
Scale 1; (a) Scale 2; (c) Scale 4; (d) Scale 6; Dry tests: (e) Scale 1; (f) Scale 2; (g) Scale 4; (h)
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6.5 Discussion
The results demonstrated that the scaled-up models exhibited similar lateral and axial response
mechanisms. The HPs’ response in the saturated tests was dominated by the rocking behaviour in
the axial direction, while the flexural behaviour dominated the response in the dry tests. However,
the scaled models revealed some signs of dissimilarity, which could impose challenges in the
extrapolation of shaking table results to the prototype scale. The variability of the results obtained
using different model scales was assessed through statistical analysis. The soil and pile maximum
lateral displacements along the depth, maximum pile settlement, and maximum helices stresses
were normalized to those in the shaking table model scale (n=1) as shown in Fig. 6-16. This
normalization aid in describing the deviation of results due to model scale and provide some
insights into extrapolation of shaking table test results to prototype scale.
Fig. 6-16 (a and b) illustrate the normalized maximum lateral soil displacement increase factors
(SDIF) along the soil depth. The SDIFs for the saturated tests are higher than for the dry tests. In
addition, the SDIF variation along the depth in the saturated test was higher than in the dry tests.
For example, the SDIF ranged from 2.9 at the top to 6 at the bottom in the saturated test at n = 6,
and the corresponding values for the dry tests were 2.8 at the top and 4 at the bottom. In the
saturated tests, the liquified loose soil experienced larger deformation than the dense sand.
Meanwhile, the displacements of looses and dense sand layers were closer in the dry tests.
Therefore, it is suggested to extrapolate the maximum SDIFs in the saturated test by a factor of n,
and a factor of 0.6n in the dry tests.
The normalized lateral pile displacement factor (PDIF) shown in Fig. 6-16 (c and d) similar trend
to SDIF; the PDIF increased with a maximum factor of 0.8n in the saturated test and 0.5n in the
dry tests. The HP lateral displacement was less than the soil in the saturated test owing to the soil
flying around the shaft after the liquefaction onset. On the other hand, The HP exhibited a lateral
displacement close to the soil with deformations slightly higher in the soil element relative to the
pile in the dry tests. The displacement values in the saturated tests had a close proportionality to
the geometric scale factor (n) compared to the dry test. This can be explained through the scaling
law by Iai (1989), where the displacement scale factor depends on the strain and length factors
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(i.e., ). The strain level is higher in the liquefiable test than the dry test, and that can explain
the discrepancy in the dry and saturated tests. However, as the soil liquefies, the pile response is
dominated by the pile flexural rigidity which is well controlled. On the other hand, the pile
response in the dry test is affected by the properties of both the pile and soil, as well as the
kinematic interaction of the pile-soil system. These different factors may have opposing effects
during the shaking. More physical models with different scaling factors and varied ground
conditions are required to provide a better understanding of the irregular scaling of the
displacement. Therefore, the HP lateral displacement can be first extrapolated, and then the
bending moment can be calculated using Equation 6-3.

𝐵𝑀 = 𝐸𝐼

𝑑2𝑢
𝑑2 𝑥

Equation 6-3

Where BM is the bending moment, E is the section elasticity modulus, I is the section moment of
inertia, u is the lateral displacement, and x is the position coordinate.
The pile axial response is controlled by the vertical settlement and the axial forces. Fig. 6-16 (e)
illustrates the normalized pile settlement increased factor (PSIF) in the saturated and dry tests. The
PSIF increases with n, and the trendlines suggest PSIF = 0.9n in the saturated tests and 0.7n in the
dry test. The axial force response is divided into the skin friction forces and the at-helix forces.
The previous axial forces discussion demonstrated that the HP skin friction response deteriorated
in the saturated test with liquefaction. Also, the skin friction was relatively small in the sand layers
in the dry tests, and its effect in the axial response was marginal. Therefore, the HP axial forces
were dominated by the at-helix forces, where the helices’ stresses increased with larger models.
Fig. 6-16 (f) depicted the maximum von mises stress increase factor (vmIF) in the saturated and
dry tests. The vmIF increased by a factor of 1.2n and 0.4n in the saturated and dry tests,
respectively. The higher vmIF in the saturated test compared to the dry tests demonstrated the
domination of the HP rocking behaviour in the saturated tests.
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Fig. 6-16. Results fitting analysis: (a)Soil lateral displacement-saturated test; (b) Soil lateral
displacement-dry test; (c) Pile lateral displacement-Saturated test; (d) Pile lateral
displacement-dry test: (e) Pile vertical settlement; (f) Helix von mises stress

6.6 Conclusion
This paper conducted 3D finite element models (FEM) to investigate the soil-helical pilesuperstructure interaction (SHPSI) behaviour in single-gravity shaking table experiments and
compare the resulted with similar scaled-up models. This study adopted calibrated and validate
numerical models with a reinforced concrete pile (RCP) and modified them to helical piles (HP)
with a similar shaft stiffness (EI). In addition, the dense sand depth was increased in the numerical
models to extend the soil depth below the helices, which minimized the interference of the
container base to the axial response. Thus, the 0.3g Wolong motion was downscaled to a maximum
PGA of 0.18g, and the motion amplified to 0.3g at the loose/dense sand interface, like the RCP
models. A particular set of similarity and dimensional laws were employed to scale up the shaking
table tests. The verified FEMs were then used to comprehensively discuss the scaling effect on the
SHPSI lateral and axial response, and the main findings are summarized below.
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1. The horizontal soil acceleration in scaled models propagated similarly in the saturated and dry
tests, and the scaled-up models’ results exhibited similar trends in axial and lateral directions.
2. The HPs’ response in the saturated test was dominated by the rocking behaviour in the axial
direction, while the flexural behaviour dominated the response in the dry tests.
3. The HPs did not follow the nonuniform soil deformation within the liquefiable layer in the
saturated tests, while they had similar deformation patterns to the soil deformation in the dry
tests.
4. The soil displacement increase factors were higher in the saturated tests than the dry tests, and
the HP displacement factor was less than the soil displacement increase factors.
5. The HP maximum bending moment locations were similar despite the model size, and the HP
equivalent bending moment (i.e., scaled-down values) decreased in the larger models.
6. The vertical settlement increase factor was higher in the saturated tests than the dry test.
7. The HP shaft resistance was marginal within the saturated and dry test, and the helix dominated
the axial response. The helix stress increase factor in the saturated tests was much higher than
those in dry tests.
8. The soil and HP responses may be extrapolated from 1 g shake table model tests employing
the following scaling factors: soil displacement increased with a factor, SDIF = 0.8n in the
saturated tests, and the SDIF = 0.6n in the dry tests, while the pile displacement increased by
PDIF = 0.7n in the saturated test and 0.5n in the dry test.
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Chapter 7
7. Fragility Analysis of Helical Piles Supporting Bridge in Different
Ground Conditions
A version of this chapter is submitted to ASCE Journal of Bridge Engineering with the following
citation: Hussein, A. F. and M. H. El Naggar (2021). " Fragility Analysis of Helical Piles
Supporting Bridge in Different Ground Conditions." ASCE Journal of Bridge Engineering, In
Review.

7.1 Introduction
Bridges are an essential component of urban transportation systems. Their continuous service
during and after earthquakes is critical to ensure traffic flow to support emergency and rescue
operations. Meanwhile, bridges are vulnerable to damage during earthquakes, especially if their
foundations are located in saturated loose cohesionless soils that are susceptible to liquefaction
(Haskell et al. 2013). The damages to the bridge and its foundations become more extensive when
the liquefiable layer is overlain with a non-liquefiable crust, due to the difference in stiffness
(Wang et al. 2019). Thus, a rigorous risk assessment of the coupled bridge-soil-foundation (CBSF)
systems are required for an adequate bridge design or retrofitting strategy in non-liquefiable and
liquefiable sites.
Probabilistic approaches have been adopted to evaluate the seismic hazard of bridges. For example,
the probability of bridge damages is assessed through seismic fragility (Nielson and DesRoches
2007a; Nielson and DesRoches 2007b; Aygün et al. 2011; Wang et al. 2013; Mangalathu and Jeon
2019; Xie et al. 2019). This bridge seismic fragility analysis describes the likelihood of the bridge,
or its component, to reach or exceed predefined damage states considering a range of ground
motion intensities. In this analysis, fragility curves are established to compare the element seismic
demand (D) with its capacity (C). The probabilistic seismic demand (PSD) analysis is used to
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assess the response of structures component during a range of ground motions. The resulting
statistical distribution of the fragility curves is necessary to investigate the CBSF performancebased seismic performance.
Mackie and Stojadinović (2005) compared three methods that are used to establish the structures'
probabilistic seismic demand (PSD): the cloud approach, stripe analysis, and incremental dynamic
analysis (IDA) method. The cloud approach uses linear regression of engineering demand
parameters (EDP), and unscaled ground motion intensity measure (IM) to establish a probabilistic
demand model. The stripe analysis scales all considered ground motions to a similar intensity to
set up an EDP probabilistic distribution. Several stripe analyses constitute a complete PSD model.
In the IDA method, the ground motions are upscaled until the structure system collapses. All three
methods employ nonlinear time history analysis to calculate the EDP as well as the median and
standard deviation relationships between the EDP and IM. Mackie and Stojadinović (2005)
concluded that both the cloud and IDA methods provided acceptable estimation for the median
and dispersion relationships; however, the stripe analysis only uses a single intensity level, which
may not be representative of the seismic hazard.
Bridges are composed of deck, abutment, backfill, piers and foundation. The variety of bridge
components underscores the complexity of elements interaction such as the deck-abutmentbackfill interaction (Kotsoglou and Pantazopoulou 2007) and pier-foundation-soil interaction
(Elgamal et al. 2008). Analytical and computational techniques with varying levels of
sophistication have been employed to establish bridge fragility curves. Nielson and DesRoches
(2007b) classified these techniques into elastic-spectral, non-linear static and non-linear dynamic
methods. meanwhile, Aygün et al. (2011) categorized the seismic analysis of bridges into three
methods depending on the interaction model: detailed soil-foundation interaction model with a
simplified structure (Brandenberg et al. 2007); detailed bridge model with simplified soilfoundation model (Nielson and DesRoches 2007a; Zhang et al. 2008); and detailed bridge and soilfoundation models. All three approaches could adopt non-linear finite element (FE) analysis of
one-dimensional (1D) lateral soil springs (p-y curves, where p is soil resistance and y are pile
deflection at a given elevation), two-dimensional (2D) or three-dimensional (3D) analyses.
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Forcellini (2021) investigated the fragility curves of pile foundations considering soil-structure
interaction (SSI) through non-linear 3D FE analysis. Non-linear dynamic analyses were conducted
to assess piles' response in cohesionless soil to evaluate the effect of pile flexibility on the SSI.
Nielson (2005) conducted non-linear time history finite FE analyses for nine bridges in Central
and Southeastern United States to establish reliable fragility curves. The FE models comprised
elaborate bridges details, but the foundation and soil elements were modelled as lumped masses
and discrete springs. Zhang et al. (2004) conducted 2D non-linear FE analyses for the Humboldt
Bay Middle Channel bridge with pile foundations installed in liquefiable soil. The models
simulated the soil, pile, piers, bearing and deck in detail. Three potential failure mechanisms were
considered: flexural failure of lap spliced piers, failure of shear keys, and unseating of bearings.
However, the computational effort was extensive. On the other hand, Shin et al. (2007) conducted
fragility analysis for a bridge situated on a liquefiable soil employing a simplified soil model
simulated by p-y springs adjusted using a liquefaction multiplier. These simplifying assumptions,
however, introduce inaccuracy and uncertainties of the obtained results. Correspondingly, Aygün
et al. (2011) conducted an analysis that optimizes the accuracy and computational time, which
involved non-linear FE models comprising 2D soil elements and 1D p-y springs with contact to
the foundation elements in the 3D domain. The adopted model accounted for the liquefaction
potential and the SSI reasonably accurately, while reducing the computational effort significantly.
Consequently, other researchers adopted this approach for the analysis of CBSF (Barbosa et al.
(2014).
Simplifying the soil-piles interaction using springs could lead to an unreliable approximation of
the seismic hazard assessment of CBSF systems. The properties of soil springs obtained from
empirical can not fully represent the complexity of the soil-pile interaction. In addition, limited
research compared the fragility curves of the same CBSF system in non-liquefiable and liquefiable
situations using largely simplified soil-pile models. For example, Aygün et al. (2011) compared
the CBSF in the liquefiable and non-liquefiable conditions by approximating the soil-pile
interaction to reduce the computational effort. The need for a reliable seismic hazard assessment
involving complete 3D FE models to investigate the CBSF fragility curves, however, justifies the
computational demands imposed by sophisticated models.
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Helical piles are composed of a steel shaft with one or more helices attached to them. Recently,
several studies investigated the seismic response of HP in non-liquefiable and liquefiable tests
through shaking table tests. Elsawy et al. (2019) conducted shake table tests on full-scale HPs in
non-liquefiable sand, which demonstrated that the lateral response of an HP is comparable to that
of a driven pile with the same shaft configuration. Meanwhile, Orang et al. (2019) and Aly et al.
(2021) conducted large scale shake table tests on grouped helical piles, which revealed that the
helical plates contribute significantly to the seismic resistance through the rocking mechanism. On
the other hand, Orang et al. (2021) demonstrated HPs reduced the post-liquefaction settlement,
which verified their suitability as a foundation system to mitigate liquefaction. Similarly, Hussein
and El Naggar (2021a) demonstrated the superior performance of helical piles over straight shaft
piles in non-liquefiable and liquefiable sites. In addition, observations from recent earthquakes in
New Zealand and Alaska indicated the superior performance of structures supported on helical
piles, which withstood multiple earthquakes with negligible structural damage (Aly et al. 2021b).
These findings demonstrate that helical piles perform satisfactorily under earthquake loading.
However, studies of fragility analysis associated with HP are scarce. The only study in that regard
was conducted by Shahbazi et al. (2021) to establish fragility curves of a six-story fixed base
building incorporating the HP group effect on the structure fragility. They illustrated the important
effect of soil-pile interaction on the fragility curves, especially for stiff structures situated on soft
soil.
The excellent seismic performance of helical piles combined with the knowledge gap related to
the seismic performance of helical piles supporting bridges motivated the current study. Therefore,
the main objective of this paper is to establish fragility curves of HP foundation supporting bridges
in non-liquefiable and liquefiable sites. Full 3D FE models are employed to develop the fragility
curves of a CBSF system. The FEMs were inspired by a comparative shaking table experiment of
soil-pile-structure interaction in different ground conditions (Xu et al. (2020) and associated
numerical studies by Hussein and El Naggar (2021a) Hussein and El Naggar (2021b). Xu et al.
(2020) conducted a shaking table test program to directly compare the seismic performance of soilreinforced concrete pile-structure in liquifiable and non-liquifiable soil. Hussein and El Naggar
(2021b) validated the shaking table experiments using 3D finite element models (FEM), then
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extended these models to investigate the kinematic and inertial interaction effects on the axial and
lateral responses of the soil-pile-structure system. Hussein and El Naggar (2021c) further extended
these models to evaluate the seismic response of prototype helical piles in different ground
conditions.
The current paper is divided into three main sections. The first section describes the 3D FE
framework employed for the CBSF system. It provides all necessary details of the FEM
components, material models and boundary conditions. The second section presents the four
components of the probabilistic evaluation framework: (a) the ground motion selection; (b)
incremental dynamic analysis (IDA); (c) damage limit states; and (d) the concept of fragility
analysis applied. The third section presents a probabilistic reliability assessment and fragility
curves established based on the results of 440 non-linear dynamic FE models for helical piles in
non-liquefiable and liquefiable soil.

7.2 Description of the CBSF Finite Element Models
Hussein and El Naggar (2021b) developed 3D FEMs adopting the OpenSees platform (Mazzoni
et al. 2006) to simulate the shaking table test program conducted by Xu et al. (2020). The adopted
soil profile in the current study is similar to the prototype profile simulated in the shake table tests,
which compromised a clay crust, a medium sand layer and a dense sand layer. Hussein and El
Naggar (2021b) calibrated the soil numerical models and the FEMs were validated by the results
of the shaking table experiments. The developed FEMs were modified and extended to simulate
prototype helical piles (Hussein and El Naggar 2021c). The same modelling approach and the
details of the prototype helical piles were implemented in the current study. This section
summarizes the features of FEMs used to simulate the soil-helical pile-structure interaction
(SHPS), and the seismic response analysis of the CBSF system.
7.2.1 Summary of Numerical Model Geometry
The main features and modelling scheme of the FEMs for the helical pile-soil interaction in the
prototype developed by (Hussein and El Naggar 2021c), such as types of elements, meshing
schemes, constitutive models are maintained in the current analysis. Fig. 6-3 shows the CBSF
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system details. The soil profile comprised three layers: (a) clay crust with a thickness of 1.8m, (b)
loose sand (Dr=60%) of thickness 7.2m, and (c) dense sand (Dr=90%) of thickness 9.6m. In its
natural state, the clay crust had a plasticity index of 13.3% and a unit weight of 1.68g/cm3, and
Table 7-1 summarizes the sand parameters.

Table 7-1. Sand properties in the nature condition
Parameter
Classification

Prototype
Poorly Graded Silica Sand

Uniformity Coefficient Cu

2.47

Effective diameter D50, mm

0.35mm

Particle Size, mm

0.075-1mm

Water Content

11.35

Unit Weight g, g/cm3

1.57

Elasticity Modulus Es, MPa

3.82

Friction Angle , o

37.5
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Fig. 7-1. Longitudinal section for the geometry of coupled bridge-soil-foundation system
used in numerical modelling
The foundation system comprised four HPs with the characteristics presented in Table 6-2. The
HPs were connected employing a square reinforced concrete cap with 27.6MPa compressive
strength, and they were spaced three times the helix diameter. The piles’ helices were located
above the base boundary at a distance of 7.2m, which is three times the helix diameter to prevent
any influence on the axial response. the superstructure was a double-span reinforced concrete
bridge similar to Shamsabadi et al. (2007) and Barbosa et al. (2014). The bridge pier was 6.0m tall
and 1.1m in diameter and the reinforced steel ratio was 1% of the concrete cross-section area. The
pier was designed so that it carried an axial load of 3483kN corresponding to the deck gravity load.
The concrete unconfined compressive strength was 28MPa, and the yield strength of reinforcing
bars was 475MPa. The bridge deck had a box girder cross-section, which consisted of two 31mlong spans, 10.36m width and 1.67m depth. Fig. 7-2 illustrates the deck cross-section, which was
symmetric in the y-direction. The box girder had an area of 4.56m2, and a moment of inertia of
5.59m4 (Ixx), and the centroid was located 0.93m from the deck base. The deck was bearing on a
reinforced concrete abutment with an expansion joint at the deck edges. Finally, the backfill was
assumed to be silty sand, and it had an angle of friction of 27o and a cohesion of 30KPa
(Shamsabadi et al. (2007).
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Table 7-2. Helical pile group configuration
Parameter

Prototype

Shaft Diameter dshaft, mm

800

Shaft Thickness tshaft, mm

30

Shaft Stiffness EIshaft, kN/m2.m4

1153264

Helix Diameter Dhelix, mm

2400

Helix Thickness thelix, mm

40

Helix Stiffness EIhelix, kN/m2.m4

31026

Piles Spacing, mm

4500

Pile Cap width, mm

6300

Pile Cap Thickness, mm

1500

Fig. 7-2. Cross-section of the box girder used for the bridge deck.
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7.2.2 Elements and Material Models Description
The soil was simulated using 8-node hexahedral linear isoperimetric elements (Brick u-p Element).
This element has four degrees of freedom: three for displacements and one for the pore water
pressure

(Yang

et

al.

2008).

The

sand

behaviour

was

described

using

the

PressureDependMultiYield02 model, while the clay behaviour was described using the
PressureIndependMultiYield model. Both models are elastic-plastic; however, the clay model is
not pressure-sensitive, and the plasticity only appears in the shear stress-strain response. The soil
elements were adequately refined adjacent to the shaft elements, which ensured optimized HPs’
axial and lateral responses. In addition, the elements were divided so that the shear wave could
propagate efficiently throughout the soil elements. 10cm thick interface elements were added
between the HP and soil elements due to the large relative stiffness between the soil and HPs
(Desai et al. 1984).
The measured parameters from the shake table experiment (Xu et al. (2020) were used to correlate
the material model geotechnical parameters. The sand maximum and minimum voids ratio were
calculated using the sand mean diameter (0.35mm) and uniformity coefficient (2.47) (Sarkar et al.
2019), which were utilized to estimate the low strain shear modulus at each depth (Das and Ramana
2011). The constitutive model’s parameters were interpolated based on the recommendations
provided by (Yang et al. 2008). The constitutive model and geotechnical parameters were properly
adjected to capture the element response. This was done by utilizing the standard penetration
results by Idriss and Youd (1997) and cone penetration results by Robertson (1985) to calibrate
the sand constitutive model parameters. The sand with Dr =60% was calibrated to approach 4%
shear strain after liquefaction initiation with a cyclic stress ratio, CSR = 0.215, and the sand with
Dr=90% was calibrated to approach 1% shear strain after liquefaction onset with CSR = 0.47.
Table 7-3 describes the parameters adopted for the soil layers in the current study. The shear and
normal stiffnesses of interface elements and the shear parameters presented in Table 7-3 were
reduced by a factor of 0.70 as recommended by Ghalibafian (2006).
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Table 7-3. Constitutive model parameters for different soil layers
Parameters

Crust Clay

Loose Sand

Dense Sand

Relative Density Dr, %

-

60

90

Soil Density , kg/cm3

1.60

1.60

1.60

Reference Pressure pr, KPa

101

101

101

Reference Shear Modulus Gr, MPa

75.0

99.6

114.6

Reference Bulk Modulus Br, Mpa

240.0

258.0

298.0

Friction Angle at peak shear strength f, o

0

35.0

37.0

Cohesion c, KPa

25.0

0.1

0.1

Peak Shear Strain gmax

0.1

0.1

0.1

Pressure Dependent Coefficient dp

0.0

0.5

0.5

Phase transformation angle pt, o

-

26

26

Contraction coefficient c1

-

0.04

0.02

Contraction coefficient c2

-

5.0

5.0

Contraction coefficient c3

-

0.0

0.15

Dilation coefficient d1

-

0.0

0.06

Dilation coefficient d2

-

3.0

3.0

Dilation coefficient d3

-

0.0

0.15

Void’s ratio e

-

0.90

0.75
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Horizontal permeability coefficient, m/s

1E-9

6.6E-5

6.6E-5

Vertical permeability coefficient, m/s

1E-9

6.6E-5

6.6E-5

The HP shaft, HP helices, and bridge pier were modelled using fibre elements as shown in Fig. 7-4
(a, b, and c). The 3D nonlinear displacement-based beam-pier elements simulated the HP shaft and
the CBSF pier, while the helices were modelled using shell elements ShellMITC4 (Dvorkin and
Bathe 1984). The uniaxialMaterial Steel02 model (Filippou et al. 1983) was used to simulate the
shaft behaviour and the nDMaterial J2PlateFibre material model was adopted for the helix. For the
bridge pier, the uniaxialMaterial Concrete02 constitutive material model was used to describe the
concrete part (the core-confined and outer-cover-unconfined), while uniaxialMaterial Steel02 was
used to simulate the behaviour of the steel part. Table 7-4 and
Table 7-5 illustrates the parameters of the constitutive models for the HP shaft, helices, and pier.
The reinforcing bars had a yield strength of 475MPa and an elastic modulus of 200GPa.

(a)

(c)

(b)

Fig. 7-3. Coupled bridge-soil-foundation system details: (a) Fibre discretization of HP shaft
cross-section, (b) Fibre discretization of pier cross-section; (c) fibre discretization of the
multi-layer shell element.
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Table 7-4. Constitutive models parameters pipe pile and helix used in the fibre sections
Pipe pile

Helix plate

Parameter

Material model

Value

Parameter

uniaxialMaterial
Steel02

Yield stress fy, Mpa
Elasticity modulus E,
GPa
Strain-hardening ratio b

Value

Material Model

J2PlateFibre

360

Yield stress fy, Mpa

250

30

Elasticity modulus E, GPa

21

Poisson’s ratio 

0.01

0.26

R0=18
Control the transition
from elastic to plastic

cR1=0.925

branches

Kinematic hardening

0.26

modulus

cR2=0.15

Table 7-5. A constitutive model for concrete used in the bridge pier fibre section
Parameter

Confined core concrete

Unconfined cover concrete

Compressive strength f`c, Mpa

-28.0

-25.45

Strain at compressive strength c

-0.005

-0.003

-5.6

-5.09

-0.025

-0.01

21.0

21.0

Crushing strength fcu, Mpa
Strain at crushing strength cu
Concrete elastic modulus Ec, GPA
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Rigid links were used to fill the diameter of the shaft within the soil, as shown in Fig. 7-4 (a). The
rigid links and HP cap were simulated as elastic beam-pier elements with high flexural stiffness.
Same degrees of freedom (i.e., same displacement) were implemented at the pile cap and the HP
shaft nodes. The bridge deck box girder was modelled as linear elastic beam-pier elements since
no inelastic response was expected. The bridge and deck elements were connected through a rigid
0.93m elastic beam-element pier by applying a factor of 1000 to the element stiffness (EI). The
bridge deck abutment backfill interaction was simplified and simulated as a gab element connected
to a zero-length element, as shown in Fig. 7-4 (b). Expansion joints (gap elements) were provided
at both decks ends. When the longitudinal displacement is less than the initial opening of the gap,
the support behaves like a roller. Under large displacement, the gap is closed (gap=zero); then, the
deck pounds on the abutment. As a result, the abutment-backfill strength is activated to resist the
deck lateral movement (Barbosa and Silva 2007). The backfill was assumed to be silty sand, and
its properties were adopted from Shamsabadi et al. (2007). The interaction between the deck,
abutment and backfill as a gap and spring was modelled in OpenSees as elastic-perfectly-plastic
gap elements, as shown in Fig. 7-4 (c).
Table 7-6 illustrates the material model parameters for the rigid links and pile cap.
(a)
(b)

(c)

Fig. 7-4. (a) Shaft-interface cross-section-section A-A; (b) Abutment-backfill details-Detail
1, (c) Tension and compression elastic-perfectly-plastic gap elements.
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Table 7-6. Constitutive model for the pile cap, rigid links, and deck-abutment-backfill
elements
Cap/Rigid Link
Material Model

Deck-Abutment-Backfill
Elastic

Area Cross-section As,

78.5

m
Elastic Modulus Ep,
GPa

15.0 E4

Shear Modulus Gp,

11.5

GPa
Moment of Inertia I,
m4

4.9E-6

Parameter

Material Model

Value

ElasticPPGap

Yield force fy, kN

1397

Stiffness, kN/cm/m

370

Initial Gap Opening, cm

2.54

7.2.3 Analysis Methodology
The CBSF non-linear FE analysis comprised four consecutive sages, and different boundary
conditions were imposed on the models in each stage. The four stages are described as follows:
1- In the first stage, an elastic gravity analysis was conducted for the soil bed with the base
nodes fixed in the vertical direction and the outer base nodes were fixed in the other two
horizontal directions.
2- In the second stage, the soil state was updated to account for plasticity, and the base nodes
were fixed in all directions; the pore pressure conditions were fixed for the nodes at the
ground level (the water level was located at the ground surface for the saturated soils
models).
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3- In the third stage, the structural elements (pier, rigid links, helical piles, helices, cap, deck,
and abutment-backfill interaction) were installed, and equal degrees of freedom conditions
were implemented to connect the structural nodes and the soil elements. In addition, proper
boundary conditions were implemented to the deck-abutment-backfill interfaces. As shown
in Fig. 7-5, the deck node was connected to the spring node (i.e., node 1) with equal degrees
of freedom (DOFs), and the deck node was permitted to displace laterally in the
longitudinal direction. In addition, the other spring node (node 2) was fixed in all
directions. The response during the first three steps was evaluated using the Newmark
integration method; to ensure quick dissipation of the initial dynamic transient to avoid any
numerical damping, high values of the Newmark parameters were used (g=1.50 and =1.0).
Meanwhile, a large time-step was used during these stages to guarantee a drained analysis
where the excess pore water pressure has dissipated in the saturated analyses.

Fig. 7-5. Deck-abutment-backfill interaction boundary conditions details
4- In the fourth stage, shear boundary conditions were applied to the nodes at the model sides,
and the permeability coefficients were updated to account for the undrained behaviour
during the shaking with a 0.01 second time step. The solution was obtained using the
modified Newton-Raphson approach and integrated using Newmark with parameters of
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g= and =0.25 which added some numerical damping. The Rayleigh damping was
defined by a damping ratio of 2% for the dry site and 3% for the saturated site.

7.3 Probabilistic Evaluation of CBSF seismic Performance
The probabilistic evaluation of the seismic performance of the CBSF system accounts for the
uncertainties tied to the seismic event. Four successive steps are required to conduct fragility
analysis based on the IDA: (a) seismic hazard assessment and ground motion selection, (b) IDA
preparation, (c) definition of the damage limit states, and (d) implementation of the fragility
analysis to establish the fragility curves. The details of these steps are described below.
7.3.1 Ground Motion Selection and IDA Identification
Selecting appropriate ground motion records is the initial step in the fragility analysis of CBSF
systems. The response spectra of selected records are expected to match the site-specific target
response spectrum. Vancouver was selected as the location of the earthquake motion and the area
coordinates were 49°10'19.0"N 123°07'33.2"W. As listed in Table 7-7, a suite of 11 earthquake
records at different hazard levels were selected from the PEER NGA-West2 database (Ancheta et
al. 2013) to conduct an adequate fragility analysis. The suite represented a moment magnitude
range of 6-7 and a hypocentral distance of 20 to 60 Km. The CBSF system fundamental period
from the eigenvalue analysis is T1 =0.58 seconds. The selected records were scaled to the risktargeted maximum considered earthquake level as defined in ASCE 7-16 (ASCE 2017) at the
selected site using linear scaling factors that range from 0.2 T1 to 1.5 T1 to minimize the mean
square error (MSE). Fig. 7-6 shows the response spectra of the 11 ground motions in the horizontal
direction.
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Table 7-7. Selected ground motion records for the response assessment of the CBSF system.
Earthquake Name

Year

Station Name

Magnitude

Sa

PGA

Northern Calif-03

1954

Ferndale City Hall

6.5

0.87126

0.2914

San Fernando

1971

LA - Hollywood Stor FF

6.61

1.2857

0.3952

San Fernando

1971

Whittier Narrows Dam

6.61

1.6539

0.4729

Friuli_ Italy-01

1976

Codroipo

6.5

1.0632

0.305

Imperial Valley-06

1979

Calipatria Fire Station

6.53

1.4652

0.4817

Imperial Valley-06

1979

El Centro Array #13

6.53

1.6534

0.3731

Imperial Valley-06

1979

Niland Fire Station

6.53

1.3593

0.4079

Irpinia_ Italy-02

1980

Rionero In Vulture

6.2

1.2065

0.3297

Coalinga-01

1983

Cantua Creek School

6.36

1.2639

0.3995

Coalinga-01

1983

Parkfield - Cholame 3W

6.36

1.5955

0.4705

Coalinga-01

1983

Parkfield - Fault Zone 11

6.36

1.1951

0.3702
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Fig. 7-6. Acceleration response spectra of the synthetic ground motions

The IDA is conducted on the developed FEMs considering the selected earthquake motions. A
series of nonlinear time history analyses were conducted under the selected ground motions, which
were scaled up monotonically. The PSD models relate the engineering demand parameter (EDP)
and the ground motion intensity measurement (IM). The peak ground acceleration (PGA) was
adopted as IM as it has been demonstrated that it is well correlated with seismic damage of bridges
(Aygün et al. 2011; Nielson and DesRoches 2007b). The PGA was increased to 1g, and the pier
drift and pile lateral displacement were monitored for the EDP.
7.3.2 Damage Limit States
Characterizing the damage limit states for the CBSF system is a crucial step in the probabilistic
seismic assessment. These limit states provide a qualitative description and quantitative metrics of
the damage level (Wang et al. 2013). There are four damage limit states for the CBSF system:
Slight, moderate, extensive, and complete damage. Each limit state capacity is described by the
median capacity value and dispersion for each bridge component, and the dispersion represents
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the unknowns and variability in the material properties. Thus, this section describes the capacity
of each limit state for the pier and helical piles.
7.3.2.1 Piers
Several metrics are used to describe the reinforced concrete pier limit states, e.g., drift ratio,
displacement ductility, residual displacement, and curvature ductility (Wang et al. 2013).
However, the drift ratio which is defined as the ratio between the relative displacement between
the pier’s top and base over its height is the most widely used parameter. Several studies and codes
have suggested values for the drift limit states but did not account for the variation of the pier axial
force. Berry and Eberhard (2003) used the pier axial force to establish an empirical mathematical
model to calculate the deformation at the initiation of cover concrete spalling and bar buckling
based on the expected drift ratio trend. Equation 7-1 describes the maximum drift ratio at the cover
spalling (i.e., moderate damage), i.e.,

∆𝑠𝑝
𝑃
𝐿
(%) = 1.6 (1 −
)
) (1 +
′
𝐿
𝐴𝑔 𝑓𝑐
10𝐷

Equation 7-1

Berry and Eberhard (2005) modified the bar buckling equation coefficient to give the maximum
drift ratio that causes bar buckling (i.e., complete damage), i.e.
∆𝑏𝑏
𝑑𝑏
𝑃
𝐿
(%) = 3.25 (1 + 𝐾𝑒_𝑏𝑏 𝜌𝑒𝑓𝑓 ) (1 −
(1
)
)
+
𝐿
𝐷
𝐴𝑔 𝑓𝑐′
10𝐷

Equation 7-2

Where ∆𝑠𝑝 is the pier relative displacement at the cover spalling initiation, 𝐿 is the distance from
the pier base to the point of contra-flexure, 𝑃 is the axial load, 𝐴𝑔 is the pier gross cross-section
area, 𝑓𝑐′ is the concrete compressive strength, 𝐷 is the Pier length, ∆𝑏𝑏 is the pier relative
displacement at the bar buckling initiation, 𝐾𝑒_𝑏𝑏 is 150 for a spiral-/circular-reinforced pier, 𝜌𝑒𝑓𝑓
is the volumetric transverse reinforced ratio of the spiral/circular hoop (𝜌𝑒𝑓𝑓 = 0.12
is the yield strength of the spiral/circular hoop reinforcement.

𝑓𝑦ℎ
𝑓𝑐′

), and 𝑓𝑦ℎ
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In the current study, the reinforcement yield and two-third of the maximum drift ratio at the
initiation of bar buckling (i.e., 0.67 of drift ratio obtained by Equation 7-2) were used to define the
slight and extensive damages, respectively, similar to Wang et al. (2013).

7.3.2.2 Helical Pile Shaft Deformation
The plastic deformation of the piles is attributed to the lateral displacement occurring at the
cap, combined soil-pile stiffness, and plastic hinge location. Correspondingly, the pile damage
limits depend on its flexural rigidity. Song et al. (2018) proposed the ductility factor (DF) to
describe the piles' damage level, and Forcellini (2021) adopted it to study the fragility analysis
of soil-pile interaction. The ductility factor is the ratio of the ultimate displacement (u) and
the elastoplastic yield displacement (y), i.e.,

𝐷𝐹 =

∆𝑢
∆𝑦

Equation 7-3

where the ultimate displacement ∆𝑢 is the maximum lateral displacement, and the yield
displacement ∆𝑦 is calculated considering the expected yield strength of the helical pile. It is
essential to define the depth at which the yielding is expected.

Song et al. (2004) proposed an analytical approach to estimate the lateral stiffness of the soil-pile
system in cohesionless soil. The soil resistance was simulated as a Winkler foundation, represented
by discrete springs with a modulus of horizontal subgrade reaction that increased linearly with
depth. Employing this method, ∆𝑦 can be obtained as a function of the moment capacity (𝑀𝑢 ),
shaft stiffness (EI), characteristic length (Rn), and subgrade coefficient (nh). The nh is the constant
rate of increase of the horizontal subgrade reaction modulus, and it is correlated with the effective
friction angle. The yield displacement ∆𝑦 is then given by:
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𝑀𝑢 𝑅𝑛2
∆𝑦 =
𝐸𝐼

Equation 7-4

𝑀𝑢 = 𝑍𝑓𝑦𝑒

Equation 7-5

Where:

and
5

𝑅𝑛 = √𝐸𝐼/𝑛ℎ

Equation 7-6

Where Z is the shaft section modulus, and 𝑓𝑦𝑒 = 1.13𝑓𝑦 where fy is the steel yield strength.
Song et al. (2018) proposed DF = 2 as a design value to ensure the good seismic performance of
the pile for soils with friction angles between 30⁰ and 33⁰. Meanwhile, Forcellini (2021) proposed
moderate and slight damage limits as DF=1 and 0.3, respectively. In this study, the complete,
extensive, moderate, and slight damage limit states were proposed as 100%, 70%, 50%, and 30%
of DF=2 (i.e., DF=2, 1.4, 1 and 0.6).

7.3.2.3 Helical Pile Settlement
Knappett and Madabhushi (2008) calculated the minimum factor of safety (FOS) for pile end
bearing resistance in liquefiable soil to ensure that the vertical settlement does not exceed 10% of
the pile diameter (i.e., 80mm) i.e.
𝐸𝑃𝑊𝑃 3.5
)
𝐹𝑂𝑆 = 1 + 5.5 (
𝜎𝑣`

Equation 7-7

where the 𝜎𝑣` is the effective stress, and 𝐸𝑃𝑊𝑃 is the excess pore water pressure.
Meanwhile, Gabrielaitis et al. (2013) suggested that the pile settlement should be less than <2% of
the shaft diameter (i.e., 16mm) to ensure the superstructure serviceability limit. Thus, the
maximum pile settlement in the non-liquefiable case was proposed to be 16mm. In the current
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study, the settlement ratio (SR), which is defined as the ratio between the settlement demand to
the maximum shaft settlement, is used to describe the damage limit state. The current study also
proposes 125%, 100%, 75%, and 50% of SR=1 as the complete, extensive, moderate, and slight
damage limit states.
7.3.3 Seismic Fragility Curves
Fragility curves depict the probability of seismic demand (D) imposed to a structure element
reaching or exceeding the structure element capacity (C). The intensity measure (IM) represents
the seismic loading level, and it is the fundamental constraint of the probability statement. The
presentation of the conditional probability statement is generalized as:
𝐹𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 = 𝑃[𝐷 ≥ 𝐶|𝐼𝑀]
= 𝑃[𝐶 − 𝐷 ≤ 0.0|𝐼𝑀]

Equation 7-8

Where 𝑃 is the probability of structural damage, 𝐷 is structural demand, and 𝐶 is structural
capacity.
Probabilistic seismic demand models (PSDM) combined the structure peak demands and the IM
of ground motions. Cornell et al. (2002) proposed a power-law relation of median seismic demand
on a steel frame building, i.e.

𝑆𝐷 = 𝑎𝐼𝑀𝑏

Equation 7-9

where 𝑆𝐷 is the median of structural seismic demand, and a and b are regression coefficients.
This mathematical model is widely used for bridges subjected to horizontal ground motions.
Equation 7-9 can be rearranged to implement a linear regression of the logarithm of IM to develop
the demand in the form:
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ln 𝑆𝐷 = 𝑏 ∙ ln 𝐼𝑀 + ln 𝑎

Equation 7-10

The peak responses (i.e., the HP and pier lateral displacement) were recorded for each analysis,
then plotted versus the peak value of IM (i.e., PGA). A regression analysis of the structure demand
was conducted to estimate a, b, and 𝛽𝐷|𝐼𝑀
The bridge seismic capacity is defined as the level at which the bridge loses some of its
functionality. Nielson and DesRoches (2007b) proposed that the structure capacity can be chosen
at any level of interest such as a deformation that closes a bridge for one day or deformation that
causes collapse to bridge span. In this study, the structure capacity is assumed to be restricted to
the damaged states in the previous section. Table 7-8 provides a summary of the capacity limit
states for the pier and HP. Moreover, it is often assumed that the distribution of the demand around
its median is a lognormal probability distribution (Cornell et al. 2002). Thus, the PSDM can be
written as shown in Equation 7-11. Meanwhile, the distribution of the capacity is assumed to be
lognormal; thus, Equation 7-11 takes the form of Equation 7-12. In this study, both PSDM methods
(i.e., Equation 7-11 and Equation 7-12) are examined and compared.

𝑃[

𝐷
ln(𝑐) − ln(𝑎 ∙ 𝑃𝐺𝐴𝑏 )
≥ 1|𝑃𝐺𝐴] = 1 − Φ (
)
𝐶
𝛽𝐷|𝑃𝐺𝐴

𝑆
ln 𝑆𝐷

𝐷
𝑃 [ ≥ 1|𝑃𝐺𝐴] = Φ
𝐶

𝐶

(

2
√𝛽𝐷|𝑃𝐺𝐴

+

Equation 7-11

Equation 7-12
𝛽𝐶2

)

Where 𝑆𝐷 is the demand median estimate, and 𝛽𝐷|𝐼𝑀 is the logarithmic standard deviation of
seismic demand, and they are obtained from the probabilistic seismic demand analyses. 𝑆𝐶 and 𝛽𝐶
are the median and logarithmic standard deviation of the component capacity, respectively. 𝛽𝐶
accounts for the uncertainties in the material properties and the values were considered for the pier
as per Wang et al. (2013) and the HP as per Hossain et al. (2013).
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Table 7-8. Capacities of the selected component of the CBSF system.

Recorded Component

Pier

HP

HP

Drift Ratio, %
Ductility
Factor
Settlement
Ratio

Slight

Moderate

Extensive

Complete

Damage (SD)

Damage (MD)

Damage (ED)

Damage (CD)

Sc

c

Sc

c

Sc

c

Sc

c

0.70

0.3

1.47

0.3

2.72

0.24

4.05

0.24

0.6

0.25

1.0

0.25

1.4

0.15

2.0

0.15

0.5

0.25

0.75

0.25

1.0

0.15

1.25

0.15

7.4 Fragility Curves for the CBSF System
This section presents the results of the IDA and the fragility curves of the pier and HP in the nonliquefiable and liquefiable sites based on the IDA results. The potential damage of the bridge
components can be assessed through the IDA concept combined with the damage limit states. Fig.
7-7 summarizes the results of the IDA for the pier in terms of drift, and the HP in terms of ductility
factor and settlement ratio. General observations from Figure 8 are that the damage level increases
with higher PGA, and the response of the bridge components is non-linear. In addition, the bridge
components exhibited different damage levels in the dry and saturated sites.
Fig. 7-7 (a and d) show the drift ratio in the dry and saturated sites. These figures reveal that the
bridge pier was more vulnerable in the dry site than in the saturated site. The pier in the saturated
site exhibited only a slight and moderate damage response with PGA up to 1g, while the piers in
the dry site exhibited all four damage limits. There are two main factors that contribute to that
behaviour. First, the acceleration de-amplification in the saturated site and the associated higher
damping ratio. Second, when the soil liquefies the piles experience excessive displacement and
deformation within the liquefiable soil; hence, the pier displaces rigidly with the foundation
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deformations. As a result, the pier relative lateral deformation becomes small in the saturated
(liquified) sites. On the other hand, the pier in the dry site exhibits higher drift, which is attributed
to the higher acceleration amplification in the dry site and the lower damping (i.e., reduced
dissipation of the motion energy).
Fig. 7-7 (b, and e) display the HPs ductility factors. The HPs in the non-liquefiable and liquefiable
sites exhibit a complete damage state, which means that the piles pass the yielding limit. The
response of HPs in the saturated site is more ductile compared to the dry site. When the excess
pore water pressure (EPWP) is equal to the soil vertical effective stress, the soil losses its shear
strength; and the piles lose the lateral support in the liquefiable soil and deform severely. The pile
lateral deformation is also affected by the kinematic and inertial interaction forces: the kinematic
soil-pile interaction increases the pile lateral deformation, and the inertial force from the
superstructure increases the lateral deformation because the pile loses the lateral support with
liquefaction onset. Furthermore, the axial (gravitational) force causes additional lateral
deformation due to the load eccentricity (p-delta effect). This dynamic interaction renders the pile
susceptible to buckling and excessive lateral deformation.
The pile settlement does not necessarily cause any damage to the pile itself, but the damage can
be related to the serviceability of the superstructure. Thus, it is essential to study the fragility of
the superstructure (i.e., the bridge) through assessing the foundation settlement. Fig. 7-7 (b, and e)
illustrate the HP settlement ratio (SR). It is observed from the results that the HPs in the liquefiable
site experience the four damage states while the HPs in the non-liquefiable site do not reach the
complete damage state. The SR values are higher in the liquefiable tests compared to the nonliquefiable tests. That is consistent with the findings of Hussein and El Naggar (2021b). The helices
bear in the dense sand layer, which liquifies at higher PGA values. Consequently, the HPs settle
to mobilize the end bearing resistance. Therefore, the HPs in liquefiable soils are prone to a severe
settlement compared to those in the non-liquefiable soils.
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Fig. 7-7. IDA curves: Non-liquefiable case (a) Pier-Drift; (b) HP-DF; (c) HP-Settlement,
and Liquefiable case (d) Pier-Drift; (e) HP-DF; (f) HP-Settlement
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Fragility curves were established for the measured components of the bridge (i.e., the pier drift,
and the SR and DF of the helical pile) in the non-liquefiable and liquefiable sites employing both
Equation 7-11 and Equation 7-12, and the curves are compared in Fig. 7-8. Fig. 7-8 presents the
fragility curves for the CBSF system in the non-liquefiable and liquefiable tests using Equation
7-11 and Equation 7-12. The results demonstrate that the fragility curves obtained from Equation
11 are approximately the same as those obtained from Equation 12; therefore, either equation can
be used to produce the curves.
The fragility curves presented in Fig. 7-8 follow a lognormal distribution and clearly demonstrate
the possibility of the bridge components exceeding the damage limit state. Fig. 9 also reveals that
the piles are the most vulnerable component in the CBSF system. These results are consistent with
the finding of Adalier and Elgamal (2002) and Aygün et al. (2011). Fig. 7-8 (a and d) illustrate
that the piers are more fragile in the non-liquefiable tests than the liquefiable tests. In addition,
the liquefaction has a severe effect on the HP response as can be inferred by comparing Fig. 7-8
(e and f) and Fig. 7-8 (b and c).
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Fig. 7-8. Fragility curves for the CBSF system: Non-liquefiable case (a) RC Pier; (b) HPDF; (c) HP-SR, and Liquefiable case (d) RC Pier; (e) HP-DF; (f) HP-SR
The medians and dispersions are calculated and presented in Table 7-9 and Table 7-10 for the dry
and saturated sites, respectively. Tables 9 and 10 also present the differences between the results
obtained from Equation 7-11 and Equation 7-12. Table 7-9 shows that the HP ductility represents
the most fragile component of the CBSF system in the non-liquefiable soil, where the complete
damage occurs at PGA = 0.59g. The pier drift is the second fragile component with complete
damage at PGA = 1.13g. Table 7-9 also shows that the pile settlement is not a concern given that
only slight damage occurs at PGA = 0.85g. The differences between the results obtained using
Equation 7-11 and Equation 7-12 are minor, with the maximum difference observed in the non-
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liquefiable test being 6%. Meanwhile, Table 7-10 shows that the HP ductility is the most fragile
component in the saturated site (same as the dry side), and the CBSF system experiences complete
damage at PGA = 0.64g. Unlike the non-liquefiable site, the drift is the least fragile component
and the CBSF system could experience moderate damage at PGA 1.02g. Aygün et al. (2011)
suggested that liquefaction can decrease the demand on some bridge components such as the
curvature demand. The curvature demand is reflected in this study through the drift, which is a
function of the axial load. Thus, it may be concluded that there are no certain conditions that are
more favourable than others. In addition, the level of dispersion increases in the liquefiable soil
and the maximum c is observed in the liquefiable soil within the HP ductility factor component
(i.e., 0.75).

Table 7-9. Seismic demand statistics and median fragility values for the non-liquefiable
case
Pier Drift

Slight Damage (SD)
Moderate

Damage

(MD)
Extensive

Damage

(ED)
Complete
(CD)

Damage

Helical Pile DF

Helical Pile SR

PGA

c

Dif

PGA

c

Dif

PGA

c

Dif

0.20

0.51

2.86%

0.20

0.45

0.56%

0.85

0.45

0.79%

0.40

0.51

1.91%

0.32

0.45

0.91%

1.23

0.45

1.28%

0.73

0.47

0.94%

0.44

0.41

3.47%

1.57

0.41

2.09%

1.13

0.47

1.32%

0.59

0.41

6.05%

1.92

0.41

2.85%
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Table 7-10. Seismic demand statistics and median fragility values for the liquefiable case
Pier Drift

Slight Damage (SD)
Moderate

Damage

(MD)
Extensive

Damage

(ED)
Complete
(CD)

Damage

Helical Pile DF

Helical Pile SR

PGA

c

Dif

PGA

c

Dif

PGA

c

Dif

0.42

0.35

5.26%

0.05

0.75

3.89%

0.26

0.45

1.73%

1.02

0.35

0.28%

0.08

0.75

4.25%

0.36

0.45

1.21%

2.49

0.30

0.00%

0.10

0.72

2.00%

0.49

0.41

1.79%

2.55

0.30

0.01%

0.13

0.72

1.70%

0.64

0.41

1.56%

Fig. 7-9 (a, b, and c) compares the demand of the CBSF system components in the non-liquefiable
and liquefiable tests. These figures demonstrate that the CBSF system exhibits a different response
in different ground conditions and its components could be more fragile in a certain condition than
the other. This clearly demonstrates the complexity of the CBSF and that more research is
necessary to enhance our understanding. This expanded study should cover different bridge types,
bridge spans, soil layers stratification, and soil parameters. Furthermore, the current study
considered the ground motion in the longitudinal direction of the bridge, while transversal lateral
ground motions, as well as vertical ground motions, can have different effects on the CBSF
fragility assessment. Performing models of CBSF systems with ground motions in a different
direction will facilitate the generation of the fragility surfaces which would certainly offer a better
understanding of the seismic hazard on the CBSF systems. Therefore, it is recommended to
compare the results of the sophisticated 3D finite element analysis with more simplified methods,
to verify the feasibility of using the simplified method to establish the fragility curves. This can be
beneficial in reducing the computational effort, as the analysis of some models conducted as part
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of this study took almost five days on a powerful workstation. This comparison could facilitate
conducting more seismic hazard assessment by changing the
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Fig. 7-9. Comparison between the seismic demand of the bridge components for the nonliquefiable and liquefiable cases: (a) RC pier drift; (b) Helical pile DF; (c) Helical pile SR
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7.5 Conclusion
This paper assessed the seismic hazard on a couple of bridge-soil-foundation (CBSF) systems and
examined the vulnerability of its components. The study intended to directly compare CBSF
responses in non-liquefiable and liquefiable soil conditions. The research adopted a 3D finite
element modelling scheme that was validated using the results of shaking table tests. The
considered bridge was a two-span bridge with an RC pier in the middle and was supported in the
other two edges on a system of abutments and backfill.
To evaluate the seismic hazard of the CBSF system, a seismic fragility analysis was conducted
through four steps: (a) selecting a suite of ground motions; (b) preparing the incremental dynamic
analysis: (c) defining the damage limit states of the selected components (i.e., the capacity, C); and
(d) generate fragility curves. In total, 440 non-linear time-history analyses were conducted to
evaluate the CBSF system demands (D) and the dispersion (D), and two fragility functions were
used to develop the fragility curves. The results illustrated the complexity of the seismic hazard
assessment of the CBSF systems; the CBSF system exhibited different responses in the different
ground conditions. The main findings are summarized below.
1. The seismic hazard of the CBSF system was dominated by the lateral deformation of the RC
pier and the HPs in the non-liquefiable soil, while the HPs' vertical settlement was minor.
2. In the liquefiable soil, the HPs' lateral deformation and vertical settlement dominated the
seismic CBSF response, while the drift was marginal.
3. The HPs were the most fragile component in the non-liquefiable and liquefiable tests.
4. The liquefied soil reduced the seismic demand of CBSF components such as the pier lateral
deformation.
5. The dispersion of the fragility curves in the liquefiable tests is higher compared to the nonliquefiable soil.
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6. Two different fragility functions were used to produce the fragility curves, and their results
were very close.
However, more investigations are required to enhance our understanding of the CBSF system and
there is a need to develop approximate, yet reliable, models to reduce the computational efforts.
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Chapter 8
8. Seismic Performance of Driven and Helical Piles in Cohesive
Soil
A version of this chapter is submitted to Acta Geotechnica with the following citation: Hussein,
A. F. and M. H. El Naggar (2021). "Seismic Performance of Driven and Helical Piles in Cohesive
Soil." Acta Geotechnica, In Review.

8.1 Introduction
Civil engineering structures are commonly supported on pile foundations to resist lateral forces
such as earthquakes, waves, wind, water current, and temperature variations. One of the major
functions of piles is to provide lateral resistance to reduce the lateral displacement of the supported
structure. The pile-soil lateral response depends on the soil stiffness, pile geometry and material a
well as pile head fixity. The pile properties can be selected through the design process, but the soil
stiffness and strength are dependants on the available soil at the project site. Even if the pile is
located at sites with incompetent soils, its lateral deflection should be limited to certain small
tolerance as specified in most applicable codes. Nevertheless, piles installed in weak soils, such as
soft clay and liquefiable soil may experience higher lateral deformation, especially during
earthquake events. Although increasing the number and diameter of the piles can reduce the lateral
response, it would have a significant impact on the foundation cost and may not even work when
the weak soils extend to large depths. On the other hand, the soil surrounding the piles can be
improved to increase its soil stiffness and strength, thereupon increasing the pile lateral resistance.
Terashi and Juran (2000) classified the soil improvement techniques into replacement, preloading,
drainage, densification, grouting, admixture stabilization, and earth reinforcement methods.
Ohsutka et al. (2004) examined the effectiveness of soil improvement of soft ground around pile
foundation as an earthquake-resistant design. The study demonstrated that improving the soil
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reduced the lateral displacement of the pile foundations supporting bridge piers and abutment.
They also found that the width of the improved soil zone had a small effect on the effectiveness of
the technique. Thus, improving the weak soil adjacent to pile foundations can be an efficient
strategy, especially for seismic retrofitting of existing piles in weak soil (Liu et al. 2016).
Cement deep soil mixing (CDSM) is particularly successful in improving weak soils and has been
employed in many projects worldwide. In this technique, the soil is mixed with cement and/or lime
in form of slurry or powder using augers to improve the soil's physical and mechanical properties
(Porbaha 1998; Porbaha et al. 1998); Lorenzo and Bergado (2006). The CDSM can be conducted
in different patterns (i.e., block, grid, wall, and group types) and has been used for supporting
excavation cuts and improving organic soil’s bearing capacity (Jamsawang et al. 2015).
Large diameter helical piles have emerged recently as an efficient foundation system, especially
for sites with weak surficial soil layers underlain by competent soil. In this pile type, the helical
plates aid in installing the pile by torque applied at its head, and at the same time provide significant
bearing resistance when situated in strong soil. Several studies evaluated the capacity and
performance of large diameter helical piles under static axial and lateral loads (Elkasabgy and El
Naggar 2015; Harnish and El Naggar 2017; Elkasabgy and El Naggar 2019). The dynamic
response of large diameter helical piles was also evaluated (Elkasabgy and El Naggar 2013;
Elkasabgy and El Naggar 2018). More recently, the seismic response of helical piles in dry sand
has been evaluated from large scale shake tables (Elsawy et al. 2019; Aly et al. 2021). These
studies demonstrated the superiority of helical piles over driven piles in resisting axial and lateral
static and dynamic loads.
Soil-Pile-Superstructure Interaction (SPSI) in weak soils is complicated (Liu et al. 2016). The
complexity is attributed to the intertwined effects of kinematic interaction between the soil and
piles, the inertial interaction between the superstructure and piles, the interaction between the
inertial and kinematic forces, and the non-linear coupling between the soil and pore water pressure.
The SPSI response can be examined using experimental and numerical methods. The experimental
methods vary between large-scale models and scaled physical models (i.e., shaking table tests, and
centrifuge tests) (Abdoun and Dobry 2002; Ebeido et al. 2019). Numerical methods such as finite
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element analysis (Bentley and Naggar 2000; Zhang et al. 2008; Di Laora and Rovithis 2015;
Hussein and El Naggar 2021; Hussein and El Naggar 2022) or finite difference analysis (Sen et al.
1985) can be calibrated and validated using the SPSI response measured from experiments, then
employed to investigate several parameters that could not be evaluated from the tests. Due to the
complexity of the numerical models, researchers adopted simplified numerical approaches to
explore the SPSI response such as the beam on non-linear Winkler foundation (BNWF) (Allotey
and El Naggar 2008; Dezi et al. 2010; Heidari et al. 2014; Tombari et al. 2017).
Numerous studies investigated the seismic response of driven piles in liquefiable sand (Abdoun
and Dobry 2002; He 2005; Ebeido et al. 2019). Recently, the seismic response of helical piles in
liquefiable soil has been evaluated from shake table tests (Orang et al. 2021) and numerical
simulations (Hussein and El Naggar 2021; Hussein and El Naggar 2021a). A fewer number of
studies investigated the seismic response of piles in soft clay (Meymand 1998; Mayoral et al.
2005). Boulanger et al. (1999) analyzed the seismic response of piles penetrated a soft clay layer
and embedded in a dense sand layer using the BNWF method. They demonstrated the capability
of the p-y method in the analysis of SPSI problems. Meymand (1998) explored the seismic SPSI
response in soft clay through shaking table tests. On the other hand, a few studies addressed the
seismic performance of piles in improved soft clay (Ohsutka et al. 2004; Yamashita et al. 2012).
Boulanger et al. (1999) presented centrifuge tests results of piles in unimproved and improved soft
clay using the CDSM technique. The results demonstrated that the lateral deflection decreased,
and the maximum bending moments were reduced and occurred at a shallower depth due to soil
improvement. However, the seismic response of helical piles in cohesive soils has not been
evaluated.
Rollins et al. (2009) and Rollins and Brown (2011) investigated ground improvement techniques
including jet grouting, soil mixing and soil replacement for enhancing lateral resistance of piles.
They examined the pile cyclic response in soft soil improved using jet grouting. They reported that
soil improvement increased the lateral resistance by 220%. Yamashita et al. (2012) monitored the
response of piled raft foundation supporting a 12-story building in Tokyo, which was located on
top of liquefiable sand underlain by soft clay. The soil was improved using grid-form deep cement
mixing walls. They demonstrated the effectiveness of the cement mixing technique in stabilizing
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the building during and after the earthquake. Taghavi and Muraleetharan (2012) investigated the
response of piles surrounded by improved soft soil using the CDSM method through a coupled
finite element analysis. The results indicated that increasing the width of the improved soil zone
reduced the peak ground acceleration (PGA) while increasing the depth of improvement resulted
in increased PGA. Using the p-y curves method, Taghavi and Muraleetharan (2017) investigated
the response of piles in soft clay improved using CDSM. They back-calculated the p-multiplier
from the results of centrifuge tests and employed it to account for the pile group effect. The results
revealed that increasing the clay stiffness and pile spacing increased the p-multiplier (i.e.,
improved the pile group behaviour). Similarly, El Sharnouby and El Naggar (2018) investigated
improving the monotonic and cyclic lateral response of helical piles using grouting of soil adjacent
to the pile. They conducted a full-scale field study and a numerical simulation using the program
LPile (Reese et al. 2000).
The previous studies have investigated the seismic SPSI response in either improved or
unimproved soft clay, which gave useful insights into the seismic SPSI. However, no comparative
studies were conducted to evaluate the seismic response of the same pile-soil system in improved
and unimproved soft clay. The previous research did not examine the helical pile dynamic response
in cohesive soil, and the helical pile responses were not compared to that of the driven pile in a
similar configuration. The helical pile dynamic response was not investigated in different cohesive
soil strengths, and their efficiency was not examined to optimize the CDSM width. In addition, the
dynamic pile load transfer was not explored and compared for the helical piles and driven piles.
The kinematic and the internal effects on the SPSI and SHPSI have not been well investigated in
the cohesive soil
Therefore, this study explores the dynamic response of driven and helical piles in cohesive soil.
Thus, three-dimensional (3D) finite element models (FEMs) were developed to analyze the
response of driven piles based on the results of full-scale field tests conducted by Fleming et al.
(2016). These large-scale field tests examined the seismic response of driven piles in unimproved
and improved soft clay. The soil adjacent to the pile was treated employing the CMSD
improvement technique. The validated FEMs were employed to gain more insights into the
dynamic piles’ response.
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This chapter is divided into four main sections. First, the field experiments conducted by Fleming
et al. (2016) are summarized and the necessary information of the soil-pile system is provided.
Second, FEMs are developed based on the experimental setup configuration and incorporating the
properties of the test piles and soil. The experimental load tests are simulated employing the FEMs
and the calculated responses are compared with the experimental observation to validate the
reliability of the numerical models. Third, the validated models are modified to simulate helical
piles and calculate their dynamic responses. Different helical pile configurations are adopted in
this study including a single helix and two helices with different inter-helix spacing. The lateral
response was examined considering different cohesive soil strengths and CDSM width. In
addition, the dynamic axial responses of the driven and helical piles were discussed. Finally, the
kinematic and inertial interaction effects were examined for the driven and helical piles in cohesive
soil.

8.2 Summary of the Field Experiment
Fleming et al. (2016) conducted large-scale field tests on single piles in a soft clay layer and
bearing in a sandy gravel layer. They investigated the dynamic response of the pile in unimproved
and improved soft clay. The piles' cross-section was AISC-HSS12.75x0.375, and it's Young’s
modulus and yield strength were 213GPA and 372MPa, respectively. The pile total length was
7.6m and its embedded length in the soil was 5.2m. The soil profile comprised three layers: (a) 1.0
m thick layer of lean clay with gravel; (b) 3.4m thick layer of medium-stiff to soft silty clay; and
(c) 2.0m thick layer of sandy gravel. A hole 1.2 m in diameter and 1.m deep was excavated around
the pile at the ground surface to eliminate the effect of the top lean clay with gravel. The improved
soil part was constructed using the CDSM technique, and the improved soil was approximately
4mx4mx4m. The grout employed for the CDSM had a water to cement ratio of 1:1 by weight, and
the concentration of the cement by the dry weight of the soil was 20%.
The soil shear strength parameters were measured from CPTu and triaxial tests. The clay had an
average undrained shear strength, cu = 35KPa, and unit weight, γ = 19kN/m3. The sand had an
angle of friction, φ = 40o, and γ = 20 kN/m3. The undrained shear strength of the improved soil
was measured from unconfined compressive tests on collecting samples from the field, and the
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average cu =1517KPa. The water table was located at 1m below the ground surface. In both
unimproved and improved soil tests, a dynamic loading protocol was imposed on the piles
followed by a quasi-static load were applied to the pile. The piles were subjected to a minimum of
three load cycles of the same frequency and amplitude, then the amplitude was increased to the
next level. After completing the dynamic loading, the quasi-static load was applied with a single
cycle at each load level. This study is focused on the dynamic response of the piles.

8.3 Finite Element Analysis
OpenSees (Lu et al. 2011) is an open-source platform that can be used to develop complete finite
element models to simulate the static and dynamic geotechnical-structural responses. It is used in
the current study, along with its user graphic interface (McKenna 2011) to conduct 3D finite
element analyses (FEA) of the load tests described in the following sections.
8.3.1 Features of Finite Element Models
Fig. 8-1 presents a longitudinal section of the field test with the location and dimensions of the
improved volume. The soil elements were simulated using 8-node hexahedral linear isoperimetric
elements (Brick u-p Element) (Yang et al. 2008). This element has 4 degrees of freedom: three for
the displacement in the three perpendicular dimensions (u), and one for the pore water pressure
(p). The element is used to simulate the dynamic response of the soil-fluid coupled material, and
its ability to capture the dynamic response of the soils with permeability less than 10-3m/sec has
been validated for a wide range of frequency (Zienkiewicz et al. 1980; Zienkiewicz et al. 1999).
The unimproved and improved clay materials were simulated using PressureIndependMultiYield
elastic-plastic material model. In this model, the plasticity appears in the deviatoric stress-strain
response only. For the volumetric response, it is independent of the deviatoric stress in the linear
elastic response and is insensitive to the confining pressure variation (Elgamal et al. 2002; Yang
and Elgamal 2002; Yang et al. 2008). On the other hand, the sand layer was simulated using
PressureDependMultiYield02, which is an elastic-plastic model that is sensitive to the change in
the confining pressure.
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A sensitivity analysis was conducted to obtain (calibrate) the model parameters to capture the soilpile response. Table 7-3 illustrates the calibrated material properties adopted for each of the
numerical models. to simulate the relative stiffness between the different materials, 10cm-thick
elements were introduced at the soil-pile interface. The interface element shear and normal
stiffnesses and shear parameters were reduced by applying a factor of 0.7 as recommended by
Ghalibafian (2006). The pile elements were simulated using 3D nonlinear forceBeamColumn
elements (Mazzoni et al. 2006). To fill the space of the pile within the soil elements, rigid link
elements were implemented normally to the pile elements (Elgamal et al. 2008). The steel pile
material was simulated using uniaxialMaterial Steel02 (Giuffrè 1970; Filippou et al. 1983), and
the material properties are presented in Table 8-2. The elasticBeamColumn element was used to
describe the rigid links and the elastic material was used to simulate its behaviour with stiffness
ten thousand times the elastic stiffness of the pile elements (EIrigid=104 EIpile) (Su et al. 2017). The
pile cap was modelled as a lumped mass of 16.5kN.

Fig. 8-1. Longitudinal section of the soil-driven pile profile
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Table 8-1. Constitutive model parameters for different soil layers
Parameters

soft Clay

Improved Clay

Sand

Soil Density , kg/cm3

1.60

2.0

1.80

Reference Pressure pr, KPa

101

101

101

Reference Shear Modulus Gr, KPa

3000

90000

30000

Reference Bulk Modulus Br, Mpa

9000

270000

65000

Friction Angle at peak shear strength f, o

-

0

40.0

Cohesion c, KPa

35.0

1517

0.1

Peak Shear Strain gmax

0.1

0.1

0.1

Pressure Dependent Coefficient dp

0.0

0.0

0.5

Phase transformation angle pt, o

-

-

30

Table 8-2. Constitutive model parameters for pipe pile
Parameter
Material model

Value
uniaxialMaterial Steel02

Yield stress fy, Mpa

372

Elasticity modulus E, GPa

213

Strain-hardening ratio b

0.01
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Control the transition from elastic to plastic
branches

R0=18, cR1=0.925, cR2=0.15

8.3.2 Analysis Methodology
The analysis was conducted in four stages to simulate the dynamic response of the soil-pile system
during the field tests. Different boundary conditions were applied for each stage.
1. The soil block was established and was discretized into elements. The soil response was
assumed to be linear elastic. The base was fixed in the vertical direction, Z, and the outer nodes
were fixed against translation in the lateral directions (i.e., X and Y).
2. The soil state was updated to account for plasticity to obtain the initial plastic stresses from a
gravity plastic analysis. In this stage, the base points were fixed in the Z direction, and the pore
water pressure conditions were fixed for the node above the water level (i.e., no pore water
pressure in the nodes above the water table).
3. The pile elements, rigid links, and cap mass were added to the model, and equal degrees of
freedom were initiated to connect the soil nodes with the pile nodes. During these three stages,
the Newmark integration method was used with time integration parameters of g=1.50 and
=1.0 (β =

(𝛾+0.5)2
4

) to evaluate the soil-pile response. The higher values of the Newmark

parameter ensured the dissipation of the initial dynamic transient quickly to avoid any
numerical damping. The time-step in these stages was large to guarantee the dissipation of the
excess pore water pressure (i.e., drained analysis).
4. Finally, the shear boundary condition was applied to the nodes at the model side, which
enforced the condition that all outside nodes at the same level displace similarly (Su et al.
2020). The Rayleigh damping was defined by a damping ratio of 3%. The dynamic load was
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then applied, and the solution was evaluated adopting the modified Newton-Raphson method,
the integration was conducted using Newmark integration parameters of g= and =0.25.
The lower values of Newmark parameters added some numerical damping.
8.3.3 Model Size Sensitivity Analysis
To establish the proper location of the model lateral boundaries, a sensitivity analysis was
conducted. Initially, the element size was set at 0.25m and the soil lateral boundary (L) was placed
away from the pile at a distance that varied from 6D to 25D (where D is the pipe outer diameter).
Several pushover analyses were performed on the pile in the unimproved soft clay by applying a
maximum displacement of 100 mm with a displacement of 5mm per step. Fig. 8-2 (a) shows the
maximum bending moment profile over the pile depth. It is noted from Fig. 2 (a) that the maximum
bending moment increased as the model lateral dimension increased up to 15D. It can be seen from
Fig. 8-2 (a) that the bending moment profiles for a boundary at L=20D and 25D were
approximability the same. This is consistent with the observation made by (Randolph and Wroth
1978) that the influence zone for lateral loading of piles is 15D. On the other hand, the vertical
boundaries did not affect the pile lateral response as discussed by Dong et al. (2018).
The mesh element width was also investigated by applying the same pushover analysis on a pile
with a soil block of 20D lateral distance from each side of the pile. The width of the element was
varied from 0.25m to 0.5m. Fig. 8-2 (b) demonstrates a small variation in the maximum bending
moment at the maximum lateral displacement of 100 mm. The maximum bending moment
changed from 208kN.m for element width of 0.5m to 203kN.m for element width of 0.25m. Thus,
the element width of 0.25m was adopted in the subsequent analyses. It is worth noting that the
location of the maximum bending moment was not affected by the extent of the soil model or the
element width. Finally, the element height was chosen to be 0.35m as smaller elements caused
numerical problems. Zerwer et al. (2002) stated that finer mesh could cause redundant elements
within the wavelength and possibly numerical problems. Fig. 8-3 shows the soil-pile mesh
discretization according to the sensitivity analysis.
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Fig. 8-2. (a) Soil lateral boundary effect on the pile response ;(b) The effect of the
horizontal mesh size on the pile response

Fig. 8-3. Soil-Pile mesh discretization
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8.3.4 Loading Protocol
Fig. 8-4 illustrates the loading protocol used in the FEA. Displacement-controlled dynamic loading
was applied on the pile in the unimproved soil tests. The number of load cycles was transferred
into time through the loading frequencies in the loading protocol (i.e., load period [T]
=1/frequency), and then T was multiplied by the number of cycles within each amplitude to
calculate the duration. Fig. 8-4 (a) shows the displacement time history of the loading scheme
used in the unimproved soft clay test. Fig. 8-4 (b) shows the displacement time history of the
loading scheme used in the improved soft clay test. It is worth noting that the duration of the
loading in the improved test was significantly longer. Therefore, t save time, the FEA initiated
loading from cycle 2335, as those cycles included all the frequencies and amplitudes required for
the dynamic analyses.
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Fig. 8-4. Loading protocol used in the FEA: Dynamic loading (a) Unimproved soft clay; (b)
Improved soft clay

8.3.5 Results of Driven Piles
After conducting the analyses, the results of the bending moments along the pile were recorded
and were compared with the results of the field tests. Fig. 8-5 presents the bending moment values
at selected displacement amplitudes and frequencies. Generally, the calculated responses are in
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good agreement with the measured response for both the unimproved and improved soft clay tests.
The finite element analyses captured the trend of the bending moments along the depth and the
location of the maximum bending moment. The bending moment values increased with higher
displacement amplitude. For the pile in unimproved soil, the location of the maximum moment
was between a depth of 1m to 2m below the ground surface, then the bending moment decreased
gradually with depth until reaching zero at the pile toe. The same behaviour was observed for the
pile in the improved soil, but the maximum bending moment was observed at the ground surface,
then decreased rapidly reaching zero at depth of 1.5m below the ground surface. This behaviour is
attributed to the higher lateral resistance of the improved soft clay.
The bending moment values at an applied displacement with amplitude 25mm in the improved
soft clay were double those in the unimproved soft clay. The pile in the soft clay exhibited higher
deformations than in the improved soft clay, thus lower bending moment. Design codes usually
limit the lateral deformation to satisfy the serviceability limits of the structure. To satisfy these
limits for piles installed in soft clay, either the pile stiffness (EI) is to be increased through
increasing the pile diameter or wall thickness, or alternatively, improving the soil surrounding the
pile. The latter approach can be a more economical solution. It should be noted that the maximum
bending moment did not reach the pile cross-section yield moment (Mz=283kN.m) during the
dynamic loading within the imposed load amplitudes and frequencies. Overall, the results of the
FEA and field tests are in reasonable agreement, which validated the applied finite element
modelling scheme, and thus it can be extended to conduct a parametric study.
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8.4 Helical Pile Response in Cohesive soil
8.4.1 Finite Element Model of Helical Pile
The helical piles have proven excellent performance in supporting axial loads through the larger
bearing area of the helices and mitigating the pile potential excessive settlement in soft soil. AlBaghdadi et al. (2015) investigated numerically the lateral capacity of helical piles with different
helix diameters. The study concluded that the helical piles' lateral capacity increases with larger
helices diameters, and the helix is as close as possible to the ground surface. This provides the
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motivation to examine the dynamic response of the soil-helical pile-superstructure interaction
(SHPSI) in the cohesive clay.
The validated finite element model was employed to simulate the dynamic response of helical
piles. Fig. 8-6 presents the longitudinal section of the helical pile considered within the soil profile
of the field test. Both single-helix and double-helix piles were considered in the analysis. The
cross-section of the helical pile pipe cross-section was AISC-HSS12x0.5, and the helix was
762mm in diameter and 25mm in thickness. The bottom helix was placed at the interface of the
soft clay-sand layers (i.e., depth 3.4m below the ground), and the pile toe was embedded 150mm
in the sand layer. The helical pile was 5.35m long, which was shorter than the driven pile by 1.75m.
The second helix was placed above the bottom helix with an inter-helix spacing of 1.5, 2.0, 2.5,
and 3.0 times the helix diameter (Dhelix).
The helix elements were simplified as equivalent elasticBeamColumn elements. The material was
assumed to be linear elastic, and the modulus of elasticity was assumed to be 2.1e8KPa. The
boundary conditions of the finite element models were the same as in the case for driven pile
models, and the helices nodes were connected to the adjacent soil using equal degrees of freedom.
A force-controlled harmonic sine wave motion was applied at the head of the piles, and the force
amplitude was 100kN in the soft soil tests and 131kN in the CDSM tests. The pile lateral forcedisplacement results were recorded to investigate the lateral response of the helical piles and
compare it with the driven pile response. The results of the axial forces in the piles were also
recorded and were used to examine the dynamic pile load transfer for helical piles in cohesive soil.
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Fig. 8-6. Longitudinal section of soil-helical pile profile
8.4.2 Helical Pile lateral response
The driven and helical piles' dynamic lateral responses were calculated and are compared in terms
of the force-displacement response at the pile head and at the ground surface as shown in Fig. 8-7.
Inspecting Fig. 8-7 (a), it is noted that the driven pile with length 7.2m exhibited a maximum lateral
displacement at its head of 8.7cm corresponding to an applied force of 100kN, while the shorter
single-helix pile (SHP) displaced 10cm. Meanwhile, using multiple helices could improve the
lateral response because of the increased passive resistance on the helices. Thus, four analyses
were performed with a second helix located above the bottom helix at a spacing of 1.5, 2, 2.5 and
3Dhelix to investigate the lateral response of the Double-helix pile (DHP). Fig. 8-7 (a) shows that
the lateral response of the DHP improved as the second helix was placed closer to the ground
surface. The displacement of the DHP decreased from 9.6cm to 8.7cm as the inter-helix spacing
increased from 1.5Dhelix to 3Dhelix. This improvement in lateral response is attributed to the
additional bearing resistance offered by the top helix as it was placed within the pile segment that
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experienced large deflection. This was observed from the axial forces calculated in the pile as will
be discussed later.
As shown in Fig. 8-7(b), the lateral displacement of the piles at the ground surface was much lower
than at the head because the large free-standing segment of the pile decreased at the same level of
forces at the pile head. For example, the driven pile had a lateral displacement of only 4cm, while
the DHP with helices spaced at 3Dhelix exhibited a displacement of 4.2cm This demonstrates that
most of the displacement is due to the free-standing pile of the pile, which is not affected much by
the helices.
To further evaluate the dynamic lateral performance of driven and helical piles in cohesive soils,
the undrained shear strength of the soil (Su) was varied increased to 50KPa, 75KPa, and 100KPa.
Several researchers adopted linear relations between the maximum shear modulus and the
undrained shear strength (Hara et al. 1974; de Camargo Barros et al. 2007). Thus, the maximum
shear modulus was also increased with the same ratio of the undrained shear strength. Fig. 8-7 (c,
e, and g) presents the lateral force-displacement responses of the driven and the helical piles at pile
head, while Fig. 8-7 (d, f, and h) display the force-displacement responses at the ground level. As
expected, the pile lateral displacements at both the pile and ground surface decrease the soil
strength and stiffness increase. The driven pile lateral displacement decreased from 8.7cm at
Su=25KPa to 5.7cm, 4.5 and 3.9cm at Su=50KPa, Su=75KPa and 90KPa, respectively. Similarly,
the SHP lateral displacement decreased as the soil strength increased, i.e., decreased from 10cm at
Su=25KPa to 6cm at Su=50KPa, and the SHP experienced a similar lateral response to the driven
pile at Su=100KPa. The lateral response was enhanced further by using the DHP; for example, the
maximum lateral displacement at the pile head using the DHP with 3Dhelix spacing decreased from
8.7cm at Su=25KPa to 3.6cm at Su=100 KPa (i.e., performed better than the driven pile)).
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Fig. 8-7. Force-displacement hysteretic loops: at pile head (a) Su=25KPa; (b) Su=50KPa;
(c) Su=75KPa; (d) Su=100KPa, and at ground level (e) Su=25KPa; (f) Su=50KPa; (g)
Su=75KPa; (h) Su=100KPa

The pile lateral stiffnesses were calculated at the pile head and ground level to elucidate the pile
lateral performance in different cohesive soils and the results are presented in Fig. 8-8. The
stiffness was calculated by dividing the maximum lateral forces by the maximum lateral
displacement at the pile head and the ground level. Three main observations can be made from
Fig. 8-8. The pile stiffness increased as the soil strength increased; the pile stiffness at its head is
lower than at the ground surface because of the free-standing segment; and the stiffness of the
driven pile is approximately the same as SHP and DHP with small inter-helix spacing, while the
DHP with larger spacing (i.e., 3Dhelix) provides higher lateral stiffness.
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Fig. 8-8. Variation of pile stiffness with clay strength (a) at pile head; (b) at the ground
surface
The performance of the helical piles would be even better if the entire length of the pile was
embedded with no free-standing part as it would be the case in most practical applications. Thus,
several analyses were conducted to examine the piles' lateral response without a free length above
the ground level. The loads were applied at the pile head at the ground level. Fig. 8-9 presents the
force-displacement responses of the driven and helical piles in clay with different undrained shear
strength values. Fig. 8-9 (a) shows that the SHP exhibited higher lateral deformation than the
driven piles in soil with shear strength, Su=25KPa, while the DHP with 3Dhelix spacing had a
lateral response similar to the driven pile. Meanwhile, the lateral displacement of helical piles, for
all configurations considered, was better than the driven pile as shown in Fig. 8-9 (b, c, and d).
This is because the contribution of the helices to the lateral resistance increased as the soil shear
strength increased. For example, the DHP with 3Dhelix spacing had a maximum lateral displacement
of 4cm compared to 4.5cm at the driven pile in the soil with Su=100KPa.
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Fig. 8-9. Force-displacement hysteretic loops at pile head with no free length (a)
Su=25KPa; (b) Su=50KPa; (c) Su=75KPa; (d) Su=100KPa
Fig. 8-10 (a and b) compares the lateral stiffness of the pile with free length with the pile totally
embedded in the ground. Fig. 8-10 (b) illustrated that the piles have a higher stiffness without free
length. In addition, the helical pile stiffness increased relatively higher than the driven pile in the
case without free length. For example, the driven pile stiffness increased from 8538kN/m to
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22519kN.m (i.e., 160% increase), while the stiffness of DHP with 3Dhelix spacing increased from
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Fig. 8-10. Pile stiffness increase with clay strength at ground level (a) pile with a free length
above ground; (b) pile with no free length

Furthermore, the lateral responses of the driven and helical piles installed in the CDSM were
evaluated. Fig. 8-11 presents the force-displacement responses at the pile head and ground level.
The driven and helical piles exhibited the same lateral response for both SHP and DHP regardless
of the helix spacing. This is attributed to the high strength and stiffness of the improved area. This
is indicated by the much higher lateral pile stiffness at the ground level (i.e., 5 times higher than
the unimproved soil case).
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Fig. 8-11. Force-displacement hysteretic loops in CDSM case (a) at pile head; (b) at the
ground surface
Fig. 8-12 investigates the distribution of the maximum lateral displacement along the pile for the
driven and helical piles. It is observed from Fig. 8-12 (a) the DHP with 3Dhelix reduced the lateral
deformation to approximately the same level of the long-driven pile. However, the SHP exhibited
some rotation at depth of 2.8m below the ground level because of its shorter pile, which explains
why its lateral displacement is higher than that of the longer driven pile. On the other hand, Fig.
8-12 (b) demonstrates that all piles deflected the same in the improved soil.
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Fig. 8-12. Helical pile maximum lateral displacement: (a) soft clay, Su=25KPa; (b)
improved clay
8.4.3 Effect Pile Configurations on the Improved Soil Width
In all previous analyses involving improved soil, the width of the CDSM treatment was 12 times
the pile diameters. In order to examine the possibility of using helical piles to reduce the volume
of treated soil, several analyses were conducted considering different widths of the improved soil
area using the harmonic sine wave motion with an amplitude of 131kN and frequency of 1Hz for
ten seconds. The width of the CDSM ranged from 3d to 18d, and the maximum lateral
displacement along the pile length was recorded and presented in Fig. 8-13. The results illustrated
that the driven pile exhibited decreased displacement as the with of the treated zone increased until
CDSM width of 12d, after which the displacement remained the same. For example, the pile lateral
displacement decreased at the pile head from 31mm for CDSM width of 2m to 26mm and 24mm
for CDSM width of 3m and 4m, respectively. Similarly, the response of DHP with an inter-helix
spacing of 3Dhelix was evaluated for different extend of the treated soil. The width of the CDSM
was changed from 1.5d range to 12d, and the DHP maximum lateral displacements were recorded.
Fig. 8-13 (b) shows that the DHP exhibited approximately the same lateral response until CDSM
width of 2.5m (7.5D) with a maximum lateral displacement at the pile head of 26mm. The results
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demonstrated that the helical piles with two helices with a pitch of 3Dhelix were beneficial as they
reduced the pile length and reduced the required CDSM width. Therefore, DHP could be used as
an economical replacement for the driven piles.
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Fig. 8-13. Variation of pile lateral response with the width of CDSM volume (a) driven pile;
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8.4.4 Helical Pile Axial Response in Cohesive soil
The helical pile static axial response is well established in the literature, while its dynamic response
has not yet been well-investigated. Recently, a few researchers investigated the dynamic response
of helical piles in liquefiable soil (e.g., Orang et al. (2021) and Hussein and El Naggar (2022).
Meanwhile, the dynamic axial response of helical piles in cohesive soils is scarce, and more
investigation is needed to gain better insight into the response of helical piles in cohesive clay.
Several analyses were conducted employing the horizontal harmonic sine wave motion with
amplitude of 100kN and frequency 1Hz, and the axial load at the pile head was 16kN. The dynamic
axial response time histories at select elevations for the driven pile, SHP, and DHP are presented
in Fig. 8-14. As shown in Fig. 8-14 (a), the axial force of the driven pile increased initially due to
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the negative skin friction over the pile due to the consolidation of the soft clay, then remained
approximately constant through the motion. The axial forces in the pile segment in the sand layer
decreased gradually with depth due to the shaft resistance. For SHP, Fig. 8-14 (b) shows the
improved dynamic pile load transfer within the soil section. The figure shows that the drop in the
axial forces at the location of the helix (i.e., depth 3.4m below the ground level), where the axial
forces decreased from 7.5KPa to an average of 2KPa. This is attributed to the large bearing area
of the helices. The DHP with 3Dhelix inter-helix spacing was used to examine the axial load transfer.
Fig. 8-14 (c) shows that the second helix in the DHP (depth of 1.13m below the ground) did not
enhance the axial response, and the axial force oscillated concurrently with the lateral load applied
at the pile head. The top helix in the DHP contributed to the lateral resistance through the passive
resistance on its surface, which caused normal soil pressure on the helix sides in opposite
directions. This resulted in high axial force in the shaft at the location of the top helix. The axial
force was much less at the location of the bottom helix, the same as that of the SHP.
The shaft friction and bearing resistance were calculated and the results are presented in Fig. 8-14.
For the driven pile, the shaft resistance diminished after a few load steps as shown in Fig. 8-14 (d).
The shaft resistance in the sand layer decreased with time concurrent with the increase of the end
bearing resistance. During the shaking, the side friction decreased, and the pile experienced a large
settlement, which mobilized additional bearing resistance at the toe. The SHP and DHP exhibited
small shaft resistance, and the bearing resistance on the bottom helix represented most of the total
pile resistance as shown in Fig. 8-14 (e and f).
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Fig. 8-14. Pile axial forces (Su=25kPa): (a) axial force-driven pile; (b) axial force-SHP; (c)
axial force-DHP (d) shaft resistance driven pile; (e) shaft resistance-SHP; (f) Shaft
resistance-DHP

8.5 Kinematic Effect on the Piles Lateral Response from Ground
Motion
The pile seismic response is controlled by the kinematic interaction between the pile and soil, and
the inertial force due to the interaction between the pile and the superstructure mass. Several
researchers explored the complex kinematic-inertial effects on the SPSI through physical tests,
cross-correlation analysis techniques and pseudo-static analysis methods (Abdoun and Dobry
2002; Tokimatsu et al. 2005; Wang et al. 2016).
The 3D finite element model is employed to evaluate the kinematic and inertial interaction of
helical piles in clay. The Wolong ground motion record was scaled down to a PGA of 0.3g, and
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the time was scaled from 220 seconds to 70 seconds as shown in Fig. 8-15. Two sets of analysis
were conducted: in one set the mass on the pile head was removed to evaluate the kinematic
interaction, and the second set the mass was placed on the pile head to study the interaction
between the kinematic and the inertial forces on the seismic response of the driven and helical
piles.
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Fig. 8-15. Wolong ground motion time history with PGA=0.3g
8.5.1 Kinematic Interaction Effect (no Mass)
The piles' lateral response was calculated considering clay with undrained shear strength Su=25,
50, 75, and 100 KPa. The calculated maximum lateral displacements for each case are displayed
in Fig. 8-16, and the calculated maximum bending moments values are depicted in Fig. 8-17.
Generally, Fig. 8-16 (a to d) shows that the pile lateral displacement decreased as the shear strength
increased. Fig. 8-16 (a) shows that the driven pile exhibited slightly lower lateral deformation at
the pile head compared to the helical pile (14.5mm for the driven pile and 15mm for the helical
pile). The pile lateral deformation within the soil was relatively small, while the passive resistance
on the helices requires large movement to mobilize. As the soil shear strength increased, the helical
pile experienced lower lateral deformation than the driven pile. For example, the maximum lateral
deformation at the pile head for the DHP with a spacing of 3Dhelix was 5% less than that of the
driven pile at Su=50KPa as shown in Fig. 8-16 (b). In addition, the helical piles experienced
rotation close to the pile toe for the case of Su=25KPa. However, the helical pile rotation was less
than that of the driven pile for clay with higher shear strength as shown in Fig. 8-16 (c and d).
Fig. 8-17 (a to d) presents the piles bending moments for the driven and helical piles. The driven
piles experienced larger bending moments for all values of soil shear strength. For example, Fig.
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8-17 (a) shows that the driven pile experienced a maximum bending moment of 38kN.m at depth
of 3.5m below the ground level in the soil with Su=25KPa, while the maximum bending moment
for the helical pile was less than 20kN.m. This reduction is tributed to lower kinematic interaction
between the pile and soil, which imposes less force on the pile. The bending moment decreased as
the shear strength increased because the pile deflection decreased. The helices caused relative
fixation at their location, which resulted in changing the bending moment sign (i.e., positive, and
negative bending moments) along the pile, which would allow using a smaller pile wall section
(i.e., lower demand on pile bending capacity). For clay with Su=50KPa, the maximum positive
and negative bending moments at the pile sides were approximately equal (i.e., 12 kN.m) as shown
in Fig. 8-17 (b). In addition, the driven and helical piles experienced approximately the same value
of bending moment for Su=100KPa as shown in Fig. 8-17 (d).
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Fig. 8-16. Kinematic effect on the pile lateral displacement: (a) Su=25KPa; (b) Su=50KPa;
(c) Su=75KPa; (d) Su=100KPa
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Fig. 8-17. Kinematic effect on the pile bending moment: (a) Su=25KPa; (b) Su=50KPa; (c)
Su=75KPa; (d) Su=100KPa

8.5.2 Combined Kinematic-Interaction Effects (Superstructure Mass Included)
The superstructure mass was placed at the pile head to examine the influence of the inertial force
on the response of driven helical piles for clay with cu = 75KPa. Fig. 8-18 shows the results of the
maximum lateral response along the piles. Fig. 8-18 (a) shows that the inertial force increases the
lateral displacement from an average of 14mm as shown in Fig. 8-16 (c), to 15mm at the pile head.
the results show that the helical piles experience a similar relative displacement (i.e., displacement
at the pile head minus the displacement at the toe) to the long-driven pile. Again, the maximum
bending moments increased to 36% in Fig. 8-18 (b) compared to Fig. 8-17 (c). The distribution of
the bending moment at the sides of the pile was not observed after adding the superstructure mass
and the maximum bending moment was located at depth 0.5m below the ground level. Thus, the
inertial force increased the bending moment at the ground level, while the kinematic force
increased the moment at the lower part of the pile and the layers interface. Finally, the helical pile
with 3Dhelix pitch reduced the bending moment by 10% compared to the other piles.
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Fig. 8-18. Inertial effect on piles’ lateral response for clay with Su=75KPa: (a) Maximum
lateral displacement; (b) Maximum bending moment
As in most practical applications, there is no free-standing part above the ground level. Thus, the
performance of the pile was investigated with the entire length below the ground level. Fig. 8-19
(a to d) presents the maximum lateral displacement along the piles for a range of clay shear
strength. Fig. 8-19 (a) shows that the lateral displacement of the driven piles at the ground level
was slightly less than the helical piles for Su=25KPa (i.e., 9.8mm vs. 10.3 mm). As shown in Fig.
8-19 (b, c, and d), the increase in the clay shear strength generally reduced the piles' lateral
displacement, but the reduction was higher for helical piles due to the higher passive resistance on
the helices. For example, the helical piles' rotation was less than the driven pile, and the DHP with
a spacing of 3Dhelicx had a lateral displacement of 4.7mm compared to 5.1mm for the driven pile.
Fig. 8-20 presents the maximum bending moment along the pile. Fig. 8-20 (a) shows that the
bending moment was higher in the driven piles than the helical pile; the driven pile's maximum
bending moment was 33. 6kN.m, while the average bending moment of the helical pile was around
15kN.m. In addition, as the clay shear strength increased, the helices provided of the pile at their
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location, which reduced the maximum positive and negative bending moments. For Su=100KPa,
the driven and helical piles experienced approximability of the same maximum bending moment
within the clay layer.
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Fig. 8-19. Kinematic effect on the pile lateral displacement: (a) Su=25KPa; (b) Su=50KPa;
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8.6 Summary and Conclusion
This chapter examined the dynamic response of the soil-pile interaction for driven and helical piles
installed in cohesive soil. Three-dimensional finite element models (FEM) were developed using
the OpenSees platform based on the results obtained from large-scale field tests on single piles
penetrating a soft clay layer and embedded in a gravely sand layer. The models were established
based on the experimental setup and the model soil parameters were calibrated to capture the pile
response. Overall, the calculated bending moments were in good agreement with the measured
bending moment from the field study for both the unimproved and improved soil tests. The
validated FEMs were employed to evaluate the dynamic response characteristics of helical piles
in cohesive soil in comparison with driven piles. The responses of a single-helix pile (SHP) and
double-helix pile (DHP) installed in clay with varying shear strength were calculated and were
compared with those of a longer driven pile, but with the same shaft properties. The main
observations of this work are summarized below.
•

The SHP exhibited slightly larger lateral displacement than the driven pile. On the other
hand, the lateral displacement of DHP is the same as or less than that of the driven pile.

•

The driven and helical piles exhibited the same lateral performance in the CDSM.
However, the optimum width of the improved soil zone could be 7.5 times the helical pile
diameter, while the optimum width was found to be 12 times the driven pile diameter.

•

The lateral response of the helical piles improves as the clay shear strength increases due
to the additional passive resistance on the helices.

•

During a seismic event, the helical pile would experience lower lateral deformation and
bending moment compared to the driven pile due to the kinematic interaction.

•

Helical pile exhibited a similar displacement but lower bending moments in comparison
with driven pile due to the inertial interaction forces.
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•

For piles without a standing free length, the seismic performance of helical piles was better
than that of the driven pile.
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Chapter 9
9. Summary, Conclusions and Recommendations
9.1 Summary
Finite element analysis (FEA) has been used to explore the soil-pile-superstructure interaction
(SPSI) in liquefiable and non-liquefiable soils depending on the results of shaking table tests of
four-pile group penetrating three layers of soil: clay crust, loose sand, and dense sand. The finite
element models (FEM) results agreed well with the results of the experiments. The calibrated soil
model and validated FEM were employed to evaluate the seismic lateral soil-pile-superstructure
interaction (SPSI) and a parametric study was conducted to explore the kinematic and inertial
forces considering the ground motion intensity, superstructure mass, pile diameter and material.
The piles bending moment and lateral displacement were calculated for both the non-liquefiable
and liquefiable soil.
The validated FEMs were then employed to study the dynamic pile load transfer in non-liquefiable
and liquefiable soils. The pile shaft resistance and end bearing capacity were calculated from the
results of the axial force, and a factor of safety of the end bearing failure was established. In
addition, a parametric study was conducted to examine the axial pile response due to the kinematic
effect considering different ground motion intensity, pile diameter, and liquefiable layer thickness.
The results were used to suggest a retrofitting method to dissipate the excess pore water pressure.
The soil-helical pile-superstructure interaction (SHPSI) has been investigated employing the
validated FEMs. In this series of analyses, the FEMs were modified to account for the SHPSI.
First, the reinforced concrete piles (RCP) were replaced by helical piles with shaft stiffness similar
to the RCP. Second, the vertical boundaries were increased below the helices to ensure a proper
distance that prevents any interference between the helical pile and the container base. The
increased vertical depth could cause amplification in the ground motion at the interface of the sand
layers. Thus, the ground motion was scaled down to achieve a similar peak ground acceleration in
the sand layers interface. The results from the helical pile analyses were compared with the RCP
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analyses for both the axial and lateral response. Finally, a parametric study was conducted to
explore the kinematic effect on the SHPSI by scaling the ground motion to different levels.
The scaling effect of the SHPSI has been investigated in dry and saturated soils since extrapolating
the results of the physical model could exhibit distortion. The FEMs developed for helical piles
were scaled up to two, four, and six times the shaking table tests. A similitude law has been adopted
for this scaling, and the soil and helical piles response were investigated for the differently scaled
model.
The prototype with a geometric scale of six developed in the previous series of analyses was
employed to evaluate the seismic response of bridges supported by helical piles in different ground
conditions. The bridge consisted of two long spans and was supported on a single pier and two
abutments. A suite of 11 ground motions was used in these analyses and an incremental dynamic
analysis (IDA) method where the ground motions were scaled up to PGA of 1g. 440 non-linear
time-history analyses were performed to calculate the seismic demand of the coupled bridge-soil
Foundation (CBSF) system. The pier drift, helical pile ductility factor, and helical pile settlement
ratio were recorded as the seismic demand to be compared with these component capacities. Two
equations were used to generate the fragility curves where they were compared together.
The dynamic responses of driven and helical piles were investigated in cohesive soil based on the
results of the study reported in the literature, which involved a large-scale field test on a single pile
bearing in gravely sand soil. The clay was improved using the cement deep soil mixing (CDSM)
technique. First, the numerical models were validated with the field test results. The models were
then employed to explore the seismic lateral and axial responses of driven and helical piles in
cohesive clay with different shear strengths. The responses of a single-helix pile (SHP) and doublehelix pile (DHP) installed in clay with varying shear strength were calculated and were compared
with those of a longer driven pile, but with the same shaft properties.
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9.2 Conclusion
Seismic Behaviour of Piles in Non-Liquefiable and Liquefiable Soil
The main findings are summarized below:
•

Higher ground acceleration increased the pile bending moment, and the increase was
remarkable in the saturated cases compared to the dry cases. The maximum bending
moments were located at the interface of the sand layers.

•

Larger superstructure mass (inertial force) increased the bending moment at the pile top
and the interface of the top clay and loose sand layers.

•

Bending moment increased with larger piles diameters, and its distribution corresponded
to a rigid behaviour due to the low slenderness ratio.

•

Higher ground motion increased the pile lateral displacement in the saturated and dry tests.
Meanwhile, the piles are displaced laterally as a rigid body at the saturated site during
strong ground motions as the pile base loses the lateral support due to the soil liquefaction,
especially for larger diameter piles.

•

Higher elastic modulus increased the pile bending moment and decreased its lateral
displacement.

Seismic Axial Behaviour of Pile Groups in Non-Liquefiable and Liquefiable Soils
The main findings are summarized below:
•

At the saturated test, the higher excess pore water pressure ratios (EPWPR) decreased the
shaft resistance, which diminution with full liquefaction (EPWPR=1).

•

Positive shaft friction was observed along the pile through the loose sand layer with the
reduction of the EPWPR at the pile-soil interface owing to the gap opening.

•

The positive shaft resistance was concurrent with the reduction in the bearing stresses.

•

The pile settlement increased with partial dense sand liquefaction, and it became excessive
when the end-bearing factor of safety became less than the unit
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•

At the dry tests, the pile experienced cycles of compression and tension forces, which is
attributed to the higher PGA. Meanwhile, the compression and the tension forces were less
than the static pile capacity.

•

A larger pile diameter decreased the size of the gap, and consequently, the dense sand
liquefied because the EPWPR increased.

•

Decreasing the loose sand layer thickness increased the shaft resistance, and the load
transferred to the pile toe decreased.

Seismic Helical Pile Response in Non-Liquefiable and Liquefiable Soil
The main findings are summarized below:
•

Helical piles and associate soil experienced lower lateral deformation compared to the RCP
with a marginal effect from the second helix.

•

Higher PGA caused higher helical piles bending moments in the dry and saturated tests.
Meanwhile, rigid body movement was observed in the helical pile group at the saturated
tests which were prominent for the double-helix pile (DHP).

•

The helical pile reduced the settlement significantly compared to the RCP.

•

The maximum bending moments occurred at the sand layers interface in the saturated tests
and at the pile head in the dry tests. The DHP experienced a higher bending moment than
the single-helix pile (SHP) in the saturated test, while they were almost similar in the dry
tests.

•

At the saturated tests, the EPWPR variation caused changes in the stresses and strains in
the helices which increased continuously with the shaking in the dry tests. The stresses and
strains were higher in the SHP helix than the DHP top helix in the saturated and dry tests.
nevertheless, they exhibited a linear elastic response.

•

Shaft friction exhibited Positive values within the loose sand layer until the liquefaction
initiation, and the helices bearing forces varied with the shaft friction forces.

•

The helical pile shaft resistance diminished with liquefaction, and the pile settlement
increased to mobilize the end bearing capacity. This observation demonstrated the
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excellent performance of helical piles in preserving their axial capacity during and after
liquefaction and controlling the post-liquefaction settlement.
•

SHP bearing resistance was less than the DHP. The DHP experienced several cycles of
tensile forces, especially in the dry test and with higher PGA.

•

The helical pile response in the saturated test was dominated by the rocking behaviour,
while the flexural behaviour dominated the response in the dry tests.

Effect of Model Scale on Helical Piles Response Established from Shake Table Tests
The main findings are summarized below:
•

In the saturated and dry tests, the horizontal soil acceleration in scaled models had a similar
propagation through the soil section, and the scaled-up models’ results showed similar
trends in axial and lateral directions.

•

The helical piles’ response in the saturated test was dominated by the rocking behaviour in
the axial direction, while the flexural behaviour dominated the response in the dry tests.

•

In the saturated cases, the helical piles did not follow the nonuniform soil deformation
within the liquefiable layer. Meanwhile, the helical piles and the soil had similar
deformation patterns at the dry tests.

•

The soil displacement factor exhibited a lower increase in the dry test compared to the
saturated tests, and the soil displacement factor was higher than the helical pile
displacement factor.

•

The location of the maximum bending moments was the same regardless of the model size,
and the piles in larger models had a lower equivalent bending moment (i.e., scaled-down).

•

The piles in the dry tests exhibited a lower vertical settlement increase factor compared to
the saturated tests.

•

The helix dominated the helical pile axial response in the saturated tests, where the shaft
resistance was marginal. In addition, the stresses increase in the helices was lower than
those in the saturated tests.

Fragility Analysis of Helical Piles Supporting Bridge in Different Ground Conditions
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The main findings are summarized below:
•

In the dry case, the lateral deformation of the reinforced concrete piers and the helical piles
dominated the seismic hazard of the CBSF system, and the vertical settlement ratio of the
helical pile has a minor effect.

•

In the saturated cases, the helical pile lateral deformation and the vertical settlement ratio
dominated the seismic CBSF response, and the pier drift was marginal.

•

The helical piles were the most vulnerable component in the dry and saturated cases.

•

The seismic demand of CBSF components was reduced in the liquefiable soil such as the
pier lateral deformation.

•

The fragility curves dispersion experiences lower values in the non-liquefiable cases
compared to the liquefiable cases.

•

The results from the two fragility functions used to generate the fragility curves were close.

Seismic Performance of Driven and Helical Piles in Cohesive Soil
The main findings are summarized below:
•

The SHP experienced slightly larger lateral displacement than the driven pile, while the
lateral displacement of DHP was similar to or less than that of the driven pile.

•

The driven and helical piles exhibited the same lateral performance in the CDSM.
Nevertheless, the optimum improved soil width could be 7.5 times the helical pile diameter,
while the driven pile diameter had an optimum width of 12 times its diameter.

•

The lateral response of the helical piles improved with higher clay shear strength owing to
the higher passive resistance on the helices.

•

During a seismic event, the helical pile would experience lower lateral deformation and
bending moment compared to the driven pile due to the kinematic interaction.

•

The helical pile exhibited the same displacement but lower bending moments as the driven
pile due to the inertial interaction forces.
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•

For piles without a free-standing length, the helical piles have a better seismic performance
than the driven pile.

9.3 General Contribution
The results of this thesis demonstrated the complexity of the SPSI especially when it is associated
with bridge systems. As the pile diameter increased, the size of the gap decreased, and
consequently, the EPWPR increased, causing liquefaction of the dense sand at the pile toe, and the
bearing resistance decreased. In addition, helical pile lateral displacements and vertical settlement
were lower than those for reinforced concrete piles, and the second helix had a negligible effect
on the response. Helical pile response in saturated soil was dominated by rocking behaviour, while
flexural behaviour dominated the response in dry soils.
Furthermore, the scaled models captured the main features of the shaking table, however, the
results exhibited distortions. Soil and HP responses may be extrapolated from 1 g shake table
model tests employing scaling factors. The seismic hazard of the CBSF system was dominated by
the lateral deformation of the RC pier and the HPs in the non-liquefiable soil, while the HPs'
vertical settlement was minor. In the liquefiable soil, the HPs' lateral deformation and vertical
settlement dominated the seismic CBSF response, while the drift was marginal. Finally, the helical
pile improved the lateral and axial response than the driven pile in the cohesive soil. The HPs
shortened the required pile length the reduced the improved soil width.
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9.4 Recommendation for Future Work
The results of the numerical modelling conducted in this study enhanced the understanding of the
dynamic SPSI and SHPSI in the non-liquefiable and liquefiable soils. This study covered different
both axial and lateral responses considering both kinematic and inertial interaction. This thesis
demonstrated that the SPSI and SHPSI can be very challenging, and more research is essential to
gain deeper insight. Therefore, the following points should be considered for future work.
•

Conduct large-scale shaking tables to investigate the influence of different parameters such as
piles diameter, number and diameter of helices, different soil profiles, and different water table
elevation.

•

Conduct several shaking table tests with varying scaling factors to explore the scaling effect
on the SPSI and SHPSI.

•

Analyze the response of different pile group configurations (i.e., span, number of piles).

•

Compare the fragility curves from a straight shaft pile and helical piles using a 3D analysis.

•

Examine the fragility curves from different bridge configurations with a vast range of spans.

•

Conduct a two-dimensional (2D) FEA to be compared with the response from the threedimensional (3D) analysis, which could facilitate reducing the computational time. This can
contribute to conducting a large fragility analysis study.

•

Compare the 2D and the 3D with one-dimensional (1D) analysis in a 3D domain, where the
soil elements are simplified as springs and the structural elements are simplified as 1D
elements with three degrees of freedom.

•

Study the response of the pile group in cohesive soil.
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10. Appendix
10.1 Sample of TCL Files
####################################################
# Ahmed Hussein #
# Geotech Eng, Department of Civil & Environmental #
# Western University #
####################################################
wipe;
wipe all;
set startT [clock seconds];
puts "

********************************"

puts "

** This Code is Created By **"

puts "

**

puts "

**

Ph.D. Candidate

puts "

**

Western University-Canada **"

puts "

**

Email: ahusse48@uwo.ca **"

puts "

********************************"

Ahmed Fouad Hussein

**"

**"

#----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------# Basic Constants
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#----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------logFile final_Dynamic_1.log
set gamma 0.6
set pi 3.141592654
# gravitational acceleration, m/s2
set g 9.81
# Fluid Mass Density, kN/m3
set fmass 1.0
# Pile material Density, ton/m3
set density 2.5
# Pile material Modulus of Elacticity
set E

[expr 2.1e7]

#Pile material Poisson's Ratio
set nu

0.30

#----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------# HELICAL PILE GROUP GEOMENTRY
#----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#Pile bay width In X direction, m
set bx 0.8
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#Pile bay width In y direction, m
set by 0.8
#cap extention
set cpe 0.15
#Pile cap Thickness, m
set tpc 0.25
# pile shaft diameter, m
set d 0.20
# pile inner dia, m
set ts [expr $d/2.0]
# Pile length
set lNet 1.65
set L [expr $lNet+$tpc]
# number of pile elements
set nElePile 7
# number of total pile nodes
set nNodePile [expr 1 + $nElePile]
# length of each pile element, m
set sizeEle [expr $L/$nElePile]
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#---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------# DEFINE ANALYSIS PARAMETERS
#----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#-----------------------------------------------SOIL GEOMETRY-------------------------------------------#SOil domain in X direction (m)
set soilXdiection

3.2

#SOil domain in Y direction(m)
set soilYdiection

2.4

# thickness of soil profile (Z direction) (m)
set soilThick

2.00

# grade of slope (%)
set grade

0.0

# number of soil layers
set numLayers

6

# layer thicknessess (m)
set layerThick(6) 0.1
set layerThick(5) 0.2
set layerThick(4) 0.2
set layerThick(3) 0.6
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set layerThick(2) 0.6
set layerThick(1) 0.3
for {set i 1} {$i <= $numLayers} {incr i 1} {
puts "Layer thickness $i $layerThick($i)"
}
# depth of water table/ - for blow the surface
set waterTable

-5.0

# define layer boundaries
set layerBound(1) $layerThick(1)
for {set i 2} {$i <= $numLayers} {incr i 1} {
set layerBound($i) [expr $layerBound([expr $i-1])+$layerThick($i)]
}
#-----------------------------------------------MESH GEOMETRY-------------------------------------------# number of elements in horizontal direction
#X Direction
#Middle Zone
set sElemX2 [expr $d/2.0]
set disX2

[expr $sElemX2*6]

set nElemX2 [expr round($disX2/$sElemX2)]
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set sElemX2 [format {%.5f} [expr $disX2/$nElemX2]]
puts "For the Middle Zone, the number of elements in x direction $nElemX2"
puts "For the Middle Zone, the size of each element in x direction $sElemX2"
#Inner Zone
set disX3

[expr ($bx-$disX2)/2.0]

set sElemX3 [expr $disX3]
set nElemX3 [expr round($disX3/$sElemX3)]
set sElemX3 [format {%.5f} [expr $disX3/$nElemX3]]
puts "For the Inner Zone, the number of elements in x direction $nElemX3"
puts "For the Inner Zone, the size of each element in x direction $sElemX3"
#outter Zone
set disX1

[expr 0.5*$soilXdiection-$disX2-$disX3]

set sElemX1 [expr $disX1/4.0]
set nElemX1 [expr round($disX1/$sElemX1)]
set sElemX1 [format {%.5f} [expr $disX1/$nElemX1]]
puts "For the outter Zone, the number of elements in x direction $nElemX3 $nElemX1"
puts "For the outter Zone, the size of each element in x direction $sElemX1"
puts

"Half

side

of

the

mesh

in

x

direction

$nElemX3*$sElemX3+$nElemX2*$sElemX2+$nElemX1*$sElemX1]"
#Y Direction

is

[expr
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#Middle Zone
set sElemY2 [expr $d/2.0]
set disY2

[expr $sElemY2*6]

set nElemY2 [expr round($disY2/$sElemY2)]
set sElemY2 [format {%.5f} [expr $disY2/$nElemY2]]
puts "For the Middle Zone, the number of elements in y direction $nElemY2"
puts "For the Middle Zone, the size of each element in y direction $sElemY2"
#Inner Zone
set disY3

[expr ($by-$disY2)/2.0]

set sElemY3 [expr $disY3]
set nElemY3 [expr round($disY3/$sElemY3)]
set sElemY3 [format {%.5f} [expr $disY3/$nElemY3]]
puts "For the Inner Zone, the number of elements in y direction $nElemY3"
puts "For the Inner Zone, the size of each element in y direction $sElemY3"
#Outter Zone
set disY1

[expr 0.5*$soilYdiection-$disY2-$disY3]

set sElemY1 [expr $disY1/2.0]
set nElemY1 [expr round($disY1/$sElemY1)]
set sElemY1 [format {%.5f} [expr $disY1/$nElemY1]]
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puts "For the outter Zone, the number of elements in y direction $nElemX3 $nElemY1"
puts "For the outter Zone, the size of each element in y direction $sElemY1"

puts

"Half

side

of

the

mesh

in

y

direction

is

[expr

$nElemY3*$sElemY3+$nElemY2*$sElemY2+$nElemY1*$sElemY1]"

set nElemX [expr int(2*($nElemX1+$nElemX2+$nElemX3))]
set nElemY [expr int(2*($nElemY1+$nElemY2+$nElemY3)) ]
# number of nodes in horizontal direction
set nNodeX [expr $nElemX+1]
set nNodeY [expr $nElemY+1]
puts "nNodeX $nNodeX nNodeY $nNodeY"
puts "[expr $nElemY3*$sElemY3+$nElemY2*$sElemY2+$nElemY1*$sElemY1]"
# number of elements in vertical direction for each layer
set nElemT 0
for {set i 1} {$i <= $numLayers} {incr i 1} {
#set nElemZ($i) [expr round($layerThick($i)/$sizeEle) ]
if {[expr round($layerThick($i)/$sizeEle) ] < 1} {set nElemZ($i) 1} else {set nElemZ($i)
[expr round($layerThick($i)/$sizeEle) ]}
set nElemT [expr $nElemT+$nElemZ($i)]
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puts "Number of Element $i $nElemZ($i)"
}
puts "Total Number of Element $nElemT)"
# vertical element size in each layer
set sElemT 0
for {set i 1} {$i <=$numLayers} {incr i 1} {
set sElemZ($i) [expr $layerThick($i)/$nElemZ($i)]
puts "size of Elment in Layer $i: $sElemZ($i)"
set sElemT [expr $sElemT+$nElemZ($i)*$sElemZ($i)]
}
puts "Total size of Element $sElemT)"

# number of nodes in vertical direction in each layer
set nNodeT 0
for {set k 1} {$k < $numLayers} {incr k 1} {
set nNodeZ($k) [expr $nElemZ($k)]
puts "number of nodes in layer $k: $nNodeZ($k)"
set nNodeT [expr $nNodeT + $nNodeZ($k)]
}
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set nNodeZ($numLayers) [expr ($nElemZ($numLayers) + 1)]
puts "number of nodes in layer $numLayers: $nNodeZ($numLayers)"
set nNodeT [expr $nNodeT + $nNodeZ($numLayers)]
puts "total number of nodes: $nNodeT"
#---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------# CREATE SOIL NODES
#---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------model BasicBuilder -ndm 3 -ndf 4
#Add the Soil Nodes

#---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------# CREATE SOIL BOUNDARY CONDITIONS For Static Analysis
#---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#Shear beam boundary
fixZ [expr -1*$soilThick]

0 0 1 0 -tol 1e-4

for {set i 0} {$i <= [expr [llength ($fixBaseX)]-1]} {incr i 1} {
fix [lindex $fixBaseX $i] 0 1 1 0
}
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for {set i 0} {$i <= [expr [llength ($fixBaseY)]-1]} {incr i 1} {
fix [lindex $fixBaseY $i] 1 0 1 0
}
for {set i 0} {$i <= [expr [llength ($fixBaseT)]-1]} {incr i 1} {
fix [lindex $fixBaseT $i] 1 1 1 0
}
for {set i 1} {$i<=$nNodeT} {incr i} {
for {set j 1} {$j<=[expr [llength ($fixSide($i))]-1]} {incr j} {
equalDOF [lindex $fixSide($i) 0] [lindex $fixSide($i) $j] 1 2 3
}
}
# define pore pressure boundaries for nodes above water table
for {set i 1} {$i < $gwt} {incr i 1} {
fix $dryNode($i) 0 0 0 1
}
puts "Finished creating all soil boundary conditions..."
#---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------# CREATE SOIL MATERIALS
#----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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source Material_PDMY02.tcl
#---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------# CREATE SOIL ELEMENTS
#---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#Create the Soil and Interface element

if {[lsearch -exact $interfacePoint $nI] >= 0 || [lsearch -exact
$interfacePoint $nJ] >= 0 || [lsearch -exact $interfacePoint $nK] >= 0 || [lsearch -exact
$interfacePoint $nL] >= 0} {
element bbarBrickUP $countEle $nI $nJ $nK $nL $nM
$nN $nO $nP $kL $uBulk($kL) $fmass $xPerm($kL) $yPerm($kL) $zPerm($kL) $xWgt($kL)
$yWgt($kL) $zWgt($kL)
puts $elementsInfo "$countEleOut $nI $nJ $nK $nL
$nM

$nN

$nO

$nP $kL $uBulk($kL) $fmass $xPerm($kL) $yPerm($kL) $zPerm($kL)

$xWgt($kL) $yWgt($kL) $zWgt($kL)"
lappend interfaceElem($k) $countEle
} else {
element bbarBrickUP $countEle $nI $nJ $nK $nL $nM $nN
$nO $nP $k $uBulk($k) $fmass $xPerm($k) $yPerm($k) $zPerm($k) $xWgt($k) $yWgt($k)
$zWgt($k)
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puts $elementsInfo "$countEleOut $nI $nJ $nK $nL
$nM $nN $nO $nP $k $uBulk($k) $fmass $xPerm($k) $yPerm($k) $zPerm($k) $xWgt($k)
$yWgt($k) $zWgt($k)"
}

#----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------# GRAVITY RECORDERS
#----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------eval "recorder Node -file displacement.gout -time -node $SnodeList -dof 1 2 3 disp"
eval "recorder Node -file velocity.gout

-time -node $SnodeList -dof 1 2 3 vel"

eval "recorder Node -file acceleration.gout -time -node $SnodeList -dof 1 2 3 accel"
eval "recorder Node -file porePressure.gout -time -node $SnodeList -dof 4 vel"
eval "recorder Element -file stress.gout -ele $SElmentList -time material 1 stress"
eval "recorder Element -file strain.gout -ele $SElmentList -time material 1 strain"

puts "Finished creating gravity recorders..."
#----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------# GRAVITY ANALYSIS
#----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------set GravSteps 5
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constraints Transformation
test

EnergyIncr 1.000000e-006 100 2

algorithm KrylovNewton
numberer
system

RCM
Mumps -ICNTL14 50

integrator Newmark 1.5 1.0
analysis

Transient

# ensure soil material intially considers linear elastic behavior
updateMaterialStage -material 1 -stage 0
updateMaterials -material 1 shearModulus [expr 2.0e+5]
updateMaterials -material 1 bulkModulus [expr 4.0e+10]

updateMaterialStage -material 2 -stage 0
updateMaterials -material 2 shearModulus [expr 2.3e+5]
updateMaterials -material 2 bulkModulus [expr 4.5e+10]

updateMaterialStage -material 3 -stage 0
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updateMaterials -material 3 shearModulus [expr 2.3e+5]
updateMaterials -material 3 bulkModulus [expr 4.5e+10]

updateMaterialStage -material 4 -stage 0
updateMaterials -material 4 shearModulus [expr 2.8e+5]
updateMaterials -material 4 bulkModulus [expr 5.5e+10]

updateMaterialStage -material 5 -stage 0
updateMaterials -material 5 shearModulus [expr 2.8e+5]
updateMaterials -material 5 bulkModulus [expr 5.5e+10]

updateMaterialStage -material 6 -stage 0
updateMaterials -material 6 shearModulus [expr 2.8e+5]
updateMaterials -material 6 bulkModulus [expr 5.5e+10]
#for interface
updateMaterialStage -material 7 -stage 0
updateMaterials -material 7 shearModulus [expr 2.0e+5]
updateMaterials -material 7 bulkModulus [expr 4.0e+10]
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updateMaterialStage -material 8 -stage 0
updateMaterials -material 8 shearModulus [expr 2.3e+5]
updateMaterials -material 8 bulkModulus [expr 4.5e+10]

updateMaterialStage -material 9 -stage 0
updateMaterials -material 9 shearModulus [expr 2.3e+5]
updateMaterials -material 9 bulkModulus [expr 4.5e+10]

updateMaterialStage -material 10 -stage 0
updateMaterials -material 10 shearModulus [expr 2.8e+5]
updateMaterials -material 10 bulkModulus [expr 5.5e+10]

updateMaterialStage -material 11 -stage 0
updateMaterials -material 11 shearModulus [expr 2.8e+5]
updateMaterials -material 11 bulkModulus [expr 5.5e+10]

updateMaterialStage -material 12 -stage 0
updateMaterials -material 12 shearModulus [expr 2.8e+5]
updateMaterials -material 12 bulkModulus [expr 5.5e+10]
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puts "######--------------------######"
puts "###### Start analysis (1) ######"
puts "######--------------------######"

set ok [analyze 5 5.00e+004]
if {$ok != 0} { return $ok }
puts "###### Firth Run is Done (Gravity Elastic) ######"
puts ""

model basic -ndm 3 -ndf 4
fixZ [expr -1*$soilThick] 1 1 1 0 -tol 1e-4

# update soil material to consider elastoplastic behavior and analyze
updateMaterialStage -material 1 -stage 1
updateMaterials -material 1 shearModulus [expr $refG(1)]
updateMaterials -material 1 bulkModulus [expr $refB(1)]
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updateMaterialStage -material 2 -stage 1
updateMaterials -material 2 shearModulus [expr $refG(2)]
updateMaterials -material 2 bulkModulus [expr $refB(2)]

updateMaterialStage -material 3 -stage 1
updateMaterials -material 3 shearModulus [expr $refG(3)]
updateMaterials -material 3 bulkModulus [expr $refB(3)]

updateMaterialStage -material 4 -stage 1
updateMaterials -material 4 shearModulus [expr $refG(4)]
updateMaterials -material 4 bulkModulus [expr $refB(4)]

updateMaterialStage -material 5 -stage 1
updateMaterials -material 5 shearModulus [expr $refG(5)]
updateMaterials -material 5 bulkModulus [expr $refB(5)]

updateMaterialStage -material 6 -stage 1
updateMaterials -material 6 shearModulus [expr $refG(6)]
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updateMaterials -material 6 bulkModulus [expr $refB(6)]

updateMaterialStage -material 7 -stage 1
updateMaterials -material 7 shearModulus [expr $rf*$refG(1)]
updateMaterials -material 7 bulkModulus [expr $rf*$refB(1)]

updateMaterialStage -material 8 -stage 1
updateMaterials -material 8 shearModulus [expr $rf*$refG(2)]
updateMaterials -material 8 bulkModulus [expr $rf*$refB(2)]

updateMaterialStage -material 9 -stage 1
updateMaterials -material 9 shearModulus [expr $rf*$refG(3)]
updateMaterials -material 9 bulkModulus [expr $rf*$refB(3)]

updateMaterialStage -material 10 -stage 1
updateMaterials -material 10 shearModulus [expr $rf*$refG(4)]
updateMaterials -material 10 bulkModulus [expr $rf*$refB(4)]

updateMaterialStage -material 11 -stage 1
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updateMaterials -material 11 shearModulus [expr $rf*$refG(5)]
updateMaterials -material 11 bulkModulus [expr $rf*$refB(5)]

updateMaterialStage -material 12 -stage 1
updateMaterials -material 12 shearModulus [expr $refG(6)]
updateMaterials -material 12 bulkModulus [expr $refB(6)]

puts "######--------------------######"
puts "###### Start analysis (2) ######"
puts "######--------------------######"

set ok [analyze $GravSteps 5.00e+004]
if {$ok != 0} { return $ok }

wipeAnalysis

puts "###### Second Run is Done (Gravity Plastic) ######"
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puts ""

#---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------# CREATE Pile Nodes
#----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

model BasicBuilder -ndm 3 -ndf 6

#--################--#
#------------------------------## First Pile ##--------------------------------------------------------------

# create piles nodes
set pileNode(0) {}
set pileNode(1) {}
set pileNode(2) {}
set pileNode(3) {}
set pileRigidNode(0) {}
set pileRigidNode(1) {}
set pileRigidNode(2) {}
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set pileRigidNode(3) {}
for {set i 1} {$i<=$nNodePile} {incr i} {
set z1 [expr -1*($i-1)*$sizeEle]
#pile (1)
#Create Pile Nodes
node $i [expr -1*$bx/2] [expr -1*$by/2.0] $z1
#Create Rigid Link Nodes (1)
node [expr $nNodePile+$i] [expr -1*($bx-$d)/2] [expr -1*$by/2.0] $z1
#Create Rigid Link Nodes (2)
node [expr 2*$nNodePile+$i] [expr -1*($bx+$d)/2] [expr -1*$by/2.0] $z1
#Create Rigid Link Nodes (3)
node [expr 3*$nNodePile+$i] [expr -1*$bx/2] [expr -1*($by-$d)/2.0] $z1
#Create Rigid Link Nodes (4)
node [expr 4*$nNodePile+$i] [expr -1*$bx/2] [expr -1*($by+$d)/2.0] $z1
lappend pileNode(0) $i
lappend pileRigidNode(0) [expr $nNodePile+$i] [expr 2*$nNodePile+$i] [expr
3*$nNodePile+$i] [expr 4*$nNodePile+$i]
#pile (2)
#Create Pile Nodes
node [expr 5*$nNodePile+$i] [expr $bx/2] [expr -1*$by/2.0] $z1
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#Create Rigid Link Nodes (1)
node [expr 6*$nNodePile+$i] [expr ($bx+$d)/2] [expr -1*$by/2.0] $z1
#Create Rigid Link Nodes (2)
node [expr 7*$nNodePile+$i] [expr ($bx-$d)/2] [expr -1*$by/2.0] $z1
#Create Rigid Link Nodes (3)
node [expr 8*$nNodePile+$i] [expr $bx/2] [expr -1*($by-$d)/2.0] $z1
#Create Rigid Link Nodes (4)
node [expr 9*$nNodePile+$i] [expr $bx/2] [expr -1*($by+$d)/2.0] $z1
lappend pileNode(1) [expr 5*$nNodePile+$i]
lappend pileRigidNode(1) [expr 6*$nNodePile+$i] [expr 7*$nNodePile+$i] [expr
8*$nNodePile+$i] [expr 9*$nNodePile+$i]
#pile (3)
#Create Pile Nodes
node [expr 10*$nNodePile+$i] [expr $bx/2] [expr $by/2.0] $z1
#Create Rigid Link Nodes (1)
node [expr 11*$nNodePile+$i] [expr ($bx+$d)/2] [expr $by/2.0] $z1
#Create Rigid Link Nodes (2)
node [expr 12*$nNodePile+$i] [expr ($bx-$d)/2] [expr $by/2.0] $z1
#Create Rigid Link Nodes (3)
node [expr 13*$nNodePile+$i] [expr $bx/2] [expr ($by+$d)/2.0] $z1
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#Create Rigid Link Nodes (4)
node [expr 14*$nNodePile+$i] [expr $bx/2] [expr ($by-$d)/2.0] $z1
lappend pileNode(2) [expr 10*$nNodePile+$i]
lappend pileRigidNode(2) [expr 11*$nNodePile+$i] [expr 12*$nNodePile+$i] [expr
13*$nNodePile+$i] [expr 14*$nNodePile+$i]
#pile (4)
#Create Pile Nodes
node [expr 15*$nNodePile+$i] [expr -1*$bx/2] [expr $by/2.0] $z1
#Create Rigid Link Nodes (1)
node [expr 16*$nNodePile+$i] [expr -1*($bx-$d)/2] [expr $by/2.0] $z1
#Create Rigid Link Nodes (2)
node [expr 17*$nNodePile+$i] [expr -1*($bx+$d)/2] [expr $by/2.0] $z1
#Create Rigid Link Nodes (3)
node [expr 18*$nNodePile+$i] [expr -1*$bx/2] [expr ($by+$d)/2.0] $z1
#Create Rigid Link Nodes (4)
node [expr 19*$nNodePile+$i] [expr -1*$bx/2] [expr ($by-$d)/2.0] $z1
lappend pileNode(3) [expr 15*$nNodePile+$i]
lappend pileRigidNode(3) [expr 16*$nNodePile+$i] [expr 17*$nNodePile+$i] [expr
18*$nNodePile+$i] [expr 19*$nNodePile+$i]
}
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puts "Finished creating Piles Shaft Nodes Nodes..."
set pileNodes {}
set pileRigidNodes {}
for {set i 0} {$i < 4} {incr i 1} {
set pileNodes [concat $pileNodes $pileNode($i)]
set pileRigidNodes [concat $pileRigidNodes $pileRigidNode($i)]
}

#pile Cap Nodes
node [expr 36*$nNodePile+1] 0.0 0.0 0.0
node [expr 36*$nNodePile+2] 0.0 0.0 [expr -1*$tpc/4.0]
node [expr 36*$nNodePile+3] 0.0 0.0 [expr -2*$tpc/4.0]
node [expr 36*$nNodePile+4] 0.0 0.0 [expr -3*$tpc/4.0]
node [expr 36*$nNodePile+5] 0.0 0.0 [expr -4*$tpc/4.0]

set pileCapNode {}
for {set i [expr 36*$nNodePile+1]} {$i <= [expr 36*$nNodePile+5]} {incr i 1} {
lappend pileCapNode $i
}
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#Superstrucrure Nodes
node [expr 36*$nNodePile+6] 0.0 0.0 2.0
node [expr 36*$nNodePile+7] 0.0 0.0 3.0
puts "Finished creating PileCap Nodes..."
set superstructureNode {}
for {set i [expr 36*$nNodePile+6]} {$i <= [expr 36*$nNodePile+7]} {incr i 1} {
lappend superstructureNode $i
}

#---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------# CREATE Pile Equal Degrees of freedom
#---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------for {set i 1} {$i <= $nNodePile} {incr i} {

#Pile (1)
equalDOF $pileStart1 $i 1 2 3
#Rigid Link (1)
equalDOF [expr $pileStart1+1] [expr $nNodePile+$i] 1 2 3
#Rigid Link (2)
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equalDOF [expr $pileStart1-1] [expr 2*$nNodePile+$i] 1 2 3
#Rigid Link (3)
equalDOF [expr $pileStart1+$nNodeX] [expr 3*$nNodePile+$i] 1 2 3
#Rigid Link (4)
equalDOF [expr $pileStart1-$nNodeX] [expr 4*$nNodePile+$i] 1 2 3
set pileStart1 [expr ($pileStart1-($nNodeX*$nNodeY))]
#Pile (2)
equalDOF $pileStart2 [expr 5*$nNodePile+$i] 1 2 3
#Rigid Link (1)
equalDOF [expr $pileStart2+1] [expr 6*$nNodePile+$i] 1 2 3
#Rigid Link (2)
equalDOF [expr $pileStart2-1] [expr 7*$nNodePile+$i] 1 2 3
#Rigid Link (3)
equalDOF [expr $pileStart2+$nNodeX] [expr 8*$nNodePile+$i] 1 2 3
#Rigid Link (4)
equalDOF [expr $pileStart2-$nNodeX] [expr 9*$nNodePile+$i] 1 2 3
set pileStart2 [expr ($pileStart2-($nNodeX*$nNodeY))]

#Pile (3)
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equalDOF $pileStart3 [expr 10*$nNodePile+$i] 1 2 3
#Rigid Link (1)
equalDOF [expr $pileStart3+1] [expr 11*$nNodePile+$i] 1 2 3
#Rigid Link (2)
equalDOF [expr $pileStart3-1] [expr 12*$nNodePile+$i] 1 2 3
#Rigid Link (3)
equalDOF [expr $pileStart3+$nNodeX] [expr 13*$nNodePile+$i] 1 2 3
#Rigid Link (4)
equalDOF [expr $pileStart3-$nNodeX] [expr 14*$nNodePile+$i] 1 2 3
set pileStart3 [expr ($pileStart3-($nNodeX*$nNodeY))]

#Pile (4)
equalDOF $pileStart4 [expr 15*$nNodePile+$i] 1 2 3
#Rigid Link (1)
equalDOF [expr $pileStart4+1] [expr 16*$nNodePile+$i] 1 2 3
#Rigid Link (2)
equalDOF [expr $pileStart4-1] [expr 17*$nNodePile+$i] 1 2 3
#Rigid Link (3)
equalDOF [expr $pileStart4+$nNodeX] [expr 18*$nNodePile+$i] 1 2 3
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#Rigid Link (4)
equalDOF [expr $pileStart4-$nNodeX] [expr 19*$nNodePile+$i] 1 2 3
set pileStart4 [expr ($pileStart4-($nNodeX*$nNodeY))]
}

#---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------# CREATE Pile Material & CREATE PILE ELEMENTS
#---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------set nIntPts 5
# #------------------------#---- Create Pile Shaft Material ----#------------------------

# MATERIAL parameters ------------------------------------------------------------------set IDconcCore 1;

# material ID tag -- confined core concrete

set IDconcCover 2;

# material ID tag -- unconfined cover concrete

set IDreinf 3;

# material ID tag -- reinforcement

# nominal concrete compressive strength
set fc

[expr -18100];

#

CONCRETE

Compressive

Compression)
set Ec

[expr 3.0e7]; # Concrete Elastic Modulus

# confined concrete

Strength,(+Tension,

-
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set Kfc

1.1;

# ratio of confined to unconfined concrete strength

set fc1C

[expr $Kfc*$fc];

# CONFINED concrete (mander model),

maximum stress
set eps1C

[expr 2.*$fc1C/$Ec]; # strain at maximum stress

set fc2C
set eps2C

[expr 0.2*$fc1C];
[expr 5*$eps1C];

# ultimate stress
# strain at ultimate stress

# unconfined concrete
set fc1U

$fc;

# UNCONFINED concrete (todeschini parabolic

model), maximum stress
set eps1U

-0.003;

set fc2U
set eps2U

# strain at maximum strength of unconfined concrete
[expr 0.2*$fc1U];

-0.01;

set lambda 0.1;

# ultimate stress

# strain at ultimate stress
# ratio between unloading slope at $eps2 and initial

slope $Ec
# tensile-strength properties
set ftC [expr -0.14*$fc1C];

# tensile strength +tension

set ftU [expr -0.14*$fc1U];

# tensile strength +tension

set Ets [expr $ftU/0.002];

# tension softening stiffness

# ----------set Fy

[expr 360000];

# STEEL yield stress
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set Es

[expr 3.0e8];

# modulus of steel

set Bs

0.01;

# strain-hardening ratio

set R0 18;

# control the transition from elastic to plastic branches

set cR1 0.925;

# control the transition from elastic to plastic branches

set cR2 0.15;

# control the transition from elastic to plastic branches

uniaxialMaterial Concrete02 $IDconcCore $fc1C $eps1C $fc2C $eps2C $lambda $ftC $Ets;
# build core concrete (confined)
uniaxialMaterial Concrete02 $IDconcCover $fc1U $eps1U $fc2U $eps2U $lambda $ftU $Ets;
# build cover concrete (unconfined)
uniaxialMaterial Steel02 $IDreinf $Fy $Es $Bs $R0 $cR1 $cR2;

# build

reinforcement material

# section GEOMETRY ------------------------------------------------------------set DSec [expr $d];
set coverSec [expr 0.01];
set numBarsSec 6;

# pile Diameter
# pile cover to reinforcing steel NA.
# number of uniformly-distributed longitudinal-reinforcement bars

set barAreaSec [expr 1.25664E-05]; # area of longitudinal-reinforcement bars
set SecTag 1;

# Notes

# set tag for symmetric section
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#

The center of the reinforcing bars are placed at the inner radius

#

The core concrete ends at the inner radius (same as reinforcing bars)

#

The reinforcing bars are all the same size

#

The center of the section is at (0,0) in the local axis system

#

Zero degrees is along section y-axis

#
set ri 0.0;

# inner radius of the section, only for hollow sections

set ro [expr $DSec/2]; # overall (outer) radius of the section
set nfCoreR 6;

# number of radial divisions in the core (number of "rings")

set nfCoreT 6;

# number of theta divisions in the core (number of "wedges")

set nfCoverR 2;

# number of radial divisions in the cover

set nfCoverT 6;

# number of theta divisions in the cover

# Define the fiber section
section fiberSec $SecTag {
set rc [expr $ro-$coverSec];

# Core radius

patch circ $IDconcCore $nfCoreT $nfCoreR 0 0 $ri $rc 0 360;

# Define the

core patch
patch circ $IDconcCover $nfCoverT $nfCoverR 0 0 $rc $ro 0 360; # Define the cover
patch
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set theta [expr 360.0/$numBarsSec];

# Determine angle increment between bars

layer circ $IDreinf $numBarsSec $barAreaSec 0 0 $rc $theta 360; #

Define

the

reinforcing layer
}

# assign torsional Stiffness for 3D Model
set SecTagTorsion 99;
set SecTag3D 3;

# ID tag for torsional section behavior
# ID tag for combined behavior for 3D model

uniaxialMaterial Elastic $SecTagTorsion 1.e10;

# define elastic torsional stiffness

section Aggregator $SecTag3D $SecTagTorsion T -section $SecTag;
properties

# create geometric transformation for vertical pile
geomTransf Linear 1 0 1 0
#For Shaft Elements
set pileElemnt(0) {}
set pileElemnt(1) {}
set pileElemnt(2) {}

#

combine

section
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set pileElemnt(3) {}
for {set i 1} {$i<=$nElePile} {incr i} {
element dispBeamColumn $i $i [expr $i+1] $nIntPts 3 1
lappend pileElemnt(0) $i
element dispBeamColumn [expr $nElePile+$i]

[expr 5*$nNodePile+$i]

[expr

5*$nNodePile+$i+1] $nIntPts 3 1
lappend pileElemnt(1) [expr $nElePile+$i]
element dispBeamColumn [expr 2*$nElePile+$i] [expr 10*$nNodePile+$i] [expr
10*$nNodePile+$i+1] $nIntPts 3 1
lappend pileElemnt(2) [expr 2*$nElePile+$i]
element dispBeamColumn [expr 3*$nElePile+$i] [expr 15*$nNodePile+$i] [expr
15*$nNodePile+$i+1] $nIntPts 3 1
lappend pileElemnt(3) [expr 3*$nElePile+$i]
}

set pileElemnts {}

for {set i 0} {$i < 4} {incr i 1} {
set pileElemnts [concat $pileElemnts $pileElemnt($i)]
}
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# #------------------------#---- Create Rigid Link Secion ----#-----------------------# Pile Shaft Properties
set areaShaft [expr ($d*$d*$pi/4.0)-(pow($d-(2.0*$ts),2)*$pi/4.0)]
#set areaShaft [expr ($d*$d)-(pow($d-(2.0*$ts),2))]
set Ipipe [expr $pi * (pow ($d,4)- pow ($d-(2*$ts),4))/64.0]
#set Ipipe [expr (pow ($d,4)- pow ($d-(2*$ts),4))/12.0]
set Jpipe 9.817477e-006
#set Jpipe [expr sqrt ($Ipipe/$areaShaft)]
set Gsm

[expr $Ec/(2.0*(1.0+$nu))]

# Rigid links
set I [expr $Ipipe*10000]
set aRigid [expr $areaShaft*10000]
set E $Ec
set G $Gsm
set Jx $Jpipe

geomTransf Linear 1002 0 0 1
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set pileRigidElemnts {}
for {set i 1} {$i <= 32} {incr i 1} {
set pileRigidElemnt($i) {}
}

for {set i 1} {$i<=$nNodePile} {incr i} {
#pile (1)
element elasticBeamColumn

[expr $i+4*$nNodePile]

$i [expr $nNodePile+$i]

$aRigid $E $G $Jx $I $I 1002
element elasticBeamColumn

[expr $i+5*$nNodePile]

$i [expr 2*$nNodePile+$i]

[expr $i+6*$nNodePile]

$i [expr $i+3*$nNodePile]

[expr $i+7*$nNodePile]

$i [expr $i+4*$nNodePile]

$aRigid $E $G $Jx $I $I 1002
element elasticBeamColumn
$aRigid $E $G $Jx $I $I 1002
element elasticBeamColumn
$aRigid $E $G $Jx $I $I 1002

#pile (2)
element elasticBeamColumn
6*$nNodePile+$i]

[expr 5*$nNodePile+$i] [expr

$aRigid $E $G $Jx $I $I 1002

element elasticBeamColumn
7*$nNodePile+$i]

[expr $i+8*$nNodePile]

[expr $i+9*$nNodePile]

$aRigid $E $G $Jx $I $I 1002

[expr 5*$nNodePile+$i] [expr
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element elasticBeamColumn
8*$nNodePile+$i]

$aRigid $E $G $Jx $I $I 1002

element elasticBeamColumn
9*$nNodePile+$i]

[expr $i+10*$nNodePile] [expr 5*$nNodePile+$i] [expr

[expr $i+11*$nNodePile] [expr 5*$nNodePile+$i] [expr

$aRigid $E $G $Jx $I $I 1002

#pile (3)
element elasticBeamColumn [expr $i+12*$nNodePile] [expr 10*$nNodePile+$i] [expr
11*$nNodePile+$i]

$aRigid $E $G $Jx $I $I 1002

element elasticBeamColumn [expr $i+13*$nNodePile] [expr 10*$nNodePile+$i] [expr
12*$nNodePile+$i]

$aRigid $E $G $Jx $I $I 1002

element elasticBeamColumn [expr $i+14*$nNodePile] [expr 10*$nNodePile+$i] [expr
13*$nNodePile+$i]

$aRigid $E $G $Jx $I $I 1002

element elasticBeamColumn [expr $i+15*$nNodePile] [expr 10*$nNodePile+$i] [expr
14*$nNodePile+$i]

$aRigid $E $G $Jx $I $I 1002

#pile (4)
element elasticBeamColumn [expr $i+16*$nNodePile] [expr 15*$nNodePile+$i] [expr
16*$nNodePile+$i]

$aRigid $E $G $Jx $I $I 1002

element elasticBeamColumn [expr $i+17*$nNodePile] [expr 15*$nNodePile+$i] [expr
17*$nNodePile+$i]

$aRigid $E $G $Jx $I $I 1002

element elasticBeamColumn [expr $i+18*$nNodePile] [expr 15*$nNodePile+$i] [expr
18*$nNodePile+$i]

$aRigid $E $G $Jx $I $I 1002
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element elasticBeamColumn [expr $i+19*$nNodePile] [expr 15*$nNodePile+$i] [expr
19*$nNodePile+$i]

$aRigid $E $G $Jx $I $I 1002

lappend pileRigidElemnt(0) [expr $i+4*$nNodePile]
lappend pileRigidElemnt(1) [expr $i+5*$nNodePile]
lappend pileRigidElemnt(2) [expr $i+6*$nNodePile]
lappend pileRigidElemnt(3) [expr $i+7*$nNodePile]
lappend pileRigidElemnt(4) [expr $i+8*$nNodePile]
lappend pileRigidElemnt(5) [expr $i+9*$nNodePile]
lappend pileRigidElemnt(6) [expr $i+10*$nNodePile]
lappend pileRigidElemnt(7) [expr $i+11*$nNodePile]
lappend pileRigidElemnt(8) [expr $i+12*$nNodePile]
lappend pileRigidElemnt(9) [expr $i+13*$nNodePile]
lappend pileRigidElemnt(10) [expr $i+14*$nNodePile]
lappend pileRigidElemnt(11) [expr $i+15*$nNodePile]
lappend pileRigidElemnt(12) [expr $i+16*$nNodePile]
lappend pileRigidElemnt(13) [expr $i+17*$nNodePile]
lappend pileRigidElemnt(14) [expr $i+18*$nNodePile]
lappend pileRigidElemnt(15) [expr $i+19*$nNodePile]
}
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set pileRigidElemnts {}
for {set i 0} {$i < 16} {incr i 1} {
set pileRigidElemnts [concat $pileRigidElemnts $pileRigidElemnt($i)]
}

# #------------------------#---- Create Pile Cap Secion ----#------------------------

set ILink $Ipipe
set ALink $areaShaft
set ELink 1.000000e+012
set GLink 1.000000e+012
set JxLink $Jpipe

#Pile Cap
element elasticBeamColumn

[expr 1+36*$nNodePile]

1

[expr 5*$nNodePile+1] $ALink

$ELink $GLink $JxLink $ILink $ILink 1002
element elasticBeamColumn

[expr 2+36*$nNodePile]

[expr 5*$nNodePile+1]

[expr

10*$nNodePile+1] $ALink $ELink $GLink $JxLink $ILink $ILink 1002
element elasticBeamColumn

[expr 3+36*$nNodePile]

[expr 10*$nNodePile+1]

15*$nNodePile+1] $ALink $ELink $GLink $JxLink $ILink $ILink 1002

[expr
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element elasticBeamColumn [expr 4+36*$nNodePile] [expr 15*$nNodePile+1] 1 $ALink
$ELink $GLink $JxLink $ILink $ILink 1002
element elasticBeamColumn

[expr 5+36*$nNodePile]

1

[expr 36*$nNodePile+1]

$ALink $ELink $GLink $JxLink $ILink $ILink 1002
element elasticBeamColumn

[expr 6+36*$nNodePile]

[expr 5*$nNodePile+1]

[expr

36*$nNodePile+1] $ALink $ELink $GLink $JxLink $ILink $ILink 1002
element elasticBeamColumn

[expr 7+36*$nNodePile]

[expr 10*$nNodePile+1]

[expr

36*$nNodePile+1] $ALink $ELink $GLink $JxLink $ILink $ILink 1002
element elasticBeamColumn

[expr 8+36*$nNodePile]

[expr 15*$nNodePile+1]

[expr

36*$nNodePile+1] $ALink $ELink $GLink $JxLink $ILink $ILink 1002
element elasticBeamColumn

[expr 9+36*$nNodePile]

[expr 36*$nNodePile+1]

[expr

36*$nNodePile+2] $ALink $ELink $GLink $JxLink $ILink $ILink 1
element elasticBeamColumn

[expr 10+36*$nNodePile]

[expr 36*$nNodePile+2]

[expr

36*$nNodePile+3] $ALink $ELink $GLink $JxLink $ILink $ILink 1
element elasticBeamColumn

[expr 11+36*$nNodePile]

[expr 36*$nNodePile+3]

[expr

36*$nNodePile+4] $ALink $ELink $GLink $JxLink $ILink $ILink 1
element elasticBeamColumn

[expr 12+36*$nNodePile]

[expr 36*$nNodePile+4]

36*$nNodePile+5] $ALink $ELink $GLink $JxLink $ILink $ILink 1

set pileCapElemnts {}
for {set i [expr 1+36*$nNodePile] } {$i <= [expr 12+36*$nNodePile] } {incr i 1} {
lappend pileCapElemnts $i

[expr
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}
# #------------------------#---- Create Superstructure Secion ----#-----------------------# MATERIAL parameters ------------------------------------------------------------------# define MATERIAL properties ---------------------------------------set Fy [expr 360000]
set Es [expr 2.9e8];

# Steel Young's Modulus

set nu 0.3;
set Gs [expr $Es/2./[expr 1+$nu]]; # Torsional stiffness Modulus
set Hiso 0
set Hkin 1000
set matIDhard 4
uniaxialMaterial Hardening $matIDhard $Es $Fy $Hiso $Hkin
# Structural-Steel W-section properties ------------------------------------------------------------------set SecTag 5

set df [expr 0.15];

# nominal depth

set tw [expr 0.005];

# web thickness

set bf [expr 0.15];

# flange width

set tf [expr 0.007];

# flange thickness
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set nfdw 16;

# number of fibers along web depth

set nftw 4;

# number of fibers along web thickness

set nfbf 16;

# number of fibers along flange width (you want this many in a bi-directional

loading)
set nftf 4;

# number of fibers along flange thickness

set dw [expr $df - 2 * $tf]
set y1 [expr -$df/2]
set y2 [expr -$dw/2]
set y3 [expr $dw/2]
set y4 [expr $df/2]

set z1 [expr -$bf/2]
set z2 [expr -$tw/2]
set z3 [expr $tw/2]
set z4 [expr $bf/2]

#
section fiberSec $SecTag {
#

nfIJ nfJK

yI zI yJ zJ

yK zK

yL zL
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patch quadr $matIDhard $nfbf $nftf $y1 $z4 $y1 $z1 $y2 $z1 $y2 $z4
patch quadr $matIDhard $nftw $nfdw $y2 $z3 $y2 $z2 $y3 $z2 $y3 $z3
patch quadr $matIDhard $nfbf $nftf $y3 $z4 $y3 $z1 $y4 $z1 $y4 $z4
}

# assign torsional Stiffness for 3D Model
set SecTagTorsion 100;

# ID tag for torsional section behavior

set SecTag3D 6;

# ID tag for combined behavior for 3D model

uniaxialMaterial Elastic $SecTagTorsion 1.e10;

# define elastic torsional stiffness

section Aggregator $SecTag3D $SecTagTorsion T -section $SecTag;

#

combine

section

properties

# ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

# Superstructure
element dispBeamColumn [expr 13+36*$nNodePile]

[expr 36*$nNodePile+5]

[expr

[expr 36*$nNodePile+6]

[expr

36*$nNodePile+6] $nIntPts 6 1
element dispBeamColumn [expr 14+36*$nNodePile]
36*$nNodePile+7] $nIntPts 6 1
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set superStructureElemnts {}
for {set i [expr 13+36*$nNodePile] } {$i <= [expr 14+36*$nNodePile] } {incr i 1} {
lappend superStructureElemnts $i
}
# #------------------------#---- Create Mass and Loads ----#-----------------------#Pile Node Mass
set areaShaft [expr ($d*$d*$pi/4.0)-(pow($d-(2.0*$ts/1000.0),2)*$pi/4.0)]
set pileMassShaft [expr $areaShaft * $sizeEle * $density]

for {set i 2} {$i<=$nNodePile} {incr i} {
mass $i

$pileMassShaft $pileMassShaft $pileMassShaft 0.0 0.0 0.0

mass [expr 5*$nNodePile+$i]

$pileMassShaft $pileMassShaft $pileMassShaft 0.0

mass [expr 10*$nNodePile+$i]

$pileMassShaft $pileMassShaft $pileMassShaft 0.0

mass [expr 15*$nNodePile+$i]

$pileMassShaft $pileMassShaft $pileMassShaft 0.0

0.0 0.0

0.0 0.0

0.0 0.0
}

# pile cap mass
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set capMass [expr ($bx+2*$cpe)*($by+2*$cpe)*$tpc*2.5]
mass [expr 36*$nNodePile+3]

$capMass $capMass $capMass 0.0 0.0 0.0

set massStructure [expr 1*0.41]
#Structure mass
mass [expr 36*$nNodePile+6]

$massStructure $massStructure $massStructure 0.0 0.0 0.0

mass [expr 36*$nNodePile+7]

$massStructure $massStructure $massStructure 0.0 0.0 0.0

loadConst -time 0.0
set pileSeries "Series -time {50000 100000 150000 200000 250000 300000 350000 400000
450000 500000 550000 600000 650000 700000 750000 800000 850000 900000 950000 1000000
1050000 1100000 1150000 1200000 1250000 } -values {0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25 0.3 0.35 0.4 0.45
0.5 0.55 0.6 0.65 0.7 0.75 0.8 0.85 0.9 0.95 1 1 1 1 1 1 } -factor 1"
set numSteps3rdRun 25
loadConst -time 0.0

pattern Plain 101 $pileSeries {
# pile cap load
load [expr 36*$nNodePile+3] [expr 0.0e+0*$g] 0.0 [expr -1.0*$g*$capMass ] 0.0 0.0 0.0
# Structure load
load [expr 36*$nNodePile+6] [expr 0.0e+0*$g] 0.0 [expr -1.0*$g*$massStructure ] 0.0 0.0
0.0
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load [expr 36*$nNodePile+7] [expr 0.0e+0*$g] 0.0 [expr -1.0*$g*$massStructure ] 0.0 0.0
0.0
#pile load
for {set i 1} {$i<=$nNodePile} {incr i} {
load $i [expr 0.0e+0*$g] 0.0 [expr -1.0*$g*$pileMassShaft] 0.0 0.0 0.0
load [expr 5*$nNodePile+$i] [expr 0.0e+0*$g] 0.0 [expr -1.0*$g*$pileMassShaft]
0.0 0.0 0.0
load

[expr

10*$nNodePile+$i]

[expr

0.0e+0*$g]

0.0

[expr

-

[expr

0.0e+0*$g]

0.0

[expr

-

1.0*$g*$pileMassShaft] 0.0 0.0 0.0
load

[expr

15*$nNodePile+$i]

1.0*$g*$pileMassShaft] 0.0 0.0 0.0
}

}

#source Eigenvalue_Analysis.tcl
#----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------# GRAVITY+Structure RECORDERS
#----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------remove recorders
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#piles
eval "recorder Node -file pile_Displacement.pout -time -node $pileNodes -dof 1 2 3 disp"
eval "recorder Node -file pile_Displacement_6.pout -time -node $pileNodes -dof 1 2 3 4 5 6 disp"
eval "recorder Node -file pile_Acceleration.pout -time -node $pileNodes -dof 1 2 3 accel"
eval "recorder Element -file pile_force_Global.pout -time -ele $pileElemnts globalForce"
eval "recorder Element -file pile_force_Local.pout -time -ele $pileElemnts localForce"
eval "recorder Element -file ForceEle1sec1.pout -time -ele $pileElemnts section 1 force";
# section forces, axial and moment, node i
eval "recorder Element -file DefoEle1sec1.pout -time -ele $pileElemnts section 1 deformation";
# section deformations, axial and curvature, node i
eval "recorder Element -file ForceEle1sec$nIntPts.pout -time -ele $pileElemnts section $nIntPts
force";

# section forces, axial and moment, node j

eval "recorder Element -file DefoEle1sec$nIntPts.pout -time -ele $pileElemnts section $nIntPts
deformation";

# section deformations, axial and curvature, node j

set yFiber [expr $DSec/2-$coverSec];
# fiber location for stress-strain recorder, local coords
set zFiber [expr $DSec/2-$coverSec];
# fiber location for stress-strain recorder, local coords
eval "recorder Element -file SSconcEle1sec1.pout -time -ele $pileElemnts section $nIntPts fiber
$yFiber $zFiber $IDconcCore stressStrain"; ## steel fiber stress-strain, node i
eval "recorder Element -file SSreinfEle1sec1.pout -time -ele $pileElemnts section $nIntPts fiber
$yFiber $zFiber $IDreinf stressStrain"

;

## steel fiber stress-strain, node i
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set yFiberCover [expr $DSec/2-$coverSec/2];
# fiber location for stress-strain recorder, local coords
set zFiberCover [expr $DSec/2-$coverSec/2];
# fiber location for stress-strain recorder, local coords
eval "recorder Element -file SSconcCovEle1sec1.pout -time -ele $pileElemnts section $nIntPts
fiber $yFiberCover $zFiberCover $IDconcCover stressStrain";

## cover stress-strain, node i

#pile Cap
eval "recorder Node -file Pile_Cap_Displacement.pout -time -node $pileCapNode -dof 1 2 3 disp"
eval "recorder Node -file Pile_Cap_Displacement_6.pout -time -node $pileCapNode -dof 1 2 3 4
5 6 disp"
eval "recorder Node -file Pile_Cap_Accelerationt.pout -time -node $pileCapNode -dof 1 2 3 accel"
eval "recorder Element -file Pile_Cap_Global.pout -time -ele $pileCapElemnts globalForce"
eval "recorder Element -file Pile_Cap_force_Local.pout -time -ele $pileCapElemnts localForce"
#SuperStructure
eval "recorder Node -file SST_Displacement.pout -time -node $superstructureNode -dof 1 2 3
disp"
eval "recorder Node -file SST_Displacement_6.pout -time -node $superstructureNode -dof 1 2 3
4 5 6 disp"
eval "recorder Node -file SST_Accelerationt.pout -time -node $superstructureNode -dof 1 2 3
accel"
eval "recorder Element -file SST_Global.pout -time -ele $superStructureElemnts globalForce"
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eval "recorder Element -file SST_force_Local.pout -time

-ele $superStructureElemnts

localForce"
eval "recorder Element -file SST_ForceEle1sec1.pout -time -ele $superStructureElemnts section
1 force";

# section forces, axial and moment, node i

eval "recorder Element -file SST_DefoEle1sec1.pout -time -ele $superStructureElemnts section 1
deformation";

# section deformations, axial and curvature, node i

eval "recorder Element -file SST_ForceEle1sec$nIntPts.pout -time -ele $superStructureElemnts
section $nIntPts force";

# section forces, axial and moment, node j

eval "recorder Element -file SST_DefoEle1sec$nIntPts.pout -time -ele $superStructureElemnts
section $nIntPts deformation";

# section deformations, axial and curvature, node j

#For Flang
set yFiberFlang [expr $df/2];

# fiber location

for stress-strain recorder, local coords
set zFiberFlang [expr $bf/2];

# fiber location

for stress-strain recorder, local coords
eval

"recorder

Element

-file

SST_SSFlangeEle1sec1Postive.pout

-time

-ele

$superStructureElemnts section $nIntPts fiber $yFiberFlang $zFiberFlang $matIDhard
stressStrain"; ## fiber stress-strain, node i, + Flang Side
eval

"recorder

Element

-file

SST_SSFlangeEle1sec1Negative.pout

-time

-ele

$superStructureElemnts section $nIntPts fiber [expr -1*$yFiberFlang] [expr -1*$zFiberFlang]
$matIDhard stressStrain"

;

## fiber stress-strain, node i, -Flang Side

eval "recorder Element -file SST_SSWebEle1sec1.pout -time -ele $superStructureElemnts section
$nIntPts fiber [expr 0.0] [expr 0.0] $matIDhard stressStrain"
node i, Web

;

## fiber stress-strain,
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#Soil
eval "recorder Node -file displacement.pout -time -node $SnodeList -dof 1 2 3 disp"
eval "recorder Node -file velocity.pout

-time -node $SnodeList -dof 1 2 3 vel"

eval "recorder Node -file acceleration.pout -time -node $SnodeList -dof 1 2 3 accel"
eval "recorder Node -file porePressure.pout -time -node $SnodeList -dof 4 vel"
eval "recorder Element -file stress.pout -ele $SElmentList -time material 1 stress"
eval "recorder Element -file strain.pout -ele $SElmentList -time material 1 strain"
puts "Finished creating Structure recorders..."
#----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------# Run 3
#----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------constraints Penalty 1.e18 1.e18
test

NormDispIncr 1.00e-004 150 2

#test

EnergyIncr 1.000000e-006 100 2

algorithm KrylovNewton
numberer
system

RCM
Mumps -ICNTL14 50

integrator Newmark 1.5 1.0
analysis

Transient
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puts "######--------------------######"
puts "###### Start analysis (3) ######"
puts "######--------------------######"

set ok [analyze [expr $numSteps3rdRun] 5.00e+004]
if {$ok != 0} { return $ok }

puts "###### Third Run is Done (Pile Instlation) ######"
puts ""

#----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------# Case of Loading
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

# rezero time
wipeAnalysis
loadConst -time 0.0
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# base input motion
pattern UniformExcitation 10 1 -accel "Series -fileTime acc_time.txt -filePath acc_value.txt factor [expr 1*9.81]"

set startElement 5001
set paraTag1 5001
set paraTag2 [expr $paraTag1+$countEle+1]

#Layer #6
for {set i $startElement} {$i <= $countEleLayer(6)} {incr i 1} {
# skip interfacing layer elements
if { [llength $interfaceElem(6)] > 0 } {
if { [lsearch -integer $interfaceElem(6) $i] >= 0 } {
continue
}
}
parameter $paraTag1 element $i hPerm
parameter $paraTag2 element $i vPerm
updateParameter $paraTag1 [expr 6.6e-5/$g/$fmass]
updateParameter $paraTag2 [expr 6.6e-5/$g/$fmass]
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set paraTag1 [expr $paraTag1+1]
set paraTag2 [expr $paraTag2+1]
}

#Layer #5
for {set i [expr $countEleLayer(6)+1]} {$i <= $countEleLayer(5)} {incr i 1} {
# skip interfacing layer elements
if { [llength $interfaceElem(5)] > 0 } {
if { [lsearch -integer $interfaceElem(5) $i] >= 0 } {
continue
}
}
parameter $paraTag1 element $i hPerm
parameter $paraTag2 element $i vPerm
updateParameter $paraTag1 [expr 6.6e-5/$g/$fmass]
updateParameter $paraTag2 [expr 6.6e-5/$g/$fmass]
set paraTag1 [expr $paraTag1+1]
set paraTag2 [expr $paraTag2+1]
}
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#Layer #4
for {set i [expr $countEleLayer(5)+1]} {$i <= $countEleLayer(4)} {incr i 1} {
# skip interfacing layer elements
if { [llength $interfaceElem(4)] > 0 } {
if { [lsearch -integer $interfaceElem(4) $i] >= 0 } {
continue
}
}
parameter $paraTag1 element $i hPerm
parameter $paraTag2 element $i vPerm
updateParameter $paraTag1 [expr 6.6e-5/$g/$fmass]
updateParameter $paraTag2 [expr 6.6e-5/$g/$fmass]
set paraTag1 [expr $paraTag1+1]
set paraTag2 [expr $paraTag2+1]
}

#Layer #3
for {set i [expr $countEleLayer(4)+1]} {$i <= $countEleLayer(3)} {incr i 1} {
# skip interfacing layer elements
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if { [llength $interfaceElem(3)] > 0 } {
if { [lsearch -integer $interfaceElem(3) $i] >= 0 } {
continue
}
}
parameter $paraTag1 element $i hPerm
parameter $paraTag2 element $i vPerm
updateParameter $paraTag1 [expr 6.6e-5/$g/$fmass]
updateParameter $paraTag2 [expr 6.6e-5/$g/$fmass]
set paraTag1 [expr $paraTag1+1]
set paraTag2 [expr $paraTag2+1]
}
#Layer #2
for {set i [expr $countEleLayer(3)+1]} {$i <= $countEleLayer(2)} {incr i 1} {
# skip interfacing layer elements
if { [llength $interfaceElem(2)] > 0 } {
if { [lsearch -integer $interfaceElem(2) $i] >= 0 } {
continue
}
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}
parameter $paraTag1 element $i hPerm
parameter $paraTag2 element $i vPerm
updateParameter $paraTag1 [expr 6.6e-5/$g/$fmass]
updateParameter $paraTag2 [expr 6.6e-5/$g/$fmass]
set paraTag1 [expr $paraTag1+1]
set paraTag2 [expr $paraTag2+1]
}
#Layer #1

for {set i [expr $countEleLayer(2)+1]} {$i <= $countEleLayer(1)} {incr i 1} {
# skip interfacing layer elements
if { [llength $interfaceElem(1)] > 0 } {
if { [lsearch -integer $interfaceElem(1) $i] >= 0 } {
continue
}
}
parameter $paraTag1 element $i hPerm
parameter $paraTag2 element $i vPerm
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updateParameter $paraTag1 [expr 1.0e-9/$g/$fmass]
updateParameter $paraTag2 [expr 1.0e-9/$g/$fmass]
set paraTag1 [expr $paraTag1+1]
set paraTag2 [expr $paraTag2+1]
}
puts "$paraTag1"

# interfacing layer
#interface Layer 6
if { [llength $interfaceElem(6)] > 0 } {
foreach i $interfaceElem(6) {
parameter [expr $paraTag1] element $i hPerm
parameter [expr $paraTag2] element $i vPerm
updateParameter $paraTag1 [expr 6.6e-5/$g/$fmass]
updateParameter $paraTag2 [expr 6.6e-5/$g/$fmass]
set paraTag1 [expr $paraTag1+1]
set paraTag2 [expr $paraTag2+1]
}
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}

#interface Layer 5
if { [llength $interfaceElem(5)] > 0 } {
foreach i $interfaceElem(5) {
parameter [expr $paraTag1] element $i hPerm
parameter [expr $paraTag2] element $i vPerm
updateParameter $paraTag1 [expr 6.6e-5/$g/$fmass]
updateParameter $paraTag2 [expr 6.6e-5/$g/$fmass]
set paraTag1 [expr $paraTag1+1]
set paraTag2 [expr $paraTag2+1]
}

}
#interface Layer 4
if { [llength $interfaceElem(4)] > 0 } {
foreach i $interfaceElem(4) {
parameter [expr $paraTag1] element $i hPerm
parameter [expr $paraTag2] element $i vPerm
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updateParameter $paraTag1 [expr 6.6e-5/$g/$fmass]
updateParameter $paraTag2 [expr 6.6e-5/$g/$fmass]
set paraTag1 [expr $paraTag1+1]
set paraTag2 [expr $paraTag2+1]
}
}
#interface Layer 3
if { [llength $interfaceElem(3)] > 0 } {
foreach i $interfaceElem(3) {
parameter [expr $paraTag1] element $i hPerm
parameter [expr $paraTag2] element $i vPerm
updateParameter $paraTag1 [expr 6.6e-5/$g/$fmass]
updateParameter $paraTag2 [expr 6.6e-5/$g/$fmass]
set paraTag1 [expr $paraTag1+1]
set paraTag2 [expr $paraTag2+1]
}
}
#interface Layer 2
if { [llength $interfaceElem(2)] > 0 } {
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foreach i $interfaceElem(2) {
parameter [expr $paraTag1] element $i hPerm
parameter [expr $paraTag2] element $i vPerm
updateParameter $paraTag1 [expr 6.6e-5/$g/$fmass]
updateParameter $paraTag2 [expr 6.6e-5/$g/$fmass]
set paraTag1 [expr $paraTag1+1]
set paraTag2 [expr $paraTag2+1]
}
}
#interface Layer 1
if { [llength $interfaceElem(1)] > 0 } {
foreach i $interfaceElem(1) {
parameter [expr $paraTag1] element $i hPerm
parameter [expr $paraTag2] element $i vPerm
updateParameter $paraTag1 [expr 1.0e-9/$g/$fmass]
updateParameter $paraTag2 [expr 1.0e-9/$g/$fmass]
set paraTag1 [expr $paraTag1+1]
set paraTag2 [expr $paraTag2+1]
}
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}
#----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------# Loading RECORDERS
#----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------remove recorders
#piles
eval "recorder Node -file pile_Displacement.dout -time -node $pileNodes -dof 1 2 3 disp"
eval "recorder Node -file pile_Displacement_6.dout -time -node $pileNodes -dof 1 2 3 4 5 6 disp"
eval "recorder Node -file pile_Acceleration.dout -time -node $pileNodes -dof 1 2 3 accel"
eval "recorder Element -file pile_force_Global.dout -time -ele $pileElemnts globalForce"
eval "recorder Element -file pile_force_Local.dout -time -ele $pileElemnts localForce"
eval "recorder Element -file ForceEle1sec1.dout -time -ele $pileElemnts section 1 force";
# section forces, axial and moment, node i
eval "recorder Element -file DefoEle1sec1.dout -time -ele $pileElemnts section 1 deformation";
# section deformations, axial and curvature, node i
eval "recorder Element -file ForceEle1sec$nIntPts.dout -time -ele $pileElemnts section $nIntPts
force";

# section forces, axial and moment, node j

eval "recorder Element -file DefoEle1sec$nIntPts.dout -time -ele $pileElemnts section $nIntPts
deformation";

# section deformations, axial and curvature, node j

set yFiber [expr $DSec/2-$coverSec];
# fiber location for stress-strain recorder, local coords
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set zFiber [expr $DSec/2-$coverSec];
# fiber location for stress-strain recorder, local coords
eval "recorder Element -file SSconcEle1sec1.dout -time -ele $pileElemnts section $nIntPts fiber
$yFiber $zFiber $IDconcCore stressStrain"; ## steel fiber stress-strain, node i
eval "recorder Element -file SSreinfEle1sec1.dout -time -ele $pileElemnts section $nIntPts fiber
$yFiber $zFiber $IDreinf stressStrain"

;

## steel fiber stress-strain, node i

set yFiberCover [expr $DSec/2-$coverSec/2];
# fiber location for stress-strain recorder, local coords
set zFiberCover [expr $DSec/2-$coverSec/2];
# fiber location for stress-strain recorder, local coords
eval "recorder Element -file SSconcCovEle1sec1.dout -time -ele $pileElemnts section $nIntPts
fiber $yFiberCover $zFiberCover $IDconcCover stressStrain";

## cover stress-strain, node i

#pile Cap
eval "recorder Node -file Pile_Cap_Displacement.dout -time -node $pileCapNode -dof 1 2 3 disp"
eval "recorder Node -file Pile_Cap_Displacement_6.dout -time -node $pileCapNode -dof 1 2 3 4
5 6 disp"
eval "recorder Node -file Pile_Cap_Accelerationt.dout -time -node $pileCapNode -dof 1 2 3 accel"
eval "recorder Element -file Pile_Cap_Global.dout -time -ele $pileCapElemnts globalForce"
eval "recorder Element -file Pile_Cap_force_Local.dout -time -ele $pileCapElemnts localForce"
#SuperStructure
eval "recorder Node -file SST_Displacement.dout -time -node $superstructureNode -dof 1 2 3
disp"
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eval "recorder Node -file SST_Displacement_6.dout -time -node $superstructureNode -dof 1 2 3
4 5 6 disp"
eval "recorder Node -file SST_Accelerationt.dout -time -node $superstructureNode -dof 1 2 3
accel"
eval "recorder Element -file SST_Global.dout -time -ele $superStructureElemnts globalForce"
eval "recorder Element -file SST_force_Local.dout -time

-ele $superStructureElemnts

localForce"
eval "recorder Element -file SST_ForceEle1sec1.dout -time -ele $superStructureElemnts section
1 force";

# section forces, axial and moment, node i

eval "recorder Element -file SST_DefoEle1sec1.dout -time -ele $superStructureElemnts section 1
deformation";

# section deformations, axial and curvature, node i

eval "recorder Element -file SST_ForceEle1sec$nIntPts.dout -time -ele $superStructureElemnts
section $nIntPts force";

# section forces, axial and moment, node j

eval "recorder Element -file SST_DefoEle1sec$nIntPts.dout -time -ele $superStructureElemnts
section $nIntPts deformation";

# section deformations, axial and curvature, node j

#For Flang
set yFiberFlang [expr $df/2];

# fiber location

for stress-strain recorder, local coords
set zFiberFlang [expr $bf/2];

# fiber location

for stress-strain recorder, local coords
eval

"recorder

Element

-file

SST_SSFlangeEle1sec1Postive.dout

-time

-ele

$superStructureElemnts section $nIntPts fiber $yFiberFlang $zFiberFlang $matIDhard
stressStrain"; ## fiber stress-strain, node i, + Flang Side
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eval

"recorder

Element

-file

SST_SSFlangeEle1sec1Negative.dout

-time

-ele

$superStructureElemnts section $nIntPts fiber [expr -1*$yFiberFlang] [expr -1*$zFiberFlang]
$matIDhard stressStrain"

;

## fiber stress-strain, node i, -Flang Side

eval "recorder Element -file SST_SSreinfEle1sec1.dout -time -ele $superStructureElemnts section
$nIntPts fiber [expr 0.0] [expr 0.0] $matIDhard stressStrain"

;

## fiber stress-strain,

node i, Web
#Soil
eval "recorder Node -file displacement.dout -time -node $SnodeList -dof 1 2 3 disp"
eval "recorder Node -file velocity.dout

-time -node $SnodeList -dof 1 2 3 vel"

eval "recorder Node -file acceleration.dout -time -node $SnodeList -dof 1 2 3 accel"
eval "recorder Node -file porePressure.dout -time -node $SnodeList -dof 4 vel"
eval "recorder Element -file stress.dout -ele $SElmentList -time material 1 stress"
eval "recorder Element -file stress_8.dout -ele $SElmentList -time material 8 stress"
eval "recorder Element -file strain.dout -ele $SElmentList -time material 1 strain"
eval "recorder Element -file strain_8.dout -ele $SElmentList -time material 8 strain"

puts "Finished creating dynamics recorders..."
#----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------# Run 4
#----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#---RAYLEIGH DAMPING PARAMETERS
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# damping ratio
set damp

0.02

# lower frequency
set omega1 [expr 2*$pi*1.47]
# upper frequency
set omega2 [expr 2*$pi*20]
# damping coefficients
set a0

[expr 2*$damp*$omega1*$omega2/($omega1 + $omega2)]

set a1

[expr 2*$damp/($omega1 + $omega2)]

puts "damping coefficients: a_0 = $a0; a_1 = $a1"
constraints Transformation
test

EnergyIncr 1.000000e-006 100 2

algorithm

KrylovNewton

numberer

RCM

system
rayleigh

Mumps -ICNTL14 50
$a0 0.0 $a1 0.0

integrator TRBDF2
analysis

VariableTransient

puts "######--------------------######"
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puts "###### Start analysis (4) ######"
puts "######--------------------######"
set numSteps 6000
set DtAnalysis 0.01
set ok [analyze $numSteps $DtAnalysis [expr $DtAnalysis/100] $DtAnalysis 15]
set endT [clock seconds]
puts "Execution time: [expr $endT-$startT] seconds."
wipe all;
wipe; # flush ouput stream
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